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// FOREWORD

-- The increasing severity of *military electromagnetic environments
and the potentially adverse effects of these environments on utper-
formance of air-launched ordnance systems have reached the point where
they pose a threat to '4h'successful deployment of air-launched ordnance
system. To counter this threat, the U.S. Air Force has developed
an Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) Hardness Program to ensure that
adequate EMR hardening measures are incorporated into the design, devel-
opment, and production of future systems to protect them from ma opera-
tianal environments.

This handbook provides guidance for establishing, implementing,
and managing an effective EmR hardness program throughout the life
cycle of an air-launched ordnance system. ENR hardness is one of sev-
eral disciplines concerned with the detrimental effects of electromag-
netic environments.'ý Other disciplines include EMC, EMP, ECCI4, and
HBRO. CWhfile this handbook is directed specifically to EMR hardness,
the program established should be coordinated and consolidated with
all other electromagnetic effects disciplines invoked on the system
to provide efficient and cost effective solutions to *he~electromagnetic
effects problems. 4_>.

---------------------------------------------------
Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions).and any

pertinent data which may be of usde4A-tAviSg.b ¢ocument should
be addressed-tcr--Rfhe-XI evelopment Center, RADC (Rjk-2), Griffiss
AB,. NLY 13441, by using the self-addressed Standardization Document
Improvement Proposal (DO ?orm 1426) appsaring at the end of this
document or by letter.

-- ----------------------------------
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SCTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOS. The purpose of this document is to provide program
managers and system designers with guidance for the design, develop-
ment, and acquisition of air launched ordnance systems which are hard-
ened against the detrimental effects of electromagnetic radiation (CNR).

1.2 SCOPE. The material in this handbook in Intended to be applied
during the development, design, production, and deployment of air launched
ordnance systems. The material is designed to provide protection for
air launched ordnance systems during that portion of the life cycle
from the time the system is attached to the delivery aircraft until
the system impacts a target. The EMR environments are considered to
extend from 1 MHz to 100 0Hz.

1.3 FORMAT. The material In the remainder of the handbook Is divided
into five sections and fifteen appendices.

Section 2 (Referenced Documents) lists milita"v documents which
may be tailored to invoke EMB hardness requirements and control into
the acquisition process. Wile there are currently no government speci-
fications or standards which specifically address EMR susceptibility
or vulnerability of air launched ordnance systems, the more general
electromagnetic compatibilitv (EMC) documents listed in this section
can be tailored to address the EMR hardness problem in contractual
documentation. The information in this section is intended for govern-
ment management and procurement personnel who are responsible for ensur-
ing that EMR hardness is adequately addressed in contract documents.
(Information on tailoring specifications and standards is presented
in Appendix J.)

Section 3 (The EMR Vulnerability Problem) describes the nature,
causes, and effects of EMR vulnerability. The information in this
section Is intended for management, desJgn, and engineering personnel.
It seeks to convey an understanding of the overall EMR vulnerability
problem and to provide general descriptions of the EMR environment,
the environment-to-system coupling mechanisms, and the degradation
effects of EMR vulnerability.

Section 4 (EMR Hardness Control and Management) describes an
overall management approach for implementing an EMR hardness program
over the entire life cycle of an air launched ordnance system. The
material In this section is Intended primarilv for program managers
and EMCAB personnel who are responsible for the development, implementa-
tion, and control of EMR hardness programs for air launched ordnance
systems.

Section 5 (EMP Ha-den'ng Design) describes an overall approach
and the specific prope•itres t1'at contractor personnel may utilize to
ensure that the EMR hardness requirements are satisfied during the
development and fabrication M' a system. The information in this sec-
tion is 'ntended prina" 4 1v f,,r contractors' -anagement, design, and
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engineering personnel who are responsible for incorporating adequate
EMP hardness into the design and fabrication of air launched ordnance
systems. The material in this section will also be of interest to
government program managers and EMCAB personnel who are responsible
for monitoring and evaluating contractors' EMR hardness efforts.

Section 6 (EMR Hardness Measurement Program) describes an over-
all test and evaluation plan to verify the EMR hardness of a system.
The information in this section is intended for both the program office
personnel who are responsible for establishing and evaluating an over-
all measurement plan and the contractor personnel who are responsible
for developing an EMt hardness test plan and performing EMR hardness
tests.

The appendices describe In greater detail major areas which
must be addressed In an EMR hardness program and provide additional
guidance for addressing these areas. The appendices include the fol-
lowing:

A. EMR Environment

B. EMR Environment Forecasting Capabilities at ECAC

C. Analysis and Prediction

D. The lntrasystem Analysis Program (1AP)

E. Establishing Susceptibility Levels
F. Establishing EMR Hardness Criteria

0. EMR Hardness Design Practices
H. EMR Hardness Measurement Techniques

I. EMR Hardness Considerations in Program Documents

J. Tailoring of Specifications and Standards

K. Outline for EMR Hardness Program Plan

L. Outline for EMR Hardness Control Plan
M. Outline for EMR Hardness Test Plan
N. EMR Hardness Bibliography

0. Definitions and Acronyms

2
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MMIWN 2 - mum W U- CiE

2.1 280in M 1 Dor N . The following documents of the issue
in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal,
form a part of this handbook to the extent specified herein.

W=MCmows
MILITARY

NIL---6051 Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements,
Systems

MILITARY
KIL-STD-461 Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics,

Requirements For Equipment

MIL-STD-462 Electromagnetic Interference Character istics,
Measurement Of

MIL-STD-463 Definitions and System Of Units0 Electromagnetic
Inter ference Technology

MIL-STD-1377 Effectiveness of Cables, Connectors,
Weapon Enclosure Shielding and Filters-
In Precluding Hazards of Electromagnetic
Radiation to Ordnanoe; Measurement of

MIL-STD-1541 Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements
For Space Systems

MILITARY
MIL-HDBK-237 Electromagnetic Compatibility/Interference

Program Requirements

(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required
by contractors in connection with specific procurement functions should
be obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by the contracting
officer.)
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SRCTION 3 - T4E 90 VULNERABILITY PROBLEM

3.1 CAUSES AID EFFECTS OF VE VULNHRABILTTY. The mission require-
Moent of air launched ordnance systems dictate that they ope,-ate in
intense and highly complex electromagnetic environments. From the
time the system is attacted to the delivery aircraft until it Impacto
a target, it is exposed to electromagnetic radiation from emitters
aboard the delivery alrcraft. from emitters aboard other aircraft,
or from emitters located on the ground. The envir'onment created by
these emitters may contain signals which reach hundreds of volts per
meter In level, employ complex modulations, and span a frequency range
of 1 MHz to 100 GHz. If these signals are coupled into sensitive elec-
tronic circuits of the air launched ordnance system, then degradation
of circuit performance may oncur. Any degradation which 1s sufficient
to compromise the system misston constitutes electromagnetic vulnera-
blity.

3.2 THE W ENVIRONMENT. The Increased use of high power electromag-
netic emitters has brought about sources with effective radiated power
(ERP) output levels ranging up to tens of megawatts. These sources,
which are very often designed to intentionally radiate power within
selected portions of the RF spectrum, can create vprv intense electrq-
magnetic fields at large distances from the source location. Where
tactical requirements or spatial 1lmitations dictate the operation
of sensitive electronic systems i.n close proximity to these sources,
the systems may be exposed to electromagnetic field levels which far
exceed the normal design requirements of the systems.

Any high power emitter may create EMR vulnerability problems,
either through the unintentional or Intentional radiation of EM energy.
Intentional sources are those designed specifically to radiate EM energy,
for example, radar. communication, EW, Navaids, or other type systems.
The predominant sources are those with high power output levels and
highly directive antennas. In particular, many pulsed radar systems
radiate extremely high peak power levels. Systems which are illuminated
by the main beams of pulsed -adar antennas may be subjected to field
intensity levels of hundreds of volts per meter.

In the performance of its intended missions, an air launched
ordnance system will be exposed to several different electromagnetic
environments created by different combinations of radiation from sources
located on the delivery aircraft, on other aircraft, and on the ground.
The composite of these environments will be characterized by intense
electromagnetic fields, signal frequencies ranging from 1 MHz to 100
0Hz, and complex signal modulations. Such an environment poses a major
EMHR threat to the operation of an air launched ordnance system. To
insure that this threat Is minimized or eliminated, It is mandatory
that the operating environment of the system be well defined in order
to permit the determination and incorporation of appropriate system
hardening techniques.

5
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The Eleotromagnetio Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) has
developed a capability for defining composite environments for air
launched ordnance systems. This capability provides a means of defin-
ing the EKE environment for a given system based on the system type
and function, the type of delivery aircraft, other aircraft involved,
the theater(s) of operation and the types of targets.

3.3 NIVIRONMWIT-TO-SYST0 COUPLING. Coupling is defined as the means
by which a magnetic, electric, or electromagnetic field produced by
one system induces a voltage or current in another system, and is broadly
classified as conduotive or free-space coupling. Conductive coupling
occurs between two systems when the systems are physically connected
with a conductor and share a common impedance. Free-space coupling
is the transfer of electromagnetic energy between two or more systems
not directly interconnected with a conductor. Depending upon the dis-
tance between the systems, free-space coupling is usually defined as
either near-field or far-field. Near-field coupling can be subdivided
into Inductive or capacitive coupling, according to the nature of the
electromagnetic field. In inductive coucling, the magnetic field set
up by the source liaks the receptor. Capacitive coupling is produced
by an electric field between the source and receptor.

Radiation of energy by electromagnetic waves is the principal
coupling mechanism in far-field coupling. The term, radiated coupling,
is sometimes used to describe both near-field and far-field coupling.
However, radiated coupling is generally accepted as the transfer of
energy from a source to a receptor by means of electromagnetic wave
propagation through space according to the laws of wave propagation.

During the life cycle of an air launched ordnance system, unde-
sired electromagnetic energy may be transferred to the system via radi-
ated coupling from sources on the delivery aircraft, on other aircraft,
or on the ground. The amount of energy which is coupled will he depen-
dent upon the size and configuration of the system, the orientation
of the system with respect to the energy source, and the frequency
and polarization of the incident energy.

Energy which 1s coupled to a system from an incident electromag-
netic field will cause current to flow on the surface of the system.
If these currents are interrupted by a discontinuity in the form of
a hole or seam in the surface, the field will penetrate into the inter-
ior of the system. The amount of penetration will depend upon the
distribution of current on the system surface and the size and configur-
ation of the hole. Once penetration has occurred, the undesired energy
may be coupled to internal circuits and components through a combina-
tion of conducted/free-space coupling paths. If the system is unable
to distinguish the coupled energy from legitimate signals, the system
performance may be degraded.

3 .4 DEGRADATION EFFECTS. Undesired RF energy which is coupled to
a semiconductor device will be absorbed by the device. The amount
of energy absorbed will depend on the level of energy coupled to the
device via interconnecting wiring and cables, the frequency of the
undesired signal, the type and operating conditions of the device in-
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volved, the device port into which the enerKv is coupled, and the imped-
ance of the injection port. The effect of the coupled energy on the
device performance can range from an alteration of the device operating
characteristics to device failure. At low levels of power absorption
the predominant effect will be device performance degradation whereas
hi.gher levels of power absorption will result in device failure.

The basic mechanism by wh4ch device performance is affected
is rectification of the coupled RF energy at p-n Junctions. The rec-
tiffed current (voltaae) will appear as a dc or video signal depending
upon the modulation characteristics of the RF energy. For CW RF energy,
the rectified current will produce a DC shift in the quiescent operat-
ing point of the device. For pulsed RF, the operatIng point effectively
becomes a superposition of the original (no RF) value with a video
signal which is a replica of the PF envelope.

The effect of device performance degradation or failure on svs-
toni performance will devend upon the function of the circuit in which
the device is employed and the function of Interconnected circuits
and subsystems. For example, CW RF energy which Is rectified in an
analog amplifier may cause a shift in the quiescent operating coInt
of the amplifier or change the amplifier gain. Similarly, a change
of state may be Induced in a digital circuit. Where the undesired
signal is modulated, the detected modulation waveform may.appear as
an output of the device. These effects may be propagated through inter-
connected circuits and subsystems and degrade the operation of the) circuit or subsystem. The specific effects of coupled energy on cir-
cuit, subsystem, and system performance can only be determined by the
system designer, beginning with a determination of the effects produced
on specific devices and then analyzing the impact of device performance
degradation or failure on circuit and subsystem behavior.
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SUCTION 4 - DIR HARDNSS3 CONTROL AND MANAODNT.

4.1 PROORAM MANAGERS RESPONSIDILITIES. The program manager is re-
sponsible for ensuring that an effective EtR hardness program plan
is developed early In the concept development phase of the program
and that the EMR hardness program defined in this plan is implemented
and evaluated throughout the life cycle of the system being developed.
The program manager should ensure that:

a. EMR hardness requirements are defined and considered during
trade-off studies of alternate concepts for satisfying the
required operational capabilities.

h. Adequate schedules and budgets are established to accomplish
the requi.red EMR hardness actions.

c. The EMR hardness aspects of the system being developed are
adequately addressed in the Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP)
at the conclusion or each development phase.

d. The DIR hardness requirements for the system are adequately
defined In the Request For Proposal (RFP).

e. The pontractor is satisfvIng the EMR hardness requirements
in the system design.

f. The contractor is satisfving the EMR hardness requirements
in the fabrication of the system.

g. The pre-productIon prototype system is susceptibility tested
and passes a vulnerability analysis.

h. The EMR hardness characteristics of the system are maintained
during production.

I. The production model system is susceptibility tested and
passes a vulnerability analysis.

To assist him In meeting these responsibilities, the program
manager should establish an electromagnetic compatibility advisory
board (EMCAB) early in the concept development phase of the program
to serve as a major rosource for the development, implementation, con-
trol, and review of an EMR hardness program.

4.2 THE KLECTROAWONRTIC COMPATIBILITY ADVISORY BOARD (ICAB). THE
purpose of the E2CAB is to asslst the program manager in establishing,
implementing, and controlling an electromagnetic effects program which
shall include an EMR hardness program. The EXCAB should normally con-
sist or 2 to 6 members (Oepending on the size and complexity of the
program) with extensive experience and expertise in EMC engineering.
In addition tc the EMR kirdness program, the ENCAB should have the
responsibility for satisfying the requirements for any other electromag-

9
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netlo effeots apecifled in the Progrtm Management Directive (PlID).
These additional EM effects may include any combination of EMC, EMP,
ECCM, HERO, RADHAZ, and other possible EM discipl~nes. The membership
of the advisory board should be tailored to provide the expertise re-
quired to address the EM disciplines to be satisfied.

With reepect to the EHR hardness program, the EMCAB should:

a. Obtain EMR environmant forecasts as required during the davel-
opment and aoquisition phases of the program.

b. Oenerate an EMP hardness program plan.

e. Establish schedules and budget estimates for accomplishing

the EMP hardness program.

d. Prepare EMR hardness inputs to Decision Cooreinating Pape-'s.

e. Prepare EMR hardness requirements for inclosion An the SOW
and RFP.

f. Eval.ate the EMR hardness aspects of proposals.

g. Evaluate contraotor EMR hardness control plans ard test Dlans.

h. Monitor contractor EhR hardness efforts and prugrams.

I.. Identify and resolve EMR hardness problems which ar 4 se.

J. Evaluate contractor EMR hardness test data.

k. Assist in making arrangements for system susceptibility tests
and iulnerability analyses.

The program manager should ensure that the *MCAB is organized
sufficienrly early ii the concept development phase of the program
so that the board can participate in trade-off studiss of alternate
conoopts and can assist in establishing &dequate schedule and budget
estimates to implement a comprehensive EMR hardness program. In the
organization of' the advisory board, the program manager should onsure
that the board's responsibilities are clearly defined and that suffi-
cient authority is given to the board to accomplish Its goals.

4.. THE MR HARDNESS PROGRAM PLAN. The EMR hardness prograr plan
Is the top level management document for the complete EMR hardness
program to be conducted throughout the life cycle of the air launched
ordnance system being developed. The EHM hardness program defined
1,n the programn plan should he tailored to the specific operational
requirements and the anticipated EMR environment for the system being
developed. The plan should be prepared in accordance with the outline
presented in Appendix K.

10
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The EKR hardness program plan should Incluee the following types
of Information:

a. Description of the overall management, organizational and
technical framework of the EMR hardness program.

b. Definition of tasks and milestones of the EMR hardness pro-

gram.

c. Assignment of responsibilities for EMR hardness tasks.

d. Delegation of authority for EMR hardness actions.

e. Description of the implementation of the EMR hardness program.

f. Description of the EMR hardness tasks to be accomplished
in each phase of the system life cycle.

The DEM hardness program plan should be reviewed and updated
as the program progresses through the acquisition cycle. As a minimum,
the program manager and the EMCAS should jointly review the ZR hard-
ness program plan at the conclusion of each acquisition phase to ensure
that the program plan accurately reflects the current requirements
of the system being developes.

4.3.1 ORGANIZATION AND MANAOEMENT. The EMR hardness program plan
should clearly describe the organizational and management structure
of the EMR hardness program for the particular project. The program
plan should establish which Air Force, other DoD, and contractor organi-
zations will be required to participate in the EMR hardness program
and Identify the communication channels and contact points between
the various organizations and the program office. The program plan
should include schedule and budget estimates for each of the partioi-
pating organizations.

4.3.2 ASSIGMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY. The EMR hard-
ness program plan should clearly define the responsibilities and goals
of each participating organization in the overall EMR hardness program.
The program plan should delegate adequate management responsibilities
and authority to appropriate organizations and individuals to ensure
that the entire EMR hardness program organization can function and
accomplish its goals.

Under the Oirection and approval of the. program manager, the
EMCAB should have primary responsibility and authority for developing,
Implementing, and managing the EMR hardness program.

S.3.3 IICORPORATING 90 HARDNESS IN PROGRAM LIM CYCLE. The EMR
hardness program plan should clearly define the objectives, tasks,
and milestones of the EtR hardness program. In addition to assigning
responsibilities for the various EMR hardness tasks and actions, the
program plan should describe how and when these tasks and actions are
to be accomplished in relationshJp with the various phases of the sys-
tem life cycle. The program plan should ensure that the EMR hardness



aotions are accomplished in a manner which will provide maximum benefit
at minimum oost, and at the same time, will cause minimum delay in
the development of the system.

4.3.3.1 PROGRAM LIFE CYCIC PRASM. The five life cycle phases of
a typical air launched ordnance system are listed below:

a. Concept Development

b. Concept Validation

a. Full-scale Development

d. Production

e. Deployment

Certain EMB hardness activities must be accomplished during
each of these life cycle phases. In addition, these activities must
be accomplished in a certain sequence, both to assure the efficient
accomplishment of the overall EMR hardness program and to maintain
a smooth flow of the acquisition process.

4.3.3.2 CONCEPT DKVELOPNEWr PHWEE. The MR hardness activities which
should be accomplished in the concept development phase of the program
are depicted in the flow diagram shown in Figure 4-1. The program
manager should organize an EMCAB as early as possible in this phase
of the program to assist him in establishing and implementing an EMR
hardness program. The first actions of the EMCAB should be directed
to obtaining an EMR environment forecast defining the EM environment
in which the system will be required to operate and to developing an
EMR hardness program plan. The Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis
Center (ECAC) at Annapolis, Maryland has developed the capability for
generating EMR environment forecasts for air launched ordnance systems.
The EMCAB should establish contact with ECAC, alert them that a request
for an EMR environment forecast is forthcoming, and obtain information
as to what types of input information will be required to request the
forecast. ECAC's request procedures are described in Appendix B.
Operational deployment information (anticipated delivery platforms,
mission scenarios, and anticipated target parameters) will be required
to define the anticipated EMR environment. The accuracy and complete-
ness of the EMR environment forecasts obtained in the early stages
of a program will probably be limited by the degree to which the opera-
tional deployment information is defined. Hence, the EMCAB should
make a concerted effort to supply ECAC with the best possible informa-
tion in the request for an EMR environment forecast.

At the same time that the EMR environment forecast is being
obtained from ECAC, the EMCAB should be generating an EMR hardness
program plan tailored to the system to be developed. The program plan
should completely describe the ENR hardness program to be conducted
throughout the life cycle of the system to be developed.

After the EMR hardness program plan has been completed and ap-
proved and the EMR environment forecast has been received from ECAC,
the EMCAB and the program manager should establish schedule and budget

12
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estiMates for accomplishing all of the tasks of the EMR hardness pro-
gram. This effort will require the program manager and the EMCAB to
interface with the organizations assigned responsibilities under the
program plan to obtain their inputs to and concurrence with the schedule
and budget estimates.

At this stage of the program, the EMCAB should perform an analy-
sis to determine if the system, as proposed, can operate in the antici-
pated EMR environment. If more than one concept is being considered,
this analysis can serve to establish the relative magnitudes of the
EMR hardness requirements of the alternate concepts. If a single con-
cept is being considered and the results from the analysis indicate
that the system oan not operate in the anticipated EDR environment,
an alternate concept will have to be developed which satisfies the
required operational capabilities, and, at the same time, is capable
of operating in the anticipated EMR environment. The results from
the analysis should be used to establish an initial estimate of the
EMR hardness requirements for the remainder of the program.

Near the conclusion of the concept development phase, the EMCAD
should prepare the EMB hardness documentation for inclusion in the
Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP). This documentation should include
a description of the tasks of the EtR hardness program that have been
accomplished, the results from these tasks, an estimate of the tasks
remaining to be accomplished, and an assessment of the risks involved
in completing the EMR hardness program.

At the conclusion of the concept development phase, the EMCAB
should update the EMR hardness program plan to reflect the current
status of the EMB hardness program. The update of the EMR hardness
program plan must be sufficiently detailed to assure continuity in
the EMP hardness program in the transition from the concept development
phase to the concept validation phase.

I4.3.3.3 CONCBPT VALIDATION PHASE. The EMR hardness acivities which
should be accomplished in the concept validation phase of the program
are depicted in the flow diagram shown in Figure 4-2. The primary
emphasis of the EME hardness program during this phase should be directed
to establishing the EMR hardness requirements for inclusion in the
Request For Proposal (RFP) for the full-scale development system.

The EMCAB should contact ECAC, alert them that an updated EMR
environment forecast will be required, and obtain information as to
what types of input information will be required to request the updated
forecast. The ENCAB should then initiate an effort to obtain updated
performance, operational, and tactical information in accordance with
ECAC's requirements and prepare a request for an updated EMR environ-
ment forecast. After the updated forecast is obtained, the EMCAB should
perform an analysis to determine if the system, as being develcped,
can operate in the updated EMR environment. The results from the analy-
sis should be used to establish the EMB hardness requirements for inclu-
sion in the Statement Of Work (SOW) and the RFP for the full-scale
development model of the system. After the EMR hardness requirements
have been established, the EMM hardness test and analysis requirements

14
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for inolusion in the RFP and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TI4P)
should be developed.

Near the conclusion of the concept validation phase, the EMCAB
should prepare the E4R hardness documentation for inclusion in the
DCP. At the conclusion of the concept validation phase, the EMCAB
should update the EMR hardness program plan to assure continuity in
the EMR hardness program in the transition from the concept valida-
tion phase to the full-scale development phase.

4.3.3.4 FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PIAS. The EMR hardness activities
which should be accomplished in the full-scale development phase of
the program are depicted in the flow diagram shown in Pigure 4-3.
The primary emphasis of the MR hardness program during this phase
should be directed to ensuring that the contractor incorporates suffi-
cient MR hardening in the design and fabrication of the full-scale
development model of the system. The EMCAB should ensure that the
RFP for the acquisition of a pre-production model of the system adequately
defines the EtB hardness requirements for the system and requires the
bidders to address hew they propose to satisfy the EMB hardness require-
ments in their proposals. The contract should require the successful
bidder to submit an EMO hardness control plan describing in detail
how he will satisfy the EMR hardness requirements in the design and
fabrication of the system and an EMR hardness test plan describing
in detail how he will evaluate his EMR hardenina efforts.

The EMCAB should participate in the evaluation of the proposals
to determine if bidders adequately and realistically addreAs the EMR
hardness requirements in their proposals. The EMCAB should evaluate
the control plan and test plan submitted by the successful bidder and
require modifications if necessary to obtain satisfactory approaches.
The EMCAB should participate in periodic design reviews to ensure that
the EMR hardness requirements are being adequately addressed in the
design of the system. The EMCAB should revieu and evaluate the contrac-
tor's EMR hardness test data to ensure that EMR hardening has been
incorporated in the fabrication of the pre-production system. The
program manager and the EMCAB should contact RADC/RBC and ECAC and
alert them that a system susceptibility/vulnerabil-ty analysis of the
pre-production model of the system is forthcoming. The EMCAB and RADC/
RBC should jointly prepare a request to ECAC for an updated EMP environ-
ment forecast for the system susceptibility/vulnerability analysis
at the RADC facility. The program manager and the EMCAB should make
arrangements to provide a pre-production system to RADC/RBC for system
susceptibilicy testing.

The EMCAB should establish the EMR hardness requirements and
quality control verification tests for inclusion in the production
contract. Near the conclusion of the full-scale development phase,
the EMCAB should prepare the EMR hardness documentation for the DCP.
At the conclusion of the full-scale development phase, the EMCAB should
update the EMR hardness program plan to assure continuity in the EMR
hardness program in the transition from the full-scale development
phase to the production phase.
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4.3.3.5 PRODUCTION PIASE. The E'R hardness activities which should
be accomplished in the production phase of the program are depicted
in the flow diagram shown in Figure 4-4. The primary emphasis of the
EMR hardness program during this phase should be directed to ensuring
that the EMR hardness characteristics of the pre-production model of
the system are maintained in the production process. The EMCAB should
verify that the production procedures and practices to be used in the
production of the system will yield the required EMR hardness character-
istics. The EMCAB should also ensure that adequate quality control
tests are performed throughout the production cycle to assure that
the required EMR hardness characteristics are being realized in the
production systems. The EMCAB should ensure that the EMR hardness
aspects of the system are adequately addressed in all operation, main-
tenance, and training documents for the system.

The program manager and the EMCAB should contact RADC/RBC and
ECAC and alert them that a system susoeptibility/vulnerability analysis
of a production model of the system is forthcoming. The EMCAB and
RADC/RBC should jointly prepare a request to ECAC for an updated EMB
environment forecast for the system susceptibility/vulnerability analy-
sis at the RADC facility. The program manager and the EMCAB should
make arrangements to provide a production mcdel system to RADC/RBC
for system susceptibility testing.

If the production model of the system should fail to satisfy
the system susceptibility/vulnerability analysis, the program manager
and the EMCAB, with assistance as required from RADC/RBC, should develop
modifications, engineering changes, or changes in the production prac-
tices to meet the EMR hardness requirements.

After the production model system satisfies the system EMR sus-
ceptibility/vulnerability analysis, the EMCAB should update the EME
hardness program plan to provide a complete record of the EMP hardness
program to the logistics program manager.

4.3.3.6 DEPLOYMENT PHASE. The EMR activities which should be accom-
plished in the deployment phase of the program are depicted in the
flow diagram shown in Figure 4-5. The deployment phase begins with
the acceptance of the first operational system and extends until the
last system is phased out of the inventory. There is usually a signifi-
cant overlap between the production phase and the deployment phase.
During this overlap period, a feed-back system should be established
and maintained to ensure that any EMR deficiencies discovered during
in-service performance are routed back to production for corrective
actions. The EMR environment should be monitored and updated through-
out the deployment phase. If the actual changes in the EMR environment
differ significantly from the forecasted changes, the impact of the
changes on the vulnerability of the system should be assessed and appro-
priate actions taken. The operational and maintenance procedures for
the system should be monitored throughout the deployment phase, and
their impact on the EMR hardness characteristics of the system should
be assessed. Any proposed plans for modifications or engineering changes
to the system should be reviewed to assess their impact on the PMR
hardness characteristics of the system.
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.4 El INVITONMDT FORBCAISTS. An air launched ordnance system will
be exposed to several different electromagnetic environments during
its life cycle. The EMR hardness provided in the system must be suffi-
ctent to assure that the system can survive and accomplish its mission
when exposed to all of these environments. Thus, an EMA environment
profile depicting the maximum radiation levels for all the environments
must be defined in order to establish the EMR hardness requirements
for a system. In addition, since a system being developed may not
be deployed for several years and may have an in-service life of sev-
eral more years, the EMR environment profile used to establish the
EMR hardness requirements must be extrapolated or forecasted to indi-
cate the levels of radiation exposure anticipated at the end of the
in-service life of the system.

The implementation of an Air Force EMR hardness program has
created a continuous requirement for EMR environment forecasts as the
developments of new systems are initiated. While the operational EMR
environment of each system must be tailored for that specific system,
the procedures for generating the EMR forecasts are essentially the
same for all systems. In addition, the generation of an EMR forecast
for a specific system will entail processing the same EMR data base
to tailor the environment to the operational and tactical requirements
of the specific system. Under these conditions, it is apparent that
a permanent organization to provide EMB environment fo,-ecasts to all
program offices is needed. The Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis
Center (ECAC) at Annapolis, Maryland has developed a capability for
generating the required EMR environment forecasts.

A number of requirements should be considered in the generation
of EMR environment forecasts. A minimum of three EMR environment fore-
casts is considered necessary during the acquisition cycle of a system.
The points in the acquisition cycle at which these forecasts will be
required are; (1) the Mission Element Need Statement (HENS) approval
stage, (2) the Request For Pi'oposal (RFP) preparation stage, and (3)
the system EMR susceptibility/vulnerability evaluation stage.

The first EMR environment forecast (Type I) at the HENS approval
stage, should be used in the feasibility analysis, trade-off studies
of alternate approaches, and the definition of risks. This forecast
should also be used to establish budgets and resources requirements
for ati EMR hardness program.

The second EMR environment forecast (Type II) at the RFP prepara-
tion stagE, should be incorporated into the RFP to convey to the bid-
ders the amount of EMR hardness that will be required. This forecast
should also be used by the selected contractor to establish the EM4R
hardness criteria which will be used as the basis for the EHR hardness
control plan and the EMB hardness test plan.

The third EMR environment forecast (Type III), at the system
EMR susceptibility/vulnerability ?valuation stage, should be used by
tne system test organization as guidance in conducting the system sus-
ce;..ibility t•"•t.3 and as the threat definition in vulnerability analy-@ Zes.
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Each EM enoironment forecast must include all elements of all
the electromagnetic environments to which the system will be exposed
during all phases of the life oycle that the EKR hardness program Is
to address. The nurrent concept is that the EMR hardness program will
address the operational/threat environment present from the time the
system is attached to the delivery aircraft until the system impacts
the target.

While the basie objective of all three forecasts is the same
(i.e., to define the anticipated operational/threat environment), the
manner in which each forecast is to be used, the stage of development
of the system when each forecast in generated, and the extended time
periods between forecasts (possibly several years) dictate that the
three EMR environment forecasts will be different.

The following specific features and information are considered
necessary in the EME forecasts in order for them to satisfy the require-
ments of an EMR hardness program:

TYPE
Type I - MENS Stage (25-year forecast)
Type 1I - XFP Stage (20-year forecast)
Type III - System EMR Evaluation Stage (15-year forecast)

FORMAT,
Composite profiles including ground, on-board (Cosite),
escort and intercept aircraft (Intersite), and approach-
to-target environments.

Average and peak power profiles

FREQUENCY RANGE
1 MHz to 100 GHz

From attachment to delivery aircraft to impact on target

MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS
Probability distribution curves (or equivalent) of pulse
width and pulse-repetition frequency over specified bands
in the environmental profiles

ECAC has developed procedures to satisfy all of these require-
ments (including the integration of environments and a forecasting
capability) in a capability for generating EMR environment forecasts.
Hence, when an EMB environment forecast is needed, the program manager
need only contact ECAC, define which type forecast he needs, and pro-
vide ECAC the operational and tactical information they require to
generate the forecast. A more detailed description of EMR environment
forecasts and examples of EMR environment profiles are presented in
Appendix A. ECAC's capabilities and request procedures are described
in Appendix B.
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4.5 NSTABL13HINO IR HURDIUIS MQIRMUTS. The EMR hardness require-
ments need to be established early in the E14R hardness program and
refined as the system develops. The establishment of the hardness
requirements must be based on a zyatemmtic approach and oomneurate
with the needs at the various phases of the acquisition process. A
systemtio approach may flow as follows:

a. Based on the BMR environment forecasts, predict the internal
EM fields within a system enclosure vim aperture and external
cable paths.

b. Predict coupling of the internal EM fields to cables and
wires inside the system enclosure.

n. Det'ermine suscGptibility levels of the components, cihcuits
and subsystems that have been Identified as critical to sys-
tem performance.

d. Assess the effect of the EM-induoed response on system peform-
&nce, perform trade-offs, and establish adequate design mar-
gins in hardness requirements.

The approach for determining EMR hardness requirements varies
greatly in complexity according to the available system configuration
data, level of analysis, and accuracy requirements. As soon as possi-) ble in the system development, the analysis approach described should
be balanced with testing and in some cases with computer model simula-
tions. A well-balanced attack utilizing analysis, testing, and simula-
tion is recommended since in many situations no one area provides all
the necessary data or information desired. Establishing EMR hardness
criteria is described In more detail in Appendix F.

4.5.1 COUPLING AIALYSIS. The level of coupling analysis will be
different for the various phases of the acquisition process. During
the conceptual phase, order-of-magnitude calculations may be sufficient.
DurinS these phases, little hardware information is available and sys-
tem requirements are not well-defined. However, it is possible to
use coupling analysis for trade-offs in alternative system designs
and to study feasibility-type questions. This is true in part because
of the wide range of quantities involved, For example, electromagnetic
environment levels may be In the hundreds of volts/meter while compo-
nent/circuit susceptibilities may exist at the millivolt or microvolt
levels.

As the weapon system progresses through the acquisition cycle,
the accuracy requirements for coupling analyses increase. In the vali-
dation and full-scale development phase, more system type information
is available and coupling analyses may be approached with more detailed
computer-aided analyses,, Also in these phases, since hardware is avail-
able for testing, a balanced utilization of coupling analyses and meas-
urements is possible. For egample, analyses may be used to determine
skin penetration levels and measurements based on these levels may
be uset to determine cable pD'kups.
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The Air Force has available a family of EVC analysis computer
programs to support both order-of-magnitude and detailed calculations.
This collection of program is referred to as the Intrasystem Analysis
Program (IAP). RADC is the lead agency for development and use of
the ZAP. Recently, RADC ha8 set up the EMC/IAP Support Center to pro-
vide a facility where government and industry may obtain support in
executing and exchanging data and information on the IAP. This facil-
ity is located at RADC.

In the early stages of system development, the program manager
may request system support through RADC/RBC which in turn will inter-
face with the EMC/ZAP Support Center. Once a contractor has been estab-
lished, the program manager may request support for the contractor
directly with the EMC/ZAP Support Center. The support request proce-
dure for government agencies is through a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA).
For non-government organizations or contractors, the request for sup-
port must be on a specific tasking or an annual subscription basis.

Some of the major functions of the support center are:

a. Update and maintain computer programs.

b. Establish a configuration control system to maintain a record
of all computer programs, data bases, center users, distribu-
tion schedules, etc.

o. Collect information, prepare documentation (such as newslet-
ters, etc.) and disseminate information regarding activities,
products and services of the center.

d. Prepare and present training courses for users of the compu-
ter programs and seminars for government and contractor per-
sonnel involved in the acquisition process.

e. Provide EMC liaison between the product divisions (SPO's)
and their contractors.

f. Obtain, establish and maintain a library of data bases gene-
rated on system procurements.

g. Integrate all new software models into the computer programs
and develop supporting documentation.

The IAP consists of two parts. The Intrasystem Electromagnetic
Compatibility Analysis Program (IEMCAP), which is used for system level
EMC analysis, is based on worst-case modeling techniques. IEMCAP is
suitable for first level analyses and for order-of-magnitude calcula-
tions. The second part of ZAP consists of off-line and supplemental
computer models for higher levels of analysis and detail type calcula-
tions. The off-line and supplemental models are used for electromag-
netic field analysis, wire and cable coupling, nonlinear circuit analy-
sis, and lightning/precipitation static studies.
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IEMCAP is the major component of lAP and was designed to provide
an effective and cost beneficial method of analysis throughout the
phases of a weapon system acquisition. IEMCAP may be used for such
functions as coupling analysis, specification tailoring, and oompara-
tive analysis on which to base trade-oef decisions. Some of the points
in the acquisition where IEMCAP can be used to advantage are; (1) prior
to and in the generation of the Statement of Work (SOW). (2) between
contract award and the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) (perhaps as
an aid in the generation of the EMR Hardness Control Plan), (3) at
an intermediate time between the PDR and Critical Design Review (CDR),
and (4) during system test planning.

Appendix D presents a more detailed description of lAP.

4.5.2 CCHPOET, CIRCUIT, AND SUBSYSTEM SUSCEPTIBILITY LEWEL. Elec-
tromagnetic susceptibility levels play an integral role in determining
the ETR hardness requirements. These data and information, together
with EM environment and coupling information, enable a designer to
assess the system hardening requirements. However, effective hardness
program planning often requires two different approaches to suscepti-
bility evaluation.

A prediction of ihe susceptibility levels will be required early
in the system life cycle so that realistic EMR hardness-scheduling'
and budgeting estimates can be made. This requirement occurs typically
during the concept development phase, when no actual hardware informa-
ti.on is available. The lack of hardware information necessitates a
worst-case analysis using the lowest interference levels of what might
be termed "tVpical" circuits and devices. These levels may be obtained
from the composite graphs in Appendix E.

A reassessment of the susceptibility levels will be required
after information is available on the aotual hardware to be employed
in the system. It will now be possible to establish more accurate
electromagnetic susceptibllty levels using data on the particular
components and circu4 ts used in the design. When the scope of all
possible devices, components, and circuits employed in modern ordnance
systems is considered, the data in Appendix E appears quite limited.
Unfortunately, a totally comprehensive data base is simply not avail-
able at the present time. There are three basic approaches to obtain-
ing susceptibility levels for devices and circuits of concern on which
no information is available. These include measurements, analytical
modeling, and data extrapolation, all of which are addressed in more
detail in Appendix E.

4.5.3 SYSTEM M SUSCEPTIBILITY ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION. The EMR

environmental forecasts, the coupling analysis, and the susceptibility
data form the basis for the system EMR susceptibility analysis. The
EMHR environment Impinges on the outer skin of the weapon system, and
through various modes of coupling, establishes an EM field in the in-
terror of the weapon enclosure. The modes of coupling requiring consid-
eration are direct field diffusion, aperture coupling, and coupling
through external cables or other penetrations. The interior field
itself couples tc cahbes. wires, circuits, subsvstems, etc., that com-
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prime the weapon systea electronics. Uventually, the 17 currents
that result from the interior fields are rectified in a nonlinear
Junction such as found in a discrete or integrated semiconductor
device. For CK 31 energy, the rectification results in a de shift
in the operating point of a circuity for pulsed or modulated 31,
the nonlinear Junction is essentially an envelope detector. Once
the RP currents are rectified, the rectified signal may propagate
through the remainder of the circuit or subsystem as though it were
a legitimate signal. If the circuit or subsystem is critical to
system performance, the rectified signal may cause degradation of
system performance and thus produce system EMR susceptibility.

In order to identify system susceptibilities before-the-
fact, analysis and prediction methods must be relied on. Within
the present state-of-the-art, coupling analysis must rely to a large
extent on worst-case models. This approach is necessitated by the
system complexities (e.g., electronic wiring), unavailability of
physical configuration data, and the costs of detailed analyses.
Guided weapon systems such as air-to-air and air-to-ground miansiles
are relatively small (as compared to an aircraft), are of simple
geometries (e.g., cylindrical shapes), and are self-contained. These
prop•rties make the weapons systems themselves reasonably manageable
from a coupling analysis point-of-view. However, susceptibility
analysis must be considered for these weapon systems in two configurations:
inflight and onboard. For the inflight configuraticn, the weapon
is in free flight and the PMR impinges most likely as uniform illumination.
In the onboard configuration, however, the weapon is connected. to
an aircraft wing or fuselage and the coupling response becomes a
function of the complete system: aircraft, weapon system and connecting
cables. Also for the onboard configuration, the EMR field is most
likely to be non-uniform or in the near-field of cosite emitters.
Thus, it is seen that the onboard configuration is not as easily
subjected to coupling analysis as the inflight configuration.

in the conceptual/validation phases, it may be necessary to
estimate the proposed system sensitivity to DIR when:

a. System or component parameters are not well specified.

b. System geometry has not been determined.

c. Order-of-magnitude estimates of system sensitivity are
sufficient.

For this situation, statistical analysis may be more appropriate.
Statistical analysis techniques are under development, but are not
yet sufficiently refined to be recommended. The alternative is to
rely on simpler, deterministic, worst-case models and perform sensitivity-
type analyses on the above cases.

DCCAP has models, such as the field-to-wire and the wire-
to-wire that are suitable for worst-case analysis. The field-to-
wire model characterizes the coupling of the electromagnetic environment
through apertures to interior wiring and cables. Exposed wires/cables
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are assumed to be adjacent to the aperture and the level of coupled
EMR is a function of aperture size and location. A transmission-line
model and a tuned-dipole model are used to compute the currents induced
in the wires/cables. The transmission-line model is used for the lower
frequencies (up to 100-800 MOz) and the tuned-dipole model is used
for the higher frequencies (greater than 100-800 MHz). The frequency
at wh1ch the two models crossover depends on the system geometry.

ZEMCAP requires that the port susceptibilities (the nonrequired
spectra) be user specified. In the conceptual/validation phase, the
specification of these susoeptibillities must rely on component data
as given in Appendix E or on past experience with similar systems.
Once circuits and equipments are developed or specified, these suscep-
tibilities may be refined by tests or computer-aided circuit analyses.

Within IEMCAP, the user has the capability to specify interior
field levels. Once the system external geometry is known, a more re-
fined analysis may be appropriate to determine the interior fields.
For example, body-of-revolution or finite-differenoe, time-domain codes
are available to study apertures in cylindrical bodies. These codes
may be used to investigate required apertures such as optical ports
in a guided weapon system.

EMR analysis and prediction techniques are discussed in more
detail In Appendix C, and the IntraSystem Analysis Program (QAP) is
described In Appendix D.

*I.
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S3CTIOII 5 - OMI KARDINW DESION

5.1 GENuamL. The purpose of this section ts to provide design guid-
ance for hardening sip launched ordnance systems against incident elec-
tromagnetic environments. The material presented is intended primarily
for the system designer, although the various subsections contain Infor-
mation which should also be helpful to management, engineering, and
test personnel. The order in which the material is presented generally
corresponds to the flow of the hardening design process. Section 5.2
describes the nature and requirements of the RMH Hardness Control Plan,
a contractually required document which establishes the contractor's
management and engineering plan for achioving the required system hard-
ness. The remaining sections, Sections 5.3 through 5.8, describe the
major elements and tasks of the hardening design process. Section 5.3
presents an overall design methodology that the system designer may
follow In the system hardening process, from program initiation through
prototype completion and validation tests. Section 5.4 describes how
environment definitions, coupling analyses, and syvtem 3usceptibility
data may be used to define system hardening requirements. 3cotions 5.5
and 5.6, respectively, describe an approach the designer may take in
implementing the system hardening design, and identify hardness tech-
niques and deviocs which may be employed. Section 5.7 discusses the
use of design tradeoffs to ensure compatibility or to resolve conflicts
between system functional and hardness requirements, and Section 5.8
descr4.bes an approach the designer may follow to verify system hardness
prior to system test. EMR hardness design practices are described
in Appendix G.

5.2 MIt RARDNESS COTRL PLAN. The EMR Hardness Control Plan is
the contractor prepared document which describes in detail his approach
to ensuring system hardness. The plan is prepared, delivered, and
updated as specifically required by the contract. The plan will be
reviewed by, and must receive the approval of, the program manager
and the EMCAB. The control plan should be prepared in accordance with
the outline given in Appendix L.

The specific structure of the EMR Hardness Control Plan and
the information to be documented will depend upon, and should be tail-
ored to, the particular air launched ordnance being developed. Typl-
cally, the plan should address:

a. A definition of the applicatle air launched ordnance system.

b. The E4R hardness p'ogram scope, objectives, and requirements.

c. The organization and management of the EMR hardness program.

d. The program tasks to be accomplished and the schedules and
milestones to be met.

e. The documents (handbooks, standards, specifications, etc,)
to be employed.
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to A definition of words, terms, or phrases used to describe
the hardness program.

s. The approach to be followed in establishing system hardness
requirements.

h. The EDR hardness requiresents to be imposed on suppliers
and subcontractors for vendor items and subsystems.

i. The design methodology, requirements, and techniques for
achieving system hardness.

J. The analysis and measurement techniques to be used In defin-
ing or verifying system hardness.

k. The documentation to be provided to verify the hardness de-
sign.

The submission date of the initial EMR Hardness Control Plan
and subsequent revisions or updates will be established by contractual
requirements. Typically, the date of submission of the initial plan
will be from 90 to 120 days after award of contract. The required
dates of submission of updated plans will depend upon such factors
as contract duration and system complexity. As with the initial plan,
all revised plans will be subject to the review and approval of the
program manager and the EMCAB.

5.3 SYf• IR HUlDINNG IMC DOLOGY. A well organized EMR hardening
design approach should be used by the system designer to ensure that
the hardening of an air launched ordnance system is accomplished in
a cost effective manner. Figure 5-1 illustrates a methodology that
the system designer may follow in the system hardening process. The
inputs required from the program manager to initiate the process are
definitions of the operational environment and the functional and tacti-
cal requirements of the system. Given these inputs, the system designer
should formulate a system deaign concept and employ data, analyses,
and measurements to determine if the design concept is susceptible
to the specified environment. The susceptibility assessment will re-
quire a determination of environment-to-system coupling and system
susceptibility to the coupled signals. Methods for determining system
susceptibility and environment-to-system coupling are discussed in
Appendices C and E.

Based on the results of the susceptibility assessment, the sys-
tem designer should define the system hardening requirement and proceed
with a hardening design which will preclude system susoeptibility.
The designer should utilize documented design data and techniques,
analyses, and measurements as necessary during the design process to
achieve the required hardening level. Specific steps should be taken
to thoroughly document all aspects of the design, including the design
approach, the hardening techniques and devices employed, and the anal-
yses and measurements performed to substantiate the degree of hardening
incorporated at the device, circuit, or subsystems levels. Sufficient
information and data should be included to verify that the design ap-
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Figure 5-1. Methodology of System Hardening.
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preach will satisfy the overall system hardening requirement and pre-
clude the susceptibility of the system to the specified environment.

The program manager's review of the documented hardening design
may lead to a decision requiring additional system hardening or addi-
tional verification of the design. Approval of the hardening design
would lead to system tests of a prototype system and prototype accep-
tance if the test results proved satisfactory. Unsatisfactory results
could lead to a design review by the program manager and EMCAB and
a repeat of the hardening design cycle. This review could also include
tradeoff analyses to assess the cost effectiveness of alternate approaches.

5. 4 ssuLsnimo En BHAJDI•ESS RQiRIT.

5.*.1 OVERALL APPROACH. The specific requirements for hardening
an air launched ordnance system will vary from system to system, but
the overall approach to establishing hardness requirements are the
same for all systems. As shown in Figure 5-1, the system designer
first formulates a system design concept based on the functional and
environmental requirements provided under the contract. This prelimi-
nary design will form the basis for establishing environment-to-compo-
nent coupling levels and component susceptibility thresholds. Using
the system design concept and the environment definition, the environ-
ment-to-component coupling characteristics are then determined over
the frequency range of concern. This step provides an estimate of
the interference power level incident on system components and circuitry.
Finally, the susceptibility thresholds of system components and circuitry
are determined and compared with the incident interference power level
to provide an assessment of system susceptibility. Hardening require-
ments are then established which will preclude system susceptibility
in the specified environment.

It is Important to recognize that the establishment of EMR hard-
ness requirements is an iterative process. During the early stages
of system design, detailed circuit and subsystem configurations will
not have been defined. Thus hardness requirements must initially be
derived from coupling and susceptibility analyses performed on a prelim-
inary system design concept. From these preliminary analyses, an as-
sessment of system susceptibility can be made and initial guidelines
for hardening design can be established. As the system design progres-
ses and hardware and circuitry becomes better defined, the coupling
and susceptibility analyses should be continually refined and updated
and the hardening requirements modified to reflect any changes. Also,
as hardware becomes available, measurements should be performed as
necessary to supplement the analyses or verify hardening techniques.

5.4.2 DIR NIVZRONIT FORECASTS. The electromagnetic environment
in which a system must operate must be defined before the system harden-
ing design can be initiated. The environment definition, to be provided
under the contract as a system design requirement, will characterize
the environment as power level versus frequency profiles spanning the
frequency range from 1 MHz to 100 GHz. Profiles for both peak power
levels and average power levels will be provided to permit the designer
to assess potential environmental effects on both a peak power and
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an average power basis. In addition, the modulation characteristics
of pulsed signals will be provided to alert the designer to the most
probable pulse repetition frequencies and pulse widths which are
likely to be encountered.

5.4.3 EWVIRONfIKT-TO-CONPOKE OOPLING. The term environment-
to-component coupling is defined as the total process by which electromagnetic
energy incident upon an air launched ordnance system is transferred
to internal circuits and components. The process by which this energy
transfer occurs is highly complex, involving several coupling mechanisms
and numerous coupling paths. Several analytical techniques, ranging
from simple approximations to complex computer codes, have been de',loped
which permit the prediction of coupling levels. The more sophisticated
techniques are generally applicable only to selected physical and
electrical configurations.

At the early stages of system development, with no hardware
defined, the system designer must resort to simple approximations
to obtain an assessment of environment-to-component coupling. One
approach is to assume that no shielding exists between the system
components and the external environment, and that the effective aperture
of all cables connected to internal components is that of a tuned
half-wavelength dipole antenna which is matched to the impedance
of the component. Using this effective-aperture model in conjunction
with the defined interference environment, the power impinging on
the components is the product of the incident field (in power density
units) times the effective area of a half-wavelength dipole antenna:

Pc d x Ae (5-1)

where

P power impinging on system component,

Pd a power density of the interference environment, and

Ae = effective aperture of 1/2 wavelength dipole antenna.

Since Ae v 0.13A2 , Equation 5-1 may be written as

P c a 0"13A 2 Pd' (5-2)

Because the actual amount of energy which may be coupled to a cable
is dependent upon such variables as aspect angle, termination impedance,
and frequency, the predicted coupling using the half-wavelength dipole
model has generally proven to be greater than measured values. Equation 5-2
thus represents the maximum power that will be coupled to a component
from a specified environment, and provides a worst-case estimate
of environrment-to-component coupling. By comparing the results of
Equation 5-2 with the susceptibility threshc1d of the most sensitive
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component envisione. for the systemo the susceptibility of the system
can be determined and the hardening requirements defined.

An expanded version of this coupling approach can be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of hardening techniques applied during
system development. This evaluation is accomplished by using Equation 5-3
to establish the relationship between the interference environmont
and the power delivered to the system components when equipment enclosure
shielding and/or cable slielding are present.

PO a Pd x A x Soable x Senclosure (5-3)

where:

P = power delivered to equipment component,

P d a power density of the interference environment,

Ae : effective aperture of unshielded cable,

Scable a shielding effectiveness of cable shield, and
8 enclosure g shielding effecttveness of enclosure.

The half-wavelength dipole antenna model is used for the effective
aperture of the pick up cables. The shielding effectiveness values
for the cables and the equipment enclosure are the values measured
by the MIL-STD-1377 method. The calculated values of power impinging
upc. susceptible components are compared with the susceptibility levels
of the components to determine if the realized shielding is adequate
to protect the sensitive components.

As more detailed design information becomes available, the
accuracy of environment-to-component coupling analyses may be improved
through the use of more detailed computer-aided coupling models.
The system designer may employ his own models or request analysis
support through RADC. RADC has available the Intrasystem Analysis
Program which provides both order-of-magnitude analyses as well as
models for performing detailed calculations as described in Appendix D.

5.4.4 C()POMENT SUSCEPTIBILITY TTRESLOLDS. A definition of component
susceptibility thresholds is necessary to determine if the interference
power coupled to a component will adversely affect its operation.
There are theee ways by which the component susceptibility information
can be obtained. If the component is one of the types for which measured
data are presented in Appendix E, the information can be obtained
directly from the data presented, or if the component is similar to
measured types, the information can be extrapolated from the measured
results. If susceptibility data on a particular component type or
similar components are not available, susceptibility measurements
can be performed utilizing the measurement techniques described in
Appendix E. The third possible approach to obtaining component suscep-
tibility data is through the use of analytical models to predict component
susceptibility characteristics. Analytical models based upon
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the physical mechanisms of interferenceare under development but at
the present time are not complete. Thus, until, validated analytical
models become available, measured data will be required to define the
susoeptibility thresholds of discrete and integrated cirouit components.

The designer should recognize that, in general, the susceptibility
threshold of the system will be set by the susceptibility threshold
of the most sensitive (to interference) system component. Thus, it
usually will not be necessary to define susceptibility thresholds for
all system components. It ts also important to recognize that the
susceptibility threshold for a particular component will depend upon
such factors as the function of the component in the system, its bias
conditions, its input signal level, its output signal level, and the
modulation characteristics of the Interference signal. Thus, the sus-
ceptibility threshold for a particular component may vary significantly
within a system where the component Is used for different functions
or under different operating conditions.

5.4.5 REQUIRED HARMIING LEVEL. The level to which a system must
be hardened is determined bv first performing a system susceptibility
assessment. This assessment is accomplished by comparing the interfer-
ence power level coupled to rystem components with the susceptibility
threshold of the most sensitive component to be utilized in the system.
After the susceptibility level has been determined, the rnequired harden-
ing level !s simply the ratio of the predicted maximum interference
power level impinging on the most sensitive system component to the
threshold susceptibility level of that component. If the interference
power level is less than the threshold level of the most sensitive
component, the hardening requirement Is less than 0 dB (negative dM)

and no hardening is required. If the interference power level is greater
than the threshold level of the most sensitive component, the hardening
requirement will be greater than 0 dB and the designer is required
to develop a hardening approach. The selection of a hardening approach
will be influenced by the magnitude of the hardening requirement.

5.5 HARDENING APPROACH. The requlrements established for hardening
an air launched ordnance system will lead to a, definition of the level
of hardening which must be achieved to prevent system vulnerability
to incident EM energy. Once defined, the hardening level becomes a

system design requirement, to be met through the application of appro-

priate hardening techniques and devices. The most effective approach
to achieving this design requirement Is that of layered hardening.

The layered hardening concept involves the layered application
of hardening techniques and devices along the exterior-to-interior
coupling paths of EM energy. For example, EM energy will first couple
to the exterior of a system and set up skin currents and charge densi-

ttes. These currents and charges excite penetrations such as antennas
(real and virtual) and apertures, thus permitting the EM energy to
penetrate to t!ie system inter'or where it can couple to cables and
wires leading t- sen5itive circu*ts and components. The layered harden-
in.g apr:cach atcempts to interrupt these coupling paths by first harden-
Inv the system f'xter1or to relucp penetration. Next, the coupling

to int•-or cables ir edu~e'. and finallv, tho critical circults and
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components are hardened. Various hardening techniques and devices
are applied as necessary at each layer in the hardening process. Hard-
ening techniques and devices are described in Appendix G.

Layered hardening represents a cost effective method of protect-
ing a system for two reasons. One reason is that it takes advantage
of hardening which is intrinsic to the system design, e.g., the shield-
ing effectiveness intrinsic to the system exterior. The other reason
is that it does not place the burden of achieving the total hardness
on any one element or layer of the system. Hardening can be successively
applied to various system elements until the required hardness level
is realized.

Although the actual implementation of hardening techniques under
the layered hardgning approach typically follows an exterior-to-interior
path, it is not to be eonstrued that such a path is mandatory. The
concept of layered hardening is conoerned more with the application
of hardening in layers rather than the order in which these layers
are applied.

5.6 RAIDENINO TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES.

5.6.1 GENER. A number of techniques and devices are available
for use in reducing the susceptibility of electronic systems to imping-
ing electromagnetic fields. The principal techniques for EMR hardening
are shielding, bonding, filtering, grounding, circuit design,'and compo-
nent selection. This section is intended to provide a general nverview
of these design approaches. A more detailed discussion of these harden-
ing techniques is presented in Appendix G.

5.6.2 SNIELDINO. Shielding is the establishment of an electromag-
netic barrier between two regions. Shielding is the most direct method,
and in many cases the most cost effective method, for protecting the
circuits of a system from the EMR environment. Shielding has two main
purposes: (a) to prevent radiated EM energy from entering a specific
region; and (b) to keep radiated EM energy confined within a specific
region. For the purposes of this handbook, the primary emphasis will
be on shielding the interior of a system from the external EMR environ-
ment. The shield design process consists of establishing undesired
signal levels on one side of a proposed shielding barrier, estimating
tclerable signal levels on the other side, and trading off shield design
options to achieve the necessary shielding effectiveness levels.

5.6.3 BONDIKG. Bonding is the establishment of a low impedance path
between two metal surfaces. This path may be between a ground refer-
ence and a component, circuit, shield, or structural element. The
purpose of bonding is to establish an electrically homogeneous struc-
ture to prevent the development of electrical potentials between indi-
vidual metal surfaces which can cause interference. Good bonding within
a system is essential to minimizing interference.

5.6.4 GROUNDING. Grounding is the establishment of electrically
conducting paths between selected points in a system and some common
reference plane. The reference plane may be the system skin o- a chas-
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Sss or ground plane that may or may not-be isolated from the system
skin. An ideal grounding system would result in a system with a common
potential reference point everywhere in the system so that no undesired
potentials would exist between any two points in the system. However,
because of the physical properties and electrical characteristics of
grounding materials, no grounding system is ideal and some potential
always exists between ground points within a system.

The extent to which potentials in the ground system are minimized
and ground currents are reduced determines the effectiveness of the
ground system. A poor ground system will make it possible for spurious
voltages and currents to couple into circuits and subassemblies and
can: (a) degrade the shielding effectiveness of well-shielded units;
(b) bypass the advantages of filters; and (a) result in interference
problems which are difficult to isolate and resolve.

5.6.5 FILTERING. Filters are devices which pass conducted energy
over specified frequency ranges and reject or absorb conducted energy
over other specified frequency ranges. Thus, a filter placed in-line
with a wire or cable can be used to pass desired signals while reflect-
Ing or absorbing undesired signals outside the passband of the filter.
F4 lters may be included In circuit designs and/or interconnecting wir-
Ing designs to prevent Interfering signals from being conducted through
the system circuits. In addition, filters may be inserted in wires
and cables penetrating a shielded enclosure to maintain the integrity
of the shielding effectiveness of the enclosure.

5.6.6 COMPONENT SELECTION. Minimizing the EMR susceptibility of
a system should begin with the selection of the components and devices
to be utilized in the system design. As wide a range as possible of
components and devices with acceptable performance characteristics
should be screened in order to obtain components with the highest pos-
sible interference susceptibility thresholds. A judicious choice of
components can result in 10 to 30 dB of additional hardness in a sys-
tem.

5.6.7 CIRCUIT DESIGN. In the selection of signal and impedance levels
for the circuit designs, the designer should recognize that circuits
operating with high signal levels and low impedance levels are less
susceptible to interference. The susceptibility of circuits to radiated
Interference can be reduced by minimizing the length of interconnecting
wiring between comonents and circuits and the use of shielded mid twisted-
pair wire for these interconrections. In general, digital circuits
are less susceptible than lires" c0rcuits and .low-speed digital circuits
are less susceptible than h!ch-speed circuits.

5.7 DESIGN TRADEOFFS. Design tradeoffs may be necessary to ensure
compatibility or to resolve conflicts between the functional require-
ments and the hardenine requ•rements of an a4r launched ordnance sys-
tem. Also, tradeorrs Tiv hP nocessarv to achieve a cost effective
hardening Oesign. Such t- d-offs should be d1irected to design techniques
which will permit com'oati-Itv nf functional and hardening requirements
to be -ealized. Exame"r'eq t" jr' •echn'qte' a"':
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a. Selection of system operational signal levels as high as
practical commensurate with device and circuit requirements.

b. Selection of interconnecting wiring and cabling techniques
which provide the best rejection of normal mode and common
mode energy transfer.

c. Use of fiber optic guides versus conventional shielded
cable.

d. Use of rigid or flexible solid shielding versus single
or double insulated metallic braid.

e. Multiple utilization of load bearing structures such as
airframes, cable raceways, and conduit to satisfy both
functional and hardening requirements at relatively low
cost.

f. Use of enclosure shielding and cable filtering versus internal
cable and circuit hardening.

Any tradeoffs which involve a change in functional, hardening,
or cost bbjectives are subject to the review and approval of the
program manager. The course cf action for the resolution of conflicts
between hardening requirements and other system requirements will
depend upon such factors as:

a. The impact of the tradeoff on system susceptibility and

system functional performance.

b. The number of equipments, subsystems, and systems involved.

c. The impact on program cost and schedule.

5.8 HARDENING VERIFICATION. Testing of a complete prototype system
is necessary to validate a hardening design which incorporates a
combination of hardening techniques. However, prior to full system
tests, the system designer can verify with reasonable assurance that
his hardening design i sufficient to assure the satisfactory operation
of the system in its operational environment. The hardening design
can be verified through the ..ise of data, analysis, measurements,
or a combination of these three approaches. The most efficient a~proach
to verifying the hardening design is to determine the effectiveness
of the individual hardening te:hr.iques utilized in the overall design
as the system design progrese:s. For example, the shielding effectiveness
of the system or subsystem . n*.:osures C•n be measured while the system
circuitry is still under development, and any design changes required
to realize the desired shie*Iing can be 'incorporated into the enclosure
with minimum effect on other :-sign efforts. Also, component or
circuit hardening can be as:-7-plished Independent of enclosure design
efforts. Whatever approa& '.s F..p'yeý. a reliable estimate of the
overall syster' hardness ca!. a o;ta•no: simply by adding the levels
of hardening ach1fved 3t -'• ,''.! ",. If the estimate of system
hardness determined in L~is •-.c~:- . the design requirement,
the system designer can be rco:ab; .. •ident that the system
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tests will be satisfaotory. An estimate whioh falls below the design
requirement is an indioation that additional hardening is required.

Onoe the hardening design Is verified, a oomplete documentation
of the design should be submitted for the review and approval of the
program manager and the EMCAB. The documentation should describe in
detail the hardening techniques and devioes employed, the approach
used In verifying the design, and supporting data which substantiate
that the design requirements have been met.
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SECTION 6 - 0IR RARDNM ME RSURDUIT PROGRAM

6.1 GENERAL. The proaram manager and the EYCAB should establish
an overall EMR hardness measurement program. The measurement program
plan should define all testing and evaluation efforts required to demon-
strate Compliance with the EMR hardness requirements and to ensure
that the developed system is compatible with its anticipated operational
EMP environment. The program manager and the EtCAB should also ensure
that adequate budgets, time schedules, and resources (facilities) are
allocated to aooommodate the required testing and evaluation efforts.

6.2 TEST AND EVALUATION iTsR PLAN (TEMP). The TEMP is the control-
ling management document which defines all test and evaluation efforts
to be accomplished in connection with a system acquisition. The pro-
gram manager and EHCAB should ensure that all EMR hardness test and
evaluation requirements are included in the TEMP which is prepared
early In the program. These requirements should include the T&E efforts
to be performed by other DoD organizations, as well as the T&E efforts
to be performed by the contractor. The TEMP should be updated periodi-
cally to Incorporate sign4 ficant results achieved and any changes in
plans and milestones.

6.3 EWE HARDNESS TEST PLAN. The contract should require the contractor
to submit an EMR hardness test plan to the procuring activity for ap-
proval. The procuring activitv may invoke specific tests on the con-
tractor by tailoring existing E£C specifications and standards (such
as MIL-E-6051, MIL-STD-461, MIL-STD-462, etc.) and making the tailored
specifications a part of the contract. The test plan should describe,
in the maximum detail possible, what tests the contractor plans to
perform to demonstrate compliance with the EMR hardness requirements,
how the tests will be conducted, and what types of data will be submit-
ted as a result of these tests. The test plan should include a descrip-
tion of the tests that subcontractors will be required to perform on
subsystems and components and how the subcontractor test results will
be utilized in establishing system EMR hardness compliance. The test
plan should be prepared In accordance with the outline presented in
Appendix M.

6.4 I• HARDNESS TEST REPORT. The contract should require the con-
tractor to submit the results from all EMP hardness tests in an EMR
hardness test report to the procuring activity for approval. The Data
Item Description (DID) requiring the test report in the contract should
ensure that the format of the test report is such that the data will
be submitted in the most usable form for evaluation and subsequent
analyses. Before approving the EMP hardness report, the program man-
ager should be satisfied that the contractor has demonstrated his com-
pliance with the EMR hardness requirements and that the system in ready
for a system susceptibhlity/vulnerabilitv analysis at RADC.

6.5 SYSTEM SUSCEPTIBILITY AND VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS. System suscep-
tihilty testing and vulnerrh'•lt'• anal'ires of a pre-production proto-
type model and a product!on modol of tho Eystem wUl he performed at
the RADC Electroma itPt C iltbility Analvsis Fac!l1ty (E:MCAF) by
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the Compatibility Branch personnel at the Rome Air Development Center.
While neither program office personnel nor contractor personnel will
be required to perform these tests and analyses, a brief description
of the procedures and facilities involved are presented in this section
to make the system developers aware of the degree of thoroughness with
which a system will be evaluated before .inal acceptance.

The Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Facility is a dedi-
cated, unique facility for testing Air Force systems in high power
RF environments. The facility provides a capability to test weapon
systems for susceptibility to radiated RF energy in a simulated free-
space environment. There are three RF aneohoic chambers within the
facility. The characteristics of the three chambers are as follows:

CHAMBER NUMBER ONE

Size: 32 Ft. High x 40 Ft. Wide x 48 Ft. Long
Quiet Zone: 12 Ft. x 12 Ft. x 20 Ft. Long
Frequency Range: 50 MHz - 40 GHz
Maximum Sample System Size: 20 Ft. Long x 8 Ft. Diameter
Maximum Sample Weight: 4000 Pounds
Shielding: 100 dB
Shielded Instrumentation Room: 20 Ft. x 20 Ft. x 12 Ft.

CHAMBER NUMBER TWO

Size: 12 Ft. High x 12 Ft. Wide x 36 Ft. Long
Quiet Zone: 3 Ft. Diameter x 20 Ft. Long Cylinder
Frequency Range: 200 MHz - 40 GHz
Maximum Samplo Size: 6 Ft. Long x 3 Ft. Diameter
Maximum Sample Weight: 1000 Pounds
Shielding: 100 dB

CHAMBER N UMB ER THREE

Size: 18 Ft. High x 18 Ft. Wide x 55 Ft. Long (Tapered)
Quiet Zone: 6 Ft. Diameter x 20 Ft. Long Cylinder
Frequency Range: 200 MHz - 40 OHz
Maximum Sample SIze: 14 Ft. Long x 6 Ft. Diameter
Maximum Sample Weight: 4000 Pounds
Unshielded

The facility has a group of wideband RF sources capable of gener-
ating high power RF signals in the 10 kHz to 40 GHz frequency range
with. a variety of modulation characteristics. In conjunction with
these RF sources, the facility also maintains the necessary associated
equipment such as antenna systems, transmission lines, and automated
instrumentation and control systems to establish high intensity RF
fields within the anechoic chambers. In addition to dedicated minicom-
puters, facility personnel have access to the RADC central computer
and maintain extensive programs for use in test data processing and
system vulnerability analysis.
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When a system to be tested arrives at the facility, it is set
up to operate in a typical operating mode in one or the anechoto oham-
bers. Initial tests are performed with no EMR environment present
to measure normal functional parameters, some of which are used to
establish the crite-ta for determining system degradation. A "standard
change" Is established in each performance parameter used in the cri-
teria. A change equal to or greater that a "standard change" in any
one of these performance parameters is defined as constituting system
degradat.on.

After the degradation criteria have been established, tests
are performed with EMR fields incident on the system to determine the
levels of fields necessary to cause degradation (susceptibility levels).
In addition to frequency and power level, these tests take into account
the effects of modulation, polarization, and aspect angle of the EMR
field. The susoepthility levels established by the tests are compared
with the corresponding levels in the EMR environment profile for the
system. If all susceptibility levels are higher than the corresponding
environment levels, the system is not vulnerable to the EMR environment.
If any susceptibility levels are lower than the corresponding environ-
ment levels, the system is vulnerable, and an analysis is performed
to determine the impact of the vulnerability on the system operation.
If the results from the analysis indicate that the vulnerability will
have a significant impact on the deployment of the system, a fix, modi-
fication, or redesign of the system may be necessary to eliminate the
vulnerability.

Project No. EMCS-F088
Preparing Activity

Air Force 17
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APPNDINI A

10. MRTRODUCTION. The electromagnetic environment incident on an
air launched ordnance system results from the electromagnetic radiation
(EMR) from a number of radiating sources in the vicinity of the system.
The radiating sources may Include friendly and/or hostile radars, radio
transmitters, jammers, and other relatively high power radiating systems.
These radiating sources may be located on the ground, on ground vehicles,
on ships, or on aircraft. The spectral distribution of the radiated
energy in the electromagnetic environment (EME) is determined by the
operating frequencies of the radiating sources. The levels of the
EME are determined by the amount of power being radiated by the individual
sources, the distance between -the weapon system and the individual
radiating sources, and the orientation of the weapon system relative
to the radiation pattern of the individual sources.

Whtle the system is mounted on a delivery aircraft, the radiation
from electronic systems (such as radars, Jlamer pods, and communications
transmitters) on board the delivery aircraft will be a primary source
of the EME inctdent on the weapon system. If the delivery aircraft
is flying in a formation, the radiation from escort aircraft may be
a primary source of the EME incident on the weapon system. While the
system 1s in free f] ght between the delivery aircraft and a target,
the radlat~on from the ground environment may be a primary source of
the EME. As the system approaches a target, the radiation from the
target itself and emitters in the vicinity of the target will probably
be the major source of the EME.

20. REQUIREMMTS FOR 41R ENV•RhONMfT FORECASTS.

20.4 BASIS FOR EMR HARDNESS REQOMIBDERTS. In order to design and
develop a system wjch Is harened to survive and operate in its elec-
tromagnetic operational/threat environments, It 1s first necessary
to define the elect.romagnetic env 4 ronments the system will be exposed
to during Its deployment. Only after the EMR environments have been
defined can the development of realistic system EMR hardness requirements
begin to be addressed.

20.2 FORECASTING. In defining the EdR environments a system will
be exposed to during deployment, consideration must be given to the
fact ttst the system will probablv he in development for several years,
and 4n addition, the rystem will ;rnbably have an in-service life spanning
several years. Hence, It is not sufficient to define the EMR environments
that exist at the present time; It is necessary to predict the EMP
environments the system will he exposed to during deployment until
the end of its in-serv!ce life. For EHR environment definitions used
In the early stages ' a nvnl a evelopment, the environment definitions
w'll have to F• proiepc-t My, lo -astnrg techniques to a time frame
whic 4s the sur of the acqzi.-'Yon. cycle and the in-service life cycle
of the •vstp- 4n the futu-P. A:* the development of the system progresses

@ 1the p--4ect'J7-. "r~' 11cr th- :p'latoe EMR fnvir-nment lefinitions will
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be reduced. If it is assumed that the acquisition time of a typical
system is 10 years and the average in-service life is 15 years, the
initial EMR environment definitions would need to be projected by a
25-year forecast. Environment definitions used midway in the acquisi-
tion cycle would need to be projected by 20 years, while the environ-
ments used at the end of the acquisition cycle would need to be projected
15 years.

20.3 IMTEORATD ENVIRONMENT. As mentioned previously, an air launched
ordnance system will be exposed to several different EMR environments
during its life cycle. Thus, to define the EMR environment a system
is to be hardened to, It is necessary to define each of the independent
environments the system will be exposed to. These individual environ-
ments include the ground environment, the cosite environment, the inter-
site environment, and the approach-to-target environment. The ground
environment Includes the radiation from all emitters (friendly and
hostile) on the ground (and on water) over which the system will travel
(both on the delivery aircraft and in free flight) in the performance
of Its missions. The cosite environment includes the radiation from
emitters on-board the delivery aircraft. The intersite environment
includes the radiation from emitters on escort aircraft, other friendly
aircraft, and hostile aircraft. The approach-to-target environment
includes the radiation from the target and emitters in the vicinity
of the target. After the individual environments have been defined,
each of the environments must be projected by forecasting techniques
to be representative of the environments the system will be exposed
to at the end of its service life.

In order to establish the overall. EMR hardness requirements
for a system, it is necessary to integrate the forecasted individual
environments into a composite EMR environment profile which indicates
the maximum radiation levels the system will be exposed to during its
life cycle.

20.4 POINTS IN ACOUISITION CYCLE WHERE DMR FORECASTS ARE REOUIRED.
A minimum of three EMR environment forecasts is considered necessary dur-
ing the acquisition cycle of a system. The actual number of forecasts
required will depend on the complexity of the system being developed and
the time duration of the acquisition cycle. For a large complex system
requiring an unusually long acquisition time frame, several EMR forecasts
may be necessary.

The first EMR environment forecast (Type I) should be available
for use during the evaluation of the required operational capabilities
necessary to satisfy the mission need statement in the initial phase
of the program. This forecast should be used In feasibility analyses,
trade-off studies of alternate approaches and concepts, and the defini-
tion of risks.

The requirements of OMB Circular A-109 have increased the emphasis
on investigating alternate concepts for sati.9fying mission needs.
Under these conditions, the requirement to define the EMR environment
early in the program to ensure that the concepts investigated are com-
patible with the operational EHR environment becomes more critical.
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This initial EMR forecast should also be used by the program manager
and the EICAB to establish budgets, schedules, and resources require-
ments for inclusion in the EMIR Hardness Program Plan and the Test and
Evaluation Master Plan.

A second EMR environment forecast (Type II) should be available
for use during the preparation of the RFP documentation. This EMR
forecast should be incorported into the RFP to convey to the bidders
the amount of EMR hardness that will be required. The forecast should
also be used to tailor the limits of any Et4C specifications and standards
(such as MIL-E-6051, MIL-STD-461, MIL-STD-462 and MIL-STD-463) which
will be invoked by the eontract. This forecast should also be used
by the selected contractor to establish the EMR hardness criteria to
be used as the basis for the EMR Hardness Control Plan and the EMR
Hardness Test Plan.

A third EMR environment forecast (Type III) should be available
for use during the system susceptibility/vulnerability evaluation phase.
This forecast should be used by the system test organization as guidance
in conducting the system susceptibility tests and as the threat defini-
tion in vulnerability analyses.

30. OBTAINING EMR ENVIRONMENT FORECASTS. From the previous discus-
sions in this appendix, it is apparent that the generation of.an EMR
operational/threat environment forecast for a proposed air launched
ordnance system Is a complex and difficult process requiring extensive
information describing the operational characteristics and geographical
locations of friendly and hostile emitters world wide. The generation
of EMR forecasts also requires extensive culling and processing of
the emitter eata e'nd the application of validated forecasting techniques.

While the optrational EMR environment forecasts for each system
must be tailored for that specific system, the procedures and forecasting
techniques for generating the EMR forecasts will be essentially the
same for all systems. In addition, the generation of an EMR forecast
for a specific system will entail processing the same EMR data base
to tailor an environment to the operational and tactical requirements
of the specific system.

Under these conditions, 4t is not feasible to require each program
office to generate the EMR forecasts for the system for which it is
responsible. This would require each program office to establish an
extensive EMR data base and develop an organization, procedures, and
forecasttng techniques for generating EMR forecasts. A much more effi-
cient approach is to assign a permanent organization the responsibility
for satisfying the EMR environment forecast requirements for all program
offices. With this approach, the basic EMR data base, the processing
procedu-es, and the forecasting techniques are only developed one time,
eliminat~ng duplication of efforts.

30.1 PREPARING ORGANIZATION. The Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis
Center ECAC) located at Annapolis, Maryland has been designated as
the orzanization responsible for satisfying the EMP environment forecast
requ!re!ont% for A'r Foe-( air launched ordnance sy•tems. This center
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is a joint-service Department of Defense facility, established to provide
rapid an&lysis of electromagnetic compatibility problems of the military
services. ECAC has an extensive electromagnetic environmental data
base which includes a comprehensive listing of existing electromagnetic
emittsrs throughout the world. In addition, ECAC has access to the
required intelligence information and has extensive experience as to
which organizations are the best sources of particular types of informa..
tion. ECAC also has considerable experience in generating electromag-
netic environmental profiles, similar to those of current interest,
in support of RADC's HAVE NOTE test programs. The capabilities devel-
oped by ECAC for generating EMR environment forecasts are described in
Appendix B.

30.2 REQUESTING 30M4R ROiT FORECASTS. Contact should be estab-
lished with ECAC at the initiation of the program, and they should
be alerted that EMR environment forecasts will be required. If possible,
the number of EMR forecasts that will be required and the approximate
dates they will be required should be defined. Several types of opera-
tional and tactical information will be required for ECAC to generate
an EMP forecast. To aid the requesting organization in providing this
information, ECAC has prepcred a data requirements questionnaire for
requesting an EMR environment forecast. This questionnaire is described
in Appendix B.

30.3 TYPAS OF EM ENVIRONMENT FORECASTS. There are three basic types
of EME environment forecasts. While the objective of all EMR forecasts
is the same (I.e., to define the anticipated operational electromagnetic
environment of the system), the manner in which each forecast will
be used, the stage of developi.tent of the system when each forecast
is generated, and the extended time periods between forecasts dictate
that the EMR forecasts obtained at different points in. the acquisition
cycle of a system will be different.

Type I EMR Environment Forcast

The initial EMR fo-eca~t, obtained at the beginning of the program,
will be based on a Type I analysis. It is anticipated that a great
deal of the operational and tactical requirements, as well as the per-
formanoe specifications, for the system will nut have been defined
at this stage of the program, and the environmental analysis will have
to incorporate a number of assumptions. For example, if the theaters
of operation have not been defined, then a worldwide environment will
be considered in the analysis. If the type(3) of delivery aircraft
has not been defined, then the worst-case, on-board envirunment for
that class of aircraft will be considered in the analysis, etc.

A Type I analysis will provi.de baseline (current) environment
profiles and forecasted profiles valid for up to 30 years in the future.

A-
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Type TI EMR Environment Forecast

The EMR forecast obtained at the RFP preparation stage will
be based on a Type II analysis. It is assumed that the operational/

tactical requirementr and performance specifications for the system
have been defined so that adequate input information can be provided
to closely approximate the actual EMP environment.

A Type II analysis will provide baseline profiles and forecasted
profiles valid for up to 25 years in the future. Figures A-1 and A-2
show examples of Type II basellne profiles for a theater ground environ-
ment.

Type II EMR Environment Forecast

The EMR forecast obtained at the system EMR susceptibility/vul-
neratility evaluation stage will be based on a Type III analysis.
It is not anticipated that the levels of the Type III forecasts will
be s.gnifioantly different from the levels of the Type II forecasts.
However, the Type III analysis is specifically designed to provide
forecasts which will provide maximum assistance in performing system
susceptibility testing and vulner&bility assessments. The environments
for each theater will be provided in zonal increments, so that it is
possible to generate environment profiles for specific missipn soenar-

3os. The Type III forecasted profiles will be valid for up to 15 years.
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I APPENDLAB

IM ENVIRONMENT FORECASTING CAPABILITIES AT ECAC

10. INTRODUCTION. The U. S. Air Force Rome Air Development Center
(RADC) has sponsored a program at the Department of Defense Electromag-
netic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) to develop a capability
to rapidly produce current and future EtP environment "profiles" that
are tailored to both the acquisition and deployment stages of the life
cycle of specific weapon systems. This capability is intended to sup-
port the Air Force Etf Hardness Program.

20. IIVIROiESINT DEFINITION SYSTEN. The capability which ECAC has
developed to accomplish this objective has been designated the Environ-
mental Definition System (EDS). The EDS consists of two parts. The
first part, called the Ground Environment Definition System (GEDS),
was designed to produce current (baseline) and future (forecast) EMR
ground environment profiles for the delivery phase of an air launched
ordnance system. The second part, called the Aircraft Environment
Definition System (AEDS), was designed to produce current (baseline)
and future (forecast) EMR environment profiles for the aircraft cosite,
aircraft Intersite, immediatelv-after-launch, and approach-to-aircraft
target phases for the delivery sequence of a weapon system.. ECAC is currently preparing a five-volume final report describ-
ing the Environmental Definition System. The titles and report numbers
of the five volumes of the report are listed below.

o "Environmental Definition System (EDS) Volume 1: Ground Environ-
ment Definition System," ESD-TR-80-100 Vol. 1.

0 "Environmental Definition System (EDS) Volume 2: Ground Environ-
ment Forecasting," ESD-TR-80-100 Vol. 2.

o "Environmental Definition System (EDS) Volume 3: Aircraft Envi-
ronment Definition Sytem," ESD-TR-80-100 Vol. 3.

o "Environmental Definition System (EDS) Volume 4: Aircraft Envi-
ronment Forecasting," ESD-TR-80-100 Vol. 4.

o "Environmental Definition System (EDS) Volume 5: Customer's
Application Manual," ESD-TR-80-100 Vol. 5.

Volume 1 of the report describes the overall philosophy used
to develop the Environmental Definition System and also describes the
Ground Environment Definition System which is used to generate ground
EMR environment baseline profiles. Volume 2 describes the forecasting
techniques developed to predict the ground EMR environment conditions
that will exist at specified times in the future. Volume 3 describes
the Aircraft Environment Definition Svstem which is used to generate
aircraft EMR environment baseline profiles. Volume 4 describes the
forecasting techniques developed to predict the aircraft environment
conditions tlBt w!ll exist at specified t'mes in the future. Volume 5
(Customer's ApplIcation Manuall descr~bes in detail how an Air Force
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Agency can request M4R environment forecasts for an existing or proposed
weapon system. This volume contains specific information on itnput
information requirements, available outputs, time and manpower estimates,
and a glossary of special terms.

30. OBTAINING 3CAC's S3IICUB. To obtain ECAC's services for gener-
ating B4R environment forecasts, contact should be established with
the Air Force Deputy Offcoe at ECAC. The telephone numbers are autovon
281-2613 and commercial (301) 267-2613. The mailing address is the
following:

Eleotromagnetio Compatibility Analysis Center
North Severn
Annapolis, Maryland 21402
Attn: CF/Air Force Deputy Office

Specific input information is required for ECAC to generate
E4R environment forecasts. UCAC has developed DoD/ECAC Form EDS-1
to assist a requesting agency in providing the neoessary information
in the most usable format. To illustrate the type of information re-
quired, this form is shown in Table B-1.
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TABLE B-1
MI EUVIROUMOUT FORECAST REQUEST FORM

EDS FORM-i

REQUEST FOR A TAILORED EMR ENVIRONMENT

TYPE I, II, IIIA

This form shall be considered unclassified until such time as

it is filled out. The individual filling out this form shall determine

the proper classification and down grading and shall mark this form

acoordingly. In addition, a copy of the current project security guide

must be forwarded to ECAC. This form and the security guide shall

be sent to:

Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center
North Severn
Annapolis, MD 21402. In addition, the inside label shall have on it:

Attn: CF/Air Force Deputy Office

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. In order to obtain a tailored LMR environment from Dod/ECAC,

several items of Information are required as inputs. As an aid to

the user of ECAC services the required information is being eolicited

by this questionnaire.

2. Section 3 of the Customer's Application Manuals contains infor-

mation to aid in preparing this questionnaire. In addition, Section 2

contains the approximate cost and time required to do this analysis.

aESD-TR-80-1O0-Vol 5.

(Continrued)
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3. Unless special arrangements are made, the data base file

selects for any analysis will be kept no longer than one year from

the date of project completion.

B. Questionnaire

1. Administrative Information:

Specify the actual engineering office, SOP, development

lab or other agenay responsible for this request. Include

the office symbol(s) and points of contact with autovon

phone numbers.

CLAS( ). DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

2. Describe the class of weapon system for which a tailored

EMB environment is required (i.e., air-to-air missile,

air-to-surface missile, laser guided bomb, etc.).

CLAS( ), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

S3. Unless requested otherwise, the EM environment forecast

will be based on a stockpile-to-target sequence (S-T-S)

from the time the system is attached to the delivery aircraft

(Continued)
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TABLE B-1 (Continued)

DM EMVIROMMNT FORECAST RQOT FORM

until It impacts a target. If a different phase of the S-T-S

is also desired, note that fact here.

CLAS( ), DOWNGPADING & AUTHORITY

4. Indioate the type of analysis requirad (check only one).

Type I Type II - Type IIIA

CLAS( ), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

5. Specify the anticipated delivery platforms (i.e., F-4J, A-7D,
RF-4E, etc.). If unknown, so state.

_CLAS(), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

6. Specify the anticipated aircraft that will be In formation

with the aircraft carrying the weapon system. Also, if known,

state the specific formations that will be used.

CLAS( ), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

7. Specify the minimum altitude above ground level for the weapon

delivery platform during the delivery phase. (Note: this

altitude must he greater than or equal to 200 feet.)

CLAS( ), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

@ 1(Continued'
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TAKBL B-1 (Continued)

Mi MIzROrMM FORMCAST U ESM FORM

8. Specify the lowest power density which, when incident on

the weapon system, will cause harmful effects. The minimum
2value must be at least 0 dBm/m

CLAS( ), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

9. Specify the worst probable level for failure that you can

tolerate for your system, assuming that all design goals

are met and the system will fail only due to EMR.

CLAS( ), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

10. Specify the probable radiating target classes for the weapon

(i.e., SAM sites, radio relay stations, fighter aircraft,

etc.), if any.

CLAS( ), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

11. In general, the valid data of the ERR environment forecast.

is determined by the type of analysis requested in Question 4

above. Thus, T,!pe I analysis normally includes a (current)

baseline and a 20 to 30 year forecast (the exact interval

depending on customer choice). Similarly, Type II analysis

(Continued)
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TABLE B-I (Concluded)

IM 3XVIROMHRT FORECAST REQUEST FORM

includes a (current) baseline and a 15 to 25 year forecast.

However, these intervals are primarily determined by customer

requirements. (No forecast will be made for periods exceeding

30 years or for periods less than 5 years.) Specify the vali-

dation period of the forecast.

CLAS( )_ DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY

12. For Type II and IIIA analysis, specify the theaters for Wrch

a tailored EMR environment is required. The locations of

these theaters are specified in Appendix C of the Customer's

Application Manual.

1. Alaska - Kamchatka 7. Nortleastern-North

2. Australia & New Zea.and American

3. Central America 8. Pacific Islands

4. European 9. South African

5. Mediterranean 10. South Central Asian

6. North Asian 11. Southern Latin American

12. CONUS

CLAS( ), DOWNGRADING & AUTHORITY
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kPPW9DIX C

AN4ALYSIS AND PRBDICTIOE

10. KRODUCTION. Analysis is the process of separating something
into its constituent parts. In EMR analysis, the goal is to break
down the EMf response of a system into the constituent parts of the
response. For example, the EMR response may be analyzed into the re-
sponse of scattering structures, into the response of apertures, into
cable response, and into electronic component and subsystem response.
Mathematioal models of the electromagnetic interaction with the system
parts are used to predict each response. By considering the separate
responses, the system response can be assessed.

Appendix D describes the Intersystem Analysis Program (IAP)
which is essentially computer software programs of mathematical models
Used in analysis and prediction of responses to electromagnetic energy.
The purpose of this appendix is to supplement Appendix D with pertinent
information and to provide an insight as to analysis and prediction
methods. The goal is to develop an overview of analysis and prediction
with ample references for those desiring more depth. In some oases,
the material presented in the following sections is a recapitulation
of other source material. The material, plus additions, has been ar-
ranged and assimilated into a form more directly applicable to analysis
and prediction of weapon system EME response.

The role of analysis and prediction is worth discussing before
proceeding. Within the present engineering state-of-the-art, neither
experimental methods nor analytical methods should be relied on solely
to assess a system. In most experimental situations, neither the time

nor the capability exists to conduct sufficiently valid statistical
or sensitivity tests to fully evaluate all the parameters of an electro-
magnetic environment. Usually only one weapon system is tested. The
system that is tested may differ considerably from systems in the same
class. These differences arise because of production differences such
as in cable routing paths. It must be realized that all test configura-
tions at best are only a simulation of a system in its actual environ-
ment. For example, instrumentation to detect or record responses can
unintentionally modify the response being observed. Arguments can
also be given why an EMR system assessment should not be based only
on analysis and prediction. In general, analysis and prediction is
presently at the stage of development that facilitates only "worst
case" approaches. The worst case approach will usually result in an
upper bound prediction and all potential susceptibilities are identi-
fied. However, non-susOeptible situations may be predicted as susc.•p-
tible because of the worst case approach. These situations lead to
overhardening with unnecessary adverse effects on system performance.
More accurate analysis and prediction can be implemented, but genarally
are more costly, and the required detailed geometric data is time con-
suming to obtain or may not be available.

The best overall approach is to utilize experimental and analyti-
cal methods in a complementary manner. Such an approach weighs the

j strong and weak points of both methods against each other. For exam-
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pie, the analysis and prediction method is the only approach available
for use in the conceptual stage where little or no hardware is avail-
able for experimental assessment. In trade-off studies, two competing
systems must be evaluated when only drawings ancý specificstionn are
available. However, as a system development progresses and hardware
becomes available, test results can h• used as an input to the analysis
and prediction effort to improve acouracy. In other situations, it
may be appropriate to use analysis and prediction for test planning
or to interpret test results. This complementary use of experimental
and analysis/prediotion methods assures the best possible methodology
within the present engineering state-of-the-art.

20. SU.CTROAGNETIC ENIROMIMU . Appendix A disu,,ses the EMR envi-
ronment and defines the source of this environment as nig ywer radiat-
ing emitters such as radar and communication transmitters, jammers,
navigational equipments, etc. The EMB environment includes friendly
and/or hostile emitters. Notice that the EMR environment results from
emitters external to the weapon system and includes electromagnetic
countermeasures (ECM) sources. There are many other environment-
both natural and man-made, to which a weapon system may be susceptible
[C-i]. For the analysis and prediction effort, it is advantageous
to consider these different environments in a coordinated manner.
Coordination of the environments is cost-effective and efficient, since
they all require modeling of the same structures, apertures, cables,
and circuits. Even though the environments are generated from differ-
ent sources and their essential properties are divergent, they al3
give rise to the saue generalized problem in the sense that unwanted
and unintentional energy is coupled to electronic systems.

20.1 ENVIOMENT CHARACTERISTICS. Other environments that should
be considered in an analysis and prediction effort include electromagne-
tic pulse (EMP), electromagnetic interference (EMI), lightning, and
precipitation static (P-static) electricity. Figure C-i is a simpli-
fied spectrum comparison of these environments.

In general, there are various types of EMP, and the most impor-
tant on3 is that resulting from a high altitude (exoatmospheric) burst.
Here, the EMP is generated by the interaction of nuclear burst products
such as gamma rays and x-rays with the upper region of the atmosphere
and the earth's magnetic field. Electrons, produced by the Compton
scattering of gamma rays and air molecules, spiral about the earth's mag-
netic field. The resultant effect is a substantial level of electromag-
netic radiation below this source region with roughly uniform field
intensity radiating outward in all directions. The intensity of the
field and area coverage makes the high altitude burst EMP one of the
most potent sources of unwanted electromagnetic energy. Other types
of EMP include: (1) atmospheric burst EMP, (2) ground burst EMP, (3)
dispersed EMP, (4) internal EMP, and (5) system-generated EMP. High
altitude burst EMP has a very fast risetiLe (nanoseconds) and a 10 KHz
to 100 MHz spectrum. Field levels can be 100 kv/m orders of magnitude.

EMI is electromagnetic noise in the sense it is unwanted; it is
generated by electron•ic and electrical equipments, distribution networks,
radiatin-g subsystems, etc., of a s'stem. These various sources can
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be broadly classified as radiated and conducted electromagnetic energy
and may be both intersystem or intrasystem generated. The EME spectrum
is usually considered to extend from 400 Hz to 18.0 OGH for airborne
syttefis. Radiated EMI may include levels in the order of 100 v/m.

LW.ghtning strikes on airborne systems are considered to be direct
hits for worst case considerations. The moot common source of lightning
is the electrical charge separated within thunder clouds. Charge separ-
ation and lightning can also be induced by thermonuclear detonation.
An entry of an airborne system into an electrically charged region
can also trigger lightning. A typical lightning stroke comprises multi-
ple pulses, often superimposed on a relatively small continuing or
"follow-on" current. The rise times of lightning pulses are on the order
of miorosecords and have a 1 KHz to 5 Wiz spectrum. A direct strike
can produce currents on the order of 10 KA*

Static electricity results from an electrical charge which is
generated on the surface of an airborne system. When the static eleo-
tricity leaks off the surface, an electrical interference called P-static
results. Static electricity discharges have a 1 MHz to 100 MHz spec-
trum and voltage levels on the order of 1 Mv. Electrical discharges do
not occur between objects when they are bonded together.

20.2 DO ENVIROSONT PARMETERS. The primary concern of this hand-
book is the EMR environment, and parameters of this environment must
be considered in an analysis and prediction effort. These parameters
are as follows:

(1) Frequency. The EMR environment frequency range is from 1 MHz
to 100 GHz. It is obvious that structures will range from small
in terms of a wavelength to very large in terms of a wavelength.

(2) Power Density. Power densities may be greater than 60 dBm/m 2 .
Sources may be CW, AM/FM modulated or pulsed. Both peak and
average powers must be considered.

)(3) Modulation. Modulation is particularly important in assessing
system susceptibilities. Induced signals with the proper
modulation can be processed as legitimate signals and cause
disruptions. Modulations which affect guidance may be different
than those which affect fusing, etc., so each subsystem
must be investigated independently.

(4) Polarization. Structures may respond better to some -
tions than they do to others. Horizoatal and vet, "jaari-
zations are usually used in the analysis and predictiv proce-
dures,

(5) Aapeot Angle. Since the system's structure and its electronic
conductors behave as inadvertant antennas, the coupling between
the external field and the structure is a function of the aspect
angle.
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(6) Dwell Time. Dwell time is a function of the environment and
the weapon system dynamics. For example, it is the time that
a weapon may remain in a radar mainbeam.

30. STST3 CONSDEDATIOUS.

30.1 AVhL!SIS MND PREDICTION MMIRDEMTS. E?4R analvtis and predic-
tion techniques are based on external illumination of a weapon system
either in the near-field or far-field of a source. The mathematical
models utilized are in the frequency-domain. If the system require-
ments include MAP and lIghtning protection, mathematical models derived
in the time-domain are usually more suitable. There are several good
resources available for EMP and lightning time-domain calculations.
The Air Force Weapons Laboratory has published an EMP handbook [C-2]
for missiles and aircraft. The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
has published a lightning handbook fC-3] for analysis and calculation
of lightning interactions with aircraft electrical circuits.

30.2 S3YT4 cOIGMATION. The system configuration influences the
type and level of anelysis and prediction techniques utilized. For
example, an air-to-air missile in flight is relatively small and self-
contained. Mathematical models based on smaller than a wavelength
approximations may be appropriate for such a structure. However, when
the same missile is on board an aircraft. such models may not be appro-
priate. Missiles in flight can usually be modeled as if in free-space
with a plane electromagnetic wave Illumination. For missiles on board
an aircraft, near-field t1lumination is probable. When an aircraft
with on-board missiles is on the ground, analysis and prediction calcu-
lations must consider the reflections from ground. In essence, the
weapon system and Its surrounding environment must be included in any
analysis and prediction method.

30.3 PLUM EFTS. Plume effects are important considerations in
the system configurations. In some cases, the ionized exhaust gases
of the plume can alter a missile's skin current distribution, and in
turn the coupling of EM enerFv into the interior of the viissile. There
have been several theoretical studies dealing with plume effects.
Harr5son's [C-4] study used a plume model on which the effective elec-
trical conductivity w8s assumed to be an exponential function of the
axial distance and the conductivities where taken to be high. Smith's
[-..51] study was directed toward small missiles with solid propellant
motors, and it is this study that is reported on here.

Both homoveneous and axially inhorogeneous plumes were consi-
dered. For the inhomogeneour case, a low altitude plume program was
used to provide realistlc values of the electr'cal properties along
the length of the plume. The geometry of the thin-wire model used
for the analysis is shown in Figure C 2. The missile and the plume
are represented by cvlinders w4 th lengths 2m and Z , respectively,

m
and radius (a). An internal impedance per unit lenpt.h zr, which

can be a function of the axi,1 distance z, is uted to describe the elec-
i

trieal p-nperties of the plu:i. A uniform inte-nal irperance z

C.Jr.
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is used for the highly conducting missile. The incident eleotromagnetic

field is a linearly polarized plane wave with electric field Ei in
the plane formed by the axis of the missile (z axis) and the propaga-
tion vector k. For an incident field in another direction, only the
component of the field in this plane need be considered in the analysis
since it is the only component that will excite the thin-wire structure.

The electric field along the axis of the missile (z axis) is i_(0 )

"V go sin L exp (-JOzocos 0' ) where So a E, , and the reference
point for the phase of the incident field is at the center of the mis-
sile (z a 0).

The total axial current at any cross section of the rocket or
plume is I(z). The integral equation for the current on this structure
is the sane as that used in the familiar analyses for linear antennas:

f/2 I(z•,)eJI 0R

Z' =-(Ip+1m/2) twd

- A cos oZ + 8o0Z

-j2* (XEo) 0 }8oZ cosi
7o sine6

+j 41 2 z (0)1(t) sin Bo(z 0) dt (C-I)
Co (k (+E2) z 0

where:

z (Z) - Z for -9 /24z6L /2

i Zp ) for -(Ip + 9 M/2) < z_<-0 /2 (C-2)

and:

R - [(z - z')2 + 4a 2 sin2 (1/2)]1/2 (
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ýD and aO are the propagation constant and the charaoteristio impe-

dance for free apace, respectively. The oonstants A and B in (C-1o
are determined by imposing the boundary conditions at the ends Of
the structure, i.e., •I( I/2) .1(-P -1 /2) a 0.

The current was determined from the integral equation (C-I)
using the method of moments technique which is described in a later
section.

Figure C-3(a) shows results of the analysis for the missile
model with a homogeneous plume. The distribution of the current
on the missile without a plume is seen to have a form like (cos 6Z

-cos t(. /2)] which is characteristic of a thin-wire scatterer in
an ele tr'o field parallel to its axis. The current builds up to
maximum value at the center of the missile when the length of the
structure is near that for resonance (Z 0/A somewhat less than 0.5).

With the plume present, the amplitude of the maximum current on the
missile is reduced and is not as sharp a function of L,/X as without

the plume. The current along the plume is fairly uniform except
near the ends. This is due to the high resistivity of the plume
which attenuates axial currents that could produce a high standing
wave on the structure. The effect of the plume on the current in
the missile is quite different for missiles with different electrical
lengths I /A•. This is also illustrated in Figure C-3 where distributions

of current are shown for a missile with a length near that for resonance
and an electrically short missile. In Figure C-3(a), the maximum
current on the missile with a plume is seen to be less than that
on the resonant missile alone. The current near the tail of the
missile is greatly increased when the plume is added. For an electrically
short missile, Im A << 1, the maximum current is much less than on

the resonant missile, as shown in Figure C-3(b) (note the change
of the current scale). With the plume present, the current on the
electrically short missile is increased over the value without the
plume at every point along its length. The relative changes in the
current on a missile without a plume as compared with a missile with
a plume are quite different. For the resonant missile, the distri-
bution of the current on the missile is determined primarily by the
length of the missile even when the plume is present. For the elec-
trically short missile, however, the distribution of current on the
missile is determined by the length of the missile and the plume,
z X I ÷ . Note that the maximum current on the missile for allm p
values of /MA used occurs on the missile without a plume near resonance.

In Figure C-4, the current distributions for a missile with
an inhomogeneous plume model are shown. For the resonant missile,
the currents are very similar for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
plume modelj.. For the electrically short missile, Figure C-4(b),
the situation is quite different. The maximum current on the missile
with an inhomogeneous plume is about three times as large as that
for the missile with a homogeneous plume. This difference is consistent with
the idea that the distribution of current is determined by the electri-
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cal length of the missile and the plume for the electrically short
missile. A change in the internal impedAnce per unit length of tie
plume has a major effect on the current,

30.4 AVAILABILITY OF DATA. The data available for analyzin•, a weapon
system is generally a function of the system's life cycle [C-6]. The
various phases of the life cycle are discussed in Section 4. The avail-
ability of data impacts the selection of analysis and prediction prooe-
dures for each application. Some procedures require structure geometry
specified to within fractions of a wavelength while other procedures
require only approximate structural representations perhaps in terms
of generic shapes. Also, the electrical characteristics needed for
analysis and prediction can be detailed as time waveforms or as superfi-
cial as frequency assignments. Availability of data increases as a
system progresses through each phase of the life cycle. The extent
of the data at each phase is dependent upon the degree to which "off-
the-shelf" equipment is utilized or the degree to which the system
under development is similar to other existing systems. Table C-I
provides broad guidelines as to data availability as a function of
the life cycle phases.

The performance criteria of subsystems is another type of data
availability that impacts the choice of models and procedures. The
performance criteria of a subsystem are its characteristics when viewed
as a receptor, such as performance degradation curves or "component
susceptibility data. In some cases, the system performance criteria
may be known and the subsystem criteria derived. In other situations,
off-the-shelf equipment is utilized and performance criteria has been
previously detetmined.

In summary, the structural, electrical, and performance criteria
available at any point in the life cycle has a major impact on the
selection of the analysis and prediction procedure selected. An analyst
must judge and chose the best approximations and models based on the
available data.

40. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES. There are a number of powerful compu-
tational techniques available for use in interaction and coupling analy-
ses. A thorough discussion of any one of the computational techniques
would be a lengthy treatise in itself. The scope here is limited to
a survey to provide an introduction to the subject material. Computa-
tional techniques exist for both the frequency and time domains. Fre-
quency domain models encompass those methods that either solve an elec-
tromagnetic problem at a single time-harmonic frequency (usually tem-
poral variation assumed) or solve a quasi-static problem (f -0) or
an asymptotic frequency problem (f+,o). Time domain models are used
to find the impulse response of an electromagnetic system to a known
stimulus. Of course, through Fourier transforms, frequency domain
models cun often be used to solve many time domain problems and vice
versa.
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TADLE C-1

DATA AVALAUL ERUM PHASIR OF LIM CYCLE

Conoebtual

"o Subsystem Punotion Definitions

"o Organizations Responsible for Each Subsystem

"o Generic Subsystem

Power Ciruits

Cosmwioation Circuits

Telemetry Circuits

Data Processing Circuits

"o Expected Geometry

Size

Weight
Generic Shape

Validation

"o Characteristics of Individual Susbysteuzs

Power Requirements

Time Waveforms

Spectrum
Susceptibility

"o Prototype Specifications
Geometric Data

Schematics and Diagrams

Material Characteristics

"o Support Equipment Characteristics

(Continued)
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TABLE C-I (Concluded)

DATA LVAUI VIIB TSS PHAS OF LIFM CYCLE

Full Scale Dsvelopment

" Geometric Data

Shape and Surface Information

Wire Routing

Component Locations

"o Test Results

Produotion

"o Measured Data of Production Sample

"o Refined Data on Geometry and Electrical Charaoteristios

"o Description of Equipment Down to Brand Names

Denlo2ment

"o Haintenance Statistics

o Modification Speoifioations
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40.1 METHOD OF OHOT. The method of moments' (MOH) [C-7]-[C-9]
is a numerical technique for obtaining approximate solutions to three
dimensional integral equations of the form:

- frff-kMr, r')gr') dv' (C-4l)

where f( r ) is some knowh forcing function, k( r, r') is a known inte-

gral kernel and g(r') is the funotion to be determined. To illustrate
the technique, consider the more simple one dimensional integral equa-
tion:

f(x) - f k(x,x')g(x') dx' (C-5)

P 1
The method assumes an approximation to the unknown function g(x') of
the form:

N

ga(x') W ) goaW(x') (C-6)
i-i

where the coefficients gi are unknown and the ai(x') are linearly inde-

pendent functions, usually called expansion or basis functions. The
ai(x') are chosen in the hope that some combination such as (C-6) can
accurately approximate the unknown. Next, another bet of functions
Wk(X) (k a 1, 2, --- , N), usually called weighting functions, are chosen
so that a similar linear combination can accurately approximate f(x).
Replacing g(x') by ga(2) in (C-5) gives:

fWx k(x, x') [ g &ia iW)J dx'
1pi-

N 2 k(x'x')ai(x')dx' 1  (C-7a)

i-1 1I 1
Multiplying both sides of (C--7a) by each of the N functions

Wk(X) and integrating with respect to x from p, to P2 gives an inhomo-

geneous set of N linear equations in N unknowns:
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P2P 2 1
wk(x)f(x)dx w k(x) W f k(xx')ai(x')dx' dx (C-7b)

- fk fP Ik~ kc7Swk(x)k(x~xl)ai(x')dxcdx} g, k - v9..t

or

fk 'kig (C-70)

withi
with P2  P2  P2

f ~ V X k-.w~)fxd i f f k (x)k(x,x')a i(x )dx 'dx
;1 1 P

(C-7c) can be written in matrix form as:

T - [a] d (C-7d)

which has the solution:

G- [C"-1 F (C-7e)

The general function g( r,) is some unknown scalar or vector
source distribution such as charge or current. The function f(r)
is a known field quantity such as potential, el9ctric field intensity
or magnetic field intensity. Thus the electromagnetic field problem
in terms of an integral equation has been reduced tc a matrix equation
which is more readily solved using computers.

There are two integral equation formulations that can be used
in the MOM; one is the electric-field integral equation (EFIE) and
the other is the magnetic-field integral (MFIE). The MFIE is well suited
for thin-wire structures of small or vanishing conductor volume while
the MFIE, whinh fails for the thin-wire case, is more attractive for
voluminous structures, especially those having large smooth surfaces.

When EFIE is applied to wire structures, certain assumptions
[C-10] are made so that thin-wire approximations may be invoked. The
assumptions applied are:

(a) Transverse currents can be ne.glected relative to axial currents
* on the wire.
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(b) The circumferential variation in the axial current can be neg-

lected.

(o) The current can be represented by a filament on the wire axis.

(d) The boundary condition on the electric field need be enforced
in the axial direction only.

These widely used approximations are valid as long as the wire
radius is much less than the wavelength and much less than the wire
length.

As an example of the application of the MOM, consider the dipole
antenna and its MOM model in Figure C-5. Thin-wire assumptions are
used, and the dipole antenna is divided into n segments. For the
illustration, assume the model is divided into 5 segments. The matrix
equation for the MOM model becomes:

0 _Z 1 1 Z12  Z 13  Z114 Z15' -il
02 z22  Z23  Z2 /4 Z25  1 2[1 /z 31  z 35. 1 3
-z 1 5 2 z 53  Z5 4 Z 55 _ [ 5 .

The voltage matrix is zero except at the gap of the antenna. The gen-
eralized impedance matrix represents all the interactions between the
segments on the MOM model. The unknowns are the currents on each wire
segment. The matrix equation is solved for the unknown currents.
Once the currents are known, field quantities such as antenna patterns
and impedances may be calculated.

As noted from the previous example, the impedanue matrix size
is n x n, where n is the number of segments. Thus the impedance matrix
size increases in direct proportion to the size of the structure.
The MOM is best suited to structures with dimensions up to several wave-
lengths. Although there is no theoretical size limit, the numerical
solution requires a matrix equation of increasing order as the struc-
ture size is increased relative to wavelength. Hence, modeling very
large structures may require more computer time and storage than is
practical and still be within reasonable cost. The computer solution

time is proportional to n 3 and the computer storage time is proportional

to n2 . To scope the demands on the computer, consider a A/4 monopole
mounted on a 2X x 2A ground plane. The ground plane can be approximated
by a wire grid using ten segments per wavelength. Therefore, there
will be a total of approximately 400 unknowns with the monopole. The

400 unknowns require storage of (400)2 : 160,000 Zij impedance interac-
tions which are all complex numbers.

Not only have thin-wire models been developed using MOM's, but
surface integral equations have been used for the so-called surface
patch models. Surface patch models have been based on the MFIE CC-11i
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Figure C-5. (a) Dipole Antenna, (b) MtOM Model (C-9].
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and the EFIE [C-123. The thin-wire models have been applied to surfaces
by using wire-arid models. However, wire-grids have been shown to
be poor models [C-13) of a closed surface for interaction calculations,
and the surface patch models are preferred for closed surfaces.

40.2 GEOMETRICAL THEORY OF DI3FFACTION. As previously discussed,
the MOM's solutions tend to be restriuted to lower frequencies, based
on the fundamental limitation on the size of matrices which computer
can solve without excessive loss of accuracy or excessive costs. A
computational technique more suited to high frequencies (the structure
is large in terms of a wavelength) is the Geomatrical Theory of Diffrac-
tion (GTD) [C-14]. Since GTD is essentially a high frequency solution,
the lower frequency limit of this sClution is dictated by the spacing
between the various scattering centers (they should be at least a wave-
length apart). Under this restriction, the low frequency limit is
typically around 100 MHz. The upper frequency limit is dependent on
how well the theoretical model simulates the important details of the
actual structure.

GTD was introduced by Keller [C-15] as an extension of geometri-
cal optics to include the diffracted field in the high frequency solution.
The theory is based on the following postulates:

(1) The diffracted field propagates along rays which are determined
by a generalization of Fermat's Principle to include points
on edges, vertices, and smooth surfaces in the ray trajectory.

(2) Diffraction like reflection and transmission is a local phenome-
non at high frequencies, i.e., it depends only on the nature
of the boundary surface and the incident field in the immediate
neighborhood of the point of diffraction.

(3) The diffracted wave propagates along its ray so that

(a) power is conserved in a tube (or strip of rays),

(b) the phase delay along the ray path equals the product of
the wave number of the medium and the distance.

Using these postulates, one can express the diffracted field
in the same form as a geometrical optics field with some coefficient
of proportionality to the incident field at the point of diffraction.
The coefficient is determined from a canonical problem and is referred
to as a diffraction coefficient. For practical purposes, the GTD can
be divided into two categories: (1) wedge diffraction theory - to
treat diffraction by edges and (2) creeping wave theory - to treat
diffraction by curved surfaces.

Complex structures such as a missile or an aircraft are modeled
using a composite of wedges or curved surfaces to represent the impor-
tant scattering surfaces. For example, wedges may be used to represent
the scattering from aircraft wings and scattering from the fuselage
may be represented by a cylinder.
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To obtain some idea of the formulation of GTD solutions, consi-
der diffraction from the wedge structure in Figure C-6 [C-16]. Consi-
der a plane electromagnetic wave normally incident on the wedge of
an angle (z-n) . The azimuthal angles * and *0 are associated with

the angle of diffraction and the angle of incidence, respectively.

The field p at point P is a solution to the scalar wave equa-
tion subject to the appropriate boundary conditions; the solution may
be formulated as:

u(r,*) -av(r,*+ 0 ) + v(r, - ) (C-9)

Polarization determines the choice of sign such that, with the electric
vector perpendicular (parallel) to the edge, the positive (negative)
sign is chosen. It is convenient to represent the incident or reflected
field in the form

v(r,o) - v(r,* 0) (C-10)

such that the (-) sign yields the incident fields and the (W) sign
yields the reflected fields. The component field is given by

v(ro) - v* + v (C-11)

where v* is the geometrical optics field given by

v* ej cos(o + 2rnN) for - ir < (0 + 2inN) <

0 otherwise

N - 0, +1, +2 . + n (C-12)

and v B is the diffracted field given by

1 c e_ _ __s

VB 2-n 1 e-joCos / d6 (C-13)

where

S- kr (C-14)

Here C is the appropriate path in the plane of the complex variable.

Asymptotic expressions for (C-13) have been derived by Sommer-
field [C-17], Pauli [C-18] and Hutchins and Kouyoumjian [C-19J. It
is the asymptotic expressions that are used in GTD computer computations.

40.3 fYBRID TECHNIQUES. Both the MOM and the GTD are useful computa-

tional methods within their class of problems. The characterization

C-19
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Figure C-6. Diffraction by Plane Wave by Wedge (C-161
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of wires on or near a metallic surface by MOM is significantly limited
by computer storage. This restriction applier to thin-wire or surface
patch representations of a surfate. Thus the MOM is a low-frequency
technique since its practical use is generally limited to bodies that
are not large in terms of a wavelength. However, the GTD is a high
frequency technique applicable to bodies that are large in terms of
a wavelength. The two computational methods can be combined to oomple-
ment each other using the so-called hybrid techniques. Thiele LC-20J
has extended the MOM via the use of GTD to include a wider class of
problems where a large body (in terms of a wavelength) has a wire struc-
ture located on or near the body. The approach is to modify the MOM
impedance matrix using GTD to account for the large body presence.
Burnside [C-21] has developed a hybrid technique in which the GTD has
been extended via the MOM. In this approach, the MOM is used to obtain
the GTD diffraction coefficients, thus enabling GTD to be applied to
additional structures that can not be handled with GTD alone.

40.4 STATISTICAL METhOVS. EM coupling into electronic components
and subsystems can not always be characterized in a deterministic man-
ner. This is especially true when the EM coupling is via inadvertent
paths such as seams, holes, cables, etc. While in principle an arbi-
trarily accurate analysis of the EM coupling can be derived by solving
Maxwell equations in the context of a boundary valve problem, in real-
ity even for a relatively simple system, such a classical deterministic
approach often demands more effort and resources than are available.
Not only does the EM coupling through inadventent paths require statis-
tical methods, but so does the incident EM energy, since it is a func-
tion of polarization, incident angle, etc. To circumvent this situa-
tion, EM coupling analysis may rely on worst-case models or on statisti-
cal models. The development of suitable statistical models are still
in an early stage of development. Some of the recent efforts to formu-
late statistical models are reviewed here.

Graham [C-22) analyzed coupling to an electronic system in terms
of random small dipole interactions for the frequency region where
the system components, e.g. wire lengths, are small in terms of a wave-
length. Both random coupling to the incident wave and random interac-
tions among the dipoles were considered. The variables randomized
were the incident direction and polarization, the sizes and orientations
of the dipoles, the mutual coupling effects, and the lumped load imped-
ances. The results of the statistical model showed that the EM coupl-
ing to large systems, when dominated by low frequency magsetic fields,
is largely insensitive to the coupling detail and yields a distribution
whose central part is nearly log-normal with a standard deviation of
about 6 dB. However, it may be that the shapes of the extreme percen-
tiles of the distribution may depend on and be sensitive to the detailed
nature of the coupling.

Morgan [C-231, in an informal manner, developed basic statisti-
cal concepts concerning the ststistical analysis of load impedance
excitations induced on a random N-wire cable by an incident field.
The N-wire unshielded and unbranched random cable Jis modeled by a sto-
chastic random process such as the Monte Carlo random walk procedure.
The reciprocity theorem is used to compute the load excitations.
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Swink [C-24) considered the canonical problem of penetration
of EM energy into a cylindrical enclosure through a small aperture
as shown in Figure C-7. A parametric analysis of the model was performed
by varying the incident angle of the incident field, the aperture loca-
tion, and load impedances. The parametric data was then condensed
and interpreted by utilizing basic statistical methods. Prehoda ?C-25J
extended the model investigation to consider the cylinder's antenna
pattern effects and the internal transmission line structure for low
frequencies. The antenna pattern effects were characterized using
cumulative gain distributions. Some of the observations from the study
were:

(1) The aperture admittance of a well-shielded enclosure presents
a large mismatch to both the external structure equivalent an-
tenna oonfiguration, as well as to the internal transmission
line configuration.

(2) Although the mean power available to widely different external
structure equivalent antenna configurations is identical, the
probability of receiving that power is highly dependent upon
the gain of the antenna.

(3) A low-gain, external-structure, equivalent antenna, on the aver-
age, is likely to receive more power than a higher gain antenna
for random angles of incidence.

(4) The 1% to 95% portion of the cumulative gain probability curves
of the received power associated with a varying load at the
end of a transmission line are not extremely sensitive to the
distribution of the load impedance.

(5) The mean of the external-structure antenna response of a shielded
electronic system is a constant. Similarly, the distribution
of power received by an internal load as a function of internal
variations is relatively stable. As a result, the coupling
of electromagnetic energy into an electronic system is primarily
dependent upon the charoteristics of the aperture itself.

40.5 FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS. The finite-difference method is
significantly different from integral equation approachs in that the
method utilizes Maxwell's time dependent curl equations, and the equa-
tions are applied to a volume containing .the structure of interest rather
than a surface [C-26J CC-27J. The basic approach in using this method
is to form a three-dimension lattice that surrounds the structure and
solve the resulting finite-difference forms of Maxwell's equations
in a time-stepping manner. By time-stepping, i.e., repeatedly solving
the finite-difference analog of the curl equations at each point of
a space lattice containing the structure of interest, an incident wave
on the structure is tracked as it first propagates to the structure,
and then interacts with it in some way (surface current excitation,
diffusion, penetration, etc.). Wave tracking is completed for pulsed
illumination when the desired early or late time behavior is observed;
for sinusoidal illumination, the end point is the attainment of the
sinusoidal steady state.'

6
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Figure C-7. Cylindrical Enclosure Model. (C-24)
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TiMe-stepping for the finite-difference method is accomplished
by what is termed an explicit finite-difference procedure. Here,
the value of an electromagnetic field component at the latest time
step is computed using only field quantities found during the previous
time step, and stored in the computer memory. Thus, no simultaneous
equations are needed to compute the fields at the latest time step.
Further, computation can proceed one lattice point at a time, and
the new field value at each point can be placed immediately in memory.

The finite-difference method formulation permits simple and
straightforward modeling of arbitrary dielectric/conducting structures.
The space containing the structure being modeled is divided into
discrete volumes or unit cells. The simplest case is that of a cubic
unit cell, which results in a cubic lattice approximation of the
geometry. For this case, the structure of interest is mapped into
the space lattice by first choosing the dimensions of the unit cell,
and then assigning appropriate values of electrical permittivity
and conductivity to each unit cell of the lattice. Thus, inhomogeneities
or fine details of the structure can be modeled with a maximum resolution
of one unit cell and then surfaces can be modeled as infinitely thin,
stepped edge sheets.

Taflove C-26 recently extended the finite difference method
to incorporate a satisfactory approximation to the free space condition
at the lattice truncations, and the simulation of a long duration
pulse or continuous wave incident on the structure of interest.
Taflove also applied the method to map the field distribution within
a small nose cone section of a missile which has an optical port
and a seam type aperture.

50. AVAILMBL COMPUTER CDES. The availability of computer codes
has put within the grasp of the EM analyst a technical data base
to handle complex analysis and prediction procedures. The data base
is not centralized, but is segmented through numerous organizations.
Some organizations are prepared to transfer their codes to qualified
users. Other organizations go a step farther and maintain output
libraries which are available to users.

Although many computer codes are written in standard computer
languages, such as FORTRAN IV, the codes are not truly machine independent.
Invariably, subroutines must be modified to get a computer code up
and running on a user's computer. For these reasons, when requesting
computer codes, it is recommended that a two to three month lead
time be used to allow ample time for code modification.

In the following sections, system-level, interaction/coupling,
and circuit analysis codes are described. The description includes
the code name, the developer organization, and the applicable geometry.

50.1 SYSTI LEVEL CES. System level codes are a collection of
mathematical models used in solving for a system response. In EMR
analysis, the system response to EM energy is determined by breaking down
the response into constituent parts such as the response of scattering
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structures, apertures, cables, etc. Characteristically, system level
codes also have provisions for calculating or inputting susceptibility
data. The data is used to establish criteria to measure EM energy
effects on system performance.

System level codes may be either intersystem or intrasystem.
Intersystem concerns interactions between independent systems such
as two aircraft. It the intrasystem case, interactions are between
components or subsystems within a single system. ENH analysis and
prediction is concerned with both intersystem and intrasystem configura-
tions. Por example, cosite analysis of two aircraft is an intersystem
problem while an on-board analysis of a single aircraft is an intrasys-
tam problem.

Several system level codes are described in this section. The
codes have other available models that may provide additional capabil-
ity or provide a better model than existing ones in IAP's IEMCAP system
level code.

50.1.1 SPBCIFICATION AND ELBEMOCGNETIC COPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
PROGRAM (SE4CAP). SEMCAP is a large scale computer program for intra-
system analysis, and has been in use since 1968, when it was developed
as a spacecraft oriented intrasystem analysis program for NASA [C-28]
[C-29].

Basically, this program performs an analysis between modeled
interference generators and modeled interference receptors for various
interference transfer functions. The generators and receptors are
modeled in terms of their electrical and physical parameters. The
system's physical characteristics are also modeled so that transfer
functions can be computed. The computer calculates the spectrum of
the generator circuits and transfers the energy via the transfer func-
tion to the receptor terminals. The received spectrum is limited by
the receptor bandwidth and integrated over the complete frequency range
from 10 Hz to 10 GHz (or higher, at the user's option). The integral
then represents the voltage available at the receptor terminals. This
received voltage is compared to the threshold of the particular circuits
to determine compatibility status. In addition, the computer stores
the voltage received from a particular generator and proceeds through
the complete generator list until the contribution of each generator
is determined. These contributions are summed to .determine if the
receptor is compatible with the sum of all generating sources modeled.

SEMCAP was developed to perform analyses of spacecraft, where
the major problems are in the area of wire-to-wire coupling in complex
cable harnesses. Antenna-to-antenna radiation on most satellites does
not represent a serious analysis problem because, unlike an aircraft,
there are few antennas on most satellites, and these usually operate
in the GHz frequency range. Therefore, the emphasis was placed on
what happens inside the spacecraft. Consequently, SENCAP models are
virtually unconstrained by the complexity of cable harnesses regardless
of the number of different wires or types of wires used, the number
of harness segments, unequal spacing of wires in the harness, different
heights above ground, different pigtail lengths, etc. A unique feature
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of SEMCAP is that the model may simultaneously define a large number
of different separation distances between wires in the same harness,or
between wires in different harnesses. In addition to handling the
mffects of shielded wires, SEMCAP simultaneously can deal with the
effects of group shields, bulkhead shielding, various values of ground
return resistances, various values of common return paths, etc.

However, because it is recognized that not all problems deal
with wire-to-wire coupling, a flexible method was developed for model-
ing antenna-to-antenna, antenna-to-wire, and field-to-wire coupling.
This method requires definition of the field rather than definition
of typical antenna parameters. In fact, the antenna coupling capabil-
ity of SEMCAP has been used very little because of the nature of the
analytical problems to which it has been addressed. On the other hand,
coupling from external fields originating from arc discharges and EMP
has been analyzed using the E and H-field models. A feature of this
flexibility is that any number of various internal and external fields
can be modeled simultaneously, in either the time or frequency domain,
and a large number of different structural shielding characteristics
can be modeled simultaneously, with the shielding factors being either
constant or variable as a function of frequency.

Another unique feature of SEMCAP is that it generates its own
frequency base using as many points as necessary to define the spectrums,
and has a standard frequency base of 1801 points which are logarithmic-
ally spaced to give 1% resolution. On the other hand, if the user
wishes to select frequencies as in frequency amplitude pairs, he is
virtually unlimited as to the number he may use.

SEMCAP models for generators are described in either the time
or frequency domain. In the time domain, it accepts models for sine-
waves, single pulses, pulse trains, and ramp steps. In the frequency
domain, there is no practical limit to the number of frequency ampli-
tude pairs that may be used. Voltage sources and current sources are
defined independently. E and H-field sources are derived from the
voltage and current sources, or may be entered independently, at the
user's option. Filters may be used for each source and may be defined
in either the frequency domain or by standard parameters such as cutoff
frequency, slope, inband insertion loss, etc. Two filters may be cas-
caded for each source. The use of generator filters is optional, and
in practice is used infrequently.

SEMCAP models for receptors are modeled as voltage thresholds
combined with a frequency response curve. This allows a reasonably
accurate representation of both analog and digital (or bi-level) cir-
cuits. The frequency response curve can be defined in the frequency
domain or by standard filter parameters. If desired, two filters can
be cascaded for each receptor.

The development of SEMCAP Version 8 provides an enchanced version
of a proven system level analysis program which has been successfully
used for many years.
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50.1.2 IUIzRp'RCE PRZDICTIOM PROCESS - VERSION 1 (UPP-1). The
system level computer code IPP-1 (C-30] [C-311 is a versatile computer
prcgram designed to assess transmitter-to-reoeiver interferenoe and
to provide useful parameters and data for optimizing oompatibilit.y
in EM environments.

Development of the operating program was sponsored by RADC and
contractually carried out by the Atlantic Research Corporation, Alex-
andria, Virginia.

IPP-1 may be used to assess interaction between equipments over
a broad frequency span rangiag from VLF through microwave systems.
While pulse and non-pulse systems are both within the oapability of
IPP-1, many of the submodels were generated to handle the special inter-
action mechanisms of non-pulse systems.

IPP-1, operating under the control of an "executive routine,"
can, through user options, "order" several basic types of analyses
to be performed. The analysis options arm:

o EMC analysis,
o data base management,
o power density/field strength analysis,
o frequency/distance analysis,
o intermodulation analysis,
o adjacent signal analysis.

The EMC analysis is performed in three basic phases termed:

"o Rapid Cull Phase,
"o Frequency Cull Phase,
"o Detailed Analysis Phase.

In the Rapid Cull Phase, simplified, conservative estimates
are made to eliminate obvious, non-interfering situations whiuh exist
in the environment. In certain applications, the electromagnetic envi-
ronment may be quite large and rapid means must be used to eliminate
the low likelihood interference cases. The Rapid Cull Phase performs
this function.

The Frequency Cull Phase, using more refined analysis techniques,
operates on the reduced en~ironment (cases not eliminated by Rapid
culling) to effect further reduction of the environment, i.e., cases
which have a higher likelihood of oconurring are examined in this phase.

Once the rapid and frequency culls have been applied, the envi-
ronment (cases to be examined) should be significantly reduced from
the original level. The detailed analysis, a fairly time-consuming
operation, can now be used to "fine-grain" analyze the oases which
appear to have an appreciable chance of interference.

Output from each analysis phase, described above, is used as
input to the next phase. This type of approach (sequential culling)
attempts to optimize computer time (minimize computer run-time).
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50.1.3 INTRASYSTE ZLTR# ETIC COIIATIBILITY ANALYSIS (ZECA).
The IECA [C-30], [C-31] was developed under Air Force sponsorship to
analyze and predict interference between avionic subsystems on aerospace
vehicles. IECA includes four interrelated programs:

a. Antenna-to-Antenna Compatibility Analysis Program (ATACAP) ocupl-
ing -- Analyzes interference from transmitters to receivers
when the path is between their antennas.

b. Wire-to-Wire Compatiblity Analysis Program (WTWCAP) -- Analyzes
interference resulting from cross coupling within a wire bundle.

c. Field-to-Wire Compatiblity Analysis Program (FTWCAP) -- Analyzes
interference induced in the loads of an aircraft wire bundle
from exposure to on-board antenna radiation through dielectric
apertures in the vehicle skin.

d. Box-to-Box Compatiblity Analysis Program (BTBCAP) -- Analyzes
interference "esulting from low frequency magnetic fields coupl-
ing into sensitive transformers and electron beam devices within
equipment boxes.

Each program exists as a separate deck of punched cards, and
input data formats are compatible between them. All four programs
can be run for a given vehicle to obtain a complete analysis or they
can be run independently, as desired. The programs are in FORTRAN IV
langiage and were written for the CDC 6600 computer.

Since analyses and prediction are most valuable early in the
conceptual and design phases of vehicle development, the programs may
be used before many of the basic equipment Farameters are known. There-
fore, the program has mnany built-in default parameters which can be
used for the unknown parameters. The values are based on the applic-
able military specifications or on mathematical expressions. An analy-
sis can be performed Initially using the default values so that the
major problem areas can be determined and corrective measures taken.
Later, when the actual data and speoifications become available, new
analyses can be made to update the previous ones. Each program prints
a summary of all data, including any default values that were inserted.
Thus, a record of the data on which the analysis was based is p'ovided.
All default values are identified in the printout.

50.2 ANTENNA-TO-ANTENNA ANALYSIS CODES. Several codes design.Ld spe-
cifically for aircraft antenna-to-antenna interference analyses are
available. ATACAP as described in the previous section is one of those
codes. This section describes other antenna-to-antenna codes.

50.2.1 AVIONICS INTERFERENCE PREDI'TION MODEL (AVPAK3). Under cor-
tractual tasks with the Federal Aviation, Adminirtration (FAA), ECAC
developed AVPAK3 (C-321 to determine the mutual effects of introducing
new svionics equipment to an existing airfrnme.

The analysis of the mutual effects of the operation of equipment
on an airframe is accomplJshee ýv predicting the expected level of
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interference ralative to the degradation threshold of each receiver.
Antennas are assumed to be isotropic and may be located on the aircraft
or on a neighboring aircraft. Equipment examined for possible interfer-
ence includes those with overlapping or immediately adjacent operating
frequencies, and also, those w'ith harmonically related operating
fre-uencjes for which inadequiite transmitter harmonic attenuation
exists. Nonlinear effects arc not included in the analysis and must
be dealt with manually. To ensure that only far-field coupling conditions
are considered, only those equipments operating above 3C Miz ate
treated.

S

The model offers the option of either a purely determinintic
calculation oa a probabilistic calculation that estimates the probabil-
ity of interference. The body of the airframe is modeled as a cylinder
of finite length to which appropriate conical sections may be added.
The calculation takes into account the factors of airframe curvature,
airfoil obstructions, and bulkhead obstruction.

In addition to interference analysis, the model calculates
the power density at user-specified points, resulting from the operation
of transmitters located on an aircraft. These points may be located
anywhere on the airframe, including wing pods, or they may be "raised"
from the airframe (i.e., not lying on the fuselage skin), including
locations on neighboring aircraft. The model Olso has the capability
of calculating a cumulative power density due to the effects of more
than one transmitter.

An empirical method to compute airfoil obstruction loss was
developed for AVPAK. The obstruction loss in determined by calculating
the free-space loss around the airfoil and adding a curvature correc-
tion factor.

50.2.2 ADVAHM ATACAP PLUS GRAMfICS (AAPG). During antenna-to-
antenna analyses, the geometry calculations required to define paths
between antennas are difficult to verify at to correctness. The
ATACAP and IECICAP provide the user with large quantities of data
which requires careful and time consuming examination. Puthermore,
the design of compatible systems involves several iterations oft
(1) program execution, (2) output evalution, and (3) system redesign.
Each iteration recomputes the majority of parameters which remain
unchanged from one run to the next. This is not efficient use of
computer time or of the analyst's time.

The AAPG C-33 has been developed to make the user-computer
interaction more natural, rapid, and productive. A user now communi-
cates with the computer program via a collection of graphical input/output
modules whereby he receives almost instantaneously plots, illustrations
and tables of coupling path information. This approach allows the
user considerable flexibility in redesign and in determination of
interference margins.

50.3 RACTION AND COUPLING OWDS. The interaction and coupling
codes supplement the system level codes. If there is a requirement
to perform a more accurate or detailed analysis of a separate response,
the interaction and coupling codes can be utilized. Numerous interac-
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tion and coupling codes exist. Bevensee, at. al., [C-34] has done
an extensive classification and cataloging of these codes. Other infor-
mation on coupling codes may be found in the DNA EMP Handbook, Volume 6
-Computer Codes (C-35]. Some of the interaction and coupling codes
are highlighted here using Bevonsee's classification for code names.

50.3.1 TUIN-WIRE CODES. Thin-wire codes are based on the method
of moments computational technique. These codes are most applicable
to wire antennas in free space or to wire antennas protruding from
flat surfaces. These codes are also used to compute induced currents
on solid bodies through wire-grid approximations. Two well-known thin
wire oodesaare the NEC and the WF-OSU.

0 NEC -- The Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) [C-36]
(C-371 developed at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory under
the sponsorship of the Naval Ocean Systems Center and the
Air Force Weapons Laboratory. NEC is a user-oriented com-
puter program for the analysis of interactions of EM waves
with conducting structures. The program is based on the
numerical solution of integral equations for the currents
induced on a structure by an existing field.

NEC combines an Integral equation for smooth surfaces
with one for wires to provide convenient and accurate model-
ing of a wide range of structures. A model may include
nonradiating networks and transmission lines, per'fect and
imperfect oonductv, , lumped element loading, and ground
planes which may be either perfectly or imperfectly conduct-
ing.

The excitation in NEC may be either voltage sources,
plane waves of linear or elliptic polarization, or fields
due to a Hertzian source. The output may include induced
current and charge densities, near- or far-zone electric
or magnetic fields, and impedance or admittance. In addi-
tion, many of the commonly used quantities such as gain,
directivity, and power budget are also available.

0 WF-OSU -- The WF-OSU [C-38] [C-391 code was developed
at the Electro Science Laboratory of the Ohio State Univer-
sity. The code is used to perform a frequency domain analy-
sis of thin-wire antennas and scatters of arbitrary geome-
try. The computer model is a piecewise linear representa-
tion of the actual geometry so that the structure is approx-
imated by straight-wire segments. The segments may have
finite conductivity, lumped loads, and/or lossy insulating
sleeves. The homogeneous, isotropic, ambient medium may
be a lossy dielectric. Antenna computations include cur-
rent distribution, input impedance, radiation efficiency,
gain, far-field patterns, and near-zone fields.

50.3.2 SURFACE CODES. Surface codes are used to solve boundary value
problems over solid surfaces. Depending on frequency, the models have
been developed around solid surface integral equations, thin wire inte-
gral equations, and quasi-optical techniques. Two surface codes are
the S3F-SYR and the G3F-TUD1.
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0 S3F-SYR -- This code was developed by Syracuse University
[C-403 and is used to solve in the frequency domain radia-
tion and scattering from bodies of revolution. The bodies
may be solid, open with zero-thickness shells (such as
open cylinders) and may have points (cones) and edges (discs).
The program is written for bodies in free space only.
The S3F-SYR/LLL1 [C-41] is an extension of the 33P-SYR
code that includes an option for computing electric near
fields at selected test points.

o G3F-TUD1 -- This surface code was developed by the Technical
University of Denmark (C-42) and uses GTD to obtain induced
currents on simple modela. The code has been used to com-
pute radiation from an antenna near a closed, convex poly-
hedral satellite including direct, reflected, simply-diffraoted
and doubly-diffracted rays. The code compute. the radia-
tion created by a magnetic dipole at the observation point
and invokes the reciprocity principle to find the surface
currents caused by an incident wave. This is the usual
technique for finding surface ourrenti with 0TD.

50.3.3 APZMTDM CODWS. The classes of apertures that are of inter-
est can be categorized by: (1) apertures in planes, (2) apertures
in two or throe dimensional bodies, and (3) apertures with wires behind
them. Two aperture codes are the DASC and the BOR3.

0 DASC (Diffraction by an axially slotted cylinder). This
code was developed at the Harry Diamond Labs [C-431 and
was written to yield basic information concerning the scat-
tering of monochromatic plane waves by a missile-like body
with an axial slot. The missile body is simulated with
a cylinder of infinite length.

0 BOR3 -- Syracuse University [C-441 developed this aperture
code. The code incorporates a method for predicting the
field penetrating a circumferential opening in a body of
revolution and is based on the method of moments and an
aperture equivalence theorem. The code has been applied
to missile-like cavities illuminated by an obliquely inci-
dent plane wave.

50.3.4 CABLE CODM. The cable or transmission-line codes treat cables,
wires and many antennas by using circuit-type equations to express
the currents on the wires and potentials between the wires. Some codes
operate in the time domain while others use Laplace or Fourier trans-
forms. Two principal types of transmission line configurations are
treated: (1) injected signals propagating down the line in the trans-
verse electromagnetic mode and (2) longitudinal electric-field coupling
into the lines. The codes all assume that the wavelengths of interest
are large compared to transverse dimensions of the line.

A number of cable codes have been developed for transiert analy-
sis intended primarily for EMP analysis. In many cases the codes
are for special configurations such as underground cables or cables
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above lousy earths and the codes are not adaptable to a generalized
EMB analysis. However, it is conceivable that transient analysis may
be used in EMR analysis in special oases, such as fur short pulse radar
environments. For this reason, several cable codes that utilize trans-
ient analysis are included here.

o NLINE (N-Conductor Transmission Line) -- NLINE was devel-
oped by the Harry Diamond Laboratories CC-45] and is used
to compute the currents and voltages induced by an incident
electromagnetic field at the terminations of a multiconduotor
transmission line.

o TART -- This code was developed by BDM [C-463 to calculate
the transient voltage or current response at the terminals
of a dipole, monopole, or loop antenna, or a two-wire trans-
mission line excited by a general transient electromagnetic
field.

50.3.5 CIRCUIT ANALYSIS CODES. Circuit analysis codes incorporate
models of resistors, capacitors, inductors, transistors, tubes, etc.,
and are used to perform a detailed analysis of coupled EM energy into
the circuit level. Such an analysis may use the component data and
equivalent circuits found in Appendix E. Generally circuit analysis
programs can treat ac and do circuits and can be used for frequency
sensitivity calculations. Codes are available for the frequency and
time domains. Two circuit analysis codes are SCEPTRE and TRAFFIC.

o SCEPTRE (System for Circuit Evaluation and Prediction of
Transient Radiation Effects) -- The code was developed
by IBM under the sponsorship of the Air Force Weapons Labor-
atory and the Defense Nuclear Agency [C-47]. SCEPTRE ana-
lyzes the transient and frequency response of electronic
circuits. The code uses a free format, problem oriented
language to describe circuit topology.

o TRAFFIC (Transfer Function for Internal Coupling) -- TRAFFIC
EC48] is a component of the larger PRESTO program. Both
were developed by the Boeing Aerospace Company under Defense
Nuclear Agency sponsorship. TRAFFIC uses a nodal admittance
matrix approach to solve linear circuits at user-specified
frequencies. The calculations are performed in the frequency
domain. Sparse-matrix techniques are used for efficient
solution of large networks.

60. INTERACTION AND COUPLING APPLICATIONS. While rigorous solution
of typical EMR interaction and coupling problems is largely impracti-
cal, results of engineering accuracy are obtainable using canonical
models. A canonical model [C-49] is a structure having a simple
configuration that is used to represent the more complex real world
structure. For example, the straight-cylinder canonical model may
be used to represent a missile from an electromagnetic standpoint.
An aircraft may be represented by a combination of canonical models
such as a cylinder and flat plates. It is the task of the analyst
to select canontcal models for the real world problem he is attempting
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to solve and to determine how "good" the model actually represents
the real world problem. The goodness evaluation may be done by data
comparison with measured data from other systems or by data oomparison
with other computer models. In some cases data can be obtained with
scale models.

In soleoting canonical models, the analyst must consider the
size Of the structure in terms or the wavelength. For example, stick
models (connected thin-wires) may be adequate to study responses
On an aircraft when the aircraft is small in terms of a wavelength.However when the aircraft is large in term of a wavelength, the
stick model is not appropriate sincs circumferential currents and
diffraction from wing edges must be included. As another examle,,
consider the aperture problem. The fields and currents around a
small aperture may be treated as localized when the aperture Is in
a structure that is large in terms of a wavelength. When the structureis ma11 in terms of a wavelength, localized treatment is not appropriate
sinoe resonances on the structure may affeo the current distribution
in the vicinity of the aperture.

Another approach in lieu of the canonical model technique in
the use of worst-oase models that establish an upper bound for a respMose.
The approach is particularly useful when little information Is avail-
able about the functions and geometry of a system, as in the early
stages of development. The tendency with this approach is to over
harden or over protect a system thus causing unnecessary adverse effects

O ,on system performance. The analyses must be refined through more de-
tailed analysis or testing as a system progresses in its development.

An important consideration in interaction and coupling applica-
tions is the degree of accuracy in the geometric data describing a
system. Many times, the coupling paths into a system are inadvertent
and not truly definable. Consider a small inadvertent aperture with
a diameter (d) located In a structure. The coupling through the aper-
ture is proportional to d3 . A small inaccuracy in the dimensions of
the aperture can have a significant effect on the coupling calculation
accuracy. In situations like this, the best approach may be to initially
assume an external structure provides no shielding protection, and
when hardware becomes available, refine coupling estimates based on
shielding effectiveness tests.

60.1 BASIC H L USPONSI. This section treats techniques and basic
model responses that may be used in interaction and coupling applica-
tions. The basic models may be used to obtain boupling estimates (order
of magnitude type calculations) early in the system development or
may be used to cross check computer code calculation results.

60.1.1 TRA ISII FCTION TZHNIQUB (C-50] [C-51]. The kind of prob-
lem to be solved is illustrated in Figure C-8. A survey of the Initial
system design will identify certain holes, domes, access doors, etc.,
in the missile skin which are possible severe ports of entry (POE).
Thus, it is desired to determine the response of a component in a sys-
tem to an electromagnetic field, Ei, incident on the system. The only

* )POE illustrated is a side opening. To describe the coupling of high
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Figure C-8. Aperture Coupling Approximation [C-28]
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frequency eleotromagnetic energy to the component of interest, the
amount or coupling through the aperture in the system skin must first
be determined. Next, the way in which the energy is distributed through
the system, the degree to which the energy couples to system cables,
and the amount of loss encountered In conducting the energy along cables
are determined.

The purpose of the coupling analysis is to determine the rela-
tionship between fields (Ei) incident on the system and the response

(Vt) in various components of the system. It is convenient for analy-

sis purposes to break the transfer function Vt/si into smaller parts.

One possible way to subdivide the overall transfer function is shown
in Equation C-15:

Vt E E V (C-15)

There is an implicit assumption in this relationship that each response
is unaffected by other responses. In other words, the reaction of
the interior region does not affect the current distribution about
a POE. The first term on the right side of Equation C-15 represents

SN the relationship between the field incident on the system (Ei) and

the field present inside the system (E ). To determine the ratio of

fields inside the missile to incident fields, techniques to analyze
the coupling of electromagnetic energy through the various kinds of
apertures are required.

The second term of the transfer function relates the field (E )

inside the system near some POE to the field (Ec ) incident on the cable

connected to the component of interest. This part of the coupling
analysis requires that the fields coupled into cavities with complex
internal geometries be determined. Theory to rigorously define such
fields is under development [C-26]. The method to be used in this
approximate analysis will make use of the transmission characteristics
of apertures in infinite conducting planes to develop a first order
approximation for this term of the transfer function.

The final term relates the field (Ec ) incident on the component

wiring to the response (Vt) of the component. This term will depend

on the receiving characteristics of the component and its wiring.
Ideally, the component wiring can be represented by antenna or transmis-
sion line models and the component can be replaced by an equivalent
load.

In analyzing specific systems, it may be necessary to expand
the terms of the transfer function to account for different internal
structural arrangements. For example, if a component were located
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inside a metal package, it might be desirable to add a term to the
transfer function to account for coupling of energy through the package
POE'" milarly, if the point of exposure of the component cable
is a ;fcant distance from the component terminals, the cable atten-
uatl, 't be accounted for by an additional term.

Once the transfer function relating component response to inci-
dent field has been established, it can be used with degradation data
for the component under study (Vf) to determine the field (Ef) at which

failure may be expected as indicated in the following equation:

Vf xV- Uf (C-16)

By using the transfer function approach, the analysis may be
made as general as is desired. The magnitude of each term of Equation C-15
can be determined in the same manner regardless of the type of compo-
nent under study. When studies of the susceptibility of other compo-
nents are conducted, the only quantities that change are the final
term of Equation C-15 and Vf of Equation C-16.

If some simple, approximate models are assumed to describe the
interaction of electromagnetic energy with systems, the maximum worst-
case response of the components can thus be computed. These models
permit the rapid, conservative estimation of the effects of particular
electromagnetic environments on systems. The models to be discussed
are for the high-frequency range (above 100 MHz) where coupling is
primarily controlled by openings in the system skin.

Consider the response characteristics of apertures in conducting
surfaces. Diffraction theory predicts that the field intensity on
the shadow side of an aperture in an infinite conducting screen increases
(approximately) directly with frequency up to the frequency at which
the aperture becomes resonant. (The resonant frequency for an aperture
is approximately that frequency at which its characteristic dimension
is one-half the wavelength of the incident radiation.) At frequencies
above resonance, the field intensity on the shadow side of the aperture
is essentially equal to that of the incident wave.

These response characteristics are illustrated in Figure C-9.
In this figure, the transmission coefficient (defined as the ratio
of total power radiated by the aperture to the power of the incident
wave) of an elliptical aperture is plotted. At frequencies above reson-
ance, the value of the transmission coefficient is approximately unity;
that is, all the energy striking the aperture area passes through.
The point at which the value of unity is first reached is at 2a/X - 0.5.
Below resonance, the transmission coefficient of the aperture varies (approxi-
mately) directly with frequency.

C
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Figure C-9. Transmission Coefficient (Te) of an Elliptical Aperture in a
Conducting Screen. (a - ellipse major axis, b n ellipse minor
axis) [C-51]
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The model used for 'the coupling through an aperture in a conduct-
ing plane is expressed in terms of the transfer function Equation C-15
as:

f• for f <f

E0 0 " (C-17)
Ei 1 for f > fo

where f in the frequency and fo is the resonant frequency of the aper-

ture. The approximate transfer funotion in then represented by the
curve of Figure C-10. This transfer function can then be used to esti-
mate the magnitude of fields inside a missile skin in the near vicinity
of an aperture. These interior fields then couple to cables and wires
which are connected to the critical circuits in question. The next
step in the approximate transfer function definition is that of describ-
ing the interior coupling.

The two remaining terms of Equation C-15 (viz. E0 /Ea and Vt/o 0 )

are discussed next. Two frequency regions will be discussed for the
second of these two terms; a low frequency region where wavelengths
are longer than the circuit wire and cable dimensions and a high fre-
quenoy region where these dimensions are comparable to wavelength.
First, consider the term E /Ea.

The maximum response should occur when cables connected to the
component of interest are uniformly exposed to the field just behindthe aperture. Therefore, for the model, the second term of Equation C-15 i

is taken to be unity; that is:

EC 1- (C-18)

The final term (Vt/Eo) of the transfer function represents the

response of the component wiring to the local field inside the system.
It is necessary to determine the internal coupling characteristics
for cables which are, in general, long in terms of wavelength. hs
might be expected, the actual response of internal wiring is extremely
complicated. However, approximations may be made which should yield
reasonable estimates of the maximum coupling.

In the low freguenoy region, where circuit dimensions are small
compared to a wavelength, transmission line models are used. Paul
[C-52] has given an extensive discussion of a field-to-wire coupling
model which includes the transmission line model.
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Figure C-1O. Approximate Aperture Transfer Function. (C-51]
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In the high frequency region, the estimation is made by assuming
that the maximum expected coupling is no greater than that of a tuned
half-wavA dipole for each frequency in question. In this case, the
Thevenin voltage (vt) is given as:

Vt X .(cl1 (C-19)

C

Then combining Equations C-19, C-18, and C-17 gives a total transfer
function for the high frequency response:

C/-tfor f < f
Vt 0o (C-20)

0-for f >fo

where to is the resonant frequency of the aperture. This total trans-
fer function is shown in Figure C-11.

An alternative approach for the high frequency coupling problem
is based on directly estimating the power coupled to a resonant, matched
dipole. This method uses the above relation in Equation C-19 to deter-
mine the effective aperture of the tuned dipole to be:

Aeff , 0.13X2 (2-21)

The terminating impedance is assumed to be the conjugate qf the antenna
impedance and antenna losses are neglected. Then the maximum power
an unshielded wire will pick up is given by:

P A AeffP i
or p=O1XprP 0.13 XP (watts)

(C-22)

which is the well known result for a half-wavelength dipole. Ag;'in,
Pi is the power density incident on the interior subsystem of the min-

sile. Above the resonance of the largest aperture, this is simply
the power in the incident field exterior to the missile.

A second assumption for very high fraquencies (0 < circuit dimen-
sions) would be to assume that the effective area of the complete cir-
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cuit was equal to its actual area and that all power incident on the
circuit was absorbed. For a given circuit, the larger of the two effec-
tive areas should be used to assure a conservative prediction.

60.1.2 DIPOLE MODELS. The electric field dipole model was discussed
in the previous section. This model is often used in worst-case type
calculations to bound the coupled power. For this reason, futher insight
into the dipole model is warranted.

Figure C-12 shows an equivalent circuit [C-53) for the dipole
model. ZA is the dipole impedance which is a function of frequency

and ZT is the terminal or load impedance connected to the dipole.

The equation V a hE is the relationship between the voltage induced
in the dipole and the incident electric field on the antenna. The
effective height is the quantity h. The maximum effective aperture
of a matched dipole ic given by the equation:

A V (C-23)emn 4PR
r

where V z induced voltage (volts)
P incident power density (watts)
Rr radiation resistance (ohms).

For a lossless, resonant (half-wavelength) dipole in free space with
a matched load, Rr is 72 ohms. The effective height (h) of a half-
wavelength dipole is equal to X/r . The incident power density (P)

is equal to E /120/ . Substituting these quantities into Equation C-23
gives:

A V 2 120m E 2 X2

Aem 4 PR-- 4%2 E272

2 0 2 (C-2'4)

72-n

This is the relationship given by Equation C-21 in the previous section.
Notice this is the maximum effective aperture and to obtain this value
the dipole must be matched with 72 ohms.

Next it is instructive tc consider a small dipole (z 4< A).
The effective height of the small dipole is approximately equal to
its length. The maximum effective aperture of a short dipole is given
by:

A em 0.119' (C-25)
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Figure C-12. Equivalent Circuit for Dipole Model.
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The maximum effective aperture of the half-wavelength dipole is about
10 percent greater than that of the short dipole. The impedance of
the short dipole is given approximately by the equation:

z 8 2 2  6O~ 21a - -(nR-- ) (C-26)

where L a length (meters)
S= wavelength (meters)
a a radius (meters)

The real term (radiation resistance) rapidly becomes smaller as the
wavelength increases and the capacitive reactance term becomes larger
as the wavelength increases. For maxim= power transfer, the small
dipole must be conjugately matched which means a large inductance (high-Q)
must be a4ded tc the load.

Notice that the maximum effective aperture of a matched dipole
and a matched isotropic antenna are not equal. The maximum effective
aperture of an isotropic antenna is:

,2
Aem W" 0"079• 2  (C-27)

The use of the matched half-wavelength dipole should be used
with caution for low frequeneies where the structure becomes small
in terms of a wavelength. Swink [C-54] has done an extensive study of
the straiglit-cylinder with aperture canonical model. His results show
that the power delivered at low frequencies to a transmission line
in a cylinder is much less than the power delivered by a matched half-
wavelength dipole.

It is informative to derive the maximum available power from
a fixed length dipole for frequencies from well below to well above
the resonant frequency of the dipole. Figure C-13 is a curve of the
power delivered to the matched load of a 4.57 meter long dipole with
a one-volt per meter incident electric field.

60.1.3 CYLINDRICAL MODELS [C-2]. As previously discuosed, the straight-
cylinder structure can be utilized as a canonical model of a missile.
To develop further insight of this model, the external current distribu-
tion and inter-ior fields of a cylindrical model are considered.

The model considered is a perfectly conducting tubular cylinder
of length (2h) and radlus (a) shown in Figure C-14. It is assumed
that the incident electric field is directed along the axis of the
cylinder and that the radius of the antenna is small at the highest
frequency of interest.
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Figurs C-13. Dipole Maximum Power Transfer. [C-51)
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Figure C-14. Cylindrical Hodel [C-2]
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It can be shown that the peak current at any point on a cylin-
drical body is proportional to the length of the structure for CW exci-
tation. This allows normalization to be used in response functions.
A variable used in the normaltzation is the cylinder fatness, tradition-
ally 30ecfied ias Q where:

- 2 ln 2h (C-28)a

A missile which might be modeled by a cylindrical body usually
has a relatively small total length to radius ratio. The appropriate
fatness factor fl is about 5 or 6. Figure C-15 illustrates the depen-
dence of the inducee currents on 0 • Generally, the fatter cylinder
carries more current.

The currents observed at five points along the cylindrical body
with end-caps were computed using the finite-difference approach.
The normalized CW transfer functions (magnitude) along the structure
are displayed as a function of normalized frequency in Figure C-16.

To illustrate how the scattered field components on the outside
of a cylindrical body affect the fields penetrating a small aperture,
Several examples are given, showing how the fieldr behind a circular
aperture in the cylinder depend upon the frequency and the location
of the hole in the cylinder. The gi ometry of the example is given
in Figure C-17.

Fields near a small aperture (k a <<1) inside a finite body

have been shown to be approximated closely by the fields leaking through
the same size hole In an infinite sheet. This result allows classical
diffraction theory to be extended to predict the fields near the hole
inside a evlindrical body.

Formulas are p"ovided here for selected scattered field compo.
nents near an elliptical aperture in an infinite plate (see Figure C-18).
The scattered field components are normalized to the electric field
normal to the plate or the magnetic field component tangent to the
plate hefore the aperture was present. More general formulas are avail-

able. We note the static (1/r 3 ) dependence of the principle field
components (Ex lEnor, Hy/Htan) near the aperture, and the frequency

independence of the principle components. It should also be noted

that Internal fields are proportional to .'3 so that doubling the size

of an aperture would result in an eight-fold increase in the interior
fielde.

The data for the CV! fields behind a circular hole in the side
of a finite cylinder are shown in Figures C-19 through C-21. These
Oata reveal that for holes naar the center of the structure, the rela-
tive iJ1mortance of penetraticn from the F ta component is greater than

for hcles near the end3 of tee cyl•rder. Near the end of the structure.
cables ')at run awav frorr tht hole (but not past it) may he most rtrongly
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Figure C-15. Dependence of Center Current on Fatness. [C-23
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Figure C-17. Cy.lindrical Model for Calculati-ng the Fields Penetrating aCircular
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excited by the penetrating electric field. Lonpthening the structure
increases this effect, vince the scattered electric field outside the
cylinder is directly proportional to the length of the structure while
the scattered magnetic field is not (if the fatness factor, A , is
unchanged).

These predicted fields can be used to estimate the response
of a small dipole or loop inside an aircraft or missile; however, exten-
sion of the available theory is required to obtain estimates of current
in more complex cables. Holes near the end of Ohe cylinder oan be
used to approximate penetration through detector' domes in the nose
of a misuile. Holes at other locations can be used for penetrations
such as canard drive openings, access ports, etc.

60.2 SYSTEN RESPONI5. The system response is determined by measur-
ing or calculating a voltage or current at a terminal in the missile
electronics. The voltage or current is induced by EM energy which
illuminates the missile externally. The external environment may be
characterized in terms of either peak or average values and the oorres-
ponding peak or average current defined at an electronics terminal.
Generally, the system response is characterized through a "standard"
response. A standard response is that level of external EM energy,
as a function of frequency, required to produce a specified voltage
or current at a circuit's terminal.

In order to present a clearer understanding of system level

calculations, consider the system response of the straight cylinder
model with a side aperture and a single transmission line located in
the interior of the cylinder. The general shape of the cylindrical
model coupling is shown in Figure C-22. The cylindrical model re-
sponse is shown in comparison to a matched isotropic antenna. Next
2ssumc it is desired to calculate the rectified current in a component
located at the end of the interior transmission line. Let the maximum
rectification efficiency of the oomponent be as shown in Figure C-23
(see Appendix E for this type of data). Next multiply the ecupling
curve of Figure C-22 and the component response curve of Figure C-23
to obtain the composite curve shown in Figure C-24. The units of the

composite cvrve are A/(w/m 2 ). Next determine the standard response
necessary to produce 1.0 mA of rectified current at the output of the
component. The standard response curve of Figure C-25 is obtained
by dividing the 1.0 mA by the composite curve of Figure C-24 and con-

verting the power density to dBm/cm2 . It is this standard rmsponse
uurve that can be compared to the EN environment profiles, or to meas-
ure'd data, to identify susceptibilities and hardening requirements.

70. J*IAL.YIS HZTHDDOLOGY AND PROCEDWS. Now that the system consid-
erations, computational methods, computer codes, etc., have been dis-
cussed, a fundamental analysis methodology/procedures will be outlined
to tetter define the steps in an analysis and prediction effort.

70.1 FUNDAMENTAL METHODOLOGY. The fundamental methodology for an
analysis and p'edicticn effort may be represented t>" the basic blocks
shown in Figure C-26. The procedures follow the gerEral flow discussed
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in Section 5 - EMN Hardness Design, but the emphasis here is on the
steps dealing with analysis and prediction. The methodology net forth
here was adapted from work by Latorre [C-55]. Each block of Figure C-26
consists of a decision structure with associated engineering operations.
The decision structure takes into account constraints on time, money,
and other resources. The cost-effective use of resources is provided
through efficient program management.

The first block -- System Functional Analysis -- provides opera-
tions generally involving the entire system. In this block, the system
is broken into manageable subsystems, and performance specifications
are set for each subsystem. Here a criterion is considered to be some
measure of system performance, while a specification is a predetermined
value for that criterion. Typical system performance criteria mmy
be the tracking rate or the circular error probability (CEP).

Following these operations, the effect of the local electromag-
netic environment on the subsystems must be determined. This is accom-
plished in two steps. The first step is to determine the relationship
of performance to parameters of the local environment. This relation-
ship is defined as Component/Subsystem Susceptibility; operations re-
quired to obtain this relationship are performed in the corresponding
block of Figure C-26. Estimates of parameters of the loaes environment
combined with subsystem susceptibility predict the performance of the
subsystem. Making these estimates constitutes the second step, and
is provided through analysis and/or testing performed in the Interac-
tion and Coupling block. Note that the analyst does not care what
the precise susceptibility curve is or what the exact values of the
environmental parameters are. He wants to know if this system is hard.
By predicting upper bounds of performance and comparing them to lower-
bound susceptibility curves (curves implying a greater susceptibility
than actually exists), the analyst is assured that when he predicts
that the performance of a subsystem will lie within its specification,
it will.

In the block entitled Hardness Trade-Off, the analyst must decide
whether to protect a system based on worst-case predictions of perform-
ance for all subsystems. If all subsystems appear susceptible, he
may elect to protect, or he may choose to reassess the system. The
dashed lines in Figure C-26 show the iteration path implied by the
latter option.

Operations within the final block (Hardening Design) identify,
develop, and enforce procedures that will assure and maintain the hard-
ness integrity of the system.

70.2 SYSTEM ANALYSIS. The Systems Functional Analysis block of Figure C-27
has two purposes. First, it must provide some environmental descrip-
tion of the system from which estimates of the environmental parameters
of subsystems may be obtained. Second, this block must set the subsys-
tem performance specifications that identify the acceptable performance
ranges for subsystems. A supplementary purpose is to identify system
factors influencing the hardness of subsystems. For a specific hard-
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esw problem, the ingredients necessary to fulfill this block'e tasks

o Input data.

o A logio structure that allows seleotion of necessary opera-
tions commmnsurate with problem definition and the quality
and quantity of input data.

o The meohanics by whiaoh required operations may be iaplemented.

Consider the hardness problem In which the analyst is given
subsystem specifications and an environmental description that allows
prediction of environmmntal paramters. In this case, the role of
the System Functional Analysis block is minimal, and the analyst pro-
seeds to the other blooms 6f Figure C-26.

Now consider the case when subsystem performanoe specifications
are not given. The relevant specifioations are generated from an over-
all system speoification. Subsystem performances are obtained from
values of subsystem performance descriptors. Thus, to obtain perform-
anos specifications of subsystems, it is necessary to know:

"o The overall system specification.

"o Quantities that describe subsystem performance (performance
desoriptors).

"o A description of the system by subsystems critical to the
mission and amenable to hardness assessment.

If these factors are known, the analyst can then determine sub-
system performance specifications. So far, the procedures have assumed
that system speoifioations, subsystem performance descriptors, and
mission critical subsystems were liven. Generally, system specifica-
tions or specifioations of a portion of the system are provided and
the analyst is confronted in the System Functional Analysis block with
the problem of first decomposing the system into subsystems and then
identifying subsystem performance descriptors that adequately measure
performance of each subsystem. Operations using this information and
the system specifications will then yield subsystem speoifioations.
If, however, the speoifioations of a portion of the system are not
given, the analyst must rely on system's analysis to provide these speoi-
fioations from the overall system specification. This involves the
identification of performance descriptors of the system elements and
the determination of the ranges these descriptors are allowed to assume,
based on the overall system speoifioation. If the overall system speci-
fication Is not provided, the analyst must first identify how the sys-
tem should perform in its environment (operational hardness criteria),
then establish system performance descriptors, and finally determine
system specifications.

An analyst may feel it is not his responsibility to determine
specifications on any portion of the system. He may feel that this
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is the user's Job. First, however, consider the case of subsystem
performance specifications. Generally, the functional breakdown of
a system and an assessment breakdown will not be the same. Thus the
analyst is left with the task of determining how the subsystems result.
ing from his decomposition must behave in the EMR environment. Accept-
able tolerances in this behavior are subsystem specifications.

Regardlass of their origin, system and function specifications
are required to provide subsystem specifications. As stated previously,
these specifications are ranges of performance descriptors, such that
values within these ranges assure tolerable system performance. Obvi-
ously, before the analyst can identify subsystem performance descrip-
tors, he must first decompose the system into subsystems. Subsystem
decomposition must satisfy two requirements. First, the subsystems
must be critical to the spiusion (i.e., degradation in their performance
would deleteriously influence the outcome of missions). Second, subsys-
tems must be amenable (best compromise) to both subsystem susceptibil-
ity analyses and interaction and coupling analyses. To satisfy this
last requirement, the analyst must weigh the accuracies of subsystem
susceptibility analyses for rough system decomposition against the
difficulties and accuracies of interaction and coupling analyses for
a finer system decomposition. Decomposition will generally be made
at metallic interfaces. Inputs required for the decomposition include
system description, system configuration, modes of operation, and con-
straints in operation.

In the diagram of Figure C-26, the feedback paths imply that
the analyst must generate information and then perform additional analy-
ses on that information to obtain his required output. The dashed
line covers the situation in which the analyst asks if the performance
specifications on certain subsystems cannot be relaxed. Consider
the case where, through analysis and testing, a set of subsystems
are found to be hard, but an additional set soft. It may be found
that the hard subsystems. would remain hard if their specifications
were tightened, thereby relaxing those of the soft subsystems. The
end result may be a hard system.

The role of the System Functional Analysis block ceases when
subsystem performance specifications and environmental descriptions
have been generated and the allocation of resources for subsequent
analyses has been provided. The analyst must now execute operations
performed-in-_he .ubsystem Susceptibility and Interaction and Coupling
blocks.

70.3 SUBSYSTEM SUSCEPTIBILITY. Performance specifications provide
the allowable tolerances of performances. Changes in the values
of performances result from the existence of an EMN environment local
to that subsystem. Such a local environment includes incident fields,
currents on penetrating conductors, currents on cable sheaths, etc.
The variation in performances may be estimated from values of governing
parameters contained within environmental parameters. These environ-
mental parameters include amplitude and modulation.
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In the Subsystem Susoeptibility block of Figure C-28, the
analyst determines the relationship of performances to environmental
parameters. These relationships will be referred to as susceptibility
curves (Appendix E). F.om such curves, 'allowable limits of environmen-
tal parametars are derived. Then* limits, when compared to estimated
values of environmental parameters derived through interaction and
coupling analyses, indicate the possible need for subsystem hardening.

Because of the complexity of most subsystems, exact determina-
tions of susceptibility curves are Impossible. Consequently, estima-
tion is required. Estimates of susceptibility curves should satisfy
the criterion that if environmental parameters fall within environmental
limits, the system is hard, whereas, If they fall outside, the system
is considered soft but may, in reality, be hard.

The specific susceptibilities of guided weapon systems and
their subsytems in classified information, but pertinent discussion
may be found in Referenoes[C-56] through [C-60].

70.a ]3AI[ NCTIOU AND COWPUL . The purpose of the Interaction and
Coupling blouk in to provide estimaten of the values of those parame-
ters of the EN environment of a subsystem that awe required in estimat-
ing the performance of that subsystem. The parameters requiring
estimation are identified in the Subsystem Susceptibility block and
are an input to the Interaction and Coupling block. Parameters that
may be of interest are amplitude and modulation within a given fre-
quency band, and amplitude samples of the frequency spectrum.

The estimates used In subsystem susceptibility are similar
to interaction and coupling estimates in that they should be made
on a worst-case basis so that a non-susceptible system really is,
and a susceptible one may actually be non-susceptible. Once again,
it is desirable to have the capability to provije varying degrees
of estimation accuracy.

Estimates of interaction and coupling can be made in various
ways. Figure C-29 illustrates the general coupling mechanisms involved
in the estimation problem. Estimates of coupling to subsystems can
oe made based on knowledge of fields and currents within the system
structure or from external surface currents, or made directly from
the free field. When internal fields and currents are used to estimate
the environmental parameters, it is necessary that external-to-internal
coupling modes be identified and the appropriate estimates provided.
When the external-to-internal coupling results from surface currents
are used, it is necessary to estimate the external coupling modes that
result from the direct interaction of the incident field with the exter-
nal system configuratton.

The analyst, in order to obtain estimates of environmental
parameters, must first identify his subsystem coupling problem.
Then he determines which canonical form will allow him to make the
estimates. This canontcal form permits him to identify not only
physical parameters associated with the subsystem problem but also

) required independent variables. These variables are electromagnetic
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Figure C-28. Expanded Interaction and Coupling and Subsystem Susceptibility blocks.
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quantities obtained either from external-to-internal coupling estimates

or directly from the incident field. To determine values of the
independent variables for external coupling modes, it is necessary
to identify the coupling problem that exists and the canonical form
associated with that problem. This new canonical form identifies
physical parameters associated with the solution of that problem,
and new independent variables. These new independent variables are
electromagnetic quantities representing the free field or currents
induced on the external system configuration. To obtain estimates
of these new independent variables when they represent external our-
rents, we have to consider an external coupling problem. Again,
the analyst must identify the physical external coupling problem
and associate a canonical form with it. With this form, he determines
the physical parameters associated with the problem, and obtains
estimates employing independent variables derived from the free field.
These estimates are values to be used in estimating the exernal-to-
internal coupling, which in turn are employed in subsystem coupling
problems to provide estimates of the environmental parameters. A
similar procedure is used when the other coupling modes are appropri-
ate.

As in the Sub3ystem Susceptibility block, the first ingredient
is appropriate logic to assist the analyst in the selection of the
proper interaction and coupling method consistent with the input
information, available resources, and problem requirements. A complete
description of the available methods and the necessary tools is also
required. The tools include computer programs, analytical methods,
and descriptions of and results of experimental testing to obtain
the basic coupling data for canonical problem sets. From these data,
the analyst can estimate the coupling in a portion of the system.

The data needed to solve internal coupling problems include
direct conductor penetration to subsystems, coupling to cables, and
field diffusion to subsystem shields. For the external-to-internal
coupling problem, data are required for three major mechanisms:
coupling through apertures, field diffusion through structure shields,
and direct conductor penetration of structural shields. External
coupling data encompasses information on enclosures, long wires,
deliberate antennas, and appendages on enclosures.

Data obtained through interaction and coupling analysis and
that provided by subsystem susceptibility investigations are used
to determine hardness requirements. This step is performed in the
Hardness Trade-off block.

70.5 HARDUESS TRAD-OFF. In the Hardness Trade-off block, the analyst
arrives at hardness requirements and, if protection is required,
selects the most cost-effective scheme.

To accomplish the hardness trade-off, the analyst must make
estimates of both subsystem susceptibility and interaction and coup-
ling. In addition, he must have access to hardness methods and de-
vices, device and method data, costs (monetary, performance, mainten-
ance, and reliability), analysis and test methods, and costs of anal-
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ynis anC test. The above items, along with a logical trade-orf strue-
tnre, are the essential ingredients of the Trade-off block.

In the Trade-off block, the need for hardness has been deter-
mined, hardness requirements have been identified, and the protection
method has been selected. The next facet of engineering is the actual
design, fabrication, and maintenance of the system.
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TMl INTRASYST04 LUALYSMS PRO1BM1

10. IDSTODOCTIOI. This appendix descr 4bes the Air Force Intrasystem
Analysis Program (ZAP) Including its components and related IAP stud-
ies. The information In th1s appendix Is Intended to give a user an
overview of ZAP so that parts may be adapted for an analysis and predic-
t.ion effort or so that a user can make knowledgeable requests from
RADC/RBCT. The ZAP's capability is periodically upgraded as new devel-
opments become available. To determine the latest ZAP Information
or to Inquire as to rAP support and services, users should contact
RADC/RBCT or RADC/RBCTI. The telephone numbers for the EHC/IAP Support
Center (RADC/RBCTI) are commercial 315/339-3830 and autovon 587-2780/
81/88.

During the 1971-72 time frame, the Air Force, along with indus-
try and the Rand Corporation, performed an extensive evaluation on
the effectiveness of system iodel 4 ng programs used in the acquisition
process. From the evaluation, it war concluded that an analysis and
prediction capability would improve the effectiveness and reduce the
costs In achieving system oompatibility. As a result of these studies,
HO AFSC assigned RADC the task of developing an analysis and prediction
capability applicable to the acquisition of ground and aerospace sys-
tems. As RADC's work progressed, the Air Force realized a need to
expand the concept, and in 1974 Introduced the Intrasystem Analysis
Program. The IAP provIdes a computer analysis capability for:

o Assessing system compatibility in a systematic approach.

o Tailoring equipment specifioations.

o Performing waiver analyses.

o Analyzing design tradeoffs.

o Reduclng the number of required tests.

o Predicting the effectiveness of hardness controls prior to
system design.

Since 1974, IAP has been, and is presently being, upgraded and improved
to Increase its oapabil4 ty. Improved models, data base management
techniques, and computer code updates have been, or will soon be, Imple-
mented within IAP. In 1978, RADC Initiated the ENC/IAP Support Center
to provide a central facility for IAP support and service to both gov-
ernment and industry.

20. 0VENVIEW OF ZAP. The IAP consists of several parts: the Intra-
system Electromagnet•c Compatihility Analysis Program (IEMCAP) and
several off-line models. The IEMCAP provides the basic systems level
analvslp and is the building block from which the total program evolves.
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IEMCAP is written In USA Standard FORTRAN IV, which makes It readily
adaptable to most computers. Included within IEMCAP are EM emitter
models, coupling models, and receptor models. The off-line models
that comprise the second part of IAP extend the analysis capability
beyond that of IEMCAP. These capabilities include wire/cable coupling,
oouputer-aided circuit analysis, and electromagnetic field analysis.
Additional supplemental programs and models are available, or are cur-
rently under development, and will be included as a part of TAP in
the future. Supplemental programs are available for precipitation
static analysis and TEMPEST.

The wire/cable coupling package consists of the programs XTALK,
XTALK2, FLATPAKj, FLATPAK2, OETCAP, and WIRE. The computer-aided cir-
cuit analysis is contained in the computer code NCAP (Nonlinear Circuit
Analysis Program). The General Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis
of Complex Systems (ODIACS) is a method-of-moments code for use in
electromagnetic field analysis. Each of these off-line programs is
described further in the following sections.

30. IUICAP. IEMCAP is a link between equipment and subsystem EMC
performance and total system performance in an electromagnetic environ-
ment. IDfCAP was developed for the Air Force by McDonnell Aircraft
Company (MCAIR) in 1974 to facilitate computerized analysis in the
engineering of cost-effective EMC. Since its development, IEMCAP has
undergone several revisions. The newest released version is IEMCAP-05.
The documents describing IEMCAP and its use are:

" "Volume I - INTRASYSTEM ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY ANALY-
SIS PROGRAM - User's Manual Engineering Section," December
1974, RADC-TR-74-342, AD-AO08-526.

"o "Volume II - INTRASYSTEM ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY ANAL-
YSIS PROGRAM - User's Manual Usage Section," December 1974,
RADC-TR-74-342, AD-AO08-527.

o "Volume III- INTRASYSTEM ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY ANAL-
YSIS PROGRAM - Computer Program Documentation," December
1974, RADC-TR-74-342, AD-AOOB-528.

Changes, additions, and deletions have been made to these volumes.
These updates may be obtained by contacting the EMC/IAP Support Center
at RADC. Also, the FORTRAN computer listing for IEMCAP may be obtained
through the Support Center.

Since the release of IEMCAP, additional studies and investiga-
tions have been performed in support of IEMCAP. One study was per-
formed to determine how IAP and IEMCAP can best be implemented in the
weapons system procurement process. These reports are:

o "Volume I - IEMCAP IMPLEMENTATION STUDY," RADC-TR-77-376,
December 1977.
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"o "Volume II - IE•CAP IMPLEMENTATION STUDY, Annex: Electromag-
netic Compatibility Handbook for System Development and Pro-
curement," RADC-TR-77-376, December 1977, AD-AO94-738.

Another study was performed to summarize, In a concise manner, the
required input parameters for the emitter models within IEMCAP. Along
with this information, the fmrm of the power spectral density and sug-
gested frequency table input values to adequately represent the spec-
trum are presented. This study is reported on in:

o "A SUMMARY OF REOUTRED INPUT PARAMETERS FOR EMITTER MODELS
IN IEMCAP," RADC-TR-78-14O, June 1978, AD-A056-805.

The validity and useftlness of IEMCAP was assessed in a study
effort. IEMCAP was used to preeict the EMC performance characteristics
of the F-15 air super 4 o'- 4 tV ffihter aircraft. The aircraft was simu-
lated urtnR a comhInation of known, measured, and approximated data.
In this volidation, the IEMCAP predicted the overall nystem compatibil-
Ity, some isolated cases of Interference, and the compatibility affec-
tiveness of the subsequent frxes. This study Is documented In reports:

"o "Part I - INTRASYSTEM ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
PROGRAM (IEMCAP) F-15 VALIDATION - Validation and Sensitivity
Study," RADr-TR-77-290, September 1977, AD-A045.,034.

"o "Part II - INTRASYSTEM ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
PROGRAM (IEMCAP) F-15 VALIDATION - Interpretation of theIntegrated Margin," RADC-TH-77-290, Septemher 1977, AD-AO45-
035.

Another study, by the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD), assessed
the effectiveness of the IEMCAP In predicting antennR-coupled interfer-
ence. The B-52 aircraft was used in the case study and the IEMCAP
pred4 ctions were compared with actual measurements. The study concluded
that IEMCAP does correctlv predict a high percentage of actual interfer-
ence problems.

When using IAP for svstems (e.g., aircraft, satellite, missiles,
etc.), data pertaining to the phvslcal and electrical characteristics
must be collected. Much or these data are fixed quantities which are
used repeatedly with each analvsis of a svstem. For example, knowledge
of the reometrical shape of the exterior surface or an aircraft is
usually needed for an antenna-to-anterna coupling analysis of the sys-
tem. Also, the locations ane electrical characteristics of all electri-
cal equipment and intrasystem wire cabling are required for major analy-
ses. In order to aid users in performing analyses, it is intended
that a data base of physical ane electrical characteriatics of a large
number of systems be collected. The data for each specific system
are stored on a System Data F41e (SDP) for that system. Consequently,
It is intended that n separat- SDP exists for each Dhysicnl svstem.
The primkry application of the SDP Is to provide a source of input
data for any of the var'oue 1AP compute" programs a3 needed for a parti-
cular analysis effort. The SDF ý3 documented in reports:

*-
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o "System Data File (SDF) for the Intrasystem Analysis Program
(IAP)," Volume I - Description, Vollume II - Surface Oeometry,
RADC-TR-79-213, December 1979, AD-AO80-584 and AD-A080-585.

The 1EMCAP documentation that has been described provides all
the necessary Information for one to become familiar with IEMCAP.
However, it is an extensive task to start with those documents and
proceed to Implement IEMCAP. The alternative and recommended approach
is to work through the EMC/IAP Support Center, which teaches training
courses and sponsors user forums.

40. VIXU-cOPL•O moDL. Crosstalk or electromagnetic coupling
between wires (cylindrical conductors) in densely packed cable bundles
can be a major contributor to the performance degradation in weapon
systems. 14CAP provides a general analysis capability for wire-to-
wire coupling. The IEMCAP subroutines do not consider the simultan-
eous interactions between all wires in a cable bundle when computing
the coupling between a generator-receptor circuit pair. Each generator-
receptor circuit pair Is considered individually, and the effects of
other "parasitic" wire circuits in a bundle on the coupling between
a generator-receptor circuit pair is not considered. This approach
was used for two reasons. First of all, such a model tends to give
an upper bound which is in keeping with the worst-case approach used
In IEMCAP. Secondly, if the interactions of all the wire circuits
in. the cable bundle were considered, an NxN complex matrix must be
solved at each frequency. For large cable bundles, much of the IEMCAP
execution time would be consumed by the wire-to-wire coupling calcula-
t ions.

To supplement IEMCAP's capability, a number of stand-alone com-
puter programs have been developed. Once IEMCAP pinpoints a margi-
nal wire-ooupling problem, these programs may be used to perform a
more fine-grain analysis to determine if, in fact, a problem exists.
These stand-alone programs are referred to as XTALK, XTALK2, FLATPAK,
FLATPAK2, GETCAP, and WIRE. XTALK analyzes three configurations of
transmission lines: (1) (n + 1) bare wires; (2) n bare wires above
an infinite ground plane; and (3) n wires within a cylindrical shield
which is filled with a homogeneous dielectric. All conductors are
considered to be perfect conductors. XTALK2 analyzes the same three
structural configurations as YTALK, except that the conductors are
considered to be imperfect conductors. FLATPAK analyzes (n + 1) wire
ribbon cables. All wires are assumed to be perfect conductors. FLATPAK2
analyzes the same configuration as FLATPAK, except that the wires are
considered to be imperfect conductors. GETCAP (an acronym for GEneral-
ized and Transmission line CAPacitance matrices) is utilized to calcu-
late the per-unit-length generalized and transmission line capacitance
matrices for ribbon cables. WIRE is a computer program which is designed
to calculate the sinusoidal, steady state, terminal currents induced
at the ends of a uniform, multiconductor transmission line which is
illuminated by an Incident electromagnetic field. The incident field
can be either a uniform plane wave or a general nonuniform field.
Three types of transmission line structures are considered. Type 1
structures consist of (n + 1) parallel wires. Type 2 structures con-
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sist of n wires above an infinite ground plane. Type 3 structures
consist of n wires within an overall, cylindrioal shield.

At present, these stand-alone wire coupling programs do not
direotly oonsider branched cables. Also, they do not consider individu-
ally shielded wires or twisted pairs. Current work is being directed
towards obtaining a single program which considers all these factors
directly and incorporates the transmission line model. The IECAP
has models for all these situations. However, the models In the IEMCAP
are simple, lumped approximations to the coupling phenomena, whereas
tI'e stand-alone routines consJist of the more exact multioonduotor trans-
mission line parameter models.

An additional effort is directed to the field-to-wire coupling
model in the sense that the WIRE program considers interactions between
all wires In the bundle, whereas the fleld-to-wire subroutine In the
IEACAP does not. Current efforts are being directed toward verify-
Pin, with exper'mental data. the predictions of the WIRE proFrams and
updating the programs to directly handle branched bundles, indlvidu-
ally shielded wires, and twisted pairs.

The stand-alone wire coupling programs, which were developed
by the University of Kentucky, are described in a seven-volume series
entitled, "Applications of Multiconductor Transmission Line Theory
to the Prediction of Cable Cnupling," RADC-TR-76-101.

o "Volume I - Multiconductor Transmission Line Theory," April
1976, AD-A025-028.

o "Volume II - Computation of the Capacitance Matrices for
Ribbon Cables," April 1976, AD-A025-029.

o "Volume III - Prediction of Crosstalk In Random Cable Bundles,"
February 1977, AD-A038-316.

o "Volume IV - Prediction of Crosstalk In Ribbon Cables," Febru-
ary 1978, AD-A053-548.

o "Volume V - Predietion of Crosstalk Involving Twisted Wire
Palrs," February 1978, AD-A053-559.

"o "Volume VI - A Digital Computer Program for Determining Termi-
nal Cu-rerts Induced in a Multiconductor Transmission Line
by an Incident Electromagnetic Field.," February 1978, AD-
A053-560.

o "Volume VII - D'Rital Comouter Programs for the Analysis
of Multiconductor Transmission Lines," July 1977, AD-AO46-
662.

50. NCAP. IEMCAP determines an! analvzes system susceptibilties
up:ng equipment emitter-receptor ports a! characterized by the user.
Fc- !1rer analysis at the circuit. level, 4* is necessary to utilize
a t-!putp--aided circuit analvsts proa-an. Such a code is available
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in IAP and is referred to as the Nonlinear Circuit Analysis Program
(NCAP). Both linear and nonlinear component and source models are
available in NCAP. Included are models for semiconductor diodes, bi-
polar junction transistors, and field-effect translstors. Diode, tri-
ode and pentode models are available for vacuum tubes. Nonlinear mod-
els for resistors, capacitors, and inductors are also available. NCAP
uses a ciroult-oriented procedure, based upon frequency domain analy-
sis, for predicting many nonlinear effects In electronic circuits.

NCAP can be used to analyze the nonlinear effects such as gain
expansion/compression, desensitization, cross-modulation, intermod-
ulation, and demodulation. For low frequencies, these nonlinear effects
are relatively easy to analyze; at higher frequencies, the task becomes
more difficult due to the presence of parasitic components. Thus at
higher frequencies, NCAP is limited to the 100-500 MHz frequency range.

NCAP may also be used to study the effects of modulations induced
into a circuit via the rectification mechanism for out-of-band RF or
microwave signals. A computer-aided analysis procedure, based upon
a modified Ebers-Moll transistor model, may be applied to predict the
induced modulation signal levels. Once the modified Ebers-Moll tran-
sistor model is characterized, NCAP may be used to determine the effect
of the induced modulation. Information on the use of the modified
Ebera-Holl model in other computer-aided circuit analysis programs
may be found in the McDonnell Douglas report MDC E1929, entitled "Inte-
grated Circuit Electromagnetic Susceptibility Handbook, Integrated
Circuit Electromagnetic Susceptibility Investigation - Phase III."
Further details on component susceptibility to electromagnetic fields
may be found in Appendix E. The documentation that describes user's
information has been released and is:

o "Nonlinear Circuit Analysis Program (NCAP) Documentation,"
RADC-TR-79-245, Volume I - Engineering Manual, Volume II
- User's Manual, Volume III - Programmer's Manual, September
1979, AD-A076-384, AD-A076-596 and AD-A076-317,

60. GOMACS. IEMCAP calculates radiation coupling paths using trans-
mission line or dipole models that are simplistic, but which neverthe-
less are an upper bound for the level of coupling. For more accurate
analysis than is possible with IEMCAP, GEMACS must be used to determine
radiation coupling paths. GEMACS uses the method-of-moments (MOM)
technique with the expansion function (sine + cosine + constant) and
the collocation scheme. A user may obtain the electrical currents,
far-field and near-field radiation patterns, antenna input impedance,
and antenna coupling parameters for wire antennas on structures repre-
sented by wire grid models. Thus calculation may be made to determine:
the coupling between a pair of antennas or between an antenna and a
conductor; the coupling of an external field to a conductor; the modifi-
cation of an antenna far-field beam pattern by the presence of nearby
obstacles causing radiation in undesired directions and; the level
of potential field hazards.

Basically, the MOM formulation takes the integral electromagnet-
ic field equation and transforms it into a matrix equation. The founda-
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tion of this transformation is the subdivision of the structure being
analyzed into a number of subsections, each of whoch is small compared
to the wavelength. The elements within the matrix represent the inter-
actions between the subsections into which the geometry is divided.

In the past, the MOM matrix has been limited to small systems
that can be represented by 300 subsections or less. Electrically,
this roughly corresponds to a size of 30 wavelengths of wires or a
surface with an area of one square wavelength. This has not been due
to a limitation of the theory or the technique, but is a limitation
of computer resources needed to perform a MOM analysis. The computer

core storage goes up as N 2, and the solution time increases as N3,
where N is the number of subsections. GEACS has circumvented the
computer resource limitations by introducing the banded matrix tech-
nique and out-of-core manipulation capability. GEMACS can handle ma-
trices much greater than 300. However, matrix sizes greater than 1000
become very expensive, and use of such large matrices should be weighed
oareful]+v in terms of the cost-benefit.

The MOM wire-grid mo0el can be used only to solve external type
problems. For example, couDllng through apertures in the skin of a
structure and coupling hetween antennas located on opposite sides of
a structure cannot he treated with confidence using a wire-grid model.
The reapon for this Is that the wire grid "leaks" through" the mesh
in the model causing undesired coupling. If a "surface-patch" model
is ut31ized, these limitat1on. will not be present. Efforts are cur-
rently underway to !mplement such a capability within GEMACS.

GEMACS has been very well documented and the GEMACS reports
are:

"o "Volume I - GENERAL ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS - User's Manual," April 1977, AD-A040-
026.

"o "Volume II - GENERAL ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS - Engineering Manual," April 1977, AD-
A040-027.

"o "AN INTRODUCTION TO THE GENERAL ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL FOR
THE ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS (GEMACS)," RADC-TR-78-181,
September 1978, AD-A060-319.
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£PPu.DI 3

ESTABXISING SUSCETIBILITY LEVELS

10. IMTRODUCTION. The obiectiv3 of this appendix Is to provide data
and information on the susceptibility levels of a variety of solid-
atate circuits and devices commonly employed in modern air launched
ordnance sys..ems. It must be emphasized that a totally comprehensive
set of electromagnetic susceptibility (EMS) data is not available at
the present time; indeed, it appears to be an impossible task as the
development of new devices and integrated circuits outdistances any
attempt at a quantitative analysis of their susceptibility levels.
However, a wide variety of the available susceptibility information
and data is documented in this appendix. These data are representative
of components used in system hardware design applications.

The domain of the EMS data presented herein is confined to the
frequency range from 220 megahertz to 9.1 gigahertz. The upper frequency
limit is considered sufficient, owing to two major factors; (1) the
frequency response of semiconductor devices and integrated circuits
(IC's) roll off quite rapidly due to parasitic and distributed capaci-
tances, and (2) the couplIng of RF energy onto system wirlOg falls
off as the square of the wavelength. Below 220 MHz, the component
responses level off as frequency decreases, an do the pickup responses
which are limited by mismatch effects. It is therefore believed that
the worst-case susceptibility levels are adequately covered by this
frequency domain.

The material which follows is divided into four major sections.
Section 20 Is a qualitative overview of some general susceptibility
characteristics. This should assist the system designer in understanditig
the cause and nature of device susceptibility and direct him in the
selection of design guidelines for limiting potential system suscepti-
bility problems. Section 30 documents the available susceptibility
data on a variety of semiconductor circuits and devices. Section 40
discusses three possible approaches to extending the data base provided
in Section 30. Section 50 lists reference material.

20. GENERAL SUSCEPTIBILITY CHARACTERISTICS. Electromagnetic suscep-
tibility is defined as the characteristic of electronic equipment that
permits undesirable responses when the equipment is subjected to elec-
tromagnetic energy. There are three separate classifications pertaining
to the effects of coupled energy on electronic device performance (E-1].
These classifications serve to oategorize the disruptive effects into
varying degrees of severity and these are: (1) interference, (2) degra-
dation, and (3) catastrophic failure. Interference is the least
severe effect and is defined as a reduction In the operational capa-
bility of one or more semiconductor device parameters in the presence
of coupled RF energy, with a return to normal operation when the energy
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in removed. A device which has undergone degradation will still function
after removal of the RF energy, but with an alteration in one or more
parameters and/or a decrease in device lifetime. Catastrophic failure
is the most severA effect and is defined as permanent physical or elec-
trical damage which renders a device nonfunctional with respect to
its intended use.

The effect of coupled energy on a circuit or subsystem level
can only be determined by the system designer. The analysis begins
with a determinatcen of the effects on specific devices. By pinpointing
the susceptible devices, the designer may then analyze the imptat of
inserference, degradation, or catastrophic failure on circuit and sub-
system performance. This will, of course, depend on numerous factors
including the charaoteristics of the coupled energy, device parameters
and operating conditions, and the particular function of each circuit
or subsystem.

20.1 1F POVER AMSORP•IOE. One of the most influential factors con-
cerning disruptive effects on semiconductor devices is the amount of
RF power absorbed. Holding all other parameters fixed, an increase
in absorbed power causes an increase in the llkelihood of a device
malfunctioning. It has been demonstrated that the ratio of incident
power to absorbed power may vary from approximately 2 dB to more than
20 dB (E-2]. It is thus the absorbed power that proves to be the more
reliable susceptibility parameter. The amount of power absorbed for
a given incident power is influenced by the frequency of the RF signal,
the operating conditions of the device, the entry port characteristics,
as well as the impedance of the injection port.

The basic mechanism in the disruptive effects of RF energy is
rectf'ication of the coupled energy at p-n junctions. Rectification
is effected through different physical phenomena depending on the device
type and fabrication technology. Studies done on bipolar transistors,
for example, have indicated that rectification is caused oy both the
nonlinear characteristics of device p-n Junctions and RF-induoed current
irowding resulting from the redistribution of junction current [E-3]
.±iwevAr, for the purposes of this appendix, attention will be focused
on the general nature of the mechanism atd its relationship to device
susceptibility levels.

The initial effect of RF power absorption on semiconductor device
performance is interference. This typically occurs at absorbed power
levels of 10 mW or less. As the amount of absorbed power increases,
device degradation and eventually catastrophic failure will occur.
Device failure occurs when the RF power level is sufficient to generate
enough heat %o caise permanent physical damage to the device.

This appendix uses a worst-case approach to susceptibility analy-
sis and therefore will only include the interference levels for the
device- mnd circuits. It has been demonstrated that the upper Interfer-
ence level arnd the lower failure threshold nearl7 coincide for digital
devices (E-4]. On the other hand, the interference level in linear
devices can only be definied in relation to the operating conditions
and circuit function (causing a very large spread in the possible levels
for a single device). A logical approach to this problem is to perform
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a worst-case an&Iyvss us 4 ng some prelietermined maximum. toleranoe as
the interference level. The susceptibility level Is obtained by refer-
enco to a graph wh.ch Includes a curve for several different fAxed
parametric values (all of which may represent possible interference
levels). Once th4 maximum tolerable change in a particular parameter
is determined, the suceptibility Is then read off ot' the ahsorbed power
axis.

20.2 733MICT AND MODUULTION. The susceptibility levels of nearly
all devices and IC's are influenced by the frequency and modulation
characteristics of the RF signal. Most components become less suscep-
tible as the frequency of the signal increases. This is due, at least
in part, to the fact that most system components are relatively slow
reacting. This trend can be expressed theoretically in the form of
a rectification efficiency, which is shown to be frequency dependent.
Figure E-1 shows a model which may be used to describe the nonlinear
characteristics of a p-n Junction [E-5). The nonlinear resistance
of the .lunction is described in terms of the voltage-current relationship
given by:

l- a1(eQV"-l) (E-1)

where I1 and 0 are treated at parameters to be determined as necessary

V
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NOTE:

a JUNCTION CAPACITANCE AT Vj 0
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s WORK FUN• ON 07 JUNCTION
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RANGE OF 0II TO 0.5.

Trigure E-1. Model for p-n JuncLion. [E-5)
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to Sive the beat representation of the junction. The variable capaoi-
tanoe represents the junction capacitance which varies with Vj. Noml-
nally, R . represents the bulk resiastnoe and Rp the various leakage
paths. The rectification effioiency (n) is derived using a Taylor
series expansion about the dc bias voltage, thereby arriving at a series
expression for the average current through the junction. The assumption
of a sasll RF signal amplitude leads to an expression involving the
recifioation efficiency,.viz,

I - nPa (E-2)

where:

I1 a rectification current produced by the RF signal

Pa = RF power absorbed

n = rectification efficiency

n Q . . 1
2(l+ R/R)2 1 + (E-3)

R+ R

R a dV/di for the junction characteristics.

Figure E-2 is a graph of Equation (E-3) showing the predicted
frequency dependence of the rectification efficiency. Clearly, the
decrease in n for frequencies greater than "cutoff" (f ) impl-ies a

decrease in rectification current for a fixed absorbed power level.
Two examples of measured rectification current in IC's (measured while
the devices were unpowered) are shown in Figure E-3 [E-4]. The 7400
NAND gate (bipolar) example uses the rectification current in th? collector
isolation junction of the output transistor. The 4011 CMOS NAND gate
example monitors the rectification current in the drain-substrate junction
of the output transistor. Both demonstrate rectification efficiencies
varying inversely with t"equenoy, as predicted. This trend will also
be quite apparent when viewing the composite worst-case susceptibility
curves of Section 30. In general, It can be P-en that the susceptibility
levels increase with frequency (indicating a decrease in susceptibility).

While some variation in susceptibility can be measured over
broad frequency ranges, the primary response to an PF signal is not
to the carrier frequency, but rather to the envelope of the modulation.
Tests have been conducted where a video pulse shaped like the modulation
envelope was substituted for the modulated microwave signal. The failure
results were the same when either the video or the modulated microwave
signals were applied [E-6].
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LOG - FREQUENCY

Figure "-2. Predicted For, of the Iz1u 3ctiflosatlon
affiieoioy Plotted vs. reqmemoy. [ E-5]

The rectified RF signal will appear as a do or video signal
depending on the modulation characteristics of the RF energy. For
a continuous wave (CW) RF signal, the rectified current (voltage) will
produce a do shift in the quiescent operating point of the device.
A pulsed RF signal causes a superposition of a video signal, which
is a replica of the 1F envelope, onto the original operating point.
The resulting do or video signal may now propagate througb the circuit
as th.ough it were a legitimate signal and may thus affect circuit and
system performanee.

20.3 GENERAL CONSIDZRATIONS COUCEMINIG S0SCEPTIRILITY. The previous
two sections addressed source-related factors (RF power, frequency,
and modulation) which arfect the susceptibility of solid--tate devices.
This section is directed toward s>. em-related factors which may influ-
ence device susceptibility.

20.3.1 DIGITAL VS. LZMNAR. Semiconductor components function as
digital, linear, or hybrid units. In digital units, the output is
intended to varyr discretely between two states,. interpreted as being
either high or low. In linear units, the output varies continuously
and the information is derived from the exact output level. A hybrid
circu''t utilizes a combination of both digital and linear units.

Digital device susceptibility is relatively easv to define.
One c•ear-cut way is to consider the absorbed power required to change
the output state of a device for a particular set of cordOt ions. How-
ever. this creates some degree of obscur.ty In that a range of voltager
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exist which may be interpreted by the circuit ae high or low. One
solution to this apparent difficulty is to.define separate signal levels
which, for the purpose of an example, shall be designated as voltages
A, B, and C. Level A pertains to the manufaoturer's specification
of the guaranteed voltage limit for proper interpretation of the logic
state. Levela B and C correspond to increasing degrees of uncertainty
(to be defined in Section 30) and increasing noise level. Operation
below Level A guarantees correct interpretation of state while operation
above Level A may be somewhat risky. Therefore. level A may be used
for an initial worst-case analysis of a system.

Linear device susceptibility, in contrast to that of digital
devices, can only be defined in terms of circuit or subsystem function
and operating characteristics. Each linear unit has a specific function
to perform and the accuracy or stability with which a signal must be
maintained depends on t"e particular system requirements. For example,
Figure E-4 illustrates the effect on output voltage of injecting 220
MHz energy into the non-inverting Input of a 741 operational amplifier
[E-?). Clearly, the level of absorbed power required to cause interfer-
ence is dependent upon the circuit function. The circuit designer

mmma
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Figure E-4. 7I1 Operational Amplifier Susceptibility Data--
RF Injected Into Non-Inverting Input. (E-71
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must determine what constitutes interferenoe for the circuit in question
based upon a knowledge of the susceptibility of representative linear
devices, their interrelationship within the circuit or subsystem, and
the system requirements.

Linear circuits are generally used to perform more sensitive
functions than digital circuits. It might therefore be expected that
digital circuits would be less susceptible than linear circuits to
coupled RF energy. Studies conducted to compare the relative suscepti-
bility levels of representative digital and linear devices have demon-
strated this to be true C E-81. Twenty different digital and linear
devices were tested using reasonable criteria for the minimum and
maximum susceptibility threshold levels. The particular devices used
are listed in Tables E-1 and E-2, and a suumary of the results is shown
in Figure E-5. The designer is usually oorioerned w.th the worst-case
conditions and therefore Is more interested in the minimum threshold
levels, The minimum interference levels of the linear devices are
below those for the digital devices at all four test frequencies, by
the following amounts: 30.8 dB at 220 MHZ, 12.3 dB at 0.91 0Hz, 19.7
dB at 3.0 aHz, and 31.0 dB at 5.6 0Hz. For linear devices, the most
susceptible port was generally found to be an input (usually the inverting),
while for the digital devices it was most often the output port operating
in the low state.

20.3.2 FABRICATION TECHNOLAO. There are three major technologies
available for device selection by system designers: bipolar, MOS,
and hybrid. Investigations have been conducted concerning the possible
differences in EMS between similar devices from each technology [E-9]
The devices selected were a 7400 bipolar NAND gate, a 4011 CMOS NAND
gate, and a 2002 DTL high power driver. Interference and failure data
were recorded at test frequencies of 220 MHz, 910 MHz, 3.0 GHz, and
5.6 OHz.

Interference levels were selected from the individual device
specification sheets. Figure E-6 shows the results of the interference
measurements. Although the C1OS devices appeared to be slightly less
susceptible to RF interference than the bipolar and hybrid devices,
the variation was limited to a 1O-dB band and may be considered insig-
nificant. A comparison of the peak pulse power level required to cause
failure for the three types also s'esulted in a lO-dB maximum spread
and at a level approximately 30 dB above the minimum interference threshold
level band.

It appears that the particular fabrication technology, in itself,
does not significantly influence the RF susceptibility of semiconductor
devices.

20.3.3 PACKAGE EFFECTS. Considering that semiconductor device pack-
ages are not designed for RF transmission, it would be reasonable to
assume that reflective and absorptive losses would vary with package
style. Reflective losses arise from the microwave mismatch provided
by the packaged IC to the nonideal transmission line represented by
the system cabling. Absorptive losses result when energy is dissipated
in the package as it Js delivered to the chip, If these losses did

E-8
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Indeed vary between package styles, the designer would have a means
of reducing circuit susceptibility by selecting the least susceptible
package type.

Studies to determine whether or not potentially significant
differences in reflective and absorptive losses exist have been performed
us 4 nu three representative IC package types [E-2]. Figure E-7 contains
outlir.e I llustrat 4 ons of the packages used in this study. Absorptive
Inss measurements were performed on specially fabricated TO-5 and DIP

packages, and reflective loss measurements were performed on 7400 NAND
gate! iin DIP and flat packages and 741 operational amplifiers in TO-

5 and flat packages. Measurements did not indicate that reflective
or absorptive losses were significantly influenced by package style.
These results suggest that the choice of package style is insignificant
in term.s of affecting system susceptibility.

20.3.4 GAIN-BAKMNDWi PRODUCT. An important transistor parameter
indlcative of high-frequency response is the gain-bandwidth product
(FT). It equates to the frequency at which the current gain falls

to unity magnitude. Devices with high values of FT would be expected

to be r•re susceptible to RF energy than those with low FT values since,

tv "e.:;:tion, they are more responsive to high frequency signals.

E-11
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There exists a significant relationship between FT and the recti-

fication efficiency. This is illustrated in Figure E-8, where the
measured rectification efficiencies for various transistor types are
plotted as a function of their manufacturer's published FT values (E-31.

This figure represents a diverse sampling including several device
types and manufacturing processes with each vertical bar representing
the range of n measured for 10 transistors of each type. Despite the
diversity in the devices, transistor types with high FT's generally

have larger reotifination efficiencies than those with low values of
FT and are therefo-e more susceptible to RF energy.

20.3.5 OPERATING CONDITIONS. The susceptibility or a circuit to
RF interference is influenced to some extent by the operating conditions
of the semiconductor devices. The EMS of digital devices may be influenced
by the output states and the supply voltages (i.e. signal levels),
while bias levels, offset null settings, gain, and input levels may
influence the susceptibility of linear circuits.

.1 -

I I I IoII
PA

2 0• RE..CTIFICATION FACTOR
VS

GAIN SANDWIDTH PROOUCT FOR

VARIOUS TRANSISTOR TYPES

o .I I -10 ION "100

fT IMM#

Figu-e E-8. Rectification Factor (W) of Various Transistor Types vs.
@anufacturer Specified Gain-Bandwidth Product. fE-3]
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Investigations of transistor susceptibility to'conducted RF
energy have shown that the base and collector bias networks can strongly
influence transistor susceptibility CE-1O). Through proper biasing,
excessively large collector currents caused by RF absorption can be
prevented. It is usually advantageous to the hardening problem to
operate potentially susceptible devices at high collector cur-ent levels
and low gain, if this proves compatible with other requirements. Large
signul levels also reduce susceptibility in that, for a given RF induced
offset, digital circuits are less apt to change states and analog circuits
will have a lower percentage change in the desired signal.

20.3.6 WTRY POINTS. The sensitivity of the various device ports
to coupled RF energy can be a critical factor in relation to system
susceptibility. For example, signals coupled into asensitive port
such as the base terminal of a transistor may cause interference at
low absorbed power levels. On the other hand, a ground lead may be
able to tolerate relatively large RF power levels before interference
occurs. Figure E-9 illustrates the effect of injection port on device
susceptibility for a 7400 NAND gate operated in an output high state
[E-11i].

The actual injection port(s) will depend upon the interconnection
of device leads to the system cabling, which act as antennas coupling
the RF signal to the internal circuitry. One technique which may be
adopted is the use cf common mode rejection. The desired signal is
fed into a differential amplifier through an RF coupling device which
insures that interfering signals appear in equal magnitude and in phase
on each amplifier input. In general, the sensitive, highly susceptible
circuitry should be isolated from probable points of entry of RF energy.

20.4 PULSE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS. Most of the severe electromagnetic
environments to be encountered by air launched ordnance systems will
be due to pulsed radar transmitters which radiate high peak power in
short pulses. A replica of the RF pulse envelope is created through
the rectification mechanism. The effect on circuit performance of
the resultant video signal can be predicted by considering basic device
limitations such as switching speed and propagation delay time in digital
devices and output slew rate in linear devices. Digital devices exhibit
bit errors under RF stimulation which can be related to peak RF environ-
ment levels. Linear devices often respond to the average level of
the environment. The following two sections summarize potential effects
of pulse signals on digital and linear circuits, including the results
fror measurements on representative digital and linear devices.

20.4.1 DIGITAL CIRCUITS. RF pulse measurements made on a 7400 NAND
gate have demonstrated that the peak interference effect corresponds
to the peak RF power level according to CW response predictions [E-12).
These measurements were performed using pulse widths as low as one
microsecond, at PRF's of up to 10 kHz, and at test frequencies of 0.22,
0.91, 3.0, and 5.6 GHz. Figure E-10 displays typical observations
of induced pulses on the device output. The device response due to

E-14
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Figure E-10. Typical Pulse Interference Effect on 7400 NAND
Gate. JE-12]

RE pulses was essentially the same as the v4 jeo pulse response in all
cases tested. Also. the peak output during the time toe pulse was
present waE identical to the peak output. observed under CW stimula-
tion.

Interference due to PF pulse signals may manifest itseli in.
a bit error rate or, more suhtlv, as an rcrea.e in the probability
of bit errors due to a rise .r the overall noise level. For a repeated
interfering stimulus (e.g., a pulsed radar environment), the overall
effect as measured hy the bit erro rate depends upon the information
streami being processed by the circu-t. the clcck -ate of the information,
the pulse width and pulse interval of the 4nterfering signal and, to
some extent, the relative phasing of the tw- Pulse streams.

Figure E-11 i]lustrates a fP'I .f these concepts. A data stream
eonsistng of alternating highs ared lows was supplied to a 7400 NAND
gate [E-121. An RF pulse iriectPd 4-o' te -put inhihited the cutout
from g•cinz. high, which cauF-" a e'--4 1, ," other hit "o- the dura-
tion of 'he pulse. Fn- the ease ef an PF >F i:-i''te irtr, the output,
the oucput remained high., on-to agar r•.•r -- Fe t;, a hit error onL____ __ __ __ _____ ____ _
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every other bit. The maximum number of bit errors per RF pulse is

given by:

Bit errors (max) r (data rate) x (pulse width) (E-4)

Therefore, the maximum bit error rate is given by:

Bit error rate (max) a (data rate) x (pulse width) x (PRF) (E-5)

Equation (E-5) can be normalized by dividing through by the data rate
term to give:

Functional bit error rate (max) r (pulse width) x (PRF) x duty cycle (E-6)

The duty cycle of a radar gives the ratio of average output power to
peak output power. Consider a simplistic example which ignores simul-
taneous interference on different devices and the possibility of multiple
emitters. Using a duty cycle of .001 for a pulsed radar emitter powerful
enough to cause interference, a system designer could expect a bit
error rate equal to 0.1% of his clock rate.

20.4.2 LIN= CIRCUITS. RF pulse tests performed on a 741 operational
amplifier hav* demonstrated that the interference effect in a linear
circuit is a simple superposition of the interference signal and the
normal device signal [E-12]. The test configuration is illustrated
in Figure E-12. The interference model which explains the observed
interference effects is shown In Figure E-13 and consists simply of
an offset voltage generator (Ves) in the inverting input arm. The

dependence of Vo0 upon the RF drive level is plotted in the lower half

of the figure. For the particular feedback network used, the influence
of V 0 on the output voltage (V out) can be shown to be given by:

-R.. R + R
$out M R 0 Vin R o Vo0 (E-7)

in in

The value of Vo0 can be positive or negative depending on the port

of injection and the type of input transistors [E-13). If NPN transis-
tors are used, V is negative for injection into the inverting input0s

and p,.sitive for injection into the non-inverting input. The polarities
are reversed for PNP input transistors. The other ports (such as out ..
+Vcc, -Vcc, offset null, etc.) show a similar dichotomy and are referred

to as inverting input-like and non-inverting input-like according to
the sign of V o. Figure E-1l demonstrates the excellent agreement

of this model with the observed phenomena.

The output saturatiorn limits, which are determined by the positive
and negative supply voltagen, set absolute limits beyond which the
output voltage cannot go. Thus, the maximum RF interference effect
depends uDpon the sign of V 0 and the value of Vout (with no RF present).

The output slew rate also sets a Tundamental limit on the pulse response

E-18
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capability of the amplifier. For an input pulse (square wave) with
a given pulse width, PRF, and amplitude, the output pulse will be either
trapezoidal or triangular with rise and fall times determined by the
slew rate. A triangular output would imply, neglecting the limiting
case, that the peak value was not reached and the inteference would
therefore begreater for longer pulse widths. As with the 7400 digital
device, no PRF difficulties arise up to a maximum of 10 kHz [E-12].

Interference in linear circuits due to RF pulses depends on
many parameters such as the level of both the intended and interfering
signals, the pulse width and PRF of the interfering signal, response
times, and slew rates. In many circuits, the interference may be treated
as noise and its effect on the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio can be deter-
mined. For relatively simple interference pulse trains, Fourier analysis
will quickly identify the spectral components of the interference.
The zero frequency (dc) term is related to the average interference
level and is easily calculted from:

Average interference level = (peak value) x (duty cycle) (E-8)

As an example, an interference pulse train with a peak amplitude
of one volt and a duty cycle of .001 will have an average interference
level of one millivolt. Such an interference level could be quite
serious in a low level pre-amplifier, for instance, but would have
little effect in a power stage. Also, many linear circuits interface
with transducers, electromechanical devices, etc., which have slow
response times compared to typical radar pulse widths. This class of
circuits would respond to the average value only.

On the other hand, tuned circuits can be expected to "ring"
when driven by short pulses, and hence, could respond to the peak ampli-
tude and PRF of the interfering signal. Comparator circuits would
also be expected to respond to the peak levels of the interfering pulse;
however, their finite slew rates may limit the response.

30. SUSCEPTIBILITY DATA. The objective of this section is to docu-
ment representative data on the susceptibility levels of many commonly
used devices and IC's. As was already mentioned, a totally comprehen-
sive set of EMS data is not available, and yet some means is necessary
for evaluating a component on which no data is accessible. Meaningful-
ness, practicality, and manageability considerations tend to dictate
the use of composite worst-case curves.

Information obtained from worst-case curves prove to be more
meaningful than data on individual devices. Susceptibility level con-
sistency is not designed into the manufacturing of present-day devices
and IC's. As a result, a sampling of a single device or IC type often
demonstrates a widespread variation in susceptibility thresholds.
As an example, consider Figure E-15, which was derived from a group
of ten "identical" NAND gates operating in the output high state (input
low) fE-11]. The effect of injecting a 220 MHz signal of sufficient
strength into the input port was to change the output state from high
to low. Two of the gates changed state at approximately 10 milliwatts
while most of the others required over 100 milliwatts of absorbed power

E-22
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to induce a similar transit.ion. This represents approximately a 10
dB variation in susceptibil.ty levels. A worst-case value of 10 mW
must be used unless the capat.lltv exists for measuring each device
individually (unlikely in a syste.. with a few thousand components).

The use of composite curves aids in eliminating the need for
an unmanageably large volume of data. Figure E-15 pertains to only
one particular type of WAND gate. In all likelihood, a designer would
choose a HAND gate different from this particular one. Obtaining data
of sufficient scope using this approach would require a virtually limit-
less number of graphs (consider the number of graphs similar to Figure
E-15 required to cover but.a sar.all portion of the device. and IC types
available to a system designer). A ret of composite worst-case curves
tend to be more practical. These curves can be updated quite easily
as more data becomes available. Figure E-15 would represent but one
point on a composite worst-case curve and this point would appear only
if the threshold (10 mW1 were lower than that of all other NAND gate
types measured at 220 MHE. if a particular type of component is not
included in the graph, the desirer can be more confident in using
a value that Is assumed to be rpnre.entative (In the worst-case) of
the component under cons.de.atic"'. This worst-case approach affords
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some degree of safety but it does not necessarily create unrealistic
hardening requirements. If the electromagnetic environment (EME) defines
a wide frequency band exposure. then there is a good possibility that
at some point the worst-case assumptions will come close to being satis-
fied.

This section includes data from thousands of tests performed
on semiconductor devices and integrated circuits. Continuous wave sig-
nals at frequenoies of 220 M•z. 910 MHz, 3.0 GHz, 5.6 GHz, and
9.1 GHz were used in the testing of integrated circuits. EMS informa-
tion is documented on linear circuits including operational amplifiers,
voltage regulators and comparators, digital circuits of the TTL and CMOS
families, and interface circuits of the line driver and receiver type.
Also included are interference data for bipolar transistors and failure
data for microwave point-contact diodes.

30.1 OPERATIONAL *XPLIFIERS. Operational amplifiers are often used
as functional blocks in more complex integrated circuits, as they are
probably the most common type of linear integrated circuit. The results
of numerous susceptibility measurements performed on several representa-
tive types are presented in this section. Table E-3 lists the types
of op amps that were tested [E-13].

TABLE E-3

OP AMPS TESTED. [E-13]

741 A
108A

201A
207

0042C
531

Op amps were found to be most susceptible to RF energy conducted
into either of the input terminals. The interference effect, in this
case, is the generation of an offset voltage at the particular input
terminal that the EF entered. Figure E-16 illustrates the offset voltage
generator, represented by vii, which occurs due to rectification of

the RF signal for the case of an op amp with NPN input transistors.
The polarities of the offset generator, vIII would be reversed for
FNP tyoe input transistors.

The susceptibility criterion used for these measurements was
the magnitude of v I. Figure E-17 shows the minimum power levels required

to cause offsets of magnitude 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 volt. Other
effects such as power supply current increases were observed, but these
were either linked to the input offset through circuit interactions
or they occurred at higher power levels.

E-24
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a) RF ENTERS INVERTING INPUT
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Figure E-16. Location of Offset Voltage Generator due to Becti-
fication of BF Signal at Op Amp Inputs. JE-13]

Figu'e E-18 shows an op amp operating in the inverting mode
with RF entering the inverting input. This figure is used to illustrate
the technique f'or deriving the relationship between vII and vOUT.
A simple analysis using the virtual ground concept allows one to write
three equations which are sufficient for solution:

-V IN + i IN RIN - -I , 0 (E-9)

v 1 - iF RF + vOUT n 0 (E-10)

iF N -11N i *(wIN + vI1)/RIN (E-11)

Solving Equation (E-10) for v O in iterms or vIN, I'11 RF' and RIN

yields:

S. ...- + (E-12)

VOUT ( I, vii V'I R RI-
IN I

E-25
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The interference effect seen at the output is a voltage offset which
depends on v1 1 and the ratio of RF to RIN. Clearly, an op amp operated

with high gain (RF/RIN) and low input signal level will be highly sus-

ceptible to RF injected into the input terminal. Other op amp circuits
can be analyzed for interference effects in a similar manner.

The minimum susceptibility levels for offset voltages other
than those shown in Figure E-17 can be estimated from the available
data. For offset magnitudes of less than 0.05 volt, the offset voltage
is approximately proportional to the minimum RF power level, P(f,v i).

P(f,vii) indicates that the minimum power level is a function of frequency

and offset voltage. For offsets greater than 0.20 volt, the offset
voltage is approximately proportional to the square root of the RF
power level. Thus, a reasonable procedure for estimating the minimum
RF power required to cause offsets not shown in Figure E-17 ie:

(v i/0.05V) . P(f,O.05V) for vll<0.05V

P(fVll) - use Figure E-17 for O.05V5v IIO.20V

(E-13)
2(v I/O.20V) . P(f,O.2OV) for vii > 0.20V,

where P(f,0.05\') and P(f,0.20V) are determined from Figure E-17 at
the desired frequency.
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30.2 VOLTAGE REGULATORS. Voltage regulators are common linear IC's,
of which many varieties are available. These devices may be divided
into two groups consisting of 3-pin regulators and multi-pin regulators.
The 3-pin devices simply have input, output, and ground terminals.
They require no external compcnents, which is the major reason for
their widespread use. Multi-pin regulators do require external components,
usually resistive dividers and compensation capacitors, but they are
more versatile than their 3-pin counterparts. In general, multi-pin
regulators have either 4!, 8, or 10 terminals.

Measurements have been made to determine the RF susceptibility
of both 3-pin and multi-pin regulators [E-131. The tests were performed
on 3-pin regulators, each having a nominal output voltage of 5 volts,
and on 8 -pin regulators designed to yield a nominal output of 12 volts.
Table E-4 lists the types tested.

TABLE E-4

VOLTAG REGULATORS TESTED. I E-13]

3-PIN (5 VOLT)
309
320

8-IN78M05

300
305

The 3-pin regulators were tested using a 7-volt input and six
different load conditions: output currents of lifA, 20mA, 5OmA, 100mA,
150mA, and 200mA. The 8-pin regulators were tested in the configuration
shown in Figure E-19. The susceptibility criterion for all devices
was a 0.25 voltvohange in the output voltage from the "no-RF" condition.
RF was conducted into each possible port; the output terminal was the
most susceptible in the 3-pin regulators, while the reference-bypass
and feedback terminals were most susceptible in the 8-pin devices.

The composite worst-case curves for voltage regulators are shown
in Figure E-20. Clearly, the 8-pin regulators are more susceptible
than the 3-pin regulators (by approximately 12 dB). An analysis of
the regulator circuit reveals why this is so. A functional diagram
of the basic regulator circuit is Illustrated in Figure E-21. Two
of the pins in the 8-pin devices correspond directly to the op amp
inputs. When RF is conducted into these pins, rectific-ation occurs
and an offset voltage appears at the amplifier input terminr''. This
interferes with the op amp's ability to compare the voltage across
P2 to the reference voltage, which results in a deviation in the output

voltage.
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Figure 9-19. Circuit for 8-Pin Voltage Regulator Susoeptibility Teats. IE-13]

In 3-pin regulators, however, the resistive divider is manufac-
tured directly on the chip. Therefore, the op amp inputs are inacces-
sible at the regulator terminals, which accounts for the lower suscepti-
bility of these devices. While the compensation and bypass capacitors
may offer some degree of protection by shunting the RF energy away
from the amplifier inputs, the difference in the measured susceptibil-
ities appears to be significant [E-13).

30.3 COMPARATORS. Comparators are common linear IC's used to detect
voltage levels in electronic equipment. Measurements have been made
on the RF susceptibility of several types of comparators. Table E-5
lists the types tested [E-13).

TABLE Z-5

COMPARATORS TESTED. [E-131

306
311
339
360
710
760
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Susceptibility was defined in terms of changes in the comparator
switchpoints. For example, Figure E-22 shows a typical transfer curve
for a 710 type comparator. The output voltage switches between high
and low values for input voltages between -1.0 mV and +1.0 mV. Manufac-
turer specifications guarantee that switchinR will occur at input voltages
between -3.0 mV and +3.0 mV. However, coupled RF energy can cause
offsets in this switchpoint, thereby diminishing the accuracy with
which the comparator detects voltage levels.

The testing revealed that comparators are most susceptible to
RF energy conducted into the input terminals. This result was to be
expected, since comparators contain a differential pair input stage
similar to that in op amps, which are very sensitive to RF conducted
into their input terminals. Rectification of the RF signal gives rise
to an offset voltage at the Input terminal into which the RF is conducted,
causing a similar offset to occur in the comparator switchpoint.

Switchpoint offsets of +0.05, +0.10, +0.20, and +0.50 volt,
representing varying degrees of interference effect, were sought in
the testing. Figure E-23 Illustrates the minimum powers observed to
cause interference as defined by these four susceptibility criteria.
The devices were susceptible to a minimum of 0.025 mW at 20 MHz, using
the 0.05 volt offset criterion as the definition of susceptibility.
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Figure 2-22. Typloal Voltage-Trmnuter Curve for Type 710 Comparators. [E-13]

30.4 TTL DEVICES. The TTL line is the most widely used family of
digital IC's. Several types of TTL devices have been measured to deter-
mine their minimum susceptibility levels to conducted RF energy [E-13].
Table E-6 lists the specific devices tested.

TABLE 36

TTL DEVICE• TESTED. [E-13]

DEVICE NO. DEVICE TYPE

7400 QUAD 2 INPUT NAND GATE
7402 QUAD 2 INPUT NOR GATE
7404 HEX INVERTER
7405 HEX INVERTER (OPEN COLLECTOR)
7408 QUAD 2 INPUT AND GATE
7432 QUAD 2 INPUT OR GATE
7450 EXPANDABLE DUAL 2 WIDE,

2 INPUT AND-OR-INVERT GATE

7473 DUAL J-K FLIP-FLOP
7479 DUAL D FLIP-FLOP
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Three susceptibility criteria were used to define varying degrees
of interference. These criteria were based on the manufacturers' speci-
flcations for voltage levels in TTL circuits. The least severe inter-
ference-effect, designated by criterion A, is the manufacturee's guaran-
teed specification limit. This criterion characterizes interference
as a low state output voltage which exceeds 0.4 volt or a high state
output voltage below 2.4 volts. RF powers greater than the suscepti-
btllty values gtven by criterion A do not necessarily cause malfunction
of the device, but the usual 0.4 volt noise margin is reduced, which
increases the risk of operation. At RF powers below the susceptibility
values given by criterion A, no interference effect will occur.

Criterion B is the outer edge of the noise margin; it is exceeded
when the device low state output voltage is greater than 0.8 volt or
when a high state output voltage is less than 2.0 volts. Beyond these
thresholds, succeeding stages may misinterpret the logic state, resulting
in a bit error. Operation with RF powers above the susceptibility
limits for criterion B is not recommended due to the high likelihood
of logic state errors.

Criterion C defines the most severe interference effect. The
output voltage limits for this case, low output voltage greater than
2.0 volts or high output voltage less than 0.8 volt, are the voltages
at which state changes are certain. Bit errors and incorrect system
outputs would be expected for absorbed RF powers greater than the thresholds
specified by criterion C.

Figure E-24 displays the composite worst-case susceptibility
levels as defined by each of the three interference criteria. Measure-
ments were also made using changes in the package supply current as
the susceptibility criteria [E-131. However, it was found that signifi-
cant increases did not occur until the RF power level was far above
the levels sufficient to induce state changes in the output voltage.
It was also found that the differences in the susceptibilities of standard
TTL series (54/74), the low power (54L/74L), and the high speed (54H/74H)
TTL circuits was probably not great enough to be significant [E-13]

30.5 CMOS DEVICES. CMOS IC's are widely used in logic applications
requIrIng low power consumption. The RF susceptibility of several
types of CMOS devices have been tested, including types with and without
protective input diodes (E-13). Table E-7 contains a list of the device
types tested.

TABLE E-7

_ _ _ CMOS DEVICES TESTED. JE-13]

DEVICE NO. DEVICE TYPE

4011A QUAD 2 INPUT NAND GATE
4011B QUAD 2 INPUT NAND GATE
4007A DUAL COMPLEMENTARY PAIR PLUS INVERTER
40078 DUAL COMPLEMENTARY PAIR PLUS INVERTER

4001A QUAD 2 INPUT NOR GATE
4013A DUAL "D" - TYPE FLIP-FLOP
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As with the TTL susceptibility data, the thresholds for high
and low output voltages were combined and three distinct interference
criteria were defined. The first criterion indicates when the output
voltage is no longer within the guaranteed specification limits. Manu-
facturers guarantee that the maximum low state output voltage is 0.05
volt and the minimum high state output voltage is 4.95 volts for a
supply voltage of 5 volts. The devices continue to operate beyond
these thresholds, but with a reduced noise margin. The second criteria
represents the edge of a 1-volt noise margin, meaning the maximum low
output voltage is 1.05 volts and the minimum high output voltage is
3.95 volts. These values are guaranteed by the manufacturer to be
correctly recognized by succeeding CMOS devices. Operation outside
this range could result in logic state errors and is not recommended.
The third criterion was arbitrarily defined as a 2 volt offset from
the ideal output voltages. The thresholds are a maximum 2 volts for
the low output state and a minimum 3 volts for the high output state.
Operation outside this range has a higher probability of logic state
errors than the second criterion, and should be avoided.

Figure E-25 shows the composite worst-case susceptibility values
for the device types tested. The results indicate a minimum suscepti-
bility of 1 mW of RF power at 220 MHz. A comparison with the minimum
susceptibility for TTL devices at 220 MHz shows CMOS to be approximately
5 dB less susceptible. If the wider noise margin of CMOS is taken
into consideration, these devices appear to be approximately 10 dB
less susceptible than TTL devices.

30.6 LIMe DRIVWER AND REITERS. Line drivers and receivers are
often used to transmit digital data over long system interconnect cables.
The amount of RF energy conducted into these devices may be greater
than that of most other system components in that long interconnect
cables may be relatively efficient receptors of RF energy. Therefore,
special care should be taken to prevent interference from occurring
in these devices. Adequate shielding and a reduction of the data trans-
mission rate will ensure signals of acceptable quality. Measurements
have been made on the susceptibility of several representative line
drivers and receivers [E-13]. The data presented tn this section should
enable designers to estimate the susceptibility of line driver and
receiver pairs and the reduction in data rate required for quality
transmission.

Table E-8 lists the line drivers and receivers used in the testing.
Tests of drivers and receivers were conducted independently. The sus-
ceptibility criteria for line drivers were based on changes in the
output voltage from the nominal value. Each output terminal was con-
sidered separately, and the device was considered susceptible if either
output crossed the appropriate interference threshold. The 8830 and
9614 line drivers were tested with resistors across the output terminals
simulating normal terminations. The type 55109 and 55110 line drivers
have open collector (current type) outputs which were connected to
pull-up resistors and a +5-volt supply to give a 0-5 volt range for
the output voltage. When the drivers were in a nominal low state,
output voltage thresholds of 0.4, 0.8, and 2.0 volts defined increasing
degrees of interference. When the output voltage was In a nominal
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TABU u-8S

LINE DRIVEN AND RICEIVERS TESTED. (E-13]

LINE DRIVERS LINE IECEIVERS

a830 8820

9614 g61s

55109 55107A

55110

high state, increasing interference was defined by 2.4, 2.0, and 0.8
volt thresholds.

Susceptibility for line receivers was defined in terms of changes
in the input threshold voltage which determined the receiver switchpoint.
As an example, Figure E-26 shows the input-output transfer curve for

6 - 1 1 .-

INPUT VOLTAGE - VOLTS

Figure 9-26. Typical rnput-Output Transfer Chareateristic for d
96515 Line Rwwotvr.. [E-13]
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a 9615 type receiver. At input voltages (differential input voltage
between the two input terminals) below -0.08 volt, the receiver input
voltage is 5.0 volts, which is a high state output. When the input
voltage is greater than -0.08 volt, the output voltage is 0.2 volt,
a low state output. Thus, -0.08 volt is the input threshold voltage
(Vth). Manufacturer specifications guarantee this threshold will be

between -0.5 and +0.5 volt for this device. A threshold voltage out-
side this range reduces the noise margin of the device and may cause
bit errors in noisy environments. Input threshold voltage changes
of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 volts were used for the susceptibility cri-
teria during the testing. Threshold changes of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 volts
represent decreasing system noise margins. A 5.0 volt threshold change
denotes zero noise margin, and probable malfunction of the device.

Figure E-27 shows the minimum susceptibilities measured for
line driver and receiver pairs. Line receivers were found to be signif-
icantly more susceptible than line drivers, so Figure E-27 is actually
a plot of the susceptibility levels of line receivers. Since line
receivers are the "weak link" of a line driver and receiver system,
the susceptibility of the pair is adequately described by the suscepti-
bility of the receivers alone. Line receivers were found to be approxi-
mately 7 dB more susceptible than line drivers. (However, line driver
susceptibility lies within 0.5 dB of receiver susceptibility at 910O MHz.)

The strobe and response-control terminals were found to be the
most susceptible line receiver terminals. However, the strobe and
response-control terminals, unlike the inputs, are rarely connected
to system interconnect lines, which may be the major receptors of RF
energy. Thus, the susceptibility of the input terminals may be more
important to the system designer than the susceptibilities of the other
terminals. The inputs were found to be approximately 4 dB less suscep-
tible than is indicated in Figure E-27 (all points of which occurred
with RF conducted into the strobe and response-control terminals).

Offsets in the threshold voltage have other effects on a signal
besides reducing the noise margin. W, ere long lines are used, threshold
offsets can cause time variations in the received signals from those
sent by the driver. As a result, pulses may appear shilted in time
in the received signal, or have longer or shorter durations than in
the original signal. The quality of a received signal can be expressed
in terms of what is called "percent Jitter" [E-15]. This is a ratio
of the maximum relative time variations in the original and received
signals to the minimum pulse period. F':r example, Figure E-28 shows
two pulse trains. The upper trace is the pulse train entering the
driver, and which is to be sent by the system. The lower trace repre-
sents the pulse train which emerges from the receiver after transmis-
sion via the long signal line. In addition to a propagation delay,
the second pulse in the received train is shifted in time with respect
to its position In the orig4 nal train. The percent Jitter is:

t3 - t

Percent 3it:er - x 1002 (E-14)
t 1 t0
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Figure 3-28. Illustration of Jitter in Signal After Trmnmission
via Long Line. [E-13]

The Jitter is related to the data rate (or minimum pulse width)

and line length as shown in Figure E-29. This graph was made using
the following assumptions:

a. The driver "1" and "0" levels are matched exactly.

b. The receiver threshold is exactly the mean of the 41" and "0"

levels produced by the driver.

c. Time delays through both driver and receiver, for both logic

states, are symmetrical and have zero skew.

d. The line is perfectly terminated.

e. The line charges at an exponential rate.

The line was assumed to have a time delay of 1.7 nsee/ft, which is

a typical value for a twisted pair line. Refetence E-15 recommends

that systems be operated with a minimum pulse width (t ui) greater than

4 times the rise time of the line (t r), which yields a Jitter of less

than 0.002% under these conditions. Data with Jitter greater than

100% are probably not recoverable.
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Figure R-29. Signal Quality as as Funotion of Line Length and Data Rate. [E-13]@

If the effects of threshold variations are included in Figure

E-29, the graphs shown in Figure E-30 result. The differential line

voltage is assumed to be driven by voltages of %V,,. Three conditions

are shown: Figure E-30(a) shows the jitter which results when the

threshold voltage (Vth) is given by -0.1VocSVth5O-'VccFigure E-30(b)

shows the jitter when -0.2V,'J. '0hsO.2Vcc' and Figure E-30() shows

the jitter when -0.'4VocVthsO.4V c. Figures E-30(a) through (c) corre-

spond to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 volt threshold changes for the receivers
tosted. Comparison s$ith Figure E-29 shows thtt the jitter increases
due to threshold voltage variations.

As an example of the use of these graphs, suppose that a designer
must drive a 100-foot line, ard desires a jitter of less than 5%.
The maximum data vata Ie determirsd from Figure E-29 to be 12 MHz.
If the maximum interfering signal expected to enter the system is 1

mW at 220 MHz, Figure E-2" shows that threshold variations of 0.5 volt
may occur. Figure E-30(a), which applies to the 0.5 volt threshold
case, shows that a data rate of 12 MHz will result in approximately

15% jitter, substartiully higher than the desired 5%. However, by
reducing the data rate to 6 MHz, the 5% jitter requirement can be satis-
fied even with the interfering signal present. This example clearly
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illustrates that in high intensity EM environments, it may be necessary
to reduce the data transmission rate of a system.

30.7 BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS. For relatively low absorbed power levels
(typically below 10 mW), the response of an actively-operated bipolar
transistor can be explained, In part, by rectification of the RF signal
at a p-n junction. A complete explanation of the interference mechanism
must include the effects of RF-induced current crowding (E-16]. Exposure
to the RF signal causes the current distribution to be more heavily
weighted toward the emitter edge (a low-gain region of the device).
Thus, the DC gain falls off quite rapidly with increasing RF power.
At higher values of absorbed power, the AC gain Is also reduced, and
some stages of the system may saturate or malfunction as the rectified
current levels become comparable in magnitude to bias current levels.
The rectified signal manifests itself as either a DC change in bias
level or a video signal, each of which corresponds to the envelope
of the RF signal. The sensitivity of a particular transistor to inter-
ference Is Influenced by the circuit configuration and operating condi-
tions, the transistor structure, the speed of the device (gain-bandwidth
product), and the frequency of the interfering signal.

RF injection into the base terminal, with rectification at the
emitter-base junction, produces the greatest interference effect in
bipolar transistors [E-3]. This particular interference configuration
may be used for a worst-case analysis since the effects of injecting
RF power Into the emitter and collector terminals are similar, though
less drastic. When an RF signal is applied at the base terminal, addi-
tional current must be supplied by the base bias source to maintain 0
a constant collector current. It has been found that the base current
which must be added is proportional to the absorbed RF power (square-
law rectification) up to power levels on the order of 10 to 100 mW.
This linear relationship has been found to hold at very low power levels
in measurements extending down to a few nanowatts. At higher power
levels, other effects become operative and the linearity is lost.
Under these conditions, the emitter-base junction may become completely
reverse-biased, seriously degrading both the DC and AC current gain
[E-17]. Degradation or device failure typically occur at absorbed
power levels on the order of 100 mW.

The observed response, for small absorbed power levels, may
be expressed by the following equations:

AIB I B(Pa - IBO r nPa (E-15)

I constantc

where:
n = rectification factor for microwave energy

I B(P a) = base current of transistor when microwave energy is applied

IBO = base current of transistor In absence of microwave signal
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Pa a absorbed microwave power-

10 a collector current.

If the base bias current is held constant and the collector current
allowed to vary,

Alo0 Z OnP (E-16)

where 6 is the low frequency AC current gain of the device. It has
been suggested that bias conditions might possibly be adjusted to mini-
mise interference effects (decrease n1), but more work is required in
this area B-1I].

As the frequency of the interfering signal increases, the magni-
tude of n generally decreases. This is illustrated in Figure E-31
where n (here shown as a function of incident rather than absorbed
RF power) was measured for several stripline mounted 21708'. with the
aid of a Hewlett-Packard model 11608A transistor fixture [(-18]. The
rectification factor typically decreases at the rate of about 6 dB

per octave (i.e., an f- 1 relationship).

The sensitivity of several device types is listed in Table E-9
and represented graphically in Figure E-32, where the measured rectifi-
cation factor for 2 GHz microwave energy Is plotted versus the manufac-
turer's specified gain-bandwidth product (F T). Each vertical bar repre-

sents the range of n values measured on a sample of 10 transistors
of each 2N-type, and It is seen that there is often a large variation
in n between otherwise "identical" devices. Despite the diversity
in the devices, transistor types with high FT values have, in general,

a relatively large rectification factor and therefore are highly suscep-
tible to RF interference.

The data also indicates that the structure of the device has
an appreciable influence on n . As a class, low frequency germanium
alloy transistors are the least susceptible devices, with some types

showing no directly measurable (n< 10-5 mA/mW) response to 2 GHz energy
(although they do respond to VHF energy). Silicon planar transistors
show a general trend of increasing sensitivity with increasing FT,

although when FT approaches 2 0Hz, the measurement frequency, it begins

to decrease. Grown junction devices show a marked response to 2 0Hz
energy even though they have a rather low gain-bandwidth product.
These devices have a large'emitter-base overlap diode where the base
wire contact is made to the base region of the transistor. This results
in a very low A for that region of the device which the RF energy excites.

The use of the rectification factor in dete-mining susceptibility
can be demonstrated through a simple example. Suppose that the suscep-
tibility !s to be determined at 6 GHz (CW) for a p-eamplifier stage
utilizing a transistor with a maximum - of 007. amri/watt at 2 0Hz.
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TABLE E-9

?XAS.RED RECTIFICATION FACTOR, FT AND STRUCTURE OF VARIOUS

TRANSISTOR TYPES [E-191

watt

M MFG DEVICE KIN AVG MAX FT* STRUCTURE

1 GE 2N337 .0217 .0460 .0817 20M N-GD
2 GE 2N338 .0198 .0464 .0877 30M N-GD
3 TI 2%N388 0 0 0 15M N-A
4 TI 2K395 0 .00025 .00067 4.5M P-A
5 RCA 2N404A 0 0 0 4.O P-AA
6 TI 2N697 .0090 .0100 .0134 loom N-DMEA
7 TI 2N705 .0011 .0034 .0059 300M P-DHE
8 M 2N706 .0247 .0389 .0588 400M N-DME
9 NAT 2N708 .0200 .0500 .0800 480M N-PL

10 M 2N834 .0169 .0267 .0372 50014 N-DME
11 F 2N914 .0157 .0240 .0443 480M N
12 F 2N1132 .0025 .0048 .0073 60M P-D
13 TI 2N1303 0 0 0 - P#
14 TI JAN2N1304 0 0 0 5.0m N-A
15 F 2N1613 .0050 .0082 .0118 60M N-PLA
16 TI 2N1605 0 0 0 14M N-A
17 TI 2N2000 0 .00019 .00040 2.0M P-AA
18 TI 2N2192 .0016 .0027 .0043 50M N
19 F 2N2219 .0059 .0210 .0361 250M N
20 TI 2N2222 .0027 .0040 .0059 250M N
21 TI 2N2369A .0350 .0431 .0618 800M N
22 F 2N2894 .0257 .0301 .0414 400M P
23 F 2N2907 .0031 .0068 .0167 200M P
24 M 2N3251A .0124 .0145 .0163 300M P-0
25 F 2N4888 0 0 0 160M P
26 M 2N5837 .0158 .326 .0443 1700MA N-A

MFG STRUCTURE

GE - General Electric I - NPN P - PNP
TI - Texas Instruments A - Alloy D - Diffused
RCA - RCA DM - Diffuses mesa E - Epitaxial
M - Motorola G- Grown PL - Planar
F- Fairchild 0 - radiation resistant device
NAT - National - noise figure A - switching; other,.uses

8 dB or below. I *Data taken from Transistor D.A.T.A. Book 32nd Edition.
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(Additional factors such as the system passband capability for the modu-
lation envelope may also be important, but are not considered in this
simple example.) It is determined that a 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is the susceptibility threshold and a one microampere base (signal)
current flows with no RF stimulus present. The rectification factor
at f a 6 aHz is readily obtained (assuming a 6 dB/octave rolloff):

n 1 6 G~z• .005(2/6) a.00167 Amp/Watt

The microwave power required to yield a 0 dB SNR would then be:

Pa IX x 10-4 Watts-0.6mW
Pa =.00167 Amp/Watt 6 104ats=.6m

The value obtained by such a procedure yields a worst-case susceptibil-
ity level. Suitable termination impedances (RF and video) could cause
the current variations to be somewhat less. The "right" combination
of impedances is quite fortuitous, however, and the result should not
be viewed as overly pessimistic.

30.8 MICROWAVE POINT-CONTACT DIODES. Extensive studies have been
conducted on microwave point-contact diodes. Within electronic systems,
these devices are generally employed to intentionally receive electro-
magnetic signals coupled through an antenna system. Thus, these compo-
nents are prime receptors of extraneous high power radiation.

Considerable testing has been performed on X-band diodes at
9.375 GHz to determine the percentage of diodes failing as a function
of absorbed power for various pulse widths, pulse repetition frequen-
cies, and numbers of applied pulses [E-17][E-19]. A change in noise
figure greater than 10 dB was used for the failure criterion. Over
750 diodes were tested with each diode stressed only once to prevent
cumulative effects from distorting the statistics. A total of eleven
different parameter combinations were tested and these are shown in
Table E-10. A minimum of 25 test samples were required to plot per-
cent failed versus power absorbed. Typical data are given in Figures
E-33 through E-42.

Tests were conducted using a repetition rate of 1 Hz, 450 Hz,
1 kHz, and 10 kHz for 10 pulse exposures at a 1 isec pulse width.
It can be seen from Figure E-43 that the failure level is essentially
independent of the pulse repetition rate. This data would indicate
a thermal relaxation time for the diode faster than 100 usec, which
is reasonable. In addition, the assumption may reasonably be made
that the failure level remains essentially independent of the repeti-
tion rate for pulses W" any width having 100 psec or more between pulses.

Figures E-44 and E-45 are a compilation of the data for the
50% failure level. Figure E-44 is a plot of the failure level as a
function of the'number of pulses applied, for various pulse widths.
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TABLU E- O

LIST OF RF PARAMTERS USED IN TESTS [E-191

Pule Re.petiticn
\ iWti, Rate No. of

(/Cu) (lz) Nlat.es

I 1K 10
I 1K 100

I IK !K
I IK IOK
1 400 10

I 1 10
I IOK 10
3 IK 10

3 1K 100
I1 IK 10
I1 1K 100
j1'0 IK 10
0. 3 IK 10
n.3 1K 100
0.3 1K 3.5K
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Figure E-41. Percent Failure Levels
of 1N23 Diodes as a Function of Peak
Absorbed Power for Exposure Conditions:
1-PS Pulse Width, 400-Hz PRF, 10 Pulses.
[E-19]
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Figure E-42. Percent Failure Levels of 1N23 Diodes as a Function of Peak
Absorbed Power for Exposure Conditions: i-wS Pulse Width, 1-Hz,
10 Pulses. [E-19]
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Figure E-43. Peak Absorbed Powier Required for 1N23 Diode 50-Percent Failure for
ijiS Pulse Width. [E-19)
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All the curves on this graph approach the CW failure level for long
exposures, as is expected. The number Of pulses can be translated
into exposure time through the repetition period for a given repetition
rate. Figure E-45 is a plot of failure as a function or pulse width
for various numbers of pulses (i.e.. exposure times). These also approach
the CW level for long pulse widths. These two graphs give sufficient
Information to determine susceptibility, once the amount of absorbed
power is known. The absorbed power can be determined from the incident
power using Figure E-46. Tbis graph shows the percent power reflected
as a function of incident power. At 1 mW, the diodes are well matched,
and will absorb essentially all the incident power. As the incident
power Is increased, the diodes become more and more mismatched and
reflect more power. This mismatch saturates at about 50 watts where
approximatelv 47% of the power is reflected.

An empirical expression was derived which predicts the 50% fail-
ure levels for various pulse widths and number of applied pulses.
This was made possible by the equally sloped lines of Figure E-44 which,
when plotted as a function of the product of pulse width and num~ber
of applied pulses, resulted in Ftgure E-47. A straight line drawn
through the data points was determined as a least square fit to the
data and is given by the empir 4cal formula on the graph. For any given
pulse repetition rate up to 10 kHz and pulse width greater than 0.1 tisec,
the 50% failure level can be determined by the empirical expressions
given in Figure E-47.

As a demonstration of the use of this data. assume one 1.3 con-
cerned with the possible effects on the mixer diodes in a receiving
system from a particular radar threat. The characteristics of the
receiver are as follows:

Antenna gain: 19 dB
Operating frequency: Y-band
Diode holder: Balanced mixer

As a possible radar threat, assume the following operational
characteristics:

Power output: 800 kW
Pulse width: 0.8 sec
Pulse repetition rate: 1200 Hz
Frequency: 9600 MHz
Antenna gain: 39 dB

It is possible for the -eceiver to be exposed to the radar at
a distance of 200 m for 85 msec. The equations needed to analyze this
problem are as follows:

PT GTAR
P - (1-L)M (E-17)4irR2

SPA P PR(IF) (E-18)
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Figure E-47. Experimental 50-Percent Failure Levels of 1N23 Diodes as a Function
of the Product of the Pulse Width and Number of Applied Pulses.
(The line drawn it a best fit to the data points as given by the
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P • -'6.03 Log 1(l.94 x 0-3)

where:

Pz F Power (peak) reaching diode, in watts

PT c Power (peak) transmitted by threat radar, in watts

aT a Threat radar antenna gain

AR x Receiver antenna effective area a X 12 WOR, in square meters

GR a Receiver antenna gain

L e Fractional losses between receiver antenna and mixer
M a A number determined by the mixer characteristics
R z Distance between threat radar and receiving antenna, in meters

PA a Power (peak) absorbed by diode, in watts

F z Fractional power reflected by diode
PF z 50-percent power failure level, in watts

a Pulse width, in seconds
N a Number of pulses.

As a worst-case, assume there are no losses between the receiving
antenna and the mixer. Since the mixer is balanced, with each of the
diodes receiving half of the power incident upon the mixer, M Is 0.5.
The power reaching the diode at a distance of 200 meters is calculated
from Equation E-17 to be about 39 watts. Using Figure E-46 and Equation
E-18, the power absorbed by the diode would be about 22 watts.

Under the assumed condition of an 85 msec exposure, 102 pulses
would be received. Using Equation E-19, the failure level for these
conditions is about 22 watts, The receiver vulnerability is marginal
in this case, and some protection should be built into the receiver
to ensure survivability In the anticipated environment.

40. EXTENDING THE DATA BME. Due to the limited amount of available
susceptibility data, alternate approaches must be taken in those instances
where susceptibility information on a particular device or circuit
of concern is not documented. The three major options are, in order
of increasing costs and accuracy, data extrapolation, analytical modeling,
and actual measurements. In some cases, the extrapolation of suscepti-
bility data from one device type to another particular device is an
appealing approach. However, a Judgement must, be made in which the
reliability of the extrapolated value and the criticality of possible
error relative to system hardening is considered. If, for example,
this particular device is influential on the overall system suscepti-
bility, extrapolation error could lead to exorbitant costs as a result
of inadequate or excessive hardening. Analytical models are being
developed which could prove useful by providing a more accurate estimate
of susceptibility levels for circuits and devices. Susceptibility
measurements represent the most accurate approach; however, cost consid-
eratlons may outweigh this benefit in many situations. These three
approaches are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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40.1 EXTRAPOIATION. The extrapolation of susceptibility data is
based upon the similarities between device design and susceptibility
characteristics. Discretion is advised in that significant differences
in susceptibility may exist even between devices of the same general
type or class. However, there are two situations where data extrapola-
tion appears to be a reasonable approach to susceptibility evaluation.
These oases arise when data is required on: (1) a particular component
for which susceptibility data is already documented on other components
of the same general class, or (2) a component which, though of a differ-
ent class, contains circuitry that parallels that of the components
of known susceptibility. The first situation is strengthened by using
the worst-case susceptibility curves of Section 30. The more devices
that have been measured for each class, the "safer" will be the extrapo-
lation. As an example of the second situation, consider the differences
in the susceptibility levels found between 3-pin and multi-pin voltage
regulators (Section 30.2). The explanation rested upon the fact that
the output of the multi-pin regulator directly exposed the input terminals
of an op amp, which was known to be very susceptible. In this manner,
estimates of the susceptibility thresholds can be made for those devices
on which no data is available.

40.2 NODELING. Although still in the relatively early stages of
development, modeling is demonstrating promise as an effective means
of predicting susceptibi.lity levels. The data in Section 30 was obtained
under well-controlled laboratory conditions, although worst-case condi-
tions were estimated for conservatism (E-13]. The objective of modeling
is to gain a greater understanding of the phenomena involved and to
extend the results to devtces and configurations not actually tested.
Also, it can be used as an aid in obtaining estimates of susceptibility
levels for a device operated under less than ideal conditions [E-20].
A complete listing of all the available modeling techniques will not
be attempted at this time; rather, exemplary diode and transistor models
will be presented along with a brief description of their role in circuit
susceptibility prediction.

The approach taken for the modeling of interference effects
in integrated circuits has been to develop models that account for
interference in individual p-n junctions and transistors, using these
as building blocks to construct models of complete circuits. Figure
E-48 illustrates a diode model used to account for rectification effects
[E-13). Diode DI models the diode with no RF stimulation and obeys
the standard diode equation:

i~ e VD (E20
iDl -DS e 1 kE-0

where: ID1 is the current through diode D1.

VD is the voltage across D1,

IDS is the diode reverse saturation current,
q is the electron charge,
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k in Boltzmann's constant, and
T in the junction temperature In degrees Kelvin.

~ID 
+

D2

Figu.e 9-i8. Circuit Hodel of Dode Under X? Influence. JE-131

The Norton equivalent comprised of ix and Rx, and diode D2 model the
video current and voltage offsets due to RF. For simplicity, diode
D2 is assumed to have the same characteristics as D1. The value of
current source Sx depends on the RF power level, frequency, and RF
source impedance. For large RF signals (i.e., AF voltage comparable
to, or greater than kT/q), ix in proportional to the square root of
the RF power level. That is,

ix - VP (E-21)

where K is a constant dependent on the frequency and source impedance
of the interfering RF signal. The value of P. also depends on the

frequency and source impedance, but Is independent of power level.
In general, R. increases with increasing frequency or increasing source

impedance, while K decreases.
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For modulated RF signals, the value of current source ix varies
with the envelope of the signal. The Rt power level, PRF' follows
the instantaneous envelope of the RF signal, and the instantaneous
value or ix is given by Equation (E-21).

An analysis involving ideal diodes yields an estimate of the
expected ranges of t,e parameters K and Rx. The RF source is represented
by a Thevenin equivalent consisting of a voltage source V sinwt in
series with an Impedance R. + JY." The diode junction is modeled by
an ideal diode with a constant shunt capacitanoe C 'and series resistance,
r 3 . Computer-aided studies of the effects of the parameters Ra, ra,
and Y on the video model parameters K and Rx together with an analysis
of max-min conditions show that the values of K and Rx (which always
occur as ordered pairs) occupy a definite region in the K-Px plane.
For the absolute worst case of no extrinsic loss (i.e., r5  0), the
region of the Kx-Rx plane in which possible values of K and Rx lie
is shown in Figure E-49. The upper boundary is described by the rela-
tionship:

K mx- (8/R )1/2 (1-22)max x•-a

@10

10-2

10 WITHIN THIS REGION

) 100 102 10S4 106 1o4 1010

r RRx -f
Figure E.J19. Range' of Paraueter• for Jtmction Mobdel. [E:-13]
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The loamy element re provides a degrading effset on the rectifi-

cation, and limits the maximum value of K which can occur. Por a given
value of rg, the maximum K obtainable is:

Kaax" (2/ra )1/2 (E-23)

0 0.

Likewise, there exists a minimum value of RN (r.) and a maximum value

of RX I 1/r 3 (wC) 2 ).

Figure E-50 illustrates the implications that the various diode

model parameter possibilities have on circuit modeling. Three cases

are selected In Figures E-50(a) as possible values of K and Rx depending

upon the values of the RF driving impedance. The value of K is chosen
constant in this example, while the value of Rx differs in each of

102 .a

100"\N! I K NAR

It I•

V

,) 10 102 1 1o 8 1o 8 1010 b)Fix - n

Figure Z-50. Illustration or Relationship Between Possible Choices of
Rectification Parameters and Ideal Diode IT Characteristics
(E-13]

the three oases. Figure E-50(b) shows the plece-wise linear IV charac-

teristics for the three values of K and Rx chosen. For worst-case

circuit analysis, an Iterative procedure of selecting possible K and
Rx values followed by evaluation of circult effects may be required.

RP effects In transistors may be accounted for by a modified
version of the standard Ebers-Moll representation. The Ebers-Moll
model is a widely used large-signal transistor model that includes
the nonlinear effect of the transistor junctions. As such, it is accurate
in all regions of operation: saturation, cutoff, forward active, and
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reverse active regions. The standard Ebers-Moll model was modified.
to include rectification effects by substituting the junction rectifica-
tion model (Figure E-48) for each of the transistor junctions. The
modified Ebers-Moll model is shown in Figure E-51.

It has been demonstrated that electronic circuit analysis programs
such as SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis)
can be used to predict the effects of RFI upon bipolar digital Ir'a
such as 7400 NAND gates [E-21]. The modified Ebers-Moll model is sub-
stituted for the transistor in which RF is injected. The procedures
for using this as an external model in the simulation program SPICE
is described in Reference [E-21]. No change in an existing SPICE computer
code is required. These procedures were applied to determine the EM
susceptibility of a 7400 NAND gate with both inputs high when RF power
was injected into its output (the most susceptible case). The simula-
tions used standard SPICE models for all components in the 7400 NAND
gate, except for the output transistor. The output transistor, into
v-ich RF was injected, was modeled using the modified Ebers-Moll model.

C

Ti I iDC1
SitC

111

I iiFo

iXE

aRR RIE DE1

DE2 IDE1

FIE

E

Figure E-51. Hodified Ebers-Holl for a Transistor
Under 1F Influence. [E-13]
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.The EM susceptibility of three types of NAND gates was investi-
gated. Experimentally determined values were used for the RF-induoed
'parameters in the modified Ebers-Moll model. The SPICE simulations
indicated that the low-power 74L00 series NAND gates are the most sus-
ceptible and that the high-speed 74HO0 series are the least susceptible.
Variations in, Fanout cause less than a 2 dB variation in the incident
RF power required to cause various threshold levels to be exceeded.
All three types of 7400 NAND gates will malfunction in most circuit
applications at injected RF power levels in the 6 to 16-dBm range.

A worst-case analysis was also undertaken in which the impedance,
RGEN, of the Thevenin equivalent RF source was varied in a systematic
manner [E-21]. This procedure is especially useful when the RGEN value
is not known apriori. Values for the RF power, PINC, in the range
-4 to +4 dBm caused the three selected EM susceptibility threshold
levels to be exceeded. For the special case RGEN z 50 , the simulation
results and experiental results agreed within 4 dB. The predicted
,'esults are more conservative than the experimental results, which
is desirable in a worst-case analysis. The close agreement for the
50 case increases the confidence with which these procedures can be
extended to the more general case where RGEN is not 50

Other computer codes, such as NCAP (Nonlinear Circuit Analysis
Program), have been developed and may prove useful in interference
modeling. Examples of NCAP applications include an accurate prediction
of RFI effects in an AP JFET preamplifier and a prediction of RFI effects
in a bipolar linear IC broadband amplifier [E-22], although the accuracy
appears to fall off at frequencies greater than fT/ 2 (E-23]. For a

more detailed discussion on these procedures, see the referenced material.

40.3 HEASUREMINrS. Susceptibility measurements are made by conduc-
tively coupling '.ie RF energy to the device under test. Provisions
are made for establishing realistic bias levels as well as monitoring
the device's operating parameters. Device response is measured as
a function of the absorbed RF power using predetermined changes in
device operating parameters as susceptibility criteria. The validity
of the technique rests upon the principle of the conservation of power.

40.3.1 DISCRETE COMPONENT SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS. Susceptibility data
on discrete components (diodes and transistors) is extremely limited
and independent measurements can be a cost-effective means of obtaining
the necessary data. The basic measurement technique for di.screte compo-
nents is shown schematicaly in Figure E-52. The arrangement shown
is typical, but many variations are possible. The device being tested
is mounted in a commercial 50-ohm test fixture which matches the charac-
teristic impedance of the transmission line. Directional couplers
are used to sample the incident, reflected, and transmitted microwave
powers which are then measured with suitable instrumentation (c.g.,
power meters or crystal detectors). The couplers and the power measuring
instruments are carefully calibrated. The device is biased through
networks designed to decouple the RF from the bias sources and monitoring
instrumentation. For non-critical continuous wave measurements, the
bias network may consist simply of a resistor or RF choke. Commercial
bias networks are available with limited passbands for biasing signals.
Bias networks can be designed to combine video and microwave signals
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CALIBRATED XTAL8 ,P Rl•2 ilAN
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IOURCE

BIAS AND
-- VIDEO OUT

Figure 3-52. Schematic DiagraNm of asic Susceptibility nt
Setup for Discrete Devices. [5-3]

while allowing independent adjustment with excellent isolation (Figure
E-53). The microwave arm is essentially a high pass filter with a
cutoff frequency near 100 Ifz. The video arm offers excellent isolation
from RF (low pass characterisic) while having a fast risetime capability
[E-24].

The operation of the devtoe under test is monitored through
the low-frequency arm of the bias network while the interference stimu-
lus Is injected. Taking samples of the incident, reflected, and trans-
mitted power, and using the calibration factors for couplers, bias
networks, and detectors permit a determination of the power absorbed
by the device.

40.3.2 im. mmRATZD CIRcUIT SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS. A relatively large
amount of information and data on the susceptibility of electronic
components have been devoted towards integrated circuits. The equipment
required to obtain this data was very complex and extremely expensive.
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Figure 3-53. Microwave Bias Unit. (E-13J

For example, the construction of several different test fixtures was
required to accommodate each package style [E-13]. Also, for a typical
IC under test, the number of pins involved necessitates a large quantity
of instrumentation and biasing circuitry while simultaneously increasing
the deman(1 for test and measurement accuracy. These factors all contribute
to substantial expense with the possibility of unreliable test results.
Thus, it doeý not appear at the present time that such measurement
activity is a cost-effective means of obtaining susceptibility data
for integrated circuits.
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APP WDH F

ESTABLISHING EMR HARDNESS CRITRIA

10. INTRODUCTION. The EMR hardness criteria for a system are estab-
lished by the differences between the maximum EMR environment levels
the system will be exposed to in the performance of its intended mis-
sions and the susceptibility levels of the System's most sensitive
subsystems and circuitry, A comparison of the maximum EMR environment
level and the susceptibility level of the most sensitive subsystem
at any given frequency defines the minimum system EMR hardness required
at that frequency. The accuracy with which the system RMR hardness re-
quirements can be defined at any point in the life cycle of a system is
dependent on how accurately the EMR environment levels and the subsystem
ausoeptihility levels can ba defined at that point in time.

20. CONCEPTUAL PHASES. In most cases, the EMR hardness criteria
established in the early conceptual phases of a system will be rough
approximations due to the limited input information available to ac-
curately define the EMR environment levels and subsystem susceptibility
levels. In particular, the definition of subsystem susceptibility
levels will be difficult during these early stages of system develop-
ment since neither the subsystem hardware nor the specifications will
be available. It will probably be necessary to assume some typical
susceptibility levels based on the information provided in Appendix E.

Even though the EMR hardness criteria are rough approximations,
this information will be extremely useful in the early phases of a
system development in defining the feasibility of approaches, estimat-
ing the magnitude of the EMR hardness program, identifying the risks
and devlopment involved in satisfying the EMR hardness requirements,
and establishing schedules and budgets for implementing an EMR hardness
program.

30. FULL-SCALE DEVEWPMHNT PHASE. It is extremely important that
a complete, accurate EMR environment forecast be included in the RFP
for the full-scale development phase. This forecast must convey to
the bidders the EMR environment in which the system must operate.
This forecast should also be used by the selected contractor to estab-
lish the system EMR hardness criteria. After the system designers
have selected the subsystems and developed the specifications, the
susceptibility levels of the most sensitive and most critical subsys-
tems should be defined. A comparison of these susceptibility levels
with the EMR environment forecast will yield the-minimum system EMR
hardness requirements. If alternate subsystem approaches are feasible,
trade-off studies should be performed to determine the impact of the
alternate approaches on system EMR hardness criteria. The hardness
criteria should be updated as hardware is developed and susceptibility
test data become available.
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140, SYS=TU 8U r'T yLIT/••U!U LITT M WS,. The aystem test
organization has the responsibility tor establishing the 340 hardness
testing and evaluation criteria. A Type III MR environment forecast
should be used to deflne the frequencies, power levels, and modulation
charaoteristios tor the system susceptibility tests. This forecast
should also be used to define the mission profiles for use in the vul-
nerability assessments.
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APPENDIX 0

ENE HARDNESS DESIGN PRACTICES

10. INTRODUCTION. To assure that a system is not adversely affected
by its operational environment, it is imperative that EMR hardening
considerations be an integral part of the system design cycle. Given
a definition of the EMR environment, the system designer must determine
the EN energy coupled to the system and the susceptibility of the system
to this energy. If the EMR environment is a threat to system operation,
the designer must harden the system by reducing the coupling of energy,
reducing the system response to the coupled energy, or both.

This appendix documents design practices a designer may employ
to harden a system. Section 20 presents a hardening methodology which
defines the major tasks of a hardening design program, and Section
30 identifies hardening techniques and devices for minimizing EMR effects.
Emphasis is given to hardening practices for systems containing solid
state devices, for EMR effects which are caused by out-of-band frequen-
cies, and for EMP environments covering a frequency range from 1 MHz
to 100 0Hz.

20. HARMING IgTRODOLGOY.

20.1 OVERALL HARDENING PROCESS. A well organized EMR hardening designa ' approach should be used by the system designer to ensure that the har-
W ./ dening of an air launched ordnance system is accomplished in a cost

effective manner. Figure G-1 illustrates a methodology that the system
designer may follow in the system hardening process. The inputs required
from the program manager to initiate the procees are definitions of
the operational environment and the functional and tactical requirements
of the system. Given these inputs, the system designer should formulate
a system design concept and employ data, analyses, and measurements
to determine if the design concept is susceptible to the specified
environment. The susceptibility assessment will require a determination
of environment-to-system coupling and system susceptibility to the
coupled signals. Methods for determining system susceptibility and
environment-to-system coupling are discussed in Appendices C and E.

Based on the results of the susceptibility assessment, the syEtem
designer should define the system hardening requirement and proceed
with a hardening design which will preclude system susceptibility.
The designer should utilize documented design data and techniques,
analyses, and measurements as necessary during the design process to
achieve the required hardening level. Specific steps should be taken
to thoroughly document all aspects of the design, including the design
approach, the hardening techniques and devices employed, and the analyses
and measurements performed to substantiate the degree of hardening
incorporated at the device, circuit, or subsystems levels. Sufficient
information and data should be included to verify that the design approach
will satisfy the overall system hardening requirement and preclude
the susceptibility of the system to the specified environment.
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The program manager's review of the documented hardening design
may lead to a decision requiring additional system hardening or addi-
tional vmrifioation of the design. Approval of the hardening design
would lead to system tests of a prototype system and prototype accep-
tance if the test results proved satisfactory. Unsatisfactory results
could lead to a design review by the program manager and EMCAB and
a repeat of the hardening design cycle. This review could also include
tradeoff analyses to assess the cost effectiveness of alternate approaches.

20.2 SELECTING THE HARDENING APPROACH.

20.2.1 LAYERED HARDEINO CONC(PT. When a system is exposed to an
EMR environment, EM energy is coupled to internal system components
by a series of paths beginning at the outer enclosure of the system.
The EM energy first couples to the outer enclosure and sets up skin
currents and charge densities. These currents and charge densities
excite enclosure apertures, allowing the energy to penetrate to the
interior of the enclosure where it can couple to internal wiring and
cables which are connected to sensitive circuits or components. The
concept of layered hardening is to interrupt these coupling paths via
successive layers of hardening. The outer enclosure is first hardened
to reduce energy penetration and thus reduce internal fields. Next,
cables and wiring are hardened to reduce internal field-to-cable coupling.
Finally, sensitive subsystems, circuits, and components are hardened.

Layered hardening is a cost effective approach tosystem hardening
because It takes advantage of the intrinsic shielding of the system
and subsystem enclosures. Also, the application of hardening in layers
reduces the possibility of overly stringent hardening requirements
on individual subsystems or circuits. As the isolation of each layer
is improved, the level of hardening required for the remaining layers
is reduced.

20.2.2 ENCLOSURE HARDENING. As stated above, the EM environment
first couples to the system exterior to produce skin currents and charge
densities. These currents and charge densities in turn excite points-
of-entry (POE) to provide leakage of EM energy into the system. A
first step in system hardening is to reduce the coupling through the
POE's. The POE's are basically of two types: (a) antennas (deliberate
and inadvertent); and (b) apertures. Apertures are inadvertent POE's
in the sense that they are not intentional collectors of EM energy.
Antennas can either be deliberate (real) or inadvertent (virtual).
As an example, the detector in a missile is a Oeliberate antenna.
A oanard on a missile is an inadvertent blade antenna. One effective
means of closing apertures in a system exterior is shielding. Exterior
shielding can best be accomplished in the initial design phases of
the system where required apertures can be kept to a minimum. For
those apertures which are required for system operation and cannot
be removed, measures must be taken to "close" points-of-entry of incident
energy.

20.2.2.1 SEEKER DOMES AND OTHER REOUIRED OPENINGS. Often it is nec-
essary lo provide shielding over -equired openings such as seeker domes.
The al2ernatives available are the use of screening material or conductive
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glass; the use of conductive gaskets around canard drive entry ports;
and minimizing the size or openings,

(1) Use of screens over apertures has been employed for shieading
purposes. A typical screen' introduces a minimum of 15-20% optical
loss. in some cases, sofeens can give good -shielding at fairly
low cost. Typical valuds may'approach 20 dB at 10 Oflz.

(2) Conductive gaskets, spring fingers, waveguide attenuators,, screens
. and louvers •,v' Joe;m :jdevioee and mechanisms available for main-.* :; taining enolosure,•shield effqPo~ivet~e~a...,:.

(3) Glass coatings using conducaing .ateriaja..suoh 4s ioid ora silver
can provide shielding across viewing surfaces with some "loss
in Jight.. transmission.. conduot-veglasP .A .oomMeroIal1y available
from a number of',glass manufaotureri,

(4) In the case of thin-film shields, the effectiveness of the shield
is fairly constant for material thicknesses below AI/4, and increases
markedly above that thickness.

20.2.2.2 REDUCING COUPLING FROM ANTENNAS. As stated above, system
antennas from a protection point of view are of two types: deliberate
and inadvertent. These two generic classes must be treated in different
manners. A deliberate antenna' is required for system operation and
therefore cannot be removed. Filtering techniques must be used here
to prevent undesired EM energy from being transmitted to the system
interior. The coupling path from an inadvertent, antenna, on the other
hand, can be totally interrupted by the use of isolation techniques.
For example, a missile canard could-be connected to its mechanical
drive mechanism by non-conductive devices instead of good conducting
metallic rods which carry the EM energy to the system interior. As
mentioned previously, the associated aperture for allowing connection
to the canard must be kept as small as possible. Also, conductive
gaskets are available for closing the annular apertures around the
necessary penetration for the canard drive mechanism.

20.2.3 CABLE HAIDENING. After the POE's in the system exterior are
closed to the extent possible, the next layer of hardening is applied
to interior cables and wiring. The coupling of energy to cables and
wiring can be reduced by shielding and by the selection of cable types
(fiber optics, twisted pair, etc.) which minimize pickup. Cable hardening
can also be accomplished through the appropriate use of filtering to
prevent coupled energy from being conducted into sensitive subsystems
and components, Detailed design techniques for cable hardening are
presented tn"Section 30. ' " -

20.2.4 30'S1B8TV'RA H EAING. The final layer of hardening is applied
at the subsystem level. Subsystem hardening can be accomplished through
the application of numerous hardening techniques and devices. A properly
filtered subsystem enclosure can be employed to prevent the coupling
of energy to subsystem circuits and components. Circuits and components
can be hardened through the selection of components or circuit designs
which reduce the effects of injected EM energy. Subsystem designs
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can be employed which discriminate against arbitrary inputs or circum-
vent the effects of injected energy through appropriate logic circuitry.Detailed information on subsystem hardening techniques is given in
Section 30.

i 20.3 APPLICATION OF HARDENING DESIGN TECHNIQUES. After the hardening

approach has been defined, the designer should proceed to the detailed
hardening design task. This task includes the selection of specific
design techniques and applicable components (circuits, filters, gaskets,
cables, connectors, etc.). In addition, the designer must specify
how the design techniques and components are to be incorporated into
the system to assure the integrity of the system.

20.4 DESIGN TRADEOFFS. Design tradeoffs may be necessary to ensure
compatibility or resolve conflicts between the functional requirements
and the hardening requirements of an air launched ordnance system.
Also, tradeoffs may be necessary to achieve a cost-effective hardening
design. Such tradeoffs should be directed to design techniques which
will permit compatibility of functional and hardening requirements
to be realized. Examples of such techniques are:

a. Selection of system operational signal levels as high as
practical commensurate with device and circuit requirements.

b. Selection of' interconnecting wiring and cabling techniques
which provide the best rejection of normal mode and common
mode energy transfer.

c. Use of fiber optic guides versus conventional shielded cable.

d. Use of rigid or flexible solid shielding versus single or
double insulated metallic braid.

e. Multiple utilization of load bearing structures such as air
frames, cable raceways, and conduit to satisfy both functional
and hardening requirements at relatively low cost.

f. Use of enclosure shielding and cable filtering versus internal
cable and circuit hardenitig.

Any tradeoffs which involve a change in functional, hardening,
or cost objectives are subject to the review and approval of the program
manager. The course of action for the resolution of conflicts between
hardening requirements and other system requirements will depend upon
such factors as:

a. The impact of the tradeoff on system susceptibility and system
functional performance.

b. The number of equipments, subsystems, and systems involved.

c. The impact on program cost and schedule.
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20.5 UDUIXIM YIRXFICAT!ON. Testing of a complete prototype system
is necessary to validate a hardening design which Incorporates a combina-
tion of hardening techniques. However, prior to full system tests,
the system designer can verify, with reasonable assurance, that his
hardening design is sufficient to assure the satisfactory operation
of the system in its operational environment. The hardening design
can be verified through the use of data, analysis, or measurements,
or a combination of these three approaches. The most efficient approach
to verifying the hardening design is to determine the effectiveness
of the individual hardening techniques utilized in the overall design
as the system design progresses. For example, the shielding effective-
ness of the system or subsystem enclosures can be measured while the
system circuitry is still under development, and any design changes
required to realize the desired shielding can be incorporated into
the enclosure with minimum effect on other design efforts. Also, compo-
nent or circuit hardening can be accomplished independent of enclosure
design efforts. Whatever approach is employed, a reliable estimate
of the overall system hardness can be obtained simply by adding the
level of hardening achieved at each system layer. If the estimate
of system hardness determined in this manner exceeds the design require-
ment, the system designer can be reasonably confident that the system
tests will be satisfactory. An estimate which falls below the design
requirement is an indication that additional hardening is required.

Once the hardening design is verified, a complete documentation
of the design should be submitted for the review and approval of the
program manager and the EMCAB. The documentation should describe in
detail the hardening techniques and devices employed, the approach
used in verifying the design, and supporting data which substantiate
that the design requirements have been met.

30. HARDENING TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES.

30.1 SHIELDING.

30.1.1 INTRODUCTION. Shielding is the most obvious method, and in
most cases the most cost effective method, for protecting the circuits
of a system from the EM enviroment. Shielding has two main purposes:
(1) to prevent.radiated EM energy from entering a specific region;
and (2) to keep radiated EM energy confined within a specific region.
Thus, shielding is essentially a decoupling mechanism used to reduce
the radiated interactions beween systems or between portions of a given
system. Here, the primary emphasis is on shielding the interior of
a system from the external environment. This can be accomplished by
minimizing the apertures in the system and subsystem enclosures to
approximate a continuous metallic enclosure. The greatest shielding
effectiveness is provided by a completely closed enclosure with no
apertures. However, in practice this is seldom achieved since some
apertures are usually necessary to meet system functional requirements.
Thus, compromises in shielding effectiveness must be accepted and measures
taken to minimize environmental coupling through those POE's which
are required for system operation and cannot be removed.
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The shielding effectiveness of an equipment or subassembly enclo-
sure is a complex function of a number of parameters, the most notable
of these being the f-equency and impedance of the impinging wave, the
intrinsic characteristics of the shielding materials, and the number
and shapes of shield disoontinuities. The bibliography at the end
of this section identifies sources for the theoretical aspects of shielding,
as well as detailed engineering design techniques. The material which
follows is primarily an overview of good design practices rather than
detailed design information.

30.1.2 SHIELDING NATERIALS.

30.1.2.1 SOLID MATERIALS. Interference signal attenuation by a solid
shield is due to two distinct effects: (1) reflection of the interfer-
ence wave at the air-metal boundary as the wave strikes the metal surface,
and reflection at the metal-air boundary as the interference wave emerges
from the metal shield; and (2) absorption of the interference wave
in passing through the metal shield between the two boundaries. The
first loss is generally called Reflection Loss and the second is called
Penetration or Absorption Loss. The combined loss due to these two
effects is the shielding effectiveness of the shield.

It is convenient to separate the initial reflections from both
surfaces of the shield from subsequent reflections that may take place
at these surfaces. These effects are called the Single Reflectioh
Loss and Multiple Reflection Correction Term, respectively. Under

S) circumstances where the absorption loss is greater than about 15 dB,
the multiple reflection term can be ignored.

Using transmission line theory, the Shielding Effectiveness,
S, of solid shielding materials is defined as:

S = A + R + B, (G-1)

where:

A = Penetration or Absorption Loss by the material, in dE,

R = Single Reflection Loss from both surfaces of the sheet,
in dB, and

B = Multiple Reflection Correction Term, in dB.

Magnetic shielding depends primarily on absorption losses, since
reflection losses for magnetic fields are small for most materials.
Electric fields are readily stopped by metal shields because large
reflection losses are easily obtained. The penetration (absorption)
loss, which is essentially independent of wave impedance, is the same
for electric and magnetic fields.

The ahorption loss, s I ngle reflection loss, and multiple reflec-
t1 .on correction tp-ms can be described by relatioýnships involving the
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shield thickness, material conductivity (g r) and permeability (V r)

relative to copper, and frequency. For a given material, absorption
loss in dB at a specific frequency is a linear function of material
thickness. The characteristics of the material that influence this
loss are its conductivity and permeability.

The single reflection loss term depends upon the degree of mis-
match between the impedance of the air medium and the impedance of
the shield. The impedance of the impinging wave is given by the ratio
of its electric to magnetic field strength in space in the vicinity
of the shield. The impedance of the shield is a complex function of
the shield electrical parameters, shield thickness, and frequency of
interest; in general, it is low for good conductivity shields and high
for shields that have high permeability.

In order that the reflected wave be as large as possible, or
that the reflection loss be high, the shielding sheet should have an
impedance that is either very much greater than the wave impedance
or very much less. In shielding against plane waves, it is more prac-
tical to establish a mismatch by using shield materinl having a very
low impedance than it is to use very high impedance material.

The multiple reflection correction term is a complex function
of material, dimensional, and frequency parameters. As indicated pre-
viously, the multiple reflection correction term way be neglected if
the absorption loss exceeds 15 dB. If the absorption loss is less
than 15 dB, the correction must be determined.

30.1.2.2 NON-SOLID MATERIALS. Leakage through the openings in metal
shields has been studied using transmission line theory. Based on
these studies, the Shielding Effectiveness, S, of non-solid shielding
materials has been defined as:

S a Aa + Ra + Ba + K1 + K2 + K3 , (G-2)

where:

A a The Attenuation introduced by a particular discontinuity,
in dB,

R a The Aperture Single Reflection Loss, in dB,

B a The Multiple Reflection Correction Term, in dB,a

K1  A correction term to take into account the number of like
discontinuities,

K2 t A low-frequency correction term to take into account skin
depth, and

K3 = A correction term to take into account coupling between
adjacent holes.
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The first three terms in Equation G-2 generally correspond
to the three terms of Equation G-1, while the last three terms encom-
pass other factors that need not be considered for solid sheets. The
number of discontinuities correction term, K1, is employed when the

source is located a large distance from the shield relative to the
aperture spacing in the shield. This term can be ignored for sources
close to the shield. The skin depth correction term, K2, serves to

reduce shielding effectiveness at low frequencies, when the skin depth
becomes comparable to the screening wire diameter or dimension between
apertures.

The adjacent hole coupling correction term, K3, accounts for

the fact that shielding efficiency is higher than expected when apertures
in a shield are closely spaced and the depth of the openings are small
compared to the aperture width. This is interpreted as the result
of coupling between adjacent holes, and becomes important for small
openings. Non-solid material shielding analysis is most appropriate
for single discontinuities or for identical and uniformly spaced aper-
turas (such as screens or perforated sheets), but can be extended to
somewhat more complex configurations as well.

30.1.3 SHIELDED ENCLOSURE DESIGN.

30.1.3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. In the design of a shielded enclo-
_ sure to provide a specified shielding effectiveness over a particular

frequency range, the designer has a number of options available to
him, and he is required to make a multitude of decisions concerned
with the selection of shielding materials, fabrication techniques,
cable and connector types, gasket types, etc. The information in the
following sections is intended to aid the designer in making these
decisions.

When much of the usefulness of shielding is due to reflection
loss, two or more layers of metal, separated by dielectric materials
and yielding multiple reflections, will provide greater shielding than
the same amount of metal in a single sheet. The separation of the
two layers of metal is necessary to provide for the additional discon-
tinuous surfaces.

Thin shielding utilizin3 coatings and thin-film shields have
been employed in a variety of ways, ranging from metallized component
packaging for protection against RF fields during shipping and storing,
to conductive glass, to vacuum deposited shields for microelectronics
applications. Since future integrated circuit packages may include
thin solid shields, some comments regarding such shields are considered
appropriate.

Thin shielding is loosely defined as shields whose thickness
is less than 1/4 wavelength at the propagation velocity of the shield
material. Solid shielding theory is applicable to thin-film shields.
For shields much thinner than . /4, the Absorption Loss is very small,
but the Multiple Reflection Correction Term is fai-ly large and negative,
thus offsetting a portion of the Single Reflection Loss. The implication
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of the negative term is that the various reflections have additive
phase relationships, And thus reduce the effectiveness of the shield.
The shield effectiveness Is essentially independent of frequency.

When the shield thickness exceeds /!4, the Multiple Reflection
Term becomes negligible, and there is no offsetting effect to the ýther
losses. Thus, the material shielding effectiveness increases, and
is frequency dependert.

Table 0-1 provides representative calculations of the shielding
effectiveness of thin-film copper for different thicknesses and frequen-
cies. One-quarter wavelength In copper is approximately 32500 A (3.25

x 10"4 oentimeters) at 1 OHz, and it can be seen that shield effective-
ness changes sipnificantly above this thickness.

There are many applications in which the shield cannot be made
of a solid material but must be made of a transparent or perforated
material. Examples of these are covers for meters and gauges, which
must be read through the shield, and apertures for vsntilation or circuit
adjustment. Woven materials such as wire mesh can be used over instru-
ments and perforated materials or honeycomb panels can be used for
ventilation or where circuit adjnstment capabilities are required.

For perforated sheets, the fewer and smaller the holes the better
the shielding effectiveness. For woven wire mesh, the larger the wire
size and the greater the density, or wires per square inch, the better
the shielding effectiveness. Table G-2 shows the measured shielding
effectiveness of two common types of woven wire mesh for radiated fields.

TABLE 0-1

CALCULATED VALUES OF COPPER THIN-FILM SHIELDING
EFFECTIVNERS AGAINST PLANE-WAVE ENERGY

Shield Thickness 1050 A 12500 A 21960 A 219600 A

Frequency 1MHz 1GHz 1MHz 1 GHz 1 MHz 1GHz 1 MHz 1GHz

Absorption Loss, A .014 .44 .16 5.2 .29 9.2 2.9 92

Single Reflection 109 79 109 79 109 79 109 79
Loss, R

Multiple Reflection -47 -17 -26 -. 6 -21 .6 -3.5 0
Correction Term, B

Shielding 62 62 83 84 88 90 108 171
Effectiveness, S
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TABLE G-2

WIRE MESH: RADIATED FIELD ATTENUATION VS. FREQUENCY

Copper Galraalaed Steel

Frequency 18 x 18 22 x 22 22 x 22 26 x 26(M•z) (W~reasl~n) ('ires in2T) M•r'e;l/n Muresihnz)

Attenuation (dB) Attenuation (dU)

0.01 103.6 109.1 137.7 143.9
0.03 104.7 110.2 135.4 141.6
0.06 105.4 110.2 132.1 138.3
0.1 105.4 113.6 129.1 135.3
0.3 105.0 110.5 120.8 127.0
0.6 103.4 108.9 115.1 121.3
1 101.3 106.8 110.8 117.0
3 94.5 100.0 101.4 107.6
6 89.3 94.8 95.4 101.6

10 85.1 90.6 91.0 97.2
30 75.8 81.3 81.4 87.6
60 69.9 75.4 75.4 81.6

100 65.6 71.0 71.0 77.2
300 55.9 61.4 61.4 67.6
600 49.9 55.4 55.4 61.6

1,000 45.5 51.0 51.0 57.2
3,000 35.9 41.4 41.4 47.6
6,000 29.9 35.4 35.4 41.6

10,000 25.5 31.0 31.0 37.2

The calculated shielding effectiveness of wire grids as a function
of wire-diameter-to-wire-spacing ratio is shown in Figure G-2. The
family of curves covers the wavelength-to-wire spacing ratio range
from 10 to 10,000. The percentage transmission of IR and visible light
as a function of the wire-diameter-to-wire-spacing is also shown in
the figure.

Honeycomb panels are formed as a series of cylindrical, rectangu-
lar, or hexagonal tubular openings. Each individual opening acts as
a wavegude-below-cutoff attenuator. The depth of the aperture deter-
mines the amount of attenuation realized, and the diameter of the indi-
vidual openings determines the cutoff frequency. The shielding effec-
tiveness of a hexagonal honeycomb with 0.317-cm openings and 1.27-cm
long is shown f'n Table G-3.. 1
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TABLE 0-3

SHIELDINO BIECTzVYSN OF HEXAGONAL HONRYCONB
MADE OF STEEL, WITH 0.317-C0 OPEUXUOS, 1.27-01 LONG

Frequency Shielding Effectiveness

100 kHz 45 dB

50 MHz 51 dB

100 lMz 57 dB

400 MHz 56 dB

2200 MHz 47 dB

30.1.3.2 DESIGN PRACTICES. An ideal shielded enclosure would be
one of seamless construction with no openings or discontinuities.
However, any practical enclosure will have seams to facilitate installing
the system circuitry In the enclosure and will have apertures and pene-
trations for ventilation and entry of wire, cable, controls, meter
faces, etc. Since each of these discontinuities represents a potential
degradation of the shielding effectiveness of the enclosure, the seleo-
tion and implementation of techniques to provide shielding Integrity
at these interfaces are important factors in the design of the shielded
enclosure. Figure G-3 illustrates some of these interfaces and proper
and improper techniques to maintain the shielding integrity at the
apertures and penetrations.

In the design and fabrication of the basic shielded enclosure
shell, the number of seams and openings should be kept to a minimum.
Where possible, all permanent seams should be welded, brazed, or soldered
such that the joint Is continuous. However, satisfacory results may
he obtained utilizing closely spaced rivets or spot welding if sufficlent
care Is taken in the preparation of the mating surfaces and the instal-
lation of the fastening devices. To ensure satisfactory bonding at
the seams of the enclosure, the bonding design practices recommended
!n Section 30.3 should be observed.

Considerable shielding improvement over direct metal-to-metal
mating of shields used as temporary bonds can be obtained using flexible,
resilient, electrically conductive gaskets placed beween shielding
surfaces to be joined.. Clean conductive mating surfaces and a good. ) ~ pressure contact are necessary.
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The major material requirements for RF gaskets include compati-
bility with the mating surfaces, corrosioh resistance, appropriate
electrical propeties, resilience (particularly when repeated compres-
sion and decompression of the gasket is expected), mechanical wear,
and ability to form into the desired shape. On this basis, monel and
silver-plated brass are generally the preferred materials, with aluminum
used only for gaaketing between two aluminum surfaces. Bryllium-oopper
contact fingers are usually employed, with a variety of platings avail-
able. Mumetal and Permalloy are commonly used when magnetic shielding
effectiveness is of concern.

For applications requiring moisture/pressure sealing as well
as RF shielding, combination rubber-metal seals are available. These
include metal mesh bonded to neoprene or silicone, aluminum screen
impregnated with neoprene, oriented wires in silicone, conductive adhe-
sives and sealants, and conductive rubber. The advantage and limitations
of these, as well as non-sealing RF gaskets, are summarized in Table
G-4.

Silver-filled silicone rubber gaskets can be obtained in sheet,
die-cut, molded, or extruded form. The most popular and most economical
of these types is the extrusion. Figure G-4 shows typical extruded
shapes and indicates recommended deflection limits for various shapes
and sizes. Comments made above concerning thickness, shape and mounting
methods for wire mesh gaskets also apply to conductive rubber gaskets.

Shielding effectiveness of silver-filled (or silver-plated,
copper-filled) silicones is especially high between 15 kHz and 10 GHz.
Plane wave attenuation often improves with higher closure force, espe-
cially for die-cut gaskets. Best results are achieved with molded
or extruded cross sections held in grooves.

DO, eion Die Deflection H Deflection T Defeoction A

.W7 - .018 .070 .006 - .012 .068 .W1 - .002 .020 .026 - .080 .200

.010- .026 .103 .006-.016 .089 .001 - .003 .032 .030- .126 .250

.013-.031 .126 .012- .024 .131 .003- 006 .062 076- .260 .360

.014-.035 .130 .014- .029 .156 03 - .000 .03
.016-.032 .175

Figure G-4. Gasket Deflection Limits (in inches). [G-1]
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TABLi G-4

CHAMCTERISTICS OF CONDUCTIVE GASKETING MATERIALS

material Chief Advantages Chief Lialtatilung

Compressed Most resilient all-metal task- Not available in
knitted wire ket (low flange pressure seaet (certain in-

required). Most points of con- tricate shapes
tact. Avalluble in variety difficult to make).

of thicknesses and resillon- Must be 0.040 in.
ties, and in combination with or thicker. Sub-
meoprene and silicone. Jectto tospres-

alon set.

Brass or best bresak-thruugh of corros- Not truly teehl-
beryllium copper sio" protection films, tent or generally
vith punctured reusable.
naol holes

Oriented Vires Combines fluid and RI seal. Might require wider
in rubber Can be effective against cor- or thicker size gas-
silicone rosion films if ends of wires ket for same

are sharp. effectiveness.
ef fectiveness ta'

dueee with mechani-
cal use.

Aluminum screen Combines fluid and conductive Very low resiliency
impregnated with seal. Thinnest gasket. Can (high flange pres-
neoprene be cut to intricate shapes. sure required).

Soft metals Cheapest in small sizes. Cold flows, lcow
resiliency.

Metal over Takes advantage of the resil- Foil cracks or
rubber lency of rubber. shifts pcsition.

Generally low In-
sertion loss yield-
ing poor RI
properties.

Conductive Rubber Combines fluid and conductive Provides moderate
(carbon filled) seal. insertion loss.

Conductive Rubber Combines fluid and RY oeal. "ot as effective as
(silver filled) Excellent resilience with low metal in magnetic

compression act. Reusable. fields. hay require
Available in any shape or salt spray erviron-
cross section. mental protection.

Contact.fingers leet suited for sliding con- Easily damaged.
tact. raw points of con-

tact.
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Metal Mesh gaskets may be held in place by sidewall friction,
by soldering, by adhesive, or by positioning in a slot or on a shoulder.
Soldering must be controlled carefully to prevent its soaking into
the gasket and destroying gasket resiliency. Adhesives (particularly
nonconductive adhesives) should not be applied to gasket surfaces that
mate for RF shielding purposes; auxiliary tabs should be used.

Typical gasket pressures for obtaining effective seals range
from 5-100 psi. A usual pressure is 20 psi. Various ways in which
wire mesh gaskets may be used are shown in Figure G-5.

Zn many cases, shielding screens introduce excessive air resis-
tance and sometimes greater shielding effectiveness may be needed than
they can provide. In such oases, openings may be covered with specially
designed ventilation panels (such as honeycomb) with openings that
operate on the waveguide-below-cutoff principle. Honeycomb-type venti-
lation panels In place of screening:

(a) Allow higher attenuation than can be obtained with mesh screening
over a specified frequency range,

(b) Allow more air to flow without pressure drop for the same diameter
opening,

(c) Cannot be damaged as easily as the mesh screen, and are therefore
"more reliable,

(d) Are less subject to deterioration by oxidation and exposure.

_L -._•

*Figure G-5. Representative Applications of Wire Mesh Gaskets. [G-l]
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All non-solid shielding materials, such as perforated metal,
fine mesh copper screening, and metal honeycomb, present an impedanoc
to air flow. Metal honeycomb is the beat of these materials because
it enables very high eleotrilý field attenuations to be obtained through
the microwave band with negligible drops in air pressure. However,
honeycomb has the disadvantages of occupying greater volume and costing
more than screening or pe-forated metal. Also, it is often difficult
to apply honeycomb paneling because flush mounting is required. Thus,
screening and perforated sheet stock sometimes find application for
purely physical design reasons.

Openings that must accommodate control shafts may be shielded
in one of several ways. A waveguide attenuator may be used around
the panel opening as long as the shaft within the guide is nonconducting.
Alternatively, the portion of the control that is behind the panel
may be shielded to separate the control from the remainder of the equip-
ment, and the control leads filtered.

Often it is necessary to provide RF shielding over pilot-light
bulbs, digital display faces, meter faces, or similar devices that
must be observed by the equipment user. The alternatives available
include:

(a) Use of a waveguide attenuator,

(b) Use of screening material,

(c) Providing a shield behind the assembly of concern, and filtering
all leads to the assembly, and

(d) Use of conducting glass.

A wavegulde attenuator is a practical approach for RF shielding
of lamps. This technique has the advantage of not introducing light
transmission loss. However, it is not particularly suitable for most
meter openings or larger apertures because of the space requirements
involved.

Use of screens over meter faces and other large apertures has
often been employed for shielding purposes. A typical screen introduces
a minimum of 15-20% optical loss, and can create difficulties in reading
meters. If the device being shielded has a scale, bothersome zoning
patterns can result. However, these potential deficiencies are counter-
balanced by good shielding efficiencies at a fairly low cost.

Figure G-6 illustrates one method of mounting such screens when
they are not incorporated directly into the device to be shielded.
The screen may be imbedded in the center of a single pane of acrylic,
or incorporated into a glass sandwich. It should be tinned or otherwise
bonded around its periphery to achieve good mating to the metallic
plate. A variety of screen materials are available. Slight variations
in the dimensions of the mesh openings are made to reduce the meter-
reading and zoning problems.
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, REMOVE PAINT. ETC.
WEAPON HOUSING FROM EDGE OF HOLE

0 MOLDED RF GASKET
- •COPPER SCREEN (TINNED AT

EDGES TO PREVENT FRAYING)
METALLIC PLATE (FILMS REMOVED
FROM INSIDE SURFACE)

MOUNTN 8CEW

figure G-6. Method of Mounting Wire Screen Over a Large Aperture.. [G-l]

0 Two approaches can be employed when shielding a mfter assembly.
These approaches are shown in Figure G-7. One method, when the meter
involved is essentially an off-the-shelf item, is to build a supplemen-
tary enclosure and to pass the meter leads through reed-through capaci-
tors or other appropriate filters to eliminate interference that may
have been picked up through the meter face. The other method is to
p-ocure a meter whose back can be used in place of a supplementary
shield, and one which incorporates the necessary lead filtering. In
either case, it is assumed that external fields will not cause adverse
effects to the operation of the meter itself. Glass coating with con-
ducting material such as silver can provide shielding across viewing
surfaces with some loss in light transmission. Conductive glass is
commercially available from a number of glass manufacturers.

30.1.4 CABLE MD COUNMTOR SHIELDMNG.

30.1.4.1 TYT OF SIELDED CALL. Unshielded and unfiltered conduc-
tors which are exposed to the interference environment and penetrate
the shielded enclosure may completely negate the shielding effectiveness
of the enclosure. Therefore, it is necessary to shield and/or filter
all conductors which penetrate the shielded enclosure.

There are several mett..ods for sh4 eldlng cables. These include:
'IN braid; (2) flexible conduit; (3) rigid conduit; and (4) spirally
wound shields of high permeability materials.

-re4d is used for cable shielding in applications where the
sh.eld cannot be made ofe solil material. Ad,,-nt~pes are ease of handling
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RGLASS CONDUCTIVE
FEED-THRU FAEGLASS
CAPACITORS EMI PROOF OR

NON-EMI PROOF METER CASE WIRE-MESH
METER CASE

SHIELD

'ANEL•

PANEL 

PANEL

Figure G-7. Meter Shielding Techniquen. [G-6)

in cable makeup and lightness in weight. However, it must be remembered
that for radiated fields, the shielding effectiveness of woven or braided
materials decreases with increasing frequency and the shielding effec-
tiveness increases with the density of the weave.

Conduit, either solid or flexible, may also be used to shield
system cables and wiring from the RF environment. The shielding effeo-
tiveness of solid conduit is the same, for RF purposes, as that or
a solid sheet of the same thickness and material. Linked armor or
flexible conduit may provide effective shielding at lower frequencies,
but at higher frequencies the openings between individual links can
take on slot-antenna characteristics, seriously degrading the shielding
effectiveness. If linked armor conduit is required, all internal wiring
should be individually shielded. Degradation of shielding conduit
is usually not because of insufficient shielding properties of the
conduit material but rather the result of discontinuities in the cable.
These discontinuities usually result from splicing or improper termina-
tion of the shield.

The principal types of shielded cables that are available include
shielded single wire, shielded multiconductor, shielded twisted pair,
and coaxial. Cables are also available in both single and multiple
shields in many different forms and with a variety of physical charac-
teristics.

Data on. the shielding effectiveness of cables is not readily
available. The lack of data is primarily due to the fact that there
is no standardized procedure for collecting such information, and because
a large number of parameters (some of them external to the cable itself)
influence the particular performance of a cable. These parameters
Ink'lude termination impedances, impinging signal direction and impedance,
cable length relative to the interference signal frequency, the particular
connectors employed, flexing requirement, and others.
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The general characteristics of four classes of shielded cables
are identified In Table 0-5. The classes include rigid and flexible
cond-It, foil-wrapped cable, and braided shielded cable. As indicated
previously, shielding effectiveness in most cabling applications is
dependent on the percentage coverage of the cable provided by the shield,

3C.'14.2 SHIELD TERKINATIOWS. If the effectiveness of a shield is
to be maintained, the cable shield must be properly terminated. In
an otherwise adequately shielded system, RF currents that are conducted
along shields can be coupled to the system wiring from the point of
an improper cable termination. This is a particularly important consid-
eration in the case of cable exposed to high power RF fields.

In a properly terminated shield, the entire periphery of the
shield is grounded to a low impedance reference, minimizing any RF
potentials at the surface of the termination. Solder is undesirable
in terminating RF coaxial cables because: (1) too much solder increases
the center conductor diameter, thus increasing shunt capacitance; and
(2) too little solder decreases the current path, thus increasing series
inductance. Specification MIL-E-45782B recommends against use of soldering
to terminate shields because of the danger of damaging conductor insulation,
and suggests a variety of termination methods, all involving crimping
opera,'ons. A frequently used method of shield termination is illustrated
in Figure G-8. In this arrangement, the cable shield is flared so
that tt extends over the rear portion of the sleeve, and the crimp
ring -s slid into place over the sleeve. A crimping tool is then used
to crimp the crimp ring onto the sleeve.

TABLE G-5
COMPARISON OF SHIELDED CABLES

Copper Flexible
Braid Foil Conduit Conduit

Shield Effectiveness Good Excellent 1  Excellent Good
(audio frequency)
Shield Effectiveness Good Excellent 1  Excellent Poor

(radio frequency)

Normal Z of Coverage 60-95% 100% 1001 90-97%

Fatigue Life Good Fair Poor Fair

Tensile Strength Excellent Poor Excellent Fair
1may lcse its effectiveness when flexed.
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An alternative to crimping is shown in Figure 0-9. The shield
is placed through the ground ring and flared over and around the ring,
and may be secured to the ring with a spot tie (aee detail in Figure
0-9). The ground ring is then slid into the rear of the sleeve, which
has a tapered base. Tightening the cable clamp onto the end of the
sleeve assures positive 3600 grounding of the shield, and provides
a strain relief for the cable.

The use of silver epoxy or other synthetic conducting material
has been found to be unacceptable for shield bonding b"ause of lack
of mechanical strength necessary for this application.

Figure 0-10 illustrates the type of connector that should be
used when a shielded cable assembly contains individual shielded wires.
The practice of pigtailing these shields and connecting them to one
of the pins is not recommended. The individual shields should be con-
nected to coaxial pins specifically adapted for this purpose, with
the shields of the mating surfaces making contact before the pins.

RF arcing problems can occur in a shield that is adequate at
audio frequencies. Induced RF currents can be conducted along cable
shields and coupled to the system wiring at points of incorrect cable
shield termination. RF potentials at the termination can be minimized
by grounding the entire periphery to a low-impedance reference.

30.1.4.3 FIBER OPTICS. In recent years, there has been a signifi-
cant increase in the use of fiber optics (optical waveguides) as a
replacement for conventional cables. Fiber optics offer significant
performance and operational advantages over conventional cables such
as wide bandwidths, low cost, and freedom from conventional transmission
line problems such as standing waves, and the dependence of transmis-
sion loss upon frequency.

Fiber optics also offer significant advantages over conventional
cables in terms of their EMC/EMI properties, particularly in terms
of their immunity to the coupling of undesired signals. When exposed
to a radiated environment, a fiber optics link will be esentially trans-
parent to signals in the environment. Hence, fiber optics offer an
attractive alternative to the use of shielded cables for the prevention
of signal coupling.

Since the link is transparent to the incident EMR environment,
the coupling of undesired signals to the link (which might occur with
conventional cables, even if well-shielded) will not be a problem.
Even though the fiber optics link itself will not serve as a source
of EMR signals, the entry of the link into the subsystems must be appro-
priately treated to eliminate apertures through whi !h undesircd signals
might enter. In most cases, a wave-guide-below-cutoff-treatment of
the aperture should be sufficient to eliminate signal entry.
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WIRE SEAL RING

CONNECTOR /SLEEV

SHIELD

Figure G-8. Shield Termination Using Crimping. [G-11

. . , 1.

qLEEVESHIELD\CBL CLAMP
IRE SEAL RINGG \-GROUND RING

SLEEVE SPOT TIE
~~OPTIONAL

DETAIL

TERMINATION FOR INDIVIDUAL
OR OVERALL SHIELDING

Figure G-9. Shiel.d Termination Using Threaded Asseubly. IG-l
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SPRING
SHIELDED FINGERS RECESSED
CONDUCTOR CONTACTS

UNSHIELDED CONDUCTOR

Figure G-1O. Connector for Shield Within a Shield. [G-l1

30.1.5 COMPOSITE MATflIALS. Fiber reinforced laminates or composites
are increasingly being used for the design of system enclosures. Compo-
site materials offer the mechanical advantage of high strength and
rigidity coupled with significant weight savings. Thus, the use of
composite materials in place of metal for structure designs can improve
system performance in terms of such factors as mission range, speed,
and payload.

One area of concern which must be addressed when composite mater-
ials sre used for the structure or framework of a system is the shield-
ing effectiveness of the materials. Generally, composite materials
will not provide the degree of shielding that can be obtained with
metallic structures. Thus, if system enclosures (outer shell, inner
enclosures, etc.) are to be constructed using composite materials,
care must be taken to ensure that the required system hardening is
not compromised.

Depending upon the system hardening requirement, the use of
composite rather than metallic material for structure or enclosure
construction may impose more stringent hardening requirements on compo-
nents, circuitry, or subsystems which are internal to the enclosure. If
the external enclosure does not provide sufficient shielding to protect
internal components and circuits from the EMR environment, then inter-
nal metallic shields around these components and circuits and/or other
internal hardening techniques will be required. The capability for
ac'4eving the required hardening under this approach as well as possible'
ccst penalties involved must be weighed against the performance advanta-
ges gained through the use of composites.

The state-of-the-art of the EM properties of composite materials
is quite limited. Although investigations of these properties are
underway by various military and industrial organizations, well-documented
design information is not yet available for use in evaluating the appli-
cation of composite materials from an EMP hardness viewpoint. Until
"es'gn data on composites becomes available and is reduced to practice,
any system design which employs composite materials must be accompanied
by a prograr to assess the EM impact of the design. References C-51
through G-66 of Section 40 identify material which will be helpful
In such a program.
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30.1.6 SMMAR OF WIELDINO OGUID)LIN3. The following represent
the major considerations in the design bf an equipment shielded enclo-
sure:

(a) Good conductors such as copper, aluminum, and magnesium should
be used for high-frequency, electric-field shields to obtain
the highest reflection loss.

(b) Magnetic materials such as Iron and Mumetal should be used for
low-frequency, magnetic-field shields to obtain the highest
penetration loss.

(W) Any shielding material strong enough to support itself will
usually be thick enough for shielding electric fields at any
frequency.

(d) In the case of thin-film shields, the effectiveness of the shield
is fairly constant for material thicknesses below X/4, and in-
creases markedly above that thickness.

(e) Multiple shields (for both enclosures and cables) can provide
both higher shield effectiveness and extended shielding frequency
range. Cost considerations will probably be the deciding factor
between use of multiple shields and using other means of achiev-
ing EM compatibility, although factors such as reduced cable
flexibility with double braids may be decisive.

(f) All openings or discontinuities should be treated in the design
process, to assure minimum reduction in shield effectiveness.
Particular attention should be paid to the selection of mater-
Ials that are not only suitable from the shielding standpoint,
but from the electrochemical corrosion viewpoint as well.

(g) When other aspects of system design will permit, continuous
butt or. lap weld seams are most desirable. The important consid-
eration is to get intimate contact between mating surfaces over
as much of the seam surfaces as possible.

(h) Surfaces to be mated must be clean and free from nonconducting
finishes unless the bonding process positively and effectively
cuts through the finish. When shielding and finishing specifica-
tions conflict, it is important that the finishing requirement
be modified.

(1) "he critical factors in cable shielding are ihield coverage
"unJer opertslonal cable flexing conditions, and cable shield
terminatioi, ;,t the connector. A minimum of 94% shield coverage
is recommended for these applications. Shields should be periph-
erally bonded to connector back shells to maintain shielding
effectiveness at mating surfaces.

(j) Conductive gaskets and spring fingers, waveguide attenuators,
screens and louvers, and conducting glass are the major devices
and mechanisms available for maintaining enclosure shield effec-
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tiveness. Many factors in addition to shielding capabilities
per so, ranging from space availability to cost, and from air
circulation requirements to visibility factors, will affect
the particular methods employed in particular situations.

30.2 FILT•RING.

30.2.1 INTRODUCTION. In the design of an equipment shielded enclo-
sure which is to protect a system's circuits from an interference envi-
ronment, it is important that any wire or cable which will be exposed
to the interference environment and penetrates the shielded enclosure
be filtered to naintain the integrity of the shielding effectiveness
of the enclosure. In addition, the designer should consider including
filters in circuit designs and/or interconnecting wiring designs to
prevent interfering signals from being conducted through the system
circuits.

The purpose of this section is to provide the designer with
general filter information which will be useful in the selection and
application of filters for EMI hardening purposes. A comprehensive
discussion of filter design techniques is considered beyond the scope
of this handbook. If this type information is required, it is avail-
able in a number of documents listed in the bibliography at the end
of this section. The emphasis in this section is to make the designer
aware of the types of filter available, how these filters may be applied
to EMI problems, and the parameters which must be considered in specify-
ing a filter for a particular application.

30.2.2 FILTER TYPES AND APPLICATIONS. An electrical filter can be
defined as a network of lumped or distributed constant elements (capaci-
tors, inductors, and resistors, or their equivalent) that permits the
transmission of signals at some frequencies and impedes the transmis-
sion of signals at other frequencies. The passband of a filter is
the frequency range in which there is little or no attenuation. The
stopband is the frequency range in which attenuation is desired.

Filters are divided into four basic classes according to the
relative positions of the passbands and stopbands in the frequency
spectrum. The four basic classes of filters are low-pass, high-pass,
bandpass, and band-reject. The attenuation as a function of frequency
for each of the classes is illustrated in Figure 0-11.

A low-pass filter (illustrated in Figure G-11A) passes all fre-
quencies below its cutoff frequency (f C) and theoretically attenuates

all frequencies above the cutoff frequency. This type filter is used
extensively in EMI control applications. Power line filters are low-
pass type filters which pass do or ac power frequencies without signifi-
cant power loss while attenuating signals above these frequencies.
In addition, low-pass filters arr usel on control and signal lines
where all interference 1'requencies are above the desired signal frequen-
ci es.

A high-pass filter (Figure G-1lB) passes all frequencies above
its cut-off frequency and attenuates all frequencies below the cutoff
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Figure G-11. The Four Basic Classes of Filters.
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frequency. HWgh-pass filters are. used on lines where all or the inter-
ference frequencies are lower than the desired signal frequencies.
In particular, such filters are used to remove ac power lint frequen-
cies from signal channels.

A bandpass filter (Figure G-1iC) passes all frequencies between

a lower cutoff frequency (fel) and an upper cutoff frequency (f o2)

and attenuates all frequencies below f0 1 and above fc2' This type

filter is used in oases where interference frequencies are both lower
and higher than the desired signal frequencies.

A band-reject filter (Figure G-lID) attenuates all frequencies
between a lower cutoff frequency (fell and an upper cutoff frequency

(fC 2 ) and passes all frequencies below f0 1 and above f0 2 " This type

filter is used where the interference or undesired signals are within
a restricted frequency range and the desired signal frequencies may
be located over a considerable frequency range both above and below
the undesired signal band.

Filters are also classified according to the manner by which
attenuation is achieved. Reactive, or loasless, filters provide attenu-
ation of unwanted signals by reflecting energy back to the source.
Absorptive, or lossy, filters attenuate unwanted signals by converting
them to heat in a lossy dielecric or in a thin layer of resistance
material.

There are two factors which significantly affect the effective-
ness of reactive, or reflective, type filters. These factors become
extremely important in applications where the filters are required
to exhibit either passband or stopband characteristics over extremely
wide frequency ranges (for example, a low-pass interference suppression
filter which is required to attenuate interference frequencies over
the frequency range from 1 MHz to 18 GHz). In order for a reflective
type filter to exhibit the design or specified bandpass and stopband
characteristics, it is necessary that both the input and output termi-
nals of the filter be terminated with the design impedances of the
filter. It is important to note that these matched impedance conditions
must be satisfied over the entire stopband region as well as the pass-
band region if the specified attenuation is to be realized. In cases
where the desired stopband (or passband in the case of a high-pass
or band-reject filter) covers several octaves or decades of frequency
range and extends into the microwave frequency range, it is extremely
difficult (if not impossible) to maintain the matched impedance condi-
tions (even if they are known). In addition, for some appliations
such as power line filtering, the source, or input, impedance is prob-
ably unknown and may vary drastically with frequency. Under these
conditions, It should be realized that the performance of the filter
will differ from the design specifications. A second factor to be
considered with reflective type filters is the fact that they will
exhibit spurious resonances which will degrade the stopband or passband
characteristics where the bands extend over the large frequency ranges
of several octaves. These spuriou3 resonances result from the stray,
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or parasitic, reactance associated with lumped element filters and
from the inherent periodicity in transmission line filters. The effects
of these spurious responses on the attenuation characteristics of a
lumped element filter and a transmission line filter are Illustrated
in Figures 0-12 and 0-13 respectively.

It is apparent from the discussions above that the use of reflec-
tive, or low loss, filters in applications requiring either stopband
or pasaband characteristics over very broad frequency ranges extending
into the microwave frequency range may result in the performance of
the filters being significantly different from the -design speOcfiCations.
These deviations of performance from design specifications result from
an inability to maintain an impedance match at the input and output
terminal* of the filters and/or spurious resonances of the filters
within the frequency range of interest. In most cases where reactive
filters are used in these applications, It will be necessary to perform
measurements to determine the characteristics of the filters after
they are installed.

The deficiencies of reflective type filters in EMI applications
led to the development of lossy, or dissipative, filters that take
advantage of the loss-versus-frequency characteristics of materials
such as ferrite compounds and carbonyl iron mixes. These materials
have the unique charactristic of low dc attenuation and good high fre-
quency attenuation over broad continuous frequency ranges. The attenua-
tion of the lossy filter is directly proportional to the distance that
the signal travels through the lossy material and is specified in terms
of dB per Megahertz per unit length. A significant feaure of dissipa-
tive filters is that they do not exhibit spurious passbands in the
stopband region. In addition, since the undesired energy is absorbed
in the lossy material of the filter, an impedance mismatch at the input
and/or the output terminals of the filter has no significant effect
on the attenuation characteristics of the filter. Typical attenuation
characteristics of a lossy filter are illustrated in Figure 0-14.
The filter becomes extremely lossy in the frequency range where either
electric or magnetic losses, or both, become large and increase rapidly
with frequency. Dissipative filters of this type are necessarily low-
pass; and a major application is general purpose power line filtering.

:n cases where more rapid attenuation slopes are required, a
hybrid Issipative-reflective filter can be utilized. With proper
design, the sharp cutoff characteristics of the reflective filter can
be realized while the dissipative features of the filter will eliminate
the spurious passbands in the stopband region and reduce the impedance
matching requirements for the filter. Typical attenuation characteris-
tics of a hybrid dissipative-reflective filter are shown in Figure
0-15.

Another concept of the lossy filter is the use of ferrite beads.
A ferrite bead slipped over a wire produces a single-turn RF choke
and exhibits low impedance at low frequencies and moderately hlgh imped-
ance over a wide high frequency range. Adding more or longer beads
provides additional series inductance and resistance in direct propor-
tion.
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Still another concept of losy filtering is available in filter-
pin connectors. In these type connectors, the filter is built into
the oable-pin assembly. Each filter-pin is configured as a f-type
connector through the use of loamy material surrounding the pin, and
shunt capacitors between the pin and the connector shell. Filter-pins
have been miniaturized to such small size that filter-pin connectors
are now available with as many as 128 pins. However, because the shunt
capacitance and series inductance that can be constructed in the pin are
limited, filters of this small type offer little attenuation below
about 1 MHz. In a 50 ohm system, the typical attenuation offered by
filter-pins is approximately 20 dB at 10 MHz and up to 80 dB at 100 MHz.

30.2.3 FILTIR IMSTALIATION AID HOUNTINO. In order to achieve the
desired results with filters, it is absolutely necessary to adhere
to certain guidelines with respect to the installation and mounting
of the filters. The RF impedance between the filter case and ground
must be made as low as possible. Otherwise, the filter insertion loss
may be seriously degraded at the higher frquencies. The preferred
contact between the filter case and ground is accomplished by a metal-
to-metal bond between the filter case and the shielded enclosure wall
or equipment chassis. In addition, effective separation between the
input and output wiring of the filter is mandatory to prevent radiation
from the input wiring to the output wiring from circumventing or degrad-
ing the effects of the filter. If complete isolation is effected be-
tween input and output, a filter insertion loss approaching the design
specification can be realized.

Where possible, the use of bulkhead mounted feed-through filters
is recommended since this configuration is optimum for establishing
a good RF bond between the filter case and ground and provides complete
isolation between the input and output terminals of the filter. In
cases where feedthrough filters are not used, it will probably be neces-
sary to provide additional compartmental shielding to isolate the input
and output terminals of the filters.

30.2.4 SPECIFYING FILTERS. In selecting or designing a filter for
a particular application, many parameters must be taken into account
if the filter is to be effective. The attenuation versus frequency
characteristic is obviously the primary factor that determines the
suitability of a filter for a particular application. However, other
electrical and mechanical requirements must be specified. These include
the following:

(a) Impedance Matching - The input and output impedances must be
specified to match the impedance of the line into which the
filter will be inserted. The impedance matching is particularly
critical for transmission lines, so that the filter does not
impair the normal operation of the equipment on both ends of
the line. In addition, care must be taken that the filters
to be used do not degrade the desired performance of circuits
within the system. This includes waveform distortion as well
as required impedance levels.
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S(b) Volta e Rating - The voltage rating of the filters must be speoi-

tied to assure that each filter is adequate for it particular
application. rhe filter voltage ratings must be sufficient

to Provide reliable operation under the extreme conditions expec-

ted. However, specifying a rating higher than required will
result in penalties in size, weight, and additional cost.

(c) Current Rating - The current rating of the filter should be

Specified for the maximu.m allowable continuous operation of
the circuit in which it is installed and should be consistent
with the current rating of the wire, components, circuit breakers
and fuses with which it will be used. A current rating higher
than required will add size, weight, and cost penalties.

(d) Voltage Drop - The maximum allowable voltage drop through the
filter should be specified. With the maximum current specified,
the voltage drop requirement specifies the maximum passband
insertion loss of the filter.

(e) Frequency - The relative frquencies and magnitudes of the desired
and undesired signals must be considered when specifying the
frequency characteristics of a filter. In general, the size,
weight, and cost of a filter rise rapidly as the attenuation
slope increases.

(f) Temperature - Filters must be able to withstand the environmen-
tal operating ranges of the equipment in which they are used.
The specified temperature range for the filters must include

both the extreme low and extreme high temperatures in which
the equipment will be required to operate.

(g) Size and Weight - In most cases, size and weight will be impor-
tant considerations in the selection of filters. Filter manufac-
turers are fairly flexible in being able to provide a wide choice
in the shape of a filter case, the method of mounting, and the
types of terminals and connectors.

30.2.5 SUMMTR OF FILTERING GOIDELIHES. The following represent
the major considerations in the selection and installation of filters:

(a) In the selection, procurement, or design of filters for various
applications in a system, the parameters of the filters should
be specified in accordance with Section 30.2.4.

(b) The RF impedance between the filter case and ground must be
made as low as possible. Otherwise, the filter insertion loss
may be seriously degraded at the higher frequencies. The pre-
ferred contact between filter case and ground is accomplished
by a metal-to-metal bond between the filter case and the shielded
enclosure wall or the equipment chassis.

(c) Complete isolation between the input and output wiring is manda-
tory to prevent radiation from the input wiring to the output
wiring from degrading the effects of the filter. The use of
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bulkhead mounted feed-through filters is recommended since
this oonfiguration is optimum for establishing a good RF bond
between the filter case and ground and provides complete isola-
tion between the input and output terminals of the filter.

30.3 BONDING.

30.3.1 INTRODUCTION. Bonding is the establishment of an electrical
union between two metal surfaces to provide a low impedance path between
them. This path may be between a ground reference and a component,
circuit, shield, or structural element. The purpose of the bond is
to establish an electrically homogeneous structure to prevent the devel-
opment of electrical potentials between individual metal surfaces which
can produce interference.

Good bonding within a system is essential for minimizing inter-
ferenoe. Some of the desirable characteristics of good bonding are
the following:

(a) Good bonding enables the design objectives of other methods
of interference suppression, such as shields and filters, to
be achieved.

(b) Good bonding minimizes the buildup of RF voltage differences.

(c) An adequate bond deters the buildup of static charges during
equipment operation.

There are two types of bonds: direct bonds where there is metal-
to-metal contact between the surfaces to be bonded, and indirect bonds
where the surfaces to be bonded cannot be placed in direct contact.

30.3.2 DIRECT BONDS. Direct bonds include both permanent and semi-
permanent metal-to-metal joints. Permanent joints made by welding,
brazing, sweating, and soldering are the best direct bonds. Semi-per-
manent joints of machined metal surfaces rigidly held together provide
excellent direct bonds, as long as the contact areas are clean prior
to assembly and the clamping pressure is applied in a manner to assure
that a constant pressure is maintained under stress and vibration condi-
tions. Joints that are press-fitted or joined by self-tapping or sheet
metal screws cannot be relied upon to provide a low impedance bond
at high frequencies. Direct bonds must always be made through continu-
ous contact to bare or conductively finished metals.

30.3.3 INDIRECT BONDS. An indirect bond is an intermediate electri-
cal conductor used to connect two isolated metal surfaces. It should
be noted that indirect bonds are only substitutes for direct bonds
and should be used only when direct bonds are not possible (such as
when motion is required between surfaces to be joined). Indirect bonds
are accomplished by means of bonding jumpers or bonding straps. Bond-
ing jumpers are short woven braid conductors for use in applications
where the interfering signal frequency is below a few megahertz. They
are generally used in low-frequency devices, and where the development
of static charges must be prevented. Bonding straps are preferably
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wide, 'Iat, thin, and short straps of .the same type of metal as the
two surfaces to be bonded. The bonding strap should provide large
contact areas and low RF impedance between the two surfaces to be bonded
over the frequency range of interest. The influence of the physical
characteristic of the bond strap is illustrated in Figure 0-16 where
the i=.edances of two bonding straps and a 20.32 cm length of No. 12
wire are shown plotted as a function of frequency. The relatively
high i--pedance at high frequencies illustrates that there is no adequa-
te substitute for direct metal-to-metal contact. A rule of thumb for
achieving minimum bond strap impedance is that the length-to-width
ratio ,:f the strap should be 5:1 or less. When an indirect bond is
absolutely necessary, the length should be made as short as possible.

Typical examples of direct and indirect bonds are shown in Figure
G-17 to lllustrate the variety of techniques that are employed to ob-
tain '-..w-impedance connections. Figure C-18 illustrates how an overlap
seam, accompanied by soldering or spot welding, can provide a relatively
effective bond. Many other examples are available in the literature,
partc-ularly in MIL-STD-1310B.

30.3.-J TEMPORARY BONDS. There are often occasions when good tempo-.
rary bonds must be obtained. Bolts, screws, or various types of clamp
and slide fasteners have been used for this purpose.

The same general requirements of clean and intimate contact
of mating surfaces and minimized electrolytic (cathodic) effects apply
to tem= -ary bonds as well. Positive locking mechanisms that ensure
consis~ent contact pressure over an extended period of time sould be
used. Zockwashers should be employed that can "bite into" metal sur-
faces and fasteners and maintain a low bonding resistance. Bolts,
nuts, ssrews, and washers that must be manufactured with material dif-
ferent from the surfaces to be bonded should be higher in the electromo-
tive series than the surfaces themselves, so that any material migra-
tion e'odes replaceable components.

A critical factor in temporary bonds (and in spot-welded perma-
nent bends as well) is the linear spacing of the fasteners or spot-
welds. Figure G-19 provides an indication of the sensitivity of this
parameter for a 1.27-cm aluminum lap joint. Data is taken at 20) MHz.
The sh-elding effectiveness shown at 2.54-cm spacing is about 12 dB
poorer than the identical configuration incorporating a 1.27-cm wide
monel :esh gasket; the effectiveness of 25.4-cm spacing is about 30
dB pocrer with the same gasket.

30.3.= SURFACE PREPARATION. Both direct and indirect bonding connec-
tions require metal-to-metal contact of bare surfaces. It is frequently
nece!sary to remove protective coatings to provide a satisfactory bond,
The a-na cleaned for bonding should be slightly larger than the area
to be :,nded. Immdiateiv prior to bonding, all chips, grease, or other
foreizn matter should be removed with a cleaning solution.

'A.fter bonding, the exposed areas should be refinished as soon
as possible. A suitable conductive coating should be used when remov-
able ::nonents must be provided with a protective finish.
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In bonding, the necessity for joining dissimilar metals is fre-
quently unavoidable. In such cases, galvanic oorrosicn becomes an
important consideration. Factors contributing to galvanic corrosion
are the relative closeness of the metals in the electromotive series
and the amount of moisture present.

Several methods can be employed for minimizing or preventing
corrosion and its adverse effects on bonding. One method is to use
metals low on the activity table, such as copper, lead, or, tin. Where
'he two metals to be joined are widely separated on the acivity table,
it is sometimes practical to use a plating such as cadmium or zinc.
Thin, bimetal plates, formed by mechanically bonding dissimilar metals
cold flowed together under high pressures, are sometimes used to inter-
connect two dissimilar metals. The possibility of galvanic and/or
electrolytic action necessitates extreme care in assembling joints
that serve as bonds. Surfaces should be absolutely dry before mating,
and should be held together under high pressure to minimize the possi-
bility of moisture entering the joints.

30.3.6 SUHHANY OF BONDING 0UIDELTIES. Some general guidelines to

obtaining good bonds are listed below:

(a) All mating surfaces must be cleaned before bonding.

(b) Direct metal-to-metal Joints between similar metals formed by
welling, s*,eating, or brazing represent the best bonds.

) All protective ooat 4 rgs having a conductivity less than that
of the metals being Lnine 4 must be removed from the contact
areas of the two masing !ufýces before the bond connection
is made.

(d) When protective coatings are necessary, the'! should bj so d:ignid
that they can be easily removed from mating surfaces prior t",
bonding. Since the mating of bare metal to bare metal is Essen-
tial for a satisfactory bond, a conflict may arise between the
bonding and finish specifications. From the viewpoint of shield-
ing effectiveness, it is preferable to remove the finish where
compromising of the bonding effectiveness would occur.

(e) Certain protective metal platings such as cadmium, tin, or sil-
ver need not, in general, be removed. Similarly, low-impedance
corrosion-resistant finishes suitable for aluminum alloys, such
as alodine, iridite, oakite, turoo and bonderite, may be retained.
Most other coatings, such as anodizing, are nonconductive and
would destroy the noncept of a bond offering a low-impedance
-adio-frequency path.

(f) Mating surfaces should be bonded immediately arter protecti'.e
coatings are removed to avoid oxidation. Refinishing after
bonding is acceptabie from the standroint of shielding. effective-
ness.
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(S) When two dissimilar metals must be bonded, metals that are close
to one another in the electrochemical series should be selected.

(h) Indir6ot bonds are only a substitute for direct bonds. Indirect
bonding conductors should be in strap form; broad in width,
thin, and as short as possible to provide low-impedance paths
at higher frequencies. The length-to-width of the bonding straps
should be less than 5:1.

(M) Bonds should provide good metal-to-metal contact over the entire
mating surfaces. The fastening method should exert sufficient
pressure to hold the surfaces in contact in the presence of
deforming stresses, shook, and vibrations.

(J) Where bonding requires the joining of two dissimilar metals,
special attention must be paid to the possibility of bond corro-
sion. Protection of the bond from moisture and other corrosive
effects must be provided where necessary.

(k) Soldering may be used to fill the resulting seam, but should
not be employed to provide bond strength.

(1) The most desirable bond is achieved through a continuous butt
or lap weld. Spot welding is less desirable because of the
tendency for buckling, and the possibility of corrosion occuring
between welds. Riveting or pinning is even less desirable because
of the greater susceptibility of bond degradation with wear.

(m) Any overlap seam, accompanied by soldering or spot welding pro-
vides a relatively effective bond. Other types of crimped seams
may be employed, so long as the crimping pressure is maintained.

30.4 GROUNDING.

30.4.1 INTRODUCTION. Grounding is the establishment of electrically
cnnductive paths between selected points in a system and some common
reference plane. The reference plane may be a chassis, a shielded
enclosure, or a structure with which the system is to operate. An
ideal grounding system would result in a system with a common potential
reference point anywhere in the system so that no undesired voltage
potentials would exist between any two points in the eystem. However,
because of the physical properties and electrical charactp-istics of
grounding materials, no grounding system is ideal and %' me
always exists between ground points within a system.

A good ground plane or reference is the foundation for obtaining
reliable, interference-free system operation. An ideal ground plane
would be a zero-potential, zero-impedance body that could be used as
a reference for all signals and power sourtces in the asnociated circui-
try, and to which any undesired signals could be transferred for their
elimination.
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* The extent, to which potentials in the ground system are minimized
and ground currents are reduced determines the effectiveness of the
ground 3ystem. A poor ground system will make it possible for spurious
voltages and currents to couple into circuits and subassemblies and
can: (1) degrade the shielding effectiveness of well-shielded units;
(2) bypass the advantages of' filters; and (3) result in EMI problems
that are difficult to isolate and resolve.

30.4.2 OROONDING TSUIQUES. There are three basic signal grournding
concepts that are frequently employed in electronic systems, as illus-
trated in Figure G-20. The approaches can be used separately or in
combination in a given system. They are:

(a) Floating ground system,

(b) Single-point grounding system, and

(c) Multiple-point grounding system.

IA) FLOATING GROUND

10| StNGLE:-POINR GROUND

IC) MULTIPLE-POINT GROUND

Figure G-20. Grounding Methods. [G-1]

30.-1.2.1 FLOATING GROUNDING SYSTEM. The floating ground system is
a methodo- f electrically isolating circuits or subassemblies from a
common r,'ýund plane or from any common wiring that might introduce
circulat'n_ currents. The effectiveness of a floating ground system
depends =. the degree of isolation that can be established and maintained
between 'he circuits of !nterest and other references.
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In many cases, complete isolation may be very difficult to achieve,
particularly at high frequencies. Also, certain hazards exist in the
use of floating ground systems, in that static charges or lightning
potentials may accumulate between the floating grounds and other refer-
ences such as the equipment enclosure or power line neutrals of nearby
structures.

Isolation transformers, optical isolators, and bandpass filters
are techniques commonly utilized to obtain the isolation required for
a floating ground system. This method is especially effective at audio
and low radio frequencies. However, for higher operating frequencies
or interference frequencies, the effectiveness of the technique dimin-
ishes due to coupling paths that bypass the isolation devices.

30.4.2.2 8NGL.Z-POIT GROUNDING SYSMT3. A single-point grounding
system Is one in which a single physical point in the circuitry is
defined as the ground reference point. All ground connections are
tied to this single point as illustrated in Figure G-20B. Under the
single-point grounding concept, the potentials existing at different
points on the ground plane and the currents circulating in the ground
plane do not affect the grounding of the individual circuits.

At high frequencies where the wavelengths invrlved approach
the length of the ground wires going to the uingle-point reference,
single-point ground systems are no longer practical. At these frequen-
cies, the ground wires become efficient antennas and the stray induc-
tance and capacitance associated with the ground wires prevent the
single-point reference from being realized.

30.4.2.3 MULTIPLE-POINT GROUNDING SYSTEM. A multiple-point ground-
ing system is a concept in which a ground plane is used instead of
individual return wires for each circuit as illustrated in Figure G-
20C. The ground plane may be a chassis, enclosure, or a ground bus
wire carried throughout a system.

The advantages of a multiple-point grounding concept are that
circuit construction is easier, the ground system wiring is significantly
reduced, and it is the only way to avoid standing-wave effects in the
ground system at high frequencies. However, since multiple-point grounding
creates many ground loops, the design of the ground system must include
considerations for minimizing the areas of the ground loops. In addi-
tion, precautions to prevent stress, vibrations, and corrosion from
introducing high impedances into the ground system must be included
in the design.

30.4.3 CIRCUIT GROUNDING CONSIDERATIONS. A significant potential
difference may exist between points on a ground plane. These voltages
must be considered when defining the permissible ambient interference
level in the system, and when determining the expected signal-to-inter-
ference ratio of the signal transmission circuits.

The simplest and most direct approach to keeping potential dif-
ferences introduced the ground plane to a minimum is to arrange
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circuit components physically so that the ground return paths are short
and direct, and have the fewest possible crossings of paths. In this
way, the intercircuit coupling of the ground currents will be low and
isolated.

Differential or balanced circuits can help reduce the effects
of ground circuit interference. Since a differential circuit responds
only tc the potential difference between its input leads, considerable
common-mode interference voltage due to the ground circuit may be simul-
taneously impressed on both input leads without degrading the circuit
performance.

In transistorized digital circuits, the input and output imped-
ances of the circuits are generally relatively low. This makes the
circuits more susceptible to the effects of low impedance (magnetic)
fields than to the effects of high impedance (electric) fields. One
of the important parameters controlling interference due to a low imped-
ance field is the loop area of the c!7cuits causing or picking up the
Interference. By reducing the loop area of these circuits to a mini-
mum, much of the interference problem can be eliminated.

Where modular type construction is used, one method of minimiz-
ing the loop area of grounded circuits is to mount modules on a sheet
of good conducting material, such as copper or aluminum, that is connec-
ted to the circuit ground as directly as possible. All intra-module
wiring should be run as close to this sheet as possible. This teohfi4u,__---
can reduce the loop area of these circuits to an extremely small value.
but the capacitive coupling of the circuits is increased. The effect
of this increase in capacitive coupling on circuit operation should
be considered if this technique is used.

The use of high impedance input or output circuit impedances
when sgnals must be transmitted over even a few inches should, in
general. be avoided. Where the use of such circuits cannot be avoided,
the interconnnecting lead must be shielded and the shield grounded
at each end.

:t is generally good practice to isolate power and signal grounds
from each other. This will minimize the possible coupling of signals
between these two major types of paths.

30.4." GROUNDING CABLE SHIELDS. The coupling of interference into
circuit2 of a system can be significantly affected by the grounding
of the shields of the interconnecting leads.

arounding of the shields may be accomplished as single-point
or multiple-point grounding. Factors which influence the selection
of sinx-e-point or multiple-Doint grounding include the interference
signal f-equencies involved, the length of the t-ansmission line, and
the relative sensitivity of the circuit to high or low-impedance fields.

(ae .S'ngle-Point Shield G-ounjing - For multi-lead systems, each
shield may be grounded at a different physical p:int as long
a Individual shleldn are Isolated fron each other. Single-
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point grounding is more effective than multiple-point shield
grounding only for short shield lengths. Single-point grounding
begins to be ineffective when conductor-length-to-wavelength
(L0) ratios are greater than 0.1, where the wavelength is that
of the highest frequency to be used or the highest frequency
interference to be expected on the wire or in the system.

(b) Multiple-Point Shield Orounding - For L/l ratios greater than
0.1, multiple-point grounding at intervals of 0.I1 is recommended,
since the shield can act as an antenna that is relatively effi-
cient at X/4 when one end is grounded. When such grounding
of the shield at intervals of 0.1A is impractical, shields should
at least be grounded at each end. Multiple-point shield ground-
Jng is effective in reducing all types of plane wave coupling,
so long as large ground currents do not exist.

When cable shields are grounded, good electrical contact to
the shield must be established. If possible, the shield should be
grounded completely around the periphery of the connector shell. The
use of pigtail grounding should be avoided on all cables.

There may be situations when multiple-shielded cable usage is
considered necessary. Double or triple-shielded cable may be necessary
for feeding high input or output impedance circuitry. particularly
if the circuit is in a high electric-field environment. It is consi-
dered good practice to use multiple-shielded cable for unbalanced input
circuits with sensitivity thresholds better than 50 millivolts and
operating frequencies beweLn 5 kHz and I MHz. When biaxial or triaxial
cables are employed, single-point grounding of the inner shield should
be used. An illustration of how to ground double-shielded cable is
shown in Figure G-21.

INNER OUTER

CENTER CONDUCTOR SHIELD SHIELD

Figure G-21. Examples of Grounding A Double-Shielded
Coaxial Cable. [G-1)
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30,4.5 SUOMMARY OF GROUNDING GUIDELINES. The specific grounding phi-
losophy employed on a system will he influenced by the physical confi-
guration, the operational requirements, and the detailed design objec-
tives of the particular system. Several general grounding guidelines
are stated below to aid in the selection of groun6ing approaches and
to aid in the implementation of the grounding techniques selented.

(a) Use single-point grounding when the dimensions of the circuit
or component under consideration are amall compared %o the wave-
length of concern (typically less than O.1W. When possible,
ground large circuits or components at mevaral locations, so
that the separation between grounds is never greater thin O.1X

(b) There are occasions when transformer isolation and other isola-
tion techniques can be usei to alleviate common-mode noise prob-
lems arising from ground network pickup.

(c) Keep all ground leads as short and d3rect as p053ible. Avoid
plgtails when terminating cables.

(d) It is advisable to maintain separate ground systems for signal
returns, signal shield returns, power system returns, and ehas-
sis or case ground. They can be tied together at a single ground
reference point.

(e) Ground reference planes should be designed so that they have
high electrical conductivity, and so that this conductivity
is maintained under the stress and vibration conditions encoun-
tered in system operation.

(f) Grounds for low-level signals should be isolated from all other
grounds.

(g) Never run supply and return leads separately, or in separate
shields. A twisted pair is the best configu?'ation for the sup-
ply bus and its return. Also, avoid carrying signal and power
leads in the same bundle or in close proximity to one another.
When signal and power leads must cross, make the crossing so
that the wires are at right angles to each other.

Wh) Use of differential or balanced circuitry can significantly
reduce the effects oi' ground c,.rcuit interference.

Wi) For circuics that operete below I Nfz,.tightly twisted pairs
of wires 'either shielded or uns'.ielded, depending on applica-
tion) that are single-point grounded offer the best approach
to reduced equipmient sunceptibility.

(V For coaxial or shielded cables, single-point grounding at the
source end offers certain advantages at low frequencies. At
high frequencies. multiple-point groun4`ng is required.

WIk Low-level sersitive transmissionr lines .ay require multiple
sh!ields. Sinrle-pnKnt grourning of iz-' shield is recommended.
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30.5 8U•D T•DL ARDINO TB ZIQUS.

30.5.1 INTRODUCTION. The final level of hardening in the layered
approach is that of subsystem hardening. Here the critical subsystems
with their associated circuits are hardened. If the first two layers
(system exterior and cables) have been appropriately hardened, then
this level becomes significantly easier to harden. Otherwise, it is
a formidable task to harden subsystems when no attention has been given
to interrupt the coupling paths leading to the subsystem; this makes
it very difficult to determine what are the sources of deleterious
energy. Nevertheless, some subsystem hardening is inevitable. From
a system operation standpoint, it is usually impossible to close all
POE's and adequately shield and filter all cable leads. Various tech-
niques are available to provide the adequate hardening at the subsystem/-
circuit level. These are discussed in the following subsections.

30.5.2 COMPARTMENTALIZATION. Place all sensitive electronic circui-
try in one compartment. This can greatly reduce the amount of subsys-
tem shielding required. It will also make the filtering problem more
tractable. In addition, place all noise generators, if possible, in
a separate compartment. A high-impedance static ground (one-point
ground) should be in the electronic circuitry compartment. This would,
for example, prevent charge buildup when this sensitive compartment
is separate from the remainder of the system, which may oicur when
packages are recycled for checkout.

In ccajunction with compartmentalization, the separated compart-
ments must be shielded. This, in effect, is building the entire sensi-
tive electrical and electronics subsystems in solid-metal enclosures.
The practices necessary for good shielding described in Section 30.1
of this appendix apply here also. Compartmentalization and associated
shielding of subsystems is a powerful EMR hardening concept. Clearly,
this concept must be violated to some extent to accommodate required
penetrations in a practical system.

30.5.3 COMOI•ENT/CIRCUIT HARDMNING. Consideration should be given
in the initial stages of the design of a system to minimizing the sus-
ceptibility of the system components and circuits to interference.
The effort should begin with the selection of discrete and IC soliJ-
state devices to be utilized in the system design. The available devi-
ces should be screened in order to obtain devices with the highest
possible interference susceptibility thresholds. In some cases, this
screening/selection process may become difficult, since it may involve
some compromise between the desired operating characteristics and the
interference susceptibility threshold levels of the devices.

In the selection of signal levels and impedance levels for the
circuit designs, the designer should recognize that circuits operating
with high signal levels and low impedance levels are less susceptible
to interference. Therefore, the circuits should be designed to operate
with the highest signal levels and lowest impedance levels that are
compatible with the devices involved and consistent with the achieve-
ment of the intended functions of the Pircuits.
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The susceptib'lity of the circuits to radiated interference
can be reduced by minimizing the length of interconnecting wiring between
components and IC devices and the use of shielded and twisted-pair
wire for these interconnections. Since the interference usually has
a different spectral content from that of the desired signals, a signif-
icant reduction in the susceptibility of circuits to interference can
frequently be realized by incorporating filters, chokes, ferrite beads,
and lossy ferrite sockets into the interconnecting wiring and power
leads of the circuits.

A technique especially applicable to the reduction of interfer-
ence signals up through the VHF region is the use of common mode cancel-
lation in a differential amplifier. The desired signal source may
be either differential or single-ended. The desired signal is fed
into a differential amplifier through an BF coupling device which ensures
that RP energy appears in equal amounts on each amplifier input. The
resulting rectified signal is then rejected through common mode cancel-
lation. Such a technique may provide 10 to 20 dB of system RF hardness
and may be used in addition to other shielding and filtering techniques.

In summary, the designer should keep the following considerations
in mind:

(a) In general, low-speed devices are less susceptible than high-
speed devices. Circuit overdesign with respect to speed and
frequency response should be avoided.

(b) If compatible with other requirements, critical or potentially
susceptible devices should be operated at low gain and high
collector current levels.

(a) Some interference immunity may be provided by employing common-
mode cancellation features of differential amplifiers.

30.5.4 FUNCTIONAL HUARDBNING. Functional hardening can be defined
as a logical design that insures protection against arbitrary transi-
ents through coding and/or timing discrimination, although with a price
paid in complexity. This approach is usually used to prevent one-shot
failure, such as EED detonation due to a single stray transient. It
also has possible application for missiles which must fly in and out
of scanning radar beams. For example, a sequential system can be designed
so that a particular sequence of pulses, instead of a single relatively
short duration signal, Is necessary for a state change.

Time discrimination can be used such that a signal must be pre-
sent for a particular length of time that is longer than that likely
due to the dnleterious environment.

Under some conditions, parity techniques, such as requiring
a signal to appear on two differently routed lines, can provide effec-
tive discrimination against arbitrary transients.

30.5.5 CIRCUMfI ION. Crnumvention involves se ng an EM field
that could cause upse' Rnd mission failure. an! 4-.scontinuing signal
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processing while there is danger of transient malfunction. There
are two basic circumvention approaches that should be considered
in radiated susceptibility problems of air launched ordnance systems.
In the first of these, if EM fields high enough to cause logic changes
are deteated, the system circumvents by blocking all inputs and recycling
the sequence of ope-ations to the last safe reference point. After
a designated time delay, operation resumes by resetting where needed
and updating to account for the elapsed time. The time delay must
be short for missiles. A second type of circumvention involves an
extremely hard but slow digital processor (that does not respond
to transients) working in conjunction with a soft, fast processor.
Ordinarily, the system is under control of the fast processor. However,
if severe EM fields are detected, the operation is temporarily turned
over to the hard processor, which subsequently resets the fast proces-
sor. The first of these two types will probably have the greatest
applications.

40. REFERENCES. The references in this section are organized into
five categories: (1) general references that are applicable to various
areas of EMR hardening design; (2) shielding references; (3) filtering
references; (4) bonding references; (5) grounding references; and
(6) composite material references. Also referenced are articles
and documents which, although not used directly as source material,
will provide the handbook user with additional informaticn related
to EMB hardness design.
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) APPENDIX B

IM BARDNESS MEASIRMIS

10. INTRODUCTION. This appendix describes the elements of an EHR
hardness measurement program for air launched ordnance systems. A
well planned and implemented measurement program is critical to the
design of a system which will perform satisfactorily in its intended
operational environment. Measurement data are required at various
stages of system design and development to (1) establish hardening
design requirements and criteria, (2) verify the hardening design approach,
and (3) ensure that the hardening design criteria are being satisfied.
The performance of EMR susceptibility tests early in the design and
procurement cycle is a very cost-effective approach for achieving over-
all system hardness goals since the need for extensive system level
and field testing In the latter phases of the procurement cycle will
be reduced.

EMR hardness measurement programs and conventional EMC test
programs are almilar in nature in that the goal of both types of pro-
grams is to provide measurement data for use in assuring the electro-
magnetic compatibility between a system and its intended operating
environment. However. there are significant differences between the
measurement requirements and techniques of EMR and EMC test programs,
partially due to the differences in the objectives of the two types
of test programs and partially due to the differences in the magnitudes
and mechanisms of the interference involved. EMR hardness measurements
are designed to define, and aid in tailoring, the susceptibility charac-
teristics of a system to a specified EMR environment, whereas EMC tests
are not tailored to a specific environment, do not provide susceptibility
data for intense BF environments, and involve both susceptibility and
emission measurements for both radiated and conducted interference.
For these reasons, the several specifications and standards which estab-
lish EMC test plans and define measurement techniques, data requirements,
and specification limits for electromagnetic compatibility are not
directly applicable to the EMR interference problem and no equivalent
documents are available to cover this area. Hence, the system designer/
developer must generate his own test program or tailor existing EMC
specifications and standards to assure the comoatibility of the system
with a given EMR environment.

20. TEST PROGRAM.

20.1 GENERAL. The objective of an EMR hardness test program is to
ensure that a system and its integral components will function in a
specified manner In Its intended operational environment. To meet
this objective, measurement data will be required at various stages
in the system development cycle, r-om the initiation of the system
design to system delivery. For example, interference susceptibility
data on the components to be used in the system a-e required at the
initiation of the system design in order to establish the hardening
"requirements for the system. As the ees!Rn progresses, measurement
data are needed to establlsh EMR hardening approaches and techniques
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and to verify that the hardening design is sattsfactory. The following
paragraphs summarize the major elements to be considered in an EMR
hardness test program.

20.2 TEST FACILITIES. EMR hardness measurements generally require
extensive test facilities for performing the required measurements.
These facilities may include shielded enclosures for isolating the
test environment, exposure chambers (anechoic chamber, TEM cell, etc.)
for establishing a radiated test environment, and various instrumenta-
tion (signal sources, field intensity meters, antennas, and other ancil-
lary test equipment). A detailed description of test facilities for
performing EMR hardness measurements is given in Section 30.

20.3 TYPES OF TESTS. Three types of tests will usually be required
in an EMR hardness measurement program - injection tests, radiated
susceptibllity tests. and shielding effectiveness tests. Injection
tests are simply conducted interference measurements where the EMR sig-
nal is injected directly into a port of the unit under test. Injection
tests are required for measuring the susceptibility of discrete compo-
nents/circuits but may also be useful for higher level testing (i.e.,
testing of subsystems). Radiated tests are used for subsystems where
it is necessary to determine the overall susceptibility of a unit com-
prised of interconnected components, circuits and enclosures. Radiated
tests are not applicable to the testing of components ':cause of the
special component test fixtures required. Shielding Er4f:ctiveness
measurements are employed to determine the shielding provided by sub-
system enclosures or cabling. A detailed description of these three
types of tests and the required test facilities is given in Sections
30 and 40.

20.4 LEVELS OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS. For the purposes of this hand-
book, two levels of EMR hardness susceptibility tests are defined --
component/circuit tests and subsystem tests. Thi.s definition categorizes
units to be tested according to the type of susceptibility test employed.
For discrete components/circuits, injection testing is the only feasible
means of obtaining susceptibility data, whereas all other units can
usually be tested using either injection testing, radiation testing,
or both. Thus all system units other than discrete components/circuits
are defined as subsystems.

The above definition should not be misconstrued to mean that
only one subsystem test is required above the component/circuit level.
As the system design and development progresses, numerous subsystem
tests may be required to ensure that the system hardening design is
proceeding as planned. For example, subsystem testing of circuit boards
may be followed by the testing of a configuration of circuit boards,
the testing of interconnected equipments. etc.

20.5 TEST CRITERIA. The ultimate criteria for EMR testing is derived
from the overall system hardening requirement. Given the characteristics
of the intended operational environment, the system designer must deter-
mine the overall system hardening requirement by comparing the environ-
ment characteristics to the system susceptibilitv characteristics.
Since the system susceptibility characteristics are ultimately dependent
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upon the susoeptibiltv thresho3.d of tbe lowest level system components,
i.e., disorete components/circuits, the difference between the environ-
mental level and component susceptibility threshold level definee the
overall system hardening requirement.

Once the overall system hardening requirement is established,
hardening design requirements are assigned to the various "layers"
or subsystems of the system In a manner such that the sum of the hardening
requirements of individual layers equals or exceeds the overall system
hardening requirement. Test criteria for a particular layer are thus
defined by the system hardening requirement for that layer. As a simple
illustrative example, assume that (1) a system is comprised of a single
circuit board within a metallic enclosure, (2) an overall system hardening
requirement of 30 dB has been established, and (3) it has been determined
from the data in Appendix E and other sources that the optimum hardening
approach is to assign a 15 dB hardening requirement to both the enclosure
and the circuit board. Test criteria for the enclosure would thus
involve shielding effect 4 veness tests to ensure that 15 dB of isolation
was achieved. Test criteria for the circuit board would involve radiated
susceptibility tests to establish that the applied desigi: techniques
(component selection, lossy sockets, filtering, lead shielding, etc.)
provided the required 15 dB of hardening.

Inherent in any test criteria is the specification of test para-
meters and parameter tolerances to be employed for detining interference
susceptibility. Generally, the parameters and parameter tolerances
used for susceptibilitv testing are the same as those which are critical
to functional design or operation of the unit under test. The system
designer must define the test parameters and tolerances, based on a
knowledge of how changes in the parameters would affect the functional
operation of the system.

20.6 TEST PLAN. The EMR test plan is a contractor prepared document
which describes in detail the contractor's EMR test program for assuring
compliance with the contractual EMR hardness requirements. In general,
the test plan describes the test program organization and objectives,
the test facilities to be employed, the types of tests to be performed,
the test configurations, techniques, and procedures to be employed,
the type and format of measurement data to be recorded, and how the
measurement data will be used in the EMR hardness program. The specific
contents and details of the plan will depend upon the complexity of
the system involved. Generally, however, the contents of the test
plan should be as described in Appendix M, and the plan should contain
sufficient detail to enable the procuring agency to ascertain that
the test program is valid. Approval of the test plan by the procuring
agency is normally required prior to proceeding with the system design.

30. TEST FACILITIES. The performance of EMR hardness measurements
requires the use of specialized test facilities. These facilities
include test instrumentation (signal sources, antennas, receivers,
etc.), anechoic chambers, various forms of shielded enclosures, and
other equipments necessary to establish and measure the effects of
a giver EMR environment. The purpose of this section is to describe
the tvpes of facilities which can he employed Jn EMR hardness measure-
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ments and their basic characteristics and limitations. The manner in
which the facilities are employed to perform EMR hardness measurements
is further described in Section 40, Test Approach,

The facilities described below are oriented toward those facili-
ties which provide isolation between the EMR test environment and the
ambient environment. It is possible to perform either conducted or
radiated type EMR hardness measurements in the laboratory or other open-
field site where the measurement setup is not isolated from the ambient
EM environment. However, the measurement results may be influenced by
extraneous signals, and signals radiated from the test setup may inter-
fere with external operations. Furthermore, outdoor open-field measure-
ments which require geographically large sites are expensive and are
subject to weather conditions. For these reasons, open-site test facil-
ities are not recommended for performing EMR hardness measurements and
consequently will not be addressed in this handbook.

30.1 SHIELDED ENCLOSURES
Shielded enclosures are closed metallic structures which provide

a high degree of isolation between the electromagnetic environment with-
in the enclosure and the external environment. Signals present in the
environment external to the enclosure will have little effect on
measurements made in the enclosure, and signals radiated in the enclo-
sure during testing will not interfere with external operations.
Because of the isolation provided, shielded enclosures ar various con-
figurations can be used for conducted or radiated EMR hardness measure-
ments. The basic shielded enclosure configurations discussed below are
the conventional shielded enclosure, the TEM cell, and the tuned-mode
shielded enclosure.

30.1.1 CONVENTIONAL SHIELDED ENCLOSURE
The conventional shielded enclosure is a shielded room whose

dimensions are usually multiples of 4 feet (i.e., 8' x 8', 8' x 12', 12'
x 20', etc.). These dimensions result from the fact that the enclosures
are assembled in 4-foot panel sections. The practical requirements of
power access, personnel access, light, heat, and air conditioning result
in discontinuities in the enclosure which must be considered a part of
the enclosure design.

There are three basic types of shielded enclosures. They
include:

o Single wall,

o Double wall, electrically isolated, and

o Double wall, not electrically isolated.

Conventional enclosures are made of either screen or solid metal.
Typical screen materials are copper (22 x 22-.015) or bronze (18 x 20-
.010). Typical solid sheet materials include copper and 24 gauge galvan-
ized steel, or a combination of copper and steel sheets in double wall
enclosures.
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The enclosures are assembled in panel sections. The panels
are normally 4' x 8'; however, 4' x 10', 4' x 12', and 4' x 14' panels
are sometimes used where ceiling heights greater than 8 feet are required.
The sections may be bolted, clamped, or welded together to create the
room. In the case of non-isolated double-wall enclosures, the inner
and outer walls are connected together around the periphery of each
panel. In the case of electrically isolated double-wall enclosures,
the inner and outer walls are maintained electrically isolated as the
panels are assembled.

All power and signal line penetrations into the shielded enclosure
are accomplished by filtered wires or by means of coaxial penetrations
through the enolosure walls. Each phase conductor and the neutral
of power lines are filtered at the entrance to the enolesure. Adequate
filters and coaxial penetrations are commercially available from a
number of manufacturers. Openings for heating and air conditioning
are accomplished with honeycomb barrier panels. The most critical
opening in the enclosure is the access door(s). A variety of door
sealing techniques are used by the different enclosure manufacturers.
The lighting in the enclosure in all cases should be provided by incan-
descent sources, because other types of lighting sources are prone
to produce RF noise.

A summary of typical shielded enclosure performance characteris-
tics is presented in Table H-I. The 120 dB limit usually represents
a testing limit and not the limit of the enclosure itself.

TBI6 BH-1

SUMMARY OF TYPICAL SHIELDED ENCLOSURE PERFORMANCE

Magnetic Electric and

Fields Plane Waves
Enclosure wall

Type Type Material 60 Hz 15 KHz 1 GHz 10 GHz

Double Screen Copper 2 dB 68 dB 120 dB 77 dB
Electrically Bronze 0 dB 40 dB 110 dB 57 dB
Isolated Galvanized 50 dB 50 dB

Solid 24 Ga. Steel 15 dB 84 dB 120 dB 90 dB
Cu & Steel 18 dB 86 dB 120 dB 106 dB

Double Non- Screen Copper 52 dB 90 dB
Electrically Bronze
Isolated Solid 24 Ga. Steel 68 dB 90 dB

Copper 90 dB

Single Screen Copper 6 dB 42 dB 60 dB
Bronze 75 dB

Shield Solid Copper 48 dB 80 dB
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The primary use of the conventional shielded enclosure is to
provide isolation when performing conducted susceptibility measurements.
In performing conducted measu'ments, the device, equipment, or system
under test and all test instrumentation is located within the shielded
enclosure, thus isolating the test environment from the external envi-
ronment.

Historically, the conventi.onal shielded enclosure has been used
to perform radiated susceptibility measurements where the unit under
test is illuminated by a source antenna located within the enclosure.
However, this type of measurement will not yield valid results since
reflections from the enclosure walls prohibit the accurate calibration
of the exposure field. Results from experimental investigations have
shown that the exposure field level is extremely sensitive to the size
and shape of the enclosure, the location of test equipment and personnel
within the enclosure. and the spacing between the equipment under test
and the radiating antenna, and that field level calibration errors
as great as +40 dB are possible. Thus the conventional shielded enclo-
sure should not be used as a radiated susceptibility measurements facil-
itv, but only for isolation purposes.

30.1.2 TRM CELL
The TEM cell is a shielded enclosure in the form of a section

-of TEM transmission line which can be used to establish a uniform TEM
field inside the shielded cell for susceptibility testing. The cell
configuration, illustrated in Figure H-i, consists of a section of
rectangular TEM mode transmission line inside a shielded enclosure.

The line is tapered at each end to a transition which mates witt a
standard coaxial cable. A commerciallv available TEM cell is shown
in Figure H-2. The TEM cell provides a means of aenerating accurately
calibrated high intensity RF fields with moderate power RF sources.
For example, with an input to the cell of 10 watts, field intensities
as high as 200 volts/meter can be generated. Errors In determining
the absolute level of the exposure field are within +1 dB.

The TEM cell offers several advantages in measuring the suscepti-
bility characteristics of small equipments and devices. It is portable,
simple to build, provides isolation of the test environment, and can
be used from do to the lowest order TE mode (TE 1) cutoff frequency

(fc0 ) to provide fields f"om 10 V/m to 500 V/m. The construction

cost of TEM cells is lower than the cost for conventional anechoic
chambers and shielded enclosures, and it Is a relatively accurate
(1 to 2 dB) susceptibility test chamber. Because of Its TEM mode of
ooeration. the cell has a linear phase response from dc to near fc10
and thus can be used for swept frequency measurements.

The major limitation of the TEM cell is the small test volume
available at high test frequencies. The cell must be used at frequen-
cies at which only the fundamental TFY.' -odes exist. For example, a
cell with 1.2 m x 1.2 m cross section that can be used at frequencies
from dc to approximatelv 150 MHz car Rccommodate a test specimen approxi-
metelv 1.2 m x 0.4 m x 0.4 m in size. Smaller cells with comparably
reduced test volumes may be used at hiphe" frequencies.
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30-1.3 TUND-MOD SHIELDI) ENCLOSURE&. Tuned-mode shielded enclosures
which utilize the reflective nature of the enclosure walls can be used
to measu-e the shielding effectiveness of equipments and components.
A shielded-enclosure measurement technique which involves mode tuning
has been incorpcrated into MIL-STD-1377 (Navy) as a test method for
measuring the shielding effectiveness of cables, connectors, enclosures,
and filters over the frequency range of 1 to 10 GHz [H-3J. This tech-
nique involves placing the component or equipment to be tested inside
a multimoded, tuned shield enclosure in which paddle wheel tuners are
used to redistribute the energy within the enclosure.

Typical tuned-mode shielded enclosure configurations for performing
shielding effectiveness measurements are illustrated in Figure H-3.
To detcrmine shielding effectiveness, the equipment to be tested is
placed within the enclosure and the enclosure is energized at specific
frequencies of interest via the long-wire input antenna. The paddle
wheel tuners are then adjusted to maximize the power coupled through
the test specimen equipment to the external receiver. Because the
equipment under test is subjected to a composite field pattern, both
in position and polarity, many local maxima are possible as the tuners
are moved. The largest local maxima is indicative of the intrinsic
shielding effectiveness of the test specimen equipment. Comparison
of this value with the maximum power coupled to the receiver via the
unshielded reference antenna yields the shielding effectiveness of
the test specimen.

The MIL-STD-1377 type test method has several advantages as
a shielding effectiveness test technique. Elaborate test equipment
is not necessary, and testing can be performed with an enclosure only
slightly larger than the equipment under test. Test techniques are
relatively simple, and experience to date indicates that measurements
are repeatable within a few decibels. A basic limitation of the tech-
nique is that its use is restricted to frequencies above a few hundred
megahertz in order to obtain a sufficient number of modes.

30.2 PARALLEL-PLATE TRANSMISSION LINES
Parallel-plate transmission lines can be employed for suscepti-

bility mtdsurements on small equipment items at frequencies ranging
from do up to a few hundred megahertz. The line is configured with
two parallel plates, separated by a distance h, which serve as a con-
ductor pair to connect a load to a signal source. The ends of the
plates are terminated with matched loads so that the structure operates
in the TEM mode. Figure H-4 illustrates a typical configuration for
a parallel-plate transmission line.

Major considerations in the use of parallel-plate transmission
lines for susceptibility measurements are (1) the field intensity require-
ments, (2) the size of the equipment to be tested, and (3) the upper
frequency range of concern. The maximum field intensity which can be
established is dependent upon the spacing between the plate, the output
power of the signal source, and the power rating of the matching network
and load. Field intensities up to several hundred volts per meter are

* ) commonly azhieved with parallel-plate structures.
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The size of the equipment under test is limited by the plate separ-
ation distance. The height of the equipment under test should be less
than one-third the plate separation to prevent perturbationn of the field
between the plates. Equipments which exceed this dimension can cause
field perturbations sufficiently large to prevent accurate determinations
of the field intensity.

The highest frequency at which a parallel-pl).te structure can
be employed is dependent upon the plate separation distance. Theoreti-
cally, the structure can be used up to a frequency for which the plate
separation distance is equal to one-half wavelength. When the separation
distance exceeds one-half wavelength, transmission modes other than the
TEN mode can exist and the field will lose its uniformity. In practice,
it is difficult to construct a parallel-plate structure which will operate
satisfaotorily up to the theoretical upper frequency limit. Most struc-
tures are thus operated at frequencies considerably below the theoretical
limit (typically, less than one-third the upper frequency limit).

Another consideration in the use of a parallel-plate structure
is that the structure does not perform as a shielded enclosure. Thus,
the structure is exposed to the ambient electromagnetic environment,
and the structure itself radiates electromagnetic fields. However, the
structure can be located within a conventional shielded enclosure to
achieve isolation from the ambient environment.

30.3 SHIELDED ANECHOIC CHAMBne
A shielded anechoic chamber is a shielded enclosure with anechoic

material mounted on the inside walls, floor, and ceiling of the enclosure.
The anechoic material absorbs the energy which is radiated within the
enclosure, and hence, minimizes reflections from the enclosure walls.
In good quality anechoic chambers, the levels of reflected energy are
30 to 60 dB below test radiation levels. The shielded anechoic chamber
thus provides a nearly free-space test volume which is isolated from
the outside environment.

A region inside the anechoic chamber in the vicinity of where
the equipment to be tested will be located is designated as the quiet-
zone of the chamber. The quiet zone should be located so that the equip-
ment to be tested will be located in the center of the quiet-zone volume;
the size of the quiet-zone volume should be sufficiently large to completely
encompass the largest piece of equipment to be tested. In the design
of the chamber, the size and shape of the chamber and the absorbing mater-
ials to be used are selected to satisfy the quiet-zone volume requirements.

RF absorbing materials (H-4] function basically by converting
the incident electromagnetic energy which impinges on them into heat.
The absorbing materials normally used in anecholc chambers are iossy
dielectric materials in the form of an open-cell polyurethane foam
Impregnated with a carbon-latex solution. (An exception is ferrite
absorbing material; however, the cost of ferrite material is approximately
$100 per square foot which does not make it economically feasible for
anechoic chamber designs.) The material is normally shaped into pyramids,
cones, or wedges to provide a gradual transition from free-space into
the absorbing material. In order to provide a good air-to-dielectric
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Sransition, and hence low reflecivity .characterlstics, the thickness
of the material (height of the pyramids, cones, or wedges) is required
to be a minimum of a quarter-wavelength to the lowest frequency of
interest. Abacrbing materials with thioknesses from 1 to 180 inches
are ava'lable ctumercially.

Since wavelength is inversely proportional to frequency, the
thickness of the anechoic material must be ihoreased as the low frequency
limit of chamber operation is decreased. This requirement limits the
low frequency threshold of anechoic chambers because as the thickness
of the material increases, (1) the cost of the material increases,
(2) the size of the shielded enclosure must increase to retain the
same test volume, hence increasing its east, and (3) It becomes more
difficult to mount the material and prevent sagging of the pyramids.
For these reasons most existing anechoic chambers have low frequency
limits of 200 MHz or higher. A few large chambers have 100 MHz low-
frequer.y thresholds.

The power handling capability of absorbing material is also
an important consideration in chambers where tests involving high inten-
sity radiated fields are to be conducted. Absorbing materials having
power handling capabilities from 0.15 watt/sq. om to 31 watts/sq. am
are comercially available.

Generally, the accuracy of measurements made in a shielded anechoic
enclosu.-e will be within +1 dB. However, the measurement accuracy
is dependent upon several test parameters, including:

"*) location of the test setup in the chamber;

2' directivity of transmitting and receiving antennas;

P separation between source and receptor;

.• frequency;

- reflectivity of the anechoic material; and

' the magnitude of the energy being measured relative to the
maximum energy being radiated in the chamber.

30.U TEST INSTRUNKTATION
The test Instrumentation required for a particular EMR measure-

ment wt'" depend upon such factors as the characteristics of the unit
under test, the type of test to be performed, the test technique to
be employed, and the frequency range of concern. Generally, a wide
ar-ay cf test instrumentation will he required under an EtR measurement
program: thus it is not feasible to identify and describe every test
instrument and device which may be needed. The purpose of this section
is to !.entify the more common test instrumentation employed in EMR
hardness measurements.

SC.-.' SIGNAL SOURCES
-anal sources are usuallv required in all EMP hardness measure-

ments ': provide test signals which simulate those of the defined EMR
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envi.ronment. In selecting a signal source for a particular measurment,
the major source characteristics of concern are frequency, modulation
capabill.ty, output Impedance, and output power level. The source fre-
quency range and modulation capability are chosen to correspond to
the characteristics of the defined EMR environment. The output imped-
ance of most test instrumentation, including signal sources is normally
50 ohms. If the source is to be connected to a load which is not 50
ohms, an appropriate matching network must be employed.

The power output requirements of a signal source are dependent
upon the level of the EMR environment to be simulated and the type
of measurement being performed. For conducted susceptibility measure-
ments, where the signal is injected directly into the unit under test,
the source power output necessary to reach a susceptibility threshold
will be relatively low. Generally, conducted susceptibility measure-
ments can be performed at power levels not exceeding a few watts.

For radiated susceptibility measurements, the source power out-
put requirements can increase significantly, depending upon such factors
as the level of the radiated test environment to be simulated, the
characteristics of the transmitting antenna employed, spacing require-
ments between the transmitting antenna and the unit under test to realize
a far-field test condition, and power losses in ancillary test equipment.
To illustrate the source power output requirements for a typical radi-
ated measurement, assume that the unit under test 4- to be exposed
to a 200 V/m field intensity, and that a three-meter spacing between
the transmitting antenna and the unit under test is required to satisfy
far-field testing conditions. The RF power required to establish a
desired field intensity can be determined by means of Equation H-i:

RF AG

where:

PRF a RF power required,

R = distance between radiation antenna and field intensity reference
point (meters),

PD a field intensity in power density terms (W/m 2 ), and

GA a gain of radiating antenna as a power ratio (i.e., 3 dB z 2,
6 dB z 4, etc.).

The 200 V/m field intensity requirement can be converted to
the power density form of Equation H-1 by means of Equation H-2.

P (F=) 2  (H-2)
D 120w

a (200 V/r) = 106.1 W/m2

PD - 1207
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Substituting 106.1 W/m2 for PD and 3 meters for R in Equation H-1 yields:

P 4w(3) 2(106.1)
P.F GGA

12000 watts
GA

Assuming an antenna gain of 6 dB (GA a 6 dB a 4),

• 4 - 3000 watts
RF 4

or assuming an antenna gain of 15 dB (0 A 15 dB a 31.62).

12000PRF a3T6.- 2 380 watts

These results indicate that to establish a 200 V/m field intensity
at three meters from a radiating antenna having a 6 dB gain requires
an RF source capable of providing approximately 3 kilowfts of RF power,
while to establish the same level field with a radiating antenna having
a 15 dB gain requires an RF source capable of providing approximately
380 watts of RF power. It is apparent from these results that the
power output requirements for the RF signal sources can be significant,
and are heavily influenced by the characteristics of the radiating
antennas, as well as the spacing between tfie radiating antenna and
the test specimen. Conventional signal generators and sweepers will
not provide sufficient RF power to perform radiated high power interfer-
ence susceptibility tests.

The RF signal source requirements may be satisfied with either
a series of tunable power oscillators or lower-power signal generators
and/or sweepers used in conjunction with broadband RF power amplifiers
to provide RF power output levels sufficient to perform the required
susceptibility tests.

30.4.2 ANTUWAS
The selection of antennas and exposure chambers to be used

to establish high intensity fields for radiated susceptibility tests
ts an important consideration In the development of the testing facili-
ties. As Illustrated in the previous section on signal sources, the
characteristics of the radiating antenna have a significant influence
on the amount of RF power required to perform the tests. For each 3-dB
increase in antenna gain, the RF power requirement is reduced by 1/2.
On the other hand, the radiating antenna gain must be limited to the

) extent that the width of the main beam is sufficient to adequately illumi-
nate the test specimen. Further, it is desirable that the main beam
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tllumination be such that the amplitude and phase distibutions across
the test specimen are essentially planar. Thus, the selection of a radi-
ating antenna becomes a compromise between obtaining the maximum gain
possible to minimize the PF power requirements, and at the same time,
obtaining sufficiently broad beamwidth characteristics (sufficiently
low gain) to properly illuminate the test specimen.

Since susceptibility tests are currently -equired over the 50
MHz to 18 GHz frequency range (a spectrum width of over eight octaves),
a number of antennas representing several antenna types are required
for the tests. The low frequency end of the spectrum presents the most
difficult problem as far as selecti.ng a suitable radiating antenna Is
concerned. In tne 50 to 200 MHz frequency range, antennas having suffi-
cient gain characteristics are physically too large to fit inside nor.-
mal size shielded enclosures, or if they will fit inside, the walls are
so close to the extremes of the antenna structure that they significantly
affect the characteristics of the antenna. This situation Is true for
tuned dipole, log-periodic, log-conical, and tuned vertical antennas.
Hence, in this frequency range, non-resonant short dipole, biconical,
or short vertical whip antennas are normally used as radiators. These
antennas have very low gain characteristics, and hence, relatively large
PF power levels are required to generate moderate field intensity levels.
For example, a typical bicon4 cal dipole antenna used as a standard in
EMC measurements has a gain of approximately 0.15 AR relative to an iso-
tropic source at 50 MHz. To establish a 200 V/m field one meter from
the antenna would require approximately 1.285 watts of RF power. At
a frequency above 200 MHz where a log-periodic antenna with a 6 dB gain
could be used, only 350 watts of RF power would be required. At a still
higher frequency where a standard gain horn antenna with a gain of 15
dB could be used. only 50 watts of RF power would be required. On the
other hand, over the 50 to 200 MHz frequency range, high power broadband
RF amplifiers are readily available and large RF power requirements are
not as much of a problem or as costly as they are in the higher frequency
ranges.

Over the 200 to 1000 MHz frequency range. resonant antennas such
as the tuned half-wave dipole, tuned vertical whip, log-periodic, and
log-conical antennas are sufficiently small to fit inside normal size
shielded enclosures. The log-periodic and log-conical are the preferred
antenna types for this frequency range because a single antenna can cover
the entire range without any tuning required. In addition, these antenna
types exhibit gain characteristics in the range of 5 to 6 dB which sig-
nificantly reduce the RF power requirements compared to the 50-200 MHz
frequency range.

Over the 1I0Hz to 18 GHz frequency range, the size of the radi-
ating antenna is no longer a problem and several types of antennas
can be used. These include log-periodic, log-conical, cavity-backed
spiral, standard-gain horn, and ridged-guide horn antennas. The pre-
ferred radiating antennas for this frequency range are waveguide horns
due to their good unidirectional, high ga½n, and VSWP characteristics.
The entire frequency range (1-18 GHz) can be covered with two ridged
waveguide horns with gains from 6 to 12 dB. The frequency range can
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also be covered with seven standard gain horn antennas with gains from
14 to 24 dB.

30.4.3 FIELD M1IIsa T mn3
Sensitive RF detectors with provisions for accurate calibra-

tion in terms of standard EMI measurement units are required to perform
the tests described in this chapter. For measurements of the EM envi-
ronment, calibrated detectors are requirad to define the field intensity
levels over the frequency spectrum of interest. For susceptibility
measurements, accurate detectors are required to calibrate the fields
to which the test specimen is to be exposed and to detect the response
of the test specimen when exposed to the test fields.

These detector requirements for the tests can be satisfied by
two types of instruments, EMI receivers and spectrum analyzers. Both
of these instruments are well-shielded, sensitive receivers with wide
dynamic ranges and provisions for calibration in standard EM measurement
units. Instruments in both categories are available to cover the fre-
quency spectrum from 20 Hz to 40 GHz.

30.-.3.1 D• IM Inc mtS
EMI receivers are basically superheterodyne receivers with

special circuits and parameters to enhance the accurate measurement
of EMI emission characteristics of equipment and systems. Specific
design parameters and some operational techniques may vary depending
upon the portion of the frequency range being covered. However, the
basic principles of field intensity meters are the same over the fre-
quency spectrum presently covered (20 Hz to 40 GHz).

Most EMI receivers include the following characteristics:

a) Have an extremely wide frequency .tuning range so that a single
Instrument can be used over as much of the frequency spectrum
as possible. The frequency tuning accuracy is normally 1
percent or better.

b) Accept a wide range of input signal levels. The actual dynamic
range of the receiver is normally 20 to 60 dB. Additional
Input signal range Is obtained with a set of wideband, cali-
brated attenuators at the input of the meter. Most meters
will accept input signals in the range from -100 dBm to +20
dBm.

a) Present a constant real impedance (normally 50 ohms) at the
input terminal so that the meter properly terminates the
transmission line and also so that voltage levels at the
input can be specified in terms of power.

d) Have selectable, calibrated IF bandwidths. The narrow IF
bandwidths make it possible to obtain maximum sensitivity
for narrowband sigrals and the wider IF bandwidths make It
possible to encompass more of the spectrum of wider band
signals. The different bandwidths make it possible to distin-
guish between narrowband and broadband signals.
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e) Fave 4nternal sources for calibrating the gain and IF band-
width of the meter at the frequency of interest. The impulse
generator is the most conmon type oalibrator in current EMI
receivers.

f) Have an output meter and different detector and metering
circuits which make it possible to measure signals having
different types of modulation.

A number of FVI "eceiverp are available from several manufacturers
which cover the frequency range from 20 Hz to 18 OGH. Generally, three
instruments are required to cover this frequency range. In some cases,
several plug-in RF heads are also required. Converter units are avail-
able which make it possible to perform measurements up to 40 GHz.
Table H-2 shows some typical characteristics of currently available
EMI receivers.

TABLE 8-2

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OP CURRENT EMI RECEIVERS

Frequency Fumber Measurement
Range of Bands Sensitivirv Range

20 Hz to 15 kHz 1 -127 to -150 dBm 126 dB
14 kHz to 1 GHz 15 -85 to -120 dBm 120 •dB
1 GHZ to 18 (Hz 5 -79 to -90 dBm 120 dE

30.4.3.2 SPECTRUM ANALYZERS
Modern spectrum enalv~ers can also be used as field intensity

meters. Vhen compared to EMI receivers, spectrum analyzers are charac-
terized by untuned front ends, built-in rutomatic frequency sweeping
and dispersion capabilities, a larger choice of IF bandwidths, and
CRT output displays wit) variable persistence. Accurate amplitude
calibratIons of spectrum analyzers are more difficult than calibrations
of EMI receivers, particularly for peak amplitudes of pulsed signals.
The advantage of spectrum analyzers over EMI receivers are their flexi-
bility in frequency sweeping, the availability of a spectrum output
display, and lower cost for equivalent frequency coverage.

Within the past 5 to 10 years, significant progress has been
made in the spectrum analyzer technology. This progress has resulted
in the addition of several important functions to the current generation
of spectrum analyzers. The functions include variable persistence/storage
CRT displays, internal calibration capabilites. wide spectrum scans
(several GHz), flat frequency response, and significantly increased
dynamic ranges.
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Several spectrum analyzers which cover the frequency range from
10 MHz to 18 0Hz are availble from a number of manufacturers. In most
cases, a single instrument is capable of covering the entire frequency
range. External traoking preseleotors are avai'able to provide RF
preselection where required. In addition, external mixers and converter
units are available which make it possible to perform measurements
up to 40 or even 90 OHz. There is such a broad range of characteristics
available and such rapid advances in the state-of-the-art, it is recom-
mended that suppliers or manufacturers of spectrum analyzers be contacted
to establish the present state-of-the-art in these instruments.

30.4.4 AUXILIAR DBVICUS
A large number of auxiliary devloes are required to intercon-

nect the various test instruments into the required test setups, and,
at the same time, assure that the test specimen and each of the test
instruments will function in the desired manner. A listing of typical
auxiliary devices is shown in Table H-3.

The types and specific properties of the auxiliary devices required
for the tests are dependent to a large extent on the characteristics
of the tests, the spectfic types of test instruments to be used, and
the frequency range over which the tests are to be performed. Thus,
it is not feasible to attempt to describe the characteristics of every
device which might be needed under all these conditions. In selecting
auxiliary devices, the frequency range (bandwidth). Impedance. and
power rating of the devices must be compatible with the test specimen,
test Instruments, and other components in the test setup'. The principal
requirement is that the incorporation of auxiliary devices into a meas-
urement setup not degrade the accuracy or validity of the measurement
results.

TABLE H-3

TYPICAL AUXILIARY DEVICES FOR HIGH POWER SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS

Filters Switches

Directional Couplers Coaxial Cables

Signal Samplers Coaxial Connectors

Attenuators Coaxial Adapters

Isolators Waveguide

Hybrid Junctions Wavegulde Hardware

Dummy Loads Isolation Transformers
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As a general rule, double-shielded, 50-ohm, coaxial cable should
be used for interconnecting cables. The double shield minimizes the
effects of interconnecting cable leakage on the measurement results.
and the 5O-ohm impedance is compatible with the majority of test instru-
ments and auxiliary devices.

40. TEST APPROACn.

40.1 CwNIOmEnT/CIRCUIT SSCEPTIBILITYMEASUrRENTS.

40.1.1 GIERAL CONSIDERATIONS. Ultimately, it is some disturbance
of the operation of a circuit or component that will uause system degra-
Oation or failure. Thus susceptibility information on the solid-state
components used in a system is essential to the design and development
of a system which Is compatible with a specified EMB environment.
The susceptibility data presently available on botn discrete and inte-
grated circuit components are presented in Appendix E. However, measure-
ments may be necessary to obtain the required data on many existing
devices, as well as all future devices.

40.1.2 IDENTIFICATION OF CRITICAL COPONDITS/CIRCUITS. Many of the
components and circuits used in an air launched ordnance system may
be relatively immune to the coupled EMR environment. Attempting to
define the susceptibility levels of all system components would thus
not be a cost effective approach to determining system hardening require-
ments. The system designer must identify those components and circuits
which are critical in terms of their potential susceptibility to the
EMR environment, and where susceptibility data are not available, imple-
ment a measurement program to determine component/circuit susceptibility.

Only the system designer can identify the specific critical
circuits of a system, through a knowledge of the circuit function and
an assessment of how this function might be affected by coupled energy.
However. some general guidelines are presentedI below which should aid
the designer in this identification process.

When undesired energy Is coupled to a system circuit, an upset
in the circuit operation may occur which is reflected throughout the
system. An upset is normally considered as any response other than
the prescribed response. These upsets are usually viewed as an unde-
sired change in signal characteristics. These include voltage and
current levels, transmission or reception levels, or improper control
of other related systems. Upsets may be categorized as those in digi-
tal (nonlinear) circuits and those in analog (linear) circuits. Table
H-4 gives examples of the most frequently observed system effects and
some of the circuit types in which upsets occur.

A systematic categorization of circuits in terms of parameters
which influence circuit susceptibility can also be helpful in the identi-
fication of critical circuits. One method of performing this categori-
zation is shown in the histograms of Figure H-5. Note from this figure
that the first step of the circuit categorization is to order the cir-
cuits in accordance with the coupled RF environment as in Figure H-5a.
If the coupling analyses show that a servo circuit will be exposed

H
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TABLE 8-i4

CIRCUIT UPSETS

I. DIGITAL (NONLINEAR) CIRCUIT UPSETS

Functional Effect Produced by upset of:

1. Changes in command functions Flip-flops, discrete
circuits

2. Alteration of stored information Registers, memory elements

3. Changes in system timing Clocks, counters. oscillators

4. Changes in drive states Logic buffers, interface
circuits

5. Changes in processing states Non-synchronous logic
registers

II. ANALOG (LINEAR) CIRCUIT UPSETS

Functional Effect Produced by upset of:

1. Changes in signal level Amplifiers - ac/dc

2. Loss of regulation Voltage and current sources

3. Loss of synchronous states Phase-look circuits

4 Control instability Servomechanisms

5. Loss of information in process Demodulators, choppers,
amplifiers

6. Premature activation/ Power supply "crowbars"
function loss of protective and current limiting
circuits circuits

7. Loss of signal generation Sinusoidal oscillators,
"dc-dc inverters, do-ac
converters

8. Improper wave shapes Active, passive filter
networks
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to the highest RF environment. the servo circult is represented at
the highest position on the h4'stogram. To provide a firmer basis for
Judgement as to the effort that should be expended in testing a circuit.
a different ordering of the circuits is used. In thi.n case, an shown
.n Figure H-5b, a functional priority from the standpoint of mission
success should be assigned to each and plotted. Determining the func-
tional priori.ty is a much more difficult task since an appreciation
of the overall, detailed, integrated-system operation must be available.
With a systematic approach. the critical circuits can be identified
and intelligent cost trade-offs as to the necessary testing can be
greatly facilitated, from both the suceptibility and functional priority
points of view.

The circuits that should be considered in the histogram analysis
can be identified according to the following criteria:

o The circuits that are at terminations of external cables.
o The circuits that are sensitive devices.
o The circuits that have large gain-bandwidth products.
o The circuits that perform critical system functions.
o The circuits that are connected to cable routes that might

have great sensitivity to pickup.

Coupling to low level analog circuits is especially critical.
Such coupling is illustrated in Figure H-6. RF energy is coupled through
three ports-of-entry (POE). Coupling through POE 1 to the control
circuitry would not be critical since the control signal'amplitude
would be large compared to any induced RF voltages. However. coupling
to the "front-end" amplifier through POE 2 is critical since rectified
waveforms would appear as legitimate signals and be amplified and thus
create disturbances throughout the system electronics. Likewise, the
coupling from POE 3 Is critical since the connecting cables can couple
the RF energy to the "front-end" amplifier. These types of observations
should be made in the design stage so that the critical circuits can
be identified and tested.

40.1.3 MEASUREMENT TECHNIOUES.

40.1.3.1 INJECTION TESTING. Injected susceptibility measurements
are made by conductively coupling the RF energy to the device under
test. Provisions are made for biasing the devices as well as for moni-
toring the device's operating paramteters such as voltages and currents.
This approach removes the variables associated with coupling from a
free-field and permits concentration on device behavior under the influ-
ence of the RF energy. This experimental arrangement is realistic
because individual circuits are usually fairly well shielded in systems
(i.e., protected from radiated RF energy) but have cable or wires running
between various circuits or subsystems. These wires or cables can
act as Inadvertent antennas and couple RF energy from field to device.

Device response is measured as a function of the absorbed RF
power. The reasons for treating power as the independent variable
are as follows:
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(a) At miorowave frequencies, power and impedance are the funda-

mental, observable quantities; voltages and current are derived
frOm power and impedance. At low frequencies, the converse
Is true.

(b) The semiconductor junction acts as a square-law detector
(induoed-ourrent change In proportional to absorbed power).
This square-law dependence holds for absorbed power levels
up to the order of 100 mW or so, above which the dependence
gradually diminishes to a region where the Interference effect

is proportional to the square root of P A" For RF-induoed

catastrophic failures. the failure level is a function of
absorbed power and time.

Placement of the device under test in a test fixture which can
be well defined with respect to fixture losses is essential to making
an accurate measurement of absorbed power. The validity of the teoh-
nique rests upon the principle of conservation of energy (or, more
precisely, upon its time derivative, I.e., power). It should be noted
that the technique which is described here does not yield a measurement
of device complex Impedance, since no phase Information is given.
The complex impedance must be measured separately by using conventional
devices, i.e., slotted line, Impedance bridge, network analyzer, etc.
However, the power measurement technique does yield a'measurement of
the reflection coefficient, which. is related to the standing. wave ratio
and Impedance magnitude.

The basic measurement technique for oomponente/oirouits is illus-
trated in Figure H-7. A high power RF source is used to generate the

necessary RF energy. The RF source might consist of a signal generator,
a low power amplifier, a variable attenuator, and a high power amplifier,
if needed. The RF source is decoupled through use of an isolator.
Following the RF source ts a dual directional coupler for monitoring
the ino6ent power (PI) and the reflected power (PR). The circuit

input signal (DC, video, or audio) is combined with the RF energy in
a bias injection unit. The purpose of this unit is to deoouple the
RF from the bias sources and monitoring instrumentation. A bias injec-
tion unit which has been designed for use in performing component sus-
oeptibility measurements is illustrated in Figure H-8[H-23]. The
unit Is usable over the frequency range of 100 MHz to 12 GHz and will
pass video pulses having a rise time of 80 nanoseconds. At lower fre-
quencies, a bias insertion unit could be desifned using discrete cirouit
elements (capacitors and Inductors).

For disorete devices (i.e., transistors) the device under test
is maonted in a commeroial 50 ohm test fixture. The bias injection
unit mast be coupled to this fixture through an appropriate matching
network. At microwave frequencies this network must be In the form
of a stripline transition or launcher. The specific configuration
of this transisition will depend upon the circuit under test.

The operation of the device under test is monitored through
the low-frequenoy arm of the bias network while RF energy is injected.
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Taking Samples of the Incident, reflected, and transmitted power, and
using the calibration faotors for coupler, bias networks, and detectors
permits a determination of the device susceptibility (i.e., a change
in output voltage, etc.) as a function of the power absorbed in the
devioe under teat.

Susceptibility measurments on integrated circuits (IC's) involve
the same basic measurement technique used for translators. The transis-
tor is treated as a 2-port device for susoeptibility measurement (one
terminal of the transistor is at an RF ground). However, a small-scale
Integrated circuit may have from 8 to 16 terminals,, and comercial
RP test fixtures are not available. In addition, different IC package
styles will require different fixtures. An exploded view of a test
fixture developed for IC susceptibility testing is shown in Figure
H-9. In a mnner similar to that for eiscrete devices, a relationship
is established between the absorbed power and: (1) incident power;
(2) reflected (at entry terminal) power; and (3) transmitted power,
at each of the terminals other than the entry terminal. The relation-
ship takes Into account losses arising from the test fixture, bMae
networks (one required per IC pin), and calibration factors for the
crystal detector.

A large number of parameters must be measured and recorded.
For example, a single series in a 16-pin IC will consist of 17 power
measurements in addition to a voltage and current measurement at each

__ ,pin, for a total of 49 parameter values. When measurements must beU made at a number of frequencies, power levels, and operatJng conditions,
manual data acquisition becomes burdensome. Therefore, an automated
data acquisition system (Figure H-10) has been developed for use with
the IC measurements. A minicomputer Is used to control test parameters,
process and record data, and perform "on-line" analysis of results.
Figure H-11 shows data taken with and plotted by the automated data
acquisition system for one device at a single RF frequency. The data
shows the device going from an "output low" state (0.4 volts) to an
"output high" state ( 2.4 volts) under the influence of RF energy.
Since the data are also stored on magnetic tape, other parameters may
be plotted as a function of power (or any other variable) at a later
time and statistical analyses performed without the neoes•ity of retaking
the data.

40.1.3.2 RADIATED TESTINO. Measurements of the susceptibility of
discrete oomponents/circuits require the use of special test fixtures
for mounting the oomponents/circults under tests, for injecting test
signals (desired and interference signals), aifd for moditoring'suscepti-
bility characteristics. Radiated testing would involve the exposure
of these fixtures as well as the components/circuits under test; thus
it would be extremely difficult to differentiate between the effects
of the test fixture and the susceptibility characteristics of the com-
ponents/circuits under test. For this reason, radiated testing of
discrete components/circuits Is not a viable test approach.

40.2 SuBSoSTn suSCEPTIDILITY TESTS.

40.2.1 G ENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. For the purpose of this handbook,
a subsystem is defined as a configuration of components and circuits

H-27I\
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which are connected together In a subassembly, performs a specific
function with given input/output signal requirements, and does not
require a special test fixture for susceptibility tests. The prime
reason for this definition is to broadly categorize units to be tested
as those which require specialized test fixtures and techniques (discrete
components/circuits) and those which do not. Under this definition,
individual or interconnected configurations of circuit boards, modules,
or equipments could comprise a subassembly.

As subsystems are developed, it it highly desirable to perform
tests to determine the susceptibility characteristics of the systems
in order to evaluate wiring, bonding, and grounding techniques as well
as to evaluate the composite susceptibility characteristics of all
the components of a particular subsystem when operating in their normal
configuration and environment.

In contrast to discrete component/circuit susceptibility measure-
ments, EHR susceptibility measurements on subsystems may be performed
either by injection testing or radiation testing. Generally, however,
injection testing is better suited to testing of lower level (i.e.,
smaller, simpler, less complex) subsystems whereas radiated testing
should be used for higher level subsystems. One reason for this approach
is that low level subsystems (e.g., modules, circuit boards, etc.)
tend to be located at points within a system which are "remote" from
the external EHR environment (e.g., a circuit board may be separated
from the external environment by two or more shielded enolosbres),
and EMP signals which reach the circuit board are more likely to be
coupled (conducted) via interconnecting wiring than by radiation.
Thus, injection tests should provide a valid description of EMR effects.
A second reason involves the complexity of injection versus radiated
tests. Generally, injection testing is simpler than radiated testing
in terms of facility requirements and should be used as a test method
whenever feasible.

40.2.2 MIDNTIFICATION OF CRITICAL SU•SYSTDL . The techniques used
to identify the critical subsystems are the same as used at the circuit
level. In fact, a critical circuit in a subsystem causes the subsystem
to be critical. However, because of the increased complexity, a subsys-
tem may have more than one coupling penetration and a number of critical
parameters which cause degradation. Subsystems usually hav6 design
parameter specifications and susceptibility degradations can be defined
in terms of such specifications.

402.2*3 ISLSURDGMT T3CIIIQUUS.

40.2.3.1 INJETON ESTIN. Instrumentation for injecting RF energy

into a subsystem uses the same basic techniques as for circuit injection
testing. However, the test fixtures for subsystems will differ consider-
ably from the fixtures used in component/circuit injection. As for
component/circuit injection, a problem arises in measuring accurately
the injected RF energy. This is particularly true when the injection
must be on a lead or tvire in a cable bundle. When the subsystem has
a coaxial input, the injection is relatively simple. When the subsys-
tems are connected together through a cable bundle a technique for
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.Injecting microwave RF energy into the appropriate cables will have
to be developed.

If the subsystems are shielded, coupling through the connecting
cables will be the dominant coupling mode. For unshielded subsystems,
coupling may occur over more than one path and determination of the
best injection technique may be difficult.

40.2.3.2 RADIATION TESTING. Radiation testing of subsystems is cost
effective in the early design stage because shielding weaknesses can
be readily Identified. Radiation testing also evaluates cable shields
and compartmentalization techniques. Establishing good ground connec-
tions with RF gaskets, filters, etc. can be a problem at microwave
frequencies and radiation testing is necessary to prove the RF hardness.
At high frequencies where no dominant coupling lead or cable exists,
the absorbed power is more related to the effective area of a circuit
board. For this case meaningful measurements can only be made using
a radiation testing technique.

If the threat environment is well defined, the levels at which
to peform the subsystem tests are based on the interior environment
as determined from the interaction and coupling analyses of Chapter
5. Such an approach tailors the hardening specifications to the parti-
cular subsystem. The approach used in electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) testing is to perform susceptibility testing according to MIL-
STD-461, "Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics, Requirements
for Equipment" and to MIL-STD-462, "Electromagnetic Interference Charac-
teristics, Measurement Of." These standards are general purpose specifi-
cations applicable to subsystems, and they specify constant susceptibil-
ity levels In a given frequency range. For example, MIL-STD-461, Notice
4, which applies to all Army procurements, requires susceptibility
levels (depending on frequency range) of 10, 20, and 50 volts/meter
for sheltered equipment and 5 or 10 volts/meter for non-sheltered equip-
ment. However, the fixed specification approach as opposed to the
tailored specification approach has certain limitations.

Some of the limitations of the MIL-STD-460 series are summarized
in the following paragraphs:

o The MIL-STD-460 series is a general purpose document which
can result in an overdesign or underdesign of equipment at
the subsystem level and thus cause increased cost to eventually
develop a system.

o Compliance with the untailored MIL-STD-460 series does not
guarantee system hardening since the coupling of subsystems
to the real-world EMR environment I1 not considered.

o Subsystem data cannot be related to system performance.

o SPO management cannot assess the impact of the contractor's
failure to harden a subsystem.

Tailored specifications along with a well-organized approach to hardening
will result in a cost-effective and well engineered design.
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The measurement techniques to be employed in the radiation testing
of subsystems are described in the following paragraphs. The specific
technique to be used for a given subsystem will depend on the physical
dimensions of the subsystem. Radiation testing of small subsystems
can be performed using parallel-plate, TEN cell, or aneohoic chamber
test facilities. For larger subsystems, anechoic chamber testing will
be required.

40.2.3-2.1 TEN COLL TSTING. As discussed in Section 30.1.2, the
TEM cell provides a shielded exposure chamber for RF susceptibility
tests [H-27]. A typical test configuration for performing subsystem
susceptibility tests with the cell is shown in Figure H-12. In opera-
tion, a high power oscillator or pulse generator is connected to the
input port of the cell and a matched termination is attached to the
output port. With this configuration, the TEN cell provides a means
of generating accurately calibrated high intensity RP fields with moder-
ate power RF sources. The subsystem to be tested is placed within
the cell and its performance Is monitored as a function of the exposure
field level. The main limitation of the TEN cell, as for the parallel-
plate transmission line, is the small test volume available at high
test frequencies, i.e., the cell must be used at frequencies for which
only the fundamental TEM mode exists.

40.2.3.2.2 PhRALLEO.-PLATE TRARHISSOI LINK TETING. The susceptibil-
ity of a circuit to radiated fields can be measured using a parallel-
plate transmission line (see Section 30.2). Transmission lines can

* be constructed to operate from DC up to a few hundred megahertz. The
upper frequency range i. limited by the line spacing. When the line
spacing becomes greater than one-half wavelength, the field within
the line begins to lose its uniformity.

In operation, the line is driven by a signal source connected
to one end, and a receiver or RF voltmeter is connected to the other
end to measure the voltage (V) between the plates. The magnitude of
the field intensity (E) between the plates is given by E : V/h, where
h is the separation distance between the plates. Susceptibility measure-
ments are performed by placing the equipment to be tested between the
plates and monitoring its operation for malfunction or degradation
of performance.

The major limitation of the parallel-plate transmission line
is the small test volume available at high test frequencies. Also,
the line does not provide a shielded test volume.

40.2.3.2.3 AN1EMGIC COMER TESTING. It is recommended that subsystem
radiation testing above 200 MHz be accomplished in an aneohoic chamber
as shown in Figure H-13. Ideally, the anechoic chamber should have
a 3-foot diameter (spherical) quiet zone with 20 dE of quieting at
200 Hz. The chamber facility should have the capability of operating
to 18 OHz. The chamber walls should have a power rating of at least
1 watt/sq. in. For test automation, the chamber facility should have
high power swept sources capable of generating CW or pulsed field envi-
ronments. Test antennas should have polarization diversity (horizontal,
vertical, and circular) in order to test all orientations.
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The impact of these requirements on a weapon contractor may
be severe, depending on the facilities presently available to the con-
tractor. However, the use of the parallel-plate transmission line
up to 200 MHz for subsystem testing, reduces the requirements for the
anechoic chamber considerably. A 50 MHz anechoic chamber is very expen-
sive because of the thickness requirement of the absorbing material.
In a 200-MHz chamber, the test antenna size is smaller by a factor
of four, thus reducing the required test volume. The drive power for
a 200-MHz chamber is less than for a 50-MHz chamber, because of the
increased antenna gain for comparable size antennas.

Quad-ridged horns are recommended for polarization diversity.
Through a polarization switching and phasing network, vertical, horizon-
tal, and circular polarizations can be selected. The gain of a quad
horn at 200 MHz is typically 10 dB. To generate a 200 volts/meter
field at a spacing of 3 meters with this antenna requires an input
power of 1.2 KW. The beamwidth of the quad antenna is typically 30
degrees at the upper frequency limit. Figure H-14 shows the maximum
width of a subsystem that can be uniformly illuminated. For the 30-
degree beamwidth, the maximum width is approximately 5 feet. Thus,
from this example it is evident that the antenna beamwidth should not
be narrower than the angle subtended by the subsystem.

The simplest means of radiation testing above 1 GHz is with
horn antennas. A single ridged-guide horn antenna covers the frequency
range of 1 to 12 GHz. Figure H-15 shows a test configuration using
horn antennas. The radiated field is calibrated as shown in Figure
H-15a. A high power source drives the transmit horn, and the field
at distance d is calibrated using a receive horn and a calibrated re-
ceiver. If standard gain horn antennas are used, the field can be
calculated at a distance d within +1 dB and the receive horn and cali-
brated receiver are not required. The test separation distance (d)

should be greater than 2D2 /X where D is the maximum dimension of the
horn opening or the maximum dimension of the subsystem, whichever is
the larger.

The drive power required to generate a field intensity E at
the test separation distance (d) can be calculated using the following
equation:

4d2 E2PT =Z G (H-3)

0

where: PT = power required (watts),

E a field intensity (volts/meter),
Z 0 free space impedance (ohms),

d = test separation distance (meters), and
0 = antenna gain in power ratio.
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A typical ridged-put",' horn antenna has a Rain of 7 dB at 1 0Hz. A
drive power of 666 mW (+28.2 d~m) Is required to generate a field inten-
sitv of 10 volts/meter at a test separation distance of 1 meter. At
12 OHz, the ridged-guide horn antenna gain is typically 13 dB, and
a drive power of 167 mW (+22.2 dBm) Is required.

Once the radiation field at the test separation distance has
been oalibrated, the subsystem is placed in the field as shown in Figure
H-15b. When the subsystem Is Introduced, field perturbations should
be minimized. For example. signal and power line lengths should be
short. Figure H-16 illustrates a test configuration that will minimize
field perturbations. The battery power pack and a test instrumentation
package are placed in a small shielded enclosure. The outside of the
enclosure is covered with an absorbing material (6 inches thick).
The subsystem is placed above the shielded enclosure on dielectric
supports. The critical test parameters are monitored through a fiber-
optic link. The shielded enclosure is supported on a dielectric support
column.

40.2.3.2.4 SHIELDED BNCLOSURE TESTING. The conventional shielded
enclosure is not recommended for radiated susceptibility measurements
because of errors that can result (due to reflections and multipath)
in the measurement data. Shielded enclosures should be used only for
isolating the test environment from the external environment during
injection tests, parallel plate transmission line tests, or other type
tests which do not require the establishment of a radiated environment
within the enclosure.

140.2.3.3 SHIELDING EFFECTIVENIES MEASUIRDENT TECHNIQUE. The basic
idea of the MIL-STD-1377 shielding effectiveness measurement is to
place the test specimen inside a specially constructed test chamber
with provisions for radiating an electromagnetic signal while monitoring
the amount of power picked up by the test' specimen. Efforts are then
made to maximize the power coupled to the test specimen by adjusting
various tuning devices. The underlying concept Is that if one finds
the maximum amount of power that can be transferred to the test antenna
or cable. one can infer that the difference between it and a reference
antenna is intrinsic to the test specimen and its shielding effectiveness.
Figure H-3 of Section 30.1.3 shows schematically the MIL-STD-1377 test
chamber and tuning devices. Standard coaxial lines are used for input
and output with stub tuners to match the impedance at the two ports.
Inside the chamber, paddle wheel tuners, consisting of dipoles which
can be rotated and moved laterally, provide for adjustment of the internal
fields. When cable shielding effectiveness tests are being run, only
one dipole tuner is needed; enclosure tests require a second dipole
tuner located Inside the enclosure under test. To minimize the losses
end other undesirable effects, the dipoles are mounted on dielectric
rods which pass through the chamber walls via waveguide below-cutoff
tubes. In practice, the cabinet losses (as measured between the in'ection
antenna and a reference pickup antenna) can he quite small over a usable
frequencv range of 1 to 10 Gtlz.

Ir operation, the test specimen 4S placed Inside the chamber,
a microwave signal of the desired frequency is iniected into the chamber,
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and the -nerator manually adjusts the v~rtous tuning devites in a some-
what Iterative manner to find the maximum power that can be coupled
through the t*st specimen. In the process, many local maxima are observed
In which a tuning position is round for what any further tuning reduces
the power transfer. Tý'e as-#est of 1 !hesa local mwaxma Is Indicative
of the !ntrinsic shielding efrectiveness of the specimen. Comparison
of this result with that obtained by lorýkng at the unshielded reference
antenna •-alih-etion moasurement) inside the chambir indicates the
shieldine effectiveness value for the test specimen. The principal
feature of this procedure is that it is highly repeatable with different
operators and reconstruotions of the experimonts. The relative ease
with which the absolute maxirum tuning condition can be found depends
on the test chamber parameters, tuning system design, and operator
skill.
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APPIXDI'X I

EMR HARDNESS CONSIDERATIONS IN PROGRAM DOCUD3TS

10. INTRODUCTION. The maior planninu and procurement documents form
a logical flow of activity representing an orderly progression from
concept frmulation to a final operational deplvuent, and, hence,
they car. provide a vehicle for Implementing and documenting an EMR
hardness program throughout. the life cycle of a system. To accomplish
this implementation and documentation, the EMR hardness requirements
must he addressed In the following program documents.

SON Statement of Operational Need
.ERS Mission Element Need Statement
PM:- Program Management Directive
F:.PM 56 AFSC Program Direction
PFMP Program Management Plan
r•P I Decision Coordinating Paper (Milestone I)
APP Advanced Procurement Plan
TEMP Test and Evaluation Master Plan
RFP Request for Proposal (Full-Scale Development)
DCP II Decision Coordinating Paper (Milestone II)
PFF Request for Proposal (Production)

!.!7T D Operation, Maintenance, and Training Documents
DC? III Decis.on Coordinating Paper (Milestone III)
P•,',T Program Management Response.i.ll ty Transfer

20. SOW AND lUS. The Statement of Operational Need (SON) document
is the me:•anism for identifying operational needs within the Air Force.
A prereq*.:1.ite to the ldentification of operational needs Is a Mission
Area Analysis (MAA). The MAA examines the mission responsibilities
of a command and assesses the command's ahilltty to perform each task
In terms zf current capab~litles, the present and projected threat,
the operat.onal environment, and any other constraints which may limit
solutions to accomplishing the stated task. In analyses involving
air leunched ordnance systems. the EMR environment and its potential
affects cr the performance of the system should be included.

When the MAA identifies an operational need, the need is docu-
mented in a SON. Upon publJcation, the SON is submitted to HO USAF
for valldiaion. Upon'valldation of the SON, a Misslon Element Need
Statement 'MENS) Js prepared and submitted to tte Secretary of Defense
(Seoretar'. of Air Force for non-major programs' for approval. Upon
approval :f the MENS. Milestone Zero is achieved and the Conceptual
Phase of the program begins.

30. PMI AND FORM 56. Upon approval of the VENS, HO USAF 1 ssues a
Program Management Directive (PMD) to initiate aetion in the Air Force.
For air launched ordnance systems. the PMD shouP' require that an EMR
hardness zrogram be implemented to ensure that t'e system developed
will be -:!-patible with Its EMR operational env'rrnment. After receipt
of the P'': f"-m HO USAF. HO AFSC estatl!.hes te program priority and
Issues w';'.•. are and di-ect'on to the AFSC organ.t:ations via AFSC Form 56
(AF3C P-"-•ar Dlrectiorn. The Form 56 fvr a4" :eajnched ordnance sys-
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tems should require tve program offioe to implement an EHR hardness
program to ensure t!at the system developed 4s compatible with its
EMR operational environment.

40. DCP. The Dec'slon Coordinating Paper (DCP) is the documentation
requesting approval to enter the next phase of system aoquisition.
DCP I requests approval to proceed to the Concept Validation Phase
(Milestone I). DrP 1: requests approval to proceed to the Full-Scale
Development Phase I'Mlestone 1I). DCP III requests approvRA to proceed
to the Production Fhase (Milestone III). The EMR hardness considera-
tions for inclusion 'n the Decision Coord 4 nating Papers should Include
the following:

o Describe the EMR hardness plan for achieving the EMR hardness
coals.

o State tests Dlanned to 4emonstrate EMR hardness.

o Descrihe EMR hardness tasks and tests accomplished and those
remaining to be aocomplished.

o State anti 4cpated problems and risks in accomplishing EMR
hardness coals.

o Specify ant'cOpated resolution dates for Identified problems
and risks.

50. Pip AND TIP. The Program Management Plan (PMP) is prepared
by the Program Manager early in the conceptual phase of the program
and desocrbes the overall program management approach, the master pro-
gram schedule, and the estimated program cost. A description of the
development, managerent, and Implementation of an EMR Hardness Program
should be !ncluded in this document.

The Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) is the controlling
management document which defines all test and evaluation (T&E) efforts
to be accomplished rn connection with a system acquisition. Descrip-
tions of the T&E efforts required to implement and validate the EMR
Hardness Program should be included In this document. These descrip-
tions should include the roles and responsibilities of other DoD T&E
organizations, as well as the T&E efforts to be performed by the con-
tractor.

60. RFP. The Recaest for Proposal (RFP) document package completely
describes the proposal requirements and the tasks to be accomplished
during each aoquisit'on phase. The RFP's for all acquisition phases
of air launched orearce systems should address the requirement that
the system must be -anable of performing its mission in the EMR opera-
tional environment. However, special emphasis should he placed on
defining the EMR Har~ness requirements in the RFP for the Full-Scale
DeveloDmenf Phase ar4 the RFP for the Production Phase.

The RFP for "-. Full-Scale Development Phase should include
a complete descripttzn of the forecasted EMR operational environment.
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This EM• environment forecast should be the most accurate possible
at this stage of the program, since it will serve as a basis for the
system designers to determine the amount of EMR hardness required for
the system.

The RFP for the Production Phase should emphasize that the pro-
duction techniques utilized shall not compromise the MR hardness incor-
porated in the full-scale development model and should require that
adequate quality control tests are performed to ensure that the required
EMR hardness characteristics are realJzed in the production systems.

70. ORIO. The Operation, Maintenance, and Training Documents (ORMD)
for air l.aunched ordnance systems should emphasize the importance of
maintaining the EMR hardness characteri.stics of these systems. Suffi-
cient 4nstructions should be included in these documents to ensure
that EMR hardness is not compromised during maintenance, check-out,
and deployment..

80. PHRT. Program Management Responsibli•ty Transfer (PHRT) is the
formal act of transferring management responsibility for a system to
the Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC). The transfer documentation
for air launched ordnance systems should emphasize the importance of
maintaining the EMR hardness characteristics of the systems. This
documentation should also stress the Importance of evaluating the im-
pact of system modifications and engineering change proposal (ECP)
requests on the EMP hardness of the systems.

.lo
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APPENDIX J

TAILORING OF SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS

10. INTRODUCTION. In many cases, it may be desirable to contrac-
tually obligate the system contractor to provide adequate EMR hard-
ness and testing by invok4ng specifications and standards. Unfortun-
ately, there are currently no specifications or standards which
address the EMR hardness problem as defined in this handbook. How-
ever, since the EMR hardness problem is a special case in a subset
(radiated sueceptibilitvl nf electromagnetic compatibility (EMC),
several of the current EMC specifications and standards can be tai-
lored to achieve the goals of the EMR hardness program.

20. TAILORING. Týe taflor4ng of spec!fJcations and standards
is the process by which the requirements of a specification document
are adapted to the peculiarities, operational requirements, or char-
acteristics of a system being developed and the electromagnetic
environment in which the system must operate. The tailoring process
should accomplish two purposes. The first objective Is to modify
existing requirements and test procedures and, if necessary, add
additional requirements and test procedures so that the document
assures that all required functions are performed and 'validated.
The second objective is to delete all requirements and test proced-
ures which are not essential to satisfying the specific requirements
of the system. Thus, a properly tailored specification or standard
should ensure that the essential requirements of a system will be
satisfied, and at the same time, will not require the performance
of any nonessential functions or testing.

It Is recommended that the tailoring of specifications and
standards to achieve the goals of the EMR hardness program be accom-
plished by the EMCAB under the direction of the program manager.
The tailoring effort w4 11 constitute a part of the preparation of
the solicitation documentation. Some allowance should be provided
to permit the contractor to recommend subsequent tailoring of the
specifications subject to approval by the EMCAB and the program
manager.

30. APPLICABLE SPECIFICATION AND STANDARDS. The specifications
and standards most appropriate for application to the EMR hardness
program are listed below and eiscussed i n the -following paragraphs.

MIL-E-6051 Electromagnetic Compatibility Require-
ments. Systems

MIL-HDBK-237 Electromagnetic Compatibility/Interfer-
ence Program Requirements

MIL-STD-461 Electromagnetic Interference Character-
O !'stcs, Requirements for Equipment

• m I I I i i l i I fWl i
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MIL-STD-462 Electromagnetic Interference Character-
istics, Measurement of

MIL-STD-463 Definitions and Systems of Units,
Electro-magnetic Interference Technol-
ogy

MIL-STD-1512 Electroexplosive Subsystems, Electric-
ally Initiated, Design Requirements
and Test Methods

AMCP 706-235 Hardening Weapon System Against RF
Energy

MIL-STD-1377 Effectiveness of Cable, Connector,
and Weapon Shielding and Filters In
Precluding Hazards of Electromagnetic
Radiation to Ordnance, Measurement
of

MIL-B-5087 Bonding, Electrical, and Lightning
Protection For Aerospace Systems

30.1 MIL-E-6051. This specification establishes the overall elec-
tromagnetic compatibility requirements for electronic systems, in-
cluding control of the system electronic environment, lightning
protection, static electricity, bonding, and grounding. It is ap-
plicable to complete systems, including all associated subsystems
and equipments. The use of this specification is officially manda-
tory for all Departments and Agencies of the DoD in procurements
of electronic systems, implying that the EMC requirements outlined
will be imposed on all systems. Under these circumstances, the
tailoring of this specification to include the EMR hardness require-
ments is relatively simple. The tailoring process consists of:
(1) ensuring that the external electromagnetic environment discussed
In paragraph 3.2.13 includes the EMR environment forecast, and (2)
deleting the phrase "--except deliberately generated interference-
-" from the definition of electromagnetic interference in paragraph
6.2.3. In addition, it may be desirable to modify the limits and
requirements of MIL-STD-461 and 462 as discussed in paragraph 3.2.4.1,
depending on how these standards are to be used in controlling the
subsystems and equipments (see discussion In 30.3 below).

In the event that a system procurement does not invoke EMC
requirements, tailori.ng MIL-E-6051 to address only the requirements
of the 3MP hardness program Is a much more difficult task. The
tailoring process requires the deletion of all the EHC requirements
which do not directly address the radiated.susceptihility character-
Istios of the system.

30.2 MIL-HDBK-237. This handbook provides additional guidance
and more detailed procedures for adapting the MIL-E-6051 specifica-
tion to a particular program. As a handhook, the document is intended
to be referenced in procurement specifications for Information pur-
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poses oniv, and Js not intended to supersede any specification re-
quirement. However, the use of the information and guidelines pro-
vided in this handbook will assist the program office and contractor
personnel in establishing, managing, implementing, and validating
an effective EMC/EMR hardness program. As long as EMC requirements
are invoked on the system procurement, no tailoring of this handbook
to include an EMR hardness program in the overall EMC program is
required other than to ensure that the EMR environment forecast
is included in the electromagnetic environment.

30.3 Mn fD-J461, 4I62, AND 463. This series of standards estab-
lishes the electromagnetic compatibility requirements for electronic,
electrical, and electromechanical equipments and subsystems. MIL-
STD-461 defines the general requirements, measuring equipment, and
test limits for the EMC measurements required. MIL-STD-462 establishes
the measurement techniques and setups to be used In measuring the EMC
characteristics. MIL-STD-463 presents definitions of the terms, abbre-
viations, acronyms, and system of units used In the other two standards.
Unless otherwise specified in the contract, invoking MIL-E-6051 automat-
Ically invokes MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-462.

MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-462 can be used to control the EMR hard-
ness of subsystems, components, and interwiring harness of the system
being developed. Either one of two approaches can be taken to accomp-
lish this control. One approach is to require all subsystems, compo-

* , nents, ar! interwiring to meet the test limits specified In MIL-STD-
.461. This establishes a susceptibility level in the interior of the
system at the level specified by the radiated susceptibility test limits
of MIL-STD-461. With this approach, it is necessary to provide suffi-
cient shielding effectiveness in the outer skin or shield of the system
to ensure that the EM environment In the interior of the system does
not exceed the susceptibility test limits of MIL-STD-461 when the sys-
tem is exposed to the maximum exterior EMR environment.

If it is not possible, or desirable, to provide sufficient shielding
in the ouler skin of the system to reduce the penetration of the exterior
EMR envir:nment to a level below the susceptibility test limits, the
susceptit'l!ty test limits in MIL-STD-461 and the test procedures in
MIL-STD-462 may be modified to require the subsystems, components and
interwirirg to be immune to a higher level interior EM environment.
This approach places more of the hardening burden on the design and
fabrlcation of the suhsvstems of the system and constitutes a layered
hardening approach. In the modification of the susceptibility test
limits, care must be exercised to ensure that the subsystem hardening
requiremerts are realistic and obtainable.

30.4 KIL-STD-1512. This standard establishes the general requirements
and test ?ethods for the design and development of electroexplosive
subsystems aýd associated items to preclude hazards f"om unintentional
initiatio'n. This standard should be imposed on all subsystems utiliz-
ing electr:'sllv initiated explosive, or pyroteohnic, components to

)be includ4 !n the system Oeing developpd., The electromagnetic environ-
ment used establish t•i• !.'-Mness cr".erla fo- such subsystems should

' •nc!'"• •he fo-ecasý.%ý ' R envi!or"onret.
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30.5 AMC PAMPHLET 706-235. This handbook provides detailed informa-
tion on hardening weapon systems against RF energy. The information
is directed specifically to hardening systems and subsystems containing
electroexplosive devices (EED's) against electromagnetic environments
and is primarily intended to assist tne design engineer in meeting
the requirements of specification documents such as MIL-STD-1512.
However, a great deal of the Information is applicable to all aspects
of the EMH hardness program and should be useful in the development
of program and test plans, as well as in system design. This handbook
may be referenced for information purposes, particularly in support
of MIL-STD-1512, without any tailoring.

30.6 IIL-STO-1377. This standard is Intended to provide system de-
signera and developers with test methods for determining if particular
portions of a system are providing the anticipated hardness. It is
not Intended to be a substitute for full-scale EMP hardness tests of
a system, but rather an aid in developing a system with a high probabil-
ity of successfully passing such environmental tests. The standard
describes methods of evaluating the shielding effectiveness of shield-
Ing enclosures, cables, and cable connectors over the frequency range
from 1 GHz to 10 GHz. The standard also describes methods of measuring
the filtering effectiveness of interference suppression filters over
the frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 GHz. This standard may be in-
voked to support MIL-E-6051, MIL-STD-461, and MIL-STD-462 without any
tailoring.

30.7 M1L-B-5087. This specification establishes the requirements,
procedures, and test methods for electrical bonding and grounding in
ae-ospace systems. The application of this specification ensures that
the bonding and grounding practices utilized in the system development
comply with accepted EMC practices. This specification may be invoked
to support the EIR hardness program without any tailoring. This spe-
cification is invoked by reference hy MIL-E-6051 and MIL-STD-1512.
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O0WLIN FOR am Hamm CONTROL PUN

10. INTRODUCTION. ?P0s section should describe in detail the system
to be developed and the EMR hardness requirements which must be satis-
fied by the EMRI hardness control plan.

20. KA•AGE•UNT. Th9, section should describe the management organi-
zation structure to be utilized by the contractor to implement and
direct the EMR hardness program. The description should define how
the hardness control management structure fits within the contractor's
organization management structure and the overall program management
structure. The individual who will implement and direct the EMP hard-
ness program should be identified and his responsibility and authority
should be defined. The propooed method for interface between the con-
tractor's EMP hardness management and the program office should be
described.

30. MECHANICAL DESION. This section should describe the EMR hardness
considerations which will be included in the mechanical design of the
system. As a minimum, this section should include specific data in
the following areas:

(a) Types of mater!.als, finishes and hardware to be employed in
the mechanJcm2 design.

(h) Shielding design practIces to be employed to realize the required
degree of shielding effectiveness.

(c) The tvpes and characteristics of RF gaskets to be used on all
internal and external mating surfaces.

(d) The types and character 4 stics of shielding devices to be used
on required onenings such as ventilation ports and control shaft
apertures.

(o) Design pract'ces for 4solatior bulkheads and compartmentalization.
(f) Corrosion control practices.

40. WIRING DESIGN. This section s',ould describe the contractor's
proposed electrical and elect-onic wiring design. As a minimum, this
section should include detailed descriptions of the following areas:

(a) Grounding philosophy and practices
(b) Bonding philoscphy and practices
(c) Cable shielding practices
(e) Wiring hardness design practices

50. CIRCUIT DESIGN. ThF fect~on should describe the EMP hardness
considerations whic?' will be included in the design and development
of the electronic c!-cuitry of the system. As a minimum, this section
should include detalled descriptions of the contractor's approaches
and procedures in t?'e following areas:

(a) Crlter4 a and r-ocfures for the selection of •omponent. and cir-
cuit confiurt-'ons.

• Procedure fcr 4ent'fvirR cr 4t'c1 circuits.
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(a) Practices for shielding and isolating critical circuits.
(d) Descriptions of suppression techniques and devices to be utilized

and their applications.
(e) Bonding and grounding criteria.

60. SISYISTEM 185O1 AND CONTROL. This section should describe in
detail how the contractor plans to ensure that all subsystems, equip-
ments, and components suppli.ed by subcontractors and vendors meet the
specified MR hardness requirements.

70. PREDICTION AND ANALYSIS. This section should describe in detail
the prediction and analysis techniques the contractor plans to use
in his EMP hardness program. In addition, this section should describe
how the results from the analyses will be utilised in the development
of the syntem and provide a proposed schedule for the planned analyses.

80. ANTICIPATED PROBLUI AICAS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS. This section
should identify the areas in which the contractor anticipates the major
EMR hardening problems will be encountered and describe the contractor's
proposed solutions to these problems.

90. UPDATING. This section should describe the contractor's plan
to update the E4R hardness control plan to ensure that the plan accurately
reflects the current MR hardness requirements throughout the development
program.
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OUTLIN FOR DM HARDuEBST PLAN

10. INTRODOCTION*. This section should describe in detail the MR
hardness tests to be performed in conjunction with the system design
and development. The following information should be included:

(a) A description of the system to be developed.

(b) The objective of the test plan and its relationship to the over-
all EM hardness program for the system.

(a) The scope of the test program in terms of the types of tests
to be performed, the test facilities and procedures to be esployed,
and the utilization of the test data.

Md) A general description of the scheduling of the EHR hardness
tests with respect to the system design/development cycle.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUWBT. This section should identify those docu-
ments which are applicable to the test program, and describe how the
documents will be utilized.

30. TEST FACILITIES AND TEST INSTRUISNTATION. This section will
describe the EMH test facilities and test instrumentation to be employed

) for each type of test to be performed, and will include: -

(a) The location of the test facilities.

(b) A detailed description of the technical characteristics and
specifications for each test facility (anechoic chamber, TEM
cell, etc.).

(c) A detailed description of the technical characteristics and
specifications of the test instrumentation (signal sources,
receivers, antennas, etc.) used in conjunction with each test
facility.

Md) A detailed description of the test configuration to be employed
for EMI hardness tests at each facility, including the physical
layout and electrical interconnections of the facility, test
instrumentation, and unit under test.

40. UNIT UNDER TEST OPERATION. This section will describe in detail

the o;erating status of the unit under test during each HEM hardness
test. The rationale for the operating status will be defined, and all
operating parameters and control settings will be documented.

50. TEST PROCEDURE. This section will fully document the test pro-
cedures to be employed in the EMR hardness tests including:

(a) 3lock diagram depicting the test setup for each test method.
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(b) Detailed step-by-step procedures enumerating the performance
of each teat.

(a) A definition of the toot criteria for each teat and the relation-
ship of these criteria to the 00 hardness of the unJt under
test.

.60. TRST DATA. This section will describe the data to be recorded
during each test, and will include sample data sheets, test logs, and
graphs.
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10. fINTROONCTOU. The following Isa list oa handbooks and design
guides which may be or benefit to program managers, oontraotoru, and
design eng.neers in the area of EMR hardness.

10.1 I NDUOO5 MD NSIOU OUIDE.

AD-619666 "Interference Reduotlon Guide for Design Engineers,N
Vol. 1, U.S. Army Eleotronis Liaboratorles, Ft. Mon-
mouth, N. J., Aug. 1964•.

AD-619667 "Interferenoe Reduction Guide for Design Engineers,"
Vol. 2, U.S. Army Electronics Laboratories, Ft. Mon-
mouth, N. J., Aug. 19614.

AFSC DH 1-14 "Air Foroe Systems Command Design Handbook, DH 1-14,
Electromagnetic Compatibility," ASD/ENYEH, Wright-
Patterson, AFB, OH, 5 January 1975.

AFSC DR 2-5 "Air Force Systems Command Design Handbook, DH 2-5,
Armament," ASD/ENYHM, Wright Patterson AFB, OH,
15 May 1975.

AFWL TR 73-68 "Electromagnetic Pulse Handbook for Missile and
Aircraft in Flight," Air Force Weapons Laboratory,
Kirtland AFB, NM, September 1972.

AMC Pamphlet "Engineering Design Handbook, Hardening Weapon
706-235 Systems Against RF Energy," Headquarters, U.S.

Army Materiel Command, Feb. 1972.

DARCOM Pamphlet "Engineerlng Design Handbook, Electromagnetic Comps-
706-1410 tibility," Headquarters, U.S. Army Development

and Readiness Command, March 1977.

DNA 2114H-1 "DNA EMP Handbook, Vol. 1 -- Design PrInciples,"
(CONFIDENTIAL), Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington,
D.C., 5 July 1979.

DNA 2114H-2 "DNA EIP Handbook, Vol. 2 !- Coupling Analysis,"
(CONFIDENTIAL), Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington,
D.C., 5 July 1979.

DNA 2114H-3 "DNA D'P Handbook, Vol. 3 -- Component Response
and Test Methods," (CONFIDENTIAL), Defense Nuclear
Agency, Washington, D.C., 5 July 1979.

DNA 2114H-4 "DNA EMP Handbook, Vol. 41 -- Environment and Applioa-
tions," (CONFIDENTIAL), Defense Nuclear Agency,
Washington, D.C., 5 July 1979.
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DNA 2114H_5 "DNA DIP Handbo 9, Vol. 5 -- Resources," (CONriDENTIAL),
Defense Nuclear Agenoy, Washington, D.C., 5 July
1979.

DNA 2114H-6 "DNA EMP Handbook, Vol. 6 -- Computer Codes," (CONFI-
DENTIAL), Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, D.C.,
5 July 1979.

FAA-RD-75-215 "Grounding, Bonding and Shielding Practices for
Electronic Equipments and Facilities," Vols. 1-3,
Federal Aviation Administration, Systems Research
& Development Service, Washington, D.C., Dec. 1975.

MDC 31929 "Integrated Circuit Electromagnetic Susceptibility
Handbook," MoDennell-Douglas Astronautics Co.,
St. Louis, MO, 1 Aug. 1978.

MIL-HDBK-235-1 "Electromagnetic (Radiated) Environment Considera-
tions for Design and Procurement of Electrical
and Electronic Equipment (General Information),"
23 June 1972.

HIL-HDBK-235-2 "Eleotromagnetic Radiation Environment from Friendly
or Own Force Eitters," (CONFIDENTIAL), 23 June
1972.

MIL-HDBK-2!5.3 "Main Beam Electromagnetic Radiation Environment
from Hostile Force bEitters," (SECRET), 23 June
1972.

MIL-HDBK-237A "EMC Management Guide for Platforms, Systems, and
Equipment," 20 April 1973.

MIL-HDBK-253 "Guidance for the Design and Test of Systems Pro-
tected Against the Effects of Electromagnetic Energy,"
28 July 1978.

MIL-HDBK-760 "U.S. Army SEMI Handbook," (SECRET), Office of
Missile Electronic Warfare, White Sands Missile
Range, NM., 11 Sept. 1978.

NASA NHB 5320.3 "Electromagnetic Compatibility Principles and Prac-
tices," National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion, Washington, D.C., Oct. 1965.

NASA SP-3067 "Radio Frequency Interference Handbook," National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,
D.C., 1972.

NAVAIR AD-1115 "Electromagnetic Compatibility Design Guide for
Avionics and Related Ground Support Equipment,"
Dec. 1975.
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S'NAVAIR 5335 "Electromagnetic Compatibility Manual," April 1972.

NAVELIX 0101, 106 "Naval Shore Electronics Criteria Eleotromagnetic
Compatibility and Electromagnetic Radiation Hazards,"
Aug. 1971.

NAVWEPS OD 30393 "Design Principle3 and Practices for Controlling
Hazards of Electromagnetic Radiation to Ordnance
(HERO Design Guide)," 6 June 1965.

NSWC "Design Handbook for Control of RF/Microwave leo-
tromagnetto Effects," Naval Surfae Weapons Center,
Dahlgren, VA, 30 Sept. 1977.

NAVMAT "TESSAC Electromagnetic Environment Effects RDT&E
Program Plan," Naval Material Command, Washington,
D.C., 24 May 1978.

NSWC "TESSAC Final Report for EM Vulnerability," Naval
Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA, 1 June 1977.

NAVSEC "TESSAC Electromagnetic Safety Study Group," Naval
Ship Engineering Center, Washington, D.C., 31.May
1977.

NOSC "TESSAC EM-Power Task Technology Capabilities Speci-
fications," Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego,
CA, 12 July 1977.

NRL "TESSAC Final Report on Electronic Counter-Counter-
measures," (SECRET), Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C., 15 July 1977.

NAVMAT "TESSAC Electromagnetic Environment Effects --
Summary Report to Chief of Naval Material," Naval
Material Command, Washington, D.C., 30 Sept. 1977.

NAVMAT "TESSAC Plan for Ensuring E3 Controls in Acquisi-
tions," Naval Material Command, Washington, D.C.,
30 Dec. 1977.

NPGS "TESSAC Electromagnetic Compatibility Survey,"
Naval Post Graduate School, Monterey, CA, September
1977.

NSWC "TESSAC EMP Protection Engineering Study," Naval
Surface Weapons Center, White Oak, MD, I July 1977.

NAVMAT "TESSAC In-Service Support Plan for Electromagnetic
Environment Effects," Naval Material Command, Wash-
ington, D.C., 5 May 1978.
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SINITIOS AND ACROMM

10. UUIWTIONS.

Analog (Linear) Device - A device that operates with variables repre-
sented by continuously varying physical quantities.

Aperture - An opening in a shield through which electromagnetic energy
may pass.

Coposite Environment - A single environmental profile which represents
an integration of the various electromagnetio environments to which
the system is exposed.

Coupling - The transfer of electromagnetio energy between fields, wires,
circuits, equipments, or systems.

Degradation - An undesired change in the operational performance of
a device, circuit, subsystem, or system as the result of interference.

Digital Device - A device that operates on thx basis 9f discrete numeri-
cal techniques in which the variables are represented by coded pulses
or states.

Electromagnetic Compatibility - The capability of equipments or systems
to be operated in their intended operational environment at designed
levels of efficiency without causing or experiencing degradation owing
to unintentional electromagnetic interference.

Electromagnetic Environment - The electromagnetic levels that impinge
on the system at a particular time and location in space. The ground
environment includes all ground-based and ship-based emitters in a
specified geographical area. The cosite environment includes all emit-
ters on-board the delivery aircraft. The intersIte environment consists
of all emitters from aircraft other than the delivery aircraft. The
approach-to-target environment will include any radiation from the
target itself and the ground environment adjusted for the critical
range of the system.

EMR Hardness - The degree or extent to which a system is immune to
EMR susceptibility.

Electromagnetic Interference - The phenomenon resulting when undesired
electromagnetic energy causes unacceptable responses in the intended
operation of electronic equipment, subsystems, or systems.

SSusceptibiljty - The characteristic of a component or system which
permits undesired responses when exposed to a radiated electromagnetic
enviroment. The system sueceptib 4lity levels are those determined
to cause degradation 4n the intended performance of the system.
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EMR Vulnerability - The characteristic of a system that permits degrada-
tion sufficient to compromise the system mission when exposed to its
anticipated Et4B environment. EMR vulnerability exists when an EMR
environment level for a system equals or exceeds the corresponding
EMR susceptibility level.

Far-Field - Two major criteria exist for defining the far.-field region
of an emitter. One criterion Is based on the maximum allowable phase

deviation across an aperture; in this case a value of 2D /X is commonly
usee, where D is the maximum aperture dimension and X is the longest
wavelength under oonsideratJon. The other criterion concerns the dis-
tance requi.red for the radiation fields to predominate over the induc-
tive and electrostatic fields, and this distance is commonly taken
to be three to five wavelengths from the radiating antenna.

Field Strength - The magnitude of the electric or magnetic field vec-
tor, measured in V/m or A/m, respectively. At frequencies above about
100 MHz, field strength in the far field is conventionally specified
as a power density (see Power Density).

Hdi - The use of techniques and devices designed to improve the
susceptibility characteristics of a device, subsystem, or system.

Near-Field - The region between an emitter and its far-field region,
the value of which depends on the particular criterion bQing considered
(see Far-Field).

Plane Wave - An electromagnetic wave whose equiphase surface approproxi-
mates a planar wavefront.

Platform - As used in this handbook, the platform is considered to
be synonymous with the delivery aircraft.

Power Density - The rate of energy flow per unit area (may be expressed

as W/m2, mW/cm2 , dBm/cm2 , etc...). Power density may be used to define
the intensity of an electromagnetic environment.

Radiation - The emission of energy in the form of electromagnetic waves.

Rectification - As used in this handbook, rectiftcation is the basic
interference mechanism whereby the modulation of an RF signal is detected
(rectified) in a nonlinear element.

Subsystem - A collection of devices or equipments designed and integrated
to function as a ma~or part of a system and to perform an operational
function or functions.

System Acquisition Cycle - The time period beginning with the concept
development phase and extending to the completion of full-scale produc-
tion of a system.
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System Life Cycle - The time period beginning with the concept develop-
ment phase of a sasteu and extending until the system has been phased
out of inventory.

St - A composite of subsystems and equipments capable of performing
an operational role.

Survivability - The ability of a system to perform its required mission
during or after its exposure to an EMR environment.

Tailoring - The tailoring of specifications and standards is the pro-
cess by which the requirements of a specification document are adapted
to the peculiarities, operational requirements, or characteristics
of a system being developed and the electromagnetic environment in
which the system must operate.

Theatre - A geographical area of operation (i.e., European, Mediterranean,
Pacific, etc.).

Waiver Analysis - Determination of the impact of relaxing particular
specifications or requirements on overall system performanoe.

Wave Impedance - The ratio of the electric to magnetic field vectors
at a particuler point in space.

20. ACRONYMs.

CDR Critical Design Review

CW Continuous Wave

DCP Decision Coordinating Paper

DID Data Item Description

DoD Department of Defense

E3 Electromagnetic Environment Effects

ECAC Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center

ECCM Electronic Counter Counter Measures

ECM Electronic Counter Measures

ECP Engineering Change Proposal

EED Electro-Explosive Device

EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility

EMCAB Electromagnetic Compatibility Advisory Board

EKE Electromagnetic Environment

EMI Electromagnetic Interference

EMP Electromagnetic Pulse

EMR Electromagnetic Radtation

EMS Electromagnetic Susceptibilitv
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EMY Electromagnetic Vulnerability

ERP Effective Radiated Power

FEBA Forwape Edge of the Battle Area

GEMACS General Electromagntic Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems

HERO Hazards of Electromagnetic Radiation to Ordnance

lAP Intrasystem Analysis Program

IEMCAP Intrasyetem Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Program

MENS Mission Element Need Statement

MOA Memorandum of Agreement

Mom Method of Moments

NCAP Nonlinear Circuit Analysis Program

PDR P-eliminarv Design Review

PM Program Manager

PMD Program Management Directive

POE Points of Entry

PRF Pulse Repetition Frequency

PW Pulse Width

RADC Rome Air Development Center

RF Radio Frequency

RFP Request for Proposal

SON Statement of Need

SOw Statement of Work

SPICE Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis

SPO System Program Office

STS Stookpile-to-Target Sequence

TEMP Test and Evaluation Master Plan
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